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APPENDIX K

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Part I - Public Participation

INTRODUCTION

This Appendix details the Olympic National Forest's efforts to involve and consult with the public during
the review of the proposed Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) and the accompanying Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). It also incorporates the public participation efforts for review and
comment on the Supplement to the DEIS. A brief summary of informal meetings and field trips held with
various interest groups priorto preparation of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and LRMP
is also included.

Part I of this Appendix describes the Forest's public participation process, and summarizes the comments
received in response to the DEIS and Supplement.

Part II lists the people, organizations and agencies who responded to this involvement effort. A summary
or a complete FEIS and related documents have been sent to those listed, unless they chose to have their
name. removed from the mailing list.

Part III contains summary statements of comments made by respondents, followed by a Forest response
to the statement. These are organized by subject area.

In Part IV, copies of response letters from elected officials and government agencies are displayed.

RELEASE OF THE DOCUMENTS

The draft planning documents of the Olympic National Forest were first available for public comment on
November 17, 1986. Documents were mailed directly from the printer as well as from the Supervisor's
Office. The initial 90-day comment period began November 28, 1986, the date of publication in the Federal
Register, and ended February 27, 1987. On January 23, 1987, the Regional Forester extended the
comment period an additional 15 days based on requests from several organizations for an extension due
to the loss of review time that occurred around the major holidays, in this case Christmas and the New Year.
On March 14,1987, the extended comment period closed. This resulted in a total response period of
approximately 110 days.

During this time, 2,000 Reviewers' Guides (including Summaries) and 950 DEIS, Appendices, and Pro
posed Plans were sent to interested public on the Forest's mailing list and to others requesting documents.
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THE RESPONSE RECEIVED

By the end of the response period our supply of documents had been virtually exhausted. On September
30, 1988, the Forest issued a Supplement to the DEIS, which described a "No Change" alternative based
on continuation of the Timber Resource Plans (TRPs) and it provided an analysis of the methods selected
to meet management requirements of NFMA. Closing date for public comments (90 days) was December
29,1988.

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

Ten informational meetings were held throughout the greater Puget Sound area. A briefing was also
conducted in Washington, D.C., to members of the Washington Congressional Delegation, Selected
National Organizational groups and leaders, and to WO Forest Service Staff groups in the Chief's Office.
In addition, due to subsequent requests, by the end of the comment period in March, approximately 35
informational presentations had been made to interested groups by the Forest Planning Team, Forest
Supervisor, Rangers and Staff.

Prior to and during the public meetings, Forest employees were informed about the planning process and
documents; specific focus was on the alternatives developed and contents of the preferred alternative.
Meetings were held at each Ranger District Office and at the Supervisor's Office. Most employees attended
the sessions.

For both the external and internal meetings, attendance is conservatively estimated at 1,300.

Finally, a series of informal meetings and field trips with interest groups and agency employees expressing
concerns in their responses to the draft planning documents were held (refer to Appendix A, Consultation
with Others).

THE RESPONSE RECEIVED

By the end of the response period in March, the Forest had received over 3,600 responses. The majority
of comments came from respondents living in Washington (91 percent). There were also responses from
Oregon and other parts of the country. Form letters made up 48 percent of the public response. The
following is a more detailed breakdown of the responses including their origin:

How Many?

Number of responses
Number of signatures
Number of comments

3,651
3,988

13,911
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THE RESPONSE RECEIVED

From Where?

Location Number of Respondents Percent

Washington 3,321 91
Oregon 141 4
Other States 189 5

TOTAL 3,651

Where Demographically?

Eastside Peninsula 1/
Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit Area 2/
Westside Peninsula 3/
Metro (Urban) Washington
Other States

TOTAL

1,058
68

475
1,856

194

3,651

1/ Eastside Peninsula = Port Angeles to Hoodsport
2/ Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit Area = Hoodsport to McCleary
3/ Westside Peninsula = McCleary to Port Angeles

Who Responded?

Who

Federal Agencies
State Agencies
County Agencies
City Agencies
Organizations
Indian Tribal
Individuals/Families
Others

TOTAL

Number of Respondents

23
9
7
2

146
4

3,449
11

3,651
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THE RESPONSE RECEIVED

What Organizations?

Number of Respondents

Academia
Professional Societies
Conservationists/Environmentalists
Civic Groups
Business Groups
Timber Industry
Associations
Riding and Hiking Interests
Hunting and Fishing Sports Groups
Mining Interests
Other

RESPONSES BY ALTERNATIVES (IN DEIS)

3
6

34
3

28
42
13

3
6
1
7

These are responses to the alternatives presented in the DEIS. These responses include a range of
opinions expressed, and do not indicate preference in this listing. Form letters received in response to an
alternative are also included. For preferences stated in responses, see "Responses by Alternatives in
DEIS."

Alternatives in General 203
Alternative A (Current Direction) 49
Alternative B (RPA-Departure) 128
Alternative C (Preferred) 267
Alternative C (Departure) 2
Alternative D (Departure) 7
Alternative E 7
Alternative F 8
Alternative G 27
Alternative H 380
Alternative I 55

OTHER ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED (NOT IN DEIS)

These are responses to alternatives not presented in the DEIS. These responses do include support for
the alternative being proposed. Form letters received supporting these alternatives are also included.

The "Community Stability" Alternative may also be referred to as the "Industry" Alternative. The "Environ
mental Alternative" may also be referred to as "Alternative H, Modified" Alternative. Also refer to ·Other
Alternatives Suggested," page 13, for a description of these alternatives.
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EXPLANATION OF FORM LETTERS

Environmental Alternative (Alt. H Modified) 732
Community Stability Alternative (Industry) 621
Earth First! Alternative 13
Alternative "Z" Stop Olympic Deforestation (SOD) 8
The Olympic National Forest Biological Preserve and Critical Habitat Area Alternative 1

Form Letter Responses (48%)

Number of responses
Number of signatures
Number of individual comments

Subject

Off-Road Vehicles (ORV)
"Bill's Bog" (Mushroom area on Quinault Ranger District)
Wild and Scenic River (Without Comments)
Wild and Scenic River (With Comments)
Community Stability (Without Comments)
Community Stability (With Comments)
Environmental Alternative H+ (Without Comments)
Environmental Alternative H+ (With Comments)
Environmental Alternative H+ #2 (Without Comments)

TOTAL

EXPLANATION OF FORM LEITERS

1,771
1,771

926

Number of Responses

73
55

171
253
453
687
62

6
37

1,771

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs): Responses received on this issue were the direct result of a bulletin issued
by Congressman "Rod" Chandler which solicited special comments on ORVs. Chandler's bulletin suggest
ed constituents send responses or copies of responses directly to the Forest. Therefore, these responses
were received from people not on the Forest mailing list to receive draft Forest Plan documents, but from
Representative Chandler's constituents (mailing list).

Bill's Bog: These responses specifically mentioned this lowland area on Quinault Ranger District, primarily
as a concern for the "unique" flora and resident mushroom population. Responses were received from the
local Quinault area (Amanda Park) as well as from the Seattle area. This concern had not been previously
addressed in the draft planning documents.

Wild and Scenic Rivers (Without Comments): The original concern surfaced in the early 1980's when
Congressman Bonker indicated an interest was developing regarding Wild and Scenic status for several
Peninsula Rivers. A citizen's group developed during this period in strong opposition to the Wild and
Scenic River concept centered primary in the Forks area. As a result of the Preferred Alternative in the DEIS
showing two Peninsula river systems being recommended for Wild and Scenic River status, similar
opposition surfaced again, this time on the east side of the Forest in the Brinnon area (where the rivers
are located). This response dealt with opposition to including the Duckabush, Dosewallips, Hamma
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EXPLANATION OF FORM LETTERS

Hamma and other Olympia Peninsula Rivers into the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Respondents wanted
these rivers removed from the proposed plan, and they were opposed to any other rivers being considered.

Also included in this form letter was opposition to the following:

- The loss of home and property to the Forest Service.

- The loss of jobs from the decrease in logging activity.

- The loss of tax base and subsequent impoverishing of the area economies due to the above.

- The closing of roads with timber access for fire management and public use.

- The loss of firewood permits and subsequent increase in the cost of firewood.

- The increase in the Federal budget deficit for new programs when the current Forest and Park
facilities are closed.

Many of these responses indicated a preference for Alternatives which do not propose any Wild and Scenic
Rivers and provides for maximum timber harvest.

Wild and Scenic Rivers (With Comments): Included same content as in previous form letter. Additional
comments were made on the bottom of the form letter which included a pre-addressed fOld-up mail
envelope. The vast majority of comments stressed opposition to the establishment of Wild and Scenic
Rivers and in general, opposition to any proposals that might result in reduced local employment opportu
nities.

Community Stability Alternative (Without Comments): This form letter was developed by a coalition of
timber industry interests called the Olympic Resource Council. The focus of this alternative is on the timber
and recreation resources for the Peninsula. It stresses recognizing the recreation supplied by the Olympic
National Park and using more of Olympic National Forest lands to meet timber supply needs of local
communities, especially on the east side of the Peninsula.

This form letter was a structured Questionnaire with seven questions that favored the community stability
alternative as proposed by the coalition.

Community Stability Alternative (With Comments): Includes the same content as the previous form letter.
In addition, under the heading ·comments·, the respondent was asked to consider writing a personal letter
or comment on the form on how they think the Olympic National Forest should be managed and why.

Environmental Alternative H+ (Without Comments): This form letter is also referred to as Alternative H+,
with modifications. It was proposed by the Olympic Task Force and the Washington Wilderness Coalition.

In addition to supporting Alternative H, the following modifications were offered:

- Close the Silver Creek Road, the Boulder Creek Road, the Alckee Creek Road, and the Wright Canyon
Road.

- Prohibit off-road vehicle use of Mt. Zion, Dry Mountain, South Fork Skokomish, and Mt. Washington
roadless area.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Protect the South Fork Skokomish, Sitkum, Wynoochee, and East Fork Humptulips Rivers under the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

Environmental Alternative H+ (With Comments): Includes the same content as the previous form letter.
Additional comments were included.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

RESPONSES BY SUBJECT

This section summarizes the comments by major subject areas:

Subject

No subject

Recreation
General

Developed
Undeveloped

Trails
Off-road vehicles-ORV
Horse use
Primitive or Semi-Primitive recreation
Hiking and climbing
Management of area A4B (river corridors)

Scenery

Wild and Scenic Rivers
General
Duckabush
Dungeness-Graywolf
Dosewallips
Hamma Hamma
S. Fork Skokomish
W. Fork Humptulips
E. Fork Humptulips
Sitkum
Soleduck
Four or more rivers specifically named
Others

Special Interest Areas
General
Existing areas
Bill's Bog
3 O'clock
Cranberry Bog
Other areas

Wilderness
General
Management

Olympic National Forest - FEIS

Number of Responses

192

298
47
40

177
749

17
104
28
19

176

176
67
47
65
22

212
13

201
195
19

553
22

204
24
55

277
295
294

67
15
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Subject Number of Responses

Unroaded Areas
General 284
Rehabilitation 14
Quilcene 15
Mt. Zion 25
Jupiter Ridge 11
Upper Skokomish 226
Moonlight Dome 12
South Quinault Ridge 33
Rugged Ridge 15
Soleduck 223
Four or more of above named 45
Other unroaded 327

Old-Growth
General 618
Intrinsic value 141
Habitat 395
Old-growth Inventory 12
Genetic storehouse concept 21

Multiple Use Comments 206

Wildlife (In General)
General 139
Deer numbers 12
Elk numbers 26
Winter range 97
Introduced species 22
Habitat 155

Management Requirements 32
Pileated Woodpecker 13
Pine Marten 14

Spotted Owl Management 130
SOHAs 13
Habitat requirements 100
SEIS comments 7
Distribution 39

Fish
General 77
Anadromous 36
Habitat enhancement 35
Habitat 140
Hatcheries 11

Riparian Habitat
General 35
Protection of lakes and streams 56
Timber harvest in riparian areas 33
Management requirements 10

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species
General 38
T, E&S plants (endemic) 35
T, E&S habitat requirements 14
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Subject Number of Responses

Research Natural Areas
Existing (inc!. Quinault) 25
RNA - proposed 25
RNA - other 119
RNA - research (in general) 10

Timber
General 43
Harvest levels 452
Reforestation 43
Sustained yield 85
Below cost sales 35
Land suitability 36
Harvest methods 91
Timber stand improvement 16
Timber improvement and genetics 14
Logging systems 11
Yield tables 18
Timber harvest effects 480
Supply, harvest management off Forest 18
Simpson Timber Company 23
Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit 104
Log exports 62

Water
General 23
Quality 103
Watersheds 92

Soil
Erosion control 50
Landslides 29

Air
General 11

Land Status
Land acquisition 49

Energy
Hydro projects 99

Transportation System
General 26
Road closures and management (density) 92
Extent of existing roads 29
Extent of planned roads 160
Road construction and design standards 10
Road closures and management (wildlife) 38
Close Dungeness-Silver Creek 59
Close Boulder Creek 35
Close Silver Creek, Boulder Creek, Alckee Creek and Wright Canyon Roads 529

Fire
Prescribed fires 12
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Subject Number of Responses

Economic Considerations
General 76
Present Net Value 44
Receipts to counties 51
Receipts to Government 20
Economic diversification 19
Employment and job security 228
Short-term economic benefits 53
Long-term economic benefits 38
Rec/tourism employment based economy 177
Timber employment based economy 287
Other commodity based economy 42
Timber value and trends 49
Other value and trends 44

Social Considerations
General 11
Changes in life styles 20
Historic use patterns 18
Community stability 97
Future generations 212

Budget
Forest Service 17

Forest Coordination Efforts
General 12
Olympic National Park 15

Indian Rights
Treaty rights 11

Planning Comments
General 101
Monitoring 22
Management strategies (prescriptions) 22
Standards and Guidelines 46
Miscellaneous (FORPLAN MODEL) 49
Consideration of outputs from Olympic National Park 55
Consideration of outputs from any other Landowners 19
Cumulative effects 16

Miscellaneous Comments 116

Summary of Responses by Subject
Wild and scenic rivers 1,592
Timber 1,537
Recreation 1,479
Unroaded areas 1,230
Old-growth 1,187
Special interest areas 1,149
Economic considerations 1,128
Fish and Wildlife 1,107
Transportation system 978
Social considerations 358
Planning comments 330
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RESPONSES BY ALTERNATIVES IN DEIS

RESPONSES BY ALTERNATIVES IN DEIS

ALTERNATIVE A - CURRENT DIRECTION (NO ACTION)

The purpose of this alternative is to project the outputs and effects associated with continued management
of the Forest on the basis of current plans, policies, and direction.

Comments on this alternative were about equally divided between those who felt comfortable with the
'status quo' and those who felt that it was oriented too much toward timber harvest.

ALTERNATIVE B - DEPARTURE (RPA)

This alternative was designed to assess the effects associated with meeting (to the extent possible) the
resource output targets of the 19aO RPA Program.

The alternative received support from industry and commodity interests because of its emphasis on timber
production. In addition, no rivers are recommended for Wild and Scenic status, therefore, those individuals
and groups against such classification were in support of this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE C (PREFERRED)

The purpose of this alternative is to determine the outputs and effects that would be associated with
changing existing management direction so as to (1) increase the emphasis on nonmarket outputs in areas
of high public interest, and (2) develop timber harvest schedules on the basis of contribution to PNV rather
than harvest volume.

The majority of comments received indicated that the reduction in timber harvest was too great. Some
respondents stated environmental effects were too negative; this concern focused primarily on proposed
timber management activities and related roading into unroaded areas. A few responding thought this
alternative represented a good compromise and they endorsed it.

ALTERNATIVE C - DEPARTURE

The purpose of this alternative is to evaluate the effects of applying a departure harvest schedule to the
land allocations and management strategies of Alternative C. Virtually no support was received for this
alternative.

ALTERNATIVE D - DEPARTURE

This alternative was developed in response to concerns expressed by timber industry organizations
regarding the effect of Minimum Management Requirements on harvest levels. Its purpose is to assess the
effects of maintaining, in the early decades, the nondeclining flow of timber harvest that would occur if there
were no MRs. No rivers were recommended for Wild or Scenic designation in this alternative. Virtually no
support was received for this alternative.
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RESPONSES BY ALTERNATIVES IN DEIS

ALTERNATIVE E

Under this alternative, management of the Forest is designed to retain a large proportion of existing
unroaded areas while maintaining harvest at the level provided in an alternative with substantially lower
unroaded recreation outputs. Intensification of timber management on the remaining available harvest
base is the strategy used to accomplish this goal. Virtually no support was received for this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE F

The purpose of this alternative is to evaluate the effects of terminating the Shelton CSYU Agreement, while
concurrently allocating lands to the uses suggested by the Puget Sound conservation organizations.
Comments on Alternative F were evenly divided for and against termination of the CSYU Agreement but
virtually no support was received for the alternative in general.

ALTERNATIVE G

This alternative was developed on the basis of some initial advice from several conservation organizations
of the greater Puget Sound area. It represents an approach to the resolution of issues and concerns from
the perspective of a strong orientation toward amenity outputs and nonpriced benefits.

Nearly all comments received on this Alternative were favorable toward amenity outputs and increased
recreation, particularly unroaded recreation. Surprisingly, however, the alternative received very little
support. In general, the environmental organizations preferred the orientation of Alternatives H and I. Those
individuals and groups favoring commodity outputs were not interested in this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE H

This alternative was developed primarily in response to the wildlife habitat issue. It was designed to
evaluate the effects associated with providing an age class distribution that would yield the best mix of
habitat conditions for elk and deer populations, while also stressing the availability of habitat for old-growth
dependent species and retaining the amenity emphasis of Alternative I in other respects.

The alternative received support from the environmental community, however, most respondents wanted
to modify it to further restrict timber harvesting and road building. Those favoring this alternative were
supportive of the high level of Wild and Scenic River recommendations. The modified version of Alternative
H was called the Environmental Alternative by some respondents (see Section F, Other Alternatives
Suggested).

ALTERNATIVE I

This alternative was developed to provide the maximum possible level of amenity outputs and nonpriced
benefits that can be obtained from the Forest. It is the "amenity emphasis" alternative specified in Regional
planning direction.

This alternative received a minor number of comments, all of which were supportive. It would provide the
maximum possible level of amenity outputs and nonpriced benefits that can be obtained from the Forest.
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OTHER ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED

ALTERNATIVE IINO CHANGEI' (NC)

In September 1988, the Forest released a Supplement to the DEIS, which described a "No Change"
alternative based on continuation of the existing Timber Resource Plans (TRPs) and provided an analysis
of the methods selected to meet management requirements of NFMA. One hundred and seventy-four
responses to the Supplement were received. They followed the same pattern of the previous responses
to the Draft Plan. Timber interests restated their desire for emphasis on maintaining local jobs and
economic stability by maintaining or increasing timber harvest levels from the Forest (see page 13, the
"Community Stability" Alternative). The Environmental Community response reiterated their position of
further restricting timber harvest with greater amenity emphasis as displayed in Alternative H, and as
modified in the "Environmental" Alternative, also described in "Other Alternatives Suggested." Many re
spondents reiterated the Forest position stated in the Supplement that this alternative would be in direct
conflict with existing laws and regulations.

OTHER ALTERNATIVES SUGGESTED

THE "COMMUNITY STABILlTYII ALTERNATIVE

This alternative was proposed by the timber industry and supported primarily by those responding by a
form letter provided by a coalition of timber interests called the Olympic Resource Council. It proposed
higher timber harvest levels (approximately 250 MMBF) and less consideration for scenic values, recre
ational benefits, and unroaded areas. It also opposes the establishment of Wild and Scenic Rivers (also
refer to: Explanation of Form letters, page 5).

THE 'IENVIRONMENTALII ALTERNATIVE

This alternative was developed through the efforts of a group of environmental organizations. Its focus is
similar to Alternative H in the DEIS, but with several modifications that propose specific road closures,
greatly reduced off-road vehicle use, additional rivers to be protected under the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, more old-growth retained, more unroaded areas retained, and protection of available winter range for
deer and elk (also refer to: Explanation of Form letters).

THE EARTH FIRST! ALTERNATIVE

This proposal was developed by the Earth First! coalition. It was submitted during the public response
period following a meeting between Earth First! and the Forest. Consisting of 15 major points, the
alternative proposes to eliminate all logging, hunting, fishing, prescribed fire, open roads, livestock grazing,
and motorized vehicles within the Olympic National Forest. Expansion of the Forest through purchase of
private land or eminent domain is recommended.

ALTERNATIVE Z - PROPOSED BY STOP OLYMPIC DEFORESTATION (SOD)

Similar to the Earth First! Alternative, this proposal would impose a 25-year moratorium on all timber sales.
All private vehicle use would be replaced by limited public transit access. An Old-growth corridor would
be developed to connec~ the Olympic Peninsula with the Cascade Mountain forests.
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SUBJECTS IMPORTANT TO THE PUBLIC

THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST BIOLOGICAL PRESERVE AND CRITICAL
HABITAT AREA ALTERNATIVE

Designate the Olympic National Forest a National Natural Preserve. No surface or subsurface activities or
development. Designate 229;000 acres as Wilderness to be included in the National Wilderness Preserva
tion System. Preserve all old-growth in a National Old-growth Sanctuary System.

SUBJECTS IMPORTANT TO THE PUBLIC

Subject: Recreation (General)

Background: Many people expressed an interest in "recreation". Most of these comments were very
general in nature. Reasons for wanting greater recreation emphasis ranged from a desire for beauty and
solitude of the Forest to support for a recreation based economy.

Message: Those responding see the Olympic as a very desirable recreational area. Recreation, in a
general sense, is important for a variety of reasons.

Subject: Recreation - Undeveloped (Trails)

Background: Future development and management of the Forest Trail System received a good deal of
attention. Comments stressed protection of the existing systern which included not clearcutting along or
across established trails, replacement of existing trails with roads, or cutting across established trails with
roads. Many requested that more trails be constructed based on projected increases in recreational uses.
No responses wanted to decrease trail mileage on the Forest. Also, comments stressed avoidance of
motorized travel on trails or trailheads leading into established wilderness areas.

Message: Trails are very important recreational facilities and should be maintained and protected. As a
minimum, retain the existing trail system and plan to expand the system to provide for projected increases
in dispersed recreation demand.

Subject: Recreation - Undeveloped (Off-Road Vehicles - ORV)

Background: Considerable comment was received regarding specific trails for specific uses (primarily
motorized versus nonmotorized), with most comments favoring nonmotorized. Many hikers commented
that ORVs (motorized) interfered with their hiking experience. ORV users, however, did not object to
sharing trails with hikers and they also expressed their desire to use their ORVs in an undeveloped
(Primitive or Semi-Primitive) setting. A large portion of the response was received on form letters (see
Explanation of Form Letters - Off-Road Vehicles (0RVs), page 5).

Message: Future development and management of the trail system has received a good deal of attention.
Interest has centered around plans for expansion of the trail network, expected levels of (and funding for)
trail maintenance and reconstruction, and designation of specific trails for specific uses (primarily motor
ized versus nonmotorized, with most comments favoring nonmotorized). This response reflects the contin
uing social conflict between users based on their expectations and desires. The public is divided on the
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SUBJECTS IMPORTANT TO THE PUBLIC

appropriateness of motorized trail use on the Forest, primarily within undeveloped (Primitive and Semi
primitive) areas.

Subject: Recreation - Undeveloped (Primitive or Semi-Primitive)

Background: This is generally recognized as a major issue in the Forest planning process. The responses
received stressed a desire for opportunities to recreate in this type of "primitive" environment. Many
mentioned limiting management activities to those that would not compromise the undeveloped nature of
these areas. Some responses also dealt with our recreation analysis and questioned whether assigned
values were adequate. They also wondered if our projections for increases in the demand for Primitive and
Semi-Primitive opportunities were sufficient. Other responses focused on the existing availability of estab
lished or "reserved" areas such as the million acre National Park and 88,265 acres of Wilderness on the
Forest; therefore, these responses were not in favor of allocating additional timberland to Primitive or
Semi-Primitive recreation.

Message: Two messages have emerged from these responses: one being the desire to protect existing
areas and/or expand the opportunities for recreation in a primitive and semi-primitive setting on the Forest;
the other is that lands presently dedicated to this use on the Peninsula are already out of balance, and
further allocations to primitive and semi-primitive recreation use would only add to this imbalance.

Subject: Scenery

Background: The Forest received 175 responses on this subject. Initially, during our public meetings, there
was relatively little comment on visuals or the scenic resource. Most people responding stated scenic
quality was important to both visitors and residents of the Puget Sound area who view the Forest from their
homes or from roads and highways. Many advocated protection of the scenery, some stating the views
were becoming increasingly negative due to timber harvesting (clearcutting) and road building activity.
Others suggested that scenic resources were of relative low importance since virtually every feature offered
by the Forest can be offered many times over by the adjacent National Park. Some responses suggested
not bothering with managing for scenery since timber management was not unattractive per se. Along the
same view, questions were raised regarding the effect managing for scenic quality might have on the
harvest level. Managing the Forest's scenic resources is an issue that developed early in the public
involvement process. How the scenic resource of the Forest is to be managed is one of the ten planning
issues developed through the public involvement process beginning in 1979.

Message: Responses dealt with essentially two concerns: aesthetic and economic. One suported protec
tion of the Forest's scenic resources, including a general disdain for clearcutting and road building that
is'visible from popular vistas and scenic travelways. This view was expressed primarily by urban residents
in cities such as Bremerton, metropolitan Seattle and other south Puget Sound cities between Seattle and
Olympia. However, concerns expressed by many in the smaller communities around the Peninsula
stressed the need to be more "realistic" and suggested urban residents must expect to view harvested
areas as well as scenic corridors. There is concern as to the effect of management for scenic quality on
timber harvest levels.

Subject: Wild, Scenic, or Recreational Rivers

Background: This subject became an issue on the Olympic Peninsula (Forks area) during the energy crisis
of the early 1980's. Numerous hydro projects were being proposed, and people became concerned about
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SUBJECTS IMPORTANT TO THE PUBLIC

potential loss of anadromous fish habitat. There were many responses indicating a strong interest in having
rivers recommended for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic River System. At the same time, considerable
concern has been registered regarding the effects of such a classification system on current land uses and
future land values, particularly with respect to private land holdings within and/or outside existing river
corridors. Locally (Brinnon area) strong opposition against Wild and Scenic River status developed as a
result of the DEIS showing two (eastside) river systems being recommended for Wild and Scenic study
in the Preferred Alternative. Approximately 1,600 responses were received, the largest for any subject
during the public response period. (The bulk of these responses were form letters - see Explanation of
Form Letters.) Unfortunately, a considerable amount of incorrect or distorted information was produced
by the citizens group opposing the Wild and Scenic River concept. This group raised fears of condemna
tion among local landowners. This fear led to form letters which were generally against establishing any
rivers as part of the Wild and Scenic River System. The form letters overwhelmingly supported implementa
tion of Alternative B - Departure (RPA), despite other substantially negative amenity effects of implementing
this alternative. There are no Olympic Peninsula rivers currently in the National Wild and Scenic River
System although several are suitable for inclusion.

Message: One segment of the public wants Wild and Scenic river classification for several rivers (over 550
responses suggested four or more Wild and Scenic rivers). Reasons include: protection of scenic, stream
side and anadromous fish values and to protect the rivers from the "ugliness" of timber harvest and road
building. However, many area residents and landowners are against the idea of a Wild and Scenic River
System. They want the Forest Service to remove the three rivers now being recommended and do not want
them considered for the future designation. Although designation of a river as Wild or Scenic does not
authorize condemnation of private lands within a river corridor, the main reason for this opposition seems
to be the fear that Wild and Scenic designation will result in property condemnation. How the corridors
adjacent to eligible Wild, Scenic, or Recreational rivers are managed is one of the planning issues
developed through the Forest's public involvement process.

Subject: Special Interest Areas

Background: This subject area deals with land or areas that may be set aside to protect, preserve, and
interpret unique geological, biological, and cultural resources for education, scientific uses, and public
enjoyment. A small organized campaign generated comments regarding several specific sites on the
Forest.

Message: Both "Environmental Alternative" and Alternative H without modification supporters favor desig
nating areas that support substantial populations of native and other "interesting" plants to protect them
from destruction by logging, etc. Others had small, specific areas they want protected (e.g., Bill's Bog).
Some respondents favoring commodity uses of resources were not interested in establishing any new
special interest areas. Most expressed a concern that enough already exist in established Wilderness
areas and the Olympic National Park.

Subject: Wilderness

Background: The Washington State Wilderness Act of 1984 designated approximately 91,500 acres
(currently 88,265 acres) of the Olympic National Forest in five Wildernesses. The balance of the RARE II
(unroaded) lands were released from other management considerations as addressed in the Forest
Planning process. The concept of Wilderness still generates considerable interest in both its supporters
and opponents. However, there were relatively few specific comments received.
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Message: There is a group of respondents which continues to press for adding to the Wilderness System
from the unroaded areas that exist now. Others are firmly against any further allocations to Wilderness on
the Forest, citing the acres currently in the Wilderness System, as well as the comparable lands within the
Olympic National Park.

Subject: Unroaded Areas

Background: These are areas identified in the planning documents that remain as unroaded. The Wash
ington State Wilderness Act of 1984 released them for full multiple use management as may be developed
through the Forest Planning process. Management of these areas was one of the original planning issues
identified through the Forest's public involvement process.

Message: Comments supporting continued unroaded area management identified them as valuable for
the preservation of old-growth timber, wildlife habitat, and to provide non-motorized recreation opportunity
as well as future additions to the Wilderness System.

Those opposed to unroaded area management were most concerned about economic values foregone
and often stated enough lands were already set aside as Wilderness, along with similar lands available
within the Olympic National Park system.

Thirteen unroaded areas have been identified in our planning documents with varying degrees of manage
ment proposed under the Preferred Alternative. In addition to these, proponents of the Environmental
Alternative have identified twelve more areas they felt should be managed as ·unroaded.·

Subject: Old-Growth

Background: Respondents supporting Alternative H and the modified version were opposed to harvesting
any more old-growth timber. They cite its values for watersheds, aesthetics, wildlife habitat, etc.

Several respondents suggested that we give stronger consideration to greater use of partial cutting or
other harvesting options rather than clearcutting relatively large blocks.

The greatest concern of those who support continued harvest of old-growth timber is the economic effect
of reduced harvest levels of this component of the Forest.

This subject generated a large number of specific comments and was at the core of many other comments
supporting or opposing various alternatives. It is a key element or component of the timber harvesting level
issue.

Message: There is strong polarization of responses from ·don't cut old growth· to ·don't save old growth.·

The feelings of some of the respondents run along the lines of ..... how can we justify cutting any more
old growth....old-growth area is already severely reduced....the Preferred Alternative leaves only token
stands in the long run.·

On the other hand, others feel that there is no need to retain additional old-growth given the amount
available in the National Park, Wildernesses, etc. Specific concerns are:
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The proportion of total Forest harvest from old-growth over the next 50 years;

The future mix of products (considering both species mix and age classes); and

Long-term effect of specialty old-growth products, particularly those derived from old-growth cedar.

Subject: Multiple Use

Background: Comments that mentioned Multiple-Use as a subject specifically used it to back their position
for whatever they were for or against.

There were not many comments that spoke directly to this subject, but it is obvious that it means different
things to different people.

Message: One set of interests feels that our current management direction is toward timber harvest and
its economic benefits at the expense of the other Forest resources.

An opposing viewpoint is that we are too conservative in our evaluation of how much timber can be
harvested and still provide for minimum levels of protection and outputs of the other Forest resources.

Subject: Wildlife

Background: Comments identifying concern with this resource area often supported Alternative H or the
modification of it. Wildlife benefits were a primary consideration in the development of this alternative.

There was some criticism of the use of "indicator species" concept ranging from its inability to do what it
is supposed to do, to a concern that we had not identified suitable species to serve as indicator species
(and to some extent the same for native and Threatened and Endangered plants).

Other comments expressed the opinion the Olympic National Park provides sufficient mature and old
growth habitat for wildlife restocking of the Forest when habitat grows back to the proper stages to
accommodate them.

Responses related to big game generally addressed the issue of habitat management, particularly winter
range. There are opposing views as to the levels of old-growth necessary to provide appropriate habitat.

Message: There is a considerable interest in wildlife. Much of it is based on habitat needs of game species,
but there is also a strong interest in non-game species. To some extent, the same is true for native and
Threatened and Endangered plants. For amenity oriented proponents, old-growth timber is seen as a key
component ofwildlife habitat on the Forest. Commodity oriented responses often stressed minimum output
levels for non-game, old-growth dependent wildlife, as well as opposition to the concept of Management
Requirements.

Related Message and Concerns:

While the subject of spotted owl management was dealt with in a separate SEIS, the Forest also received
responses on the subject. One group of respondents feels that viable owl populations will not be assured
as displayed in the DEIS or under the SEIS preferred alternative.
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Questions have also arisen regarding the isolated nature of the Olympic Peninsula owl population. On the
other hand, there is an opposing viewpoint which feels that the proposed management requirements are
extreme, and that ample spotted owl habitat is available in lands already withdrawn from harvest (Olympic
National Park, Wildernesses, etc.).

Subject: Fish

Background: Those respondents who mentioned fish favored doing what was necessary to protect and/or
enhance this resource. This was particularly true of anadromous species.

The fisheries issue is closely tied to water quality and where alternative preference was expressed, it was
generally for the alternatives that indicated the highest levels of habitat protection, water quality, and fish
production.

More detailed display of effects/outputs by drainage and fish species is desired by some, and there is
concern that fisheries values are underrated.

Message: Respondents suggest a display of more detail by drainage. In addition, habitat capability rather
than fish numbers would be more useful to many who commented. Related messages and areas of
concern regarding management of fish habitat have been as follows:

What practices are used to control erosion and sedimentation, and how will they be applied?

Does the preferred alternative provide the level of anadromous fish habitat protection implied by the
Boldt II decision?

Are there plans to rehabilitate fish habitat, particularly within the Shelton CSYU?

Why do fish outputs decline after the first decade in most alternatives?

Peninsula Indian Tribes that responded indicated a strong interest in the management of the anadromous
fishery.

Subject: Riparian Habitat

Background: A principal area of concern has been management of riparian areas. Most questions have
concerned the specifics of streamside zone management. Items of particular interest include types of
prescriptions to be applied, use of selective logging versus clearcutting, future policies regarding retention
of trees along streams, logging practices to be required, and the overall set of Standards and Guidelines
which will apply to riparian area management.

Industry's concern is that we are being too conservative in our Standards and Guidelines for activities in
these areas, citing the recent TFW guidelines developed by the State as being more reasonable.

Other comments from environmental interests feel that our Standards and Guidelines are too loosely
written and would allow for maximum activity within the riparian zone which is unacceptable.
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Message: Riparian areas are important from both positions being advocated by respondents. Industry
wants to see a minimum standard emphasized while the environmental community desires more stringent
constraints, and in general, a reduced harvest in all riparian areaS.

Subject: Threatened and Endangered Species

Background: Most respondents addressing this subject supported Alternative H with modifications pro
posed by the Audubon Society or Alternative I. Some examples:

A number of respondents want a moratorium on all harvesting of old-growth occurring within 75 KM of
saltwater due to its apparent value as reproductive habitat for the Marbled Murrelet that is listed as a State
sensitive species.

The Washington Native Plant Society is concerned that we have not identified a system of native plant sites
and have an inadequate inventory of Threatened and Endangered species and sites. They are afraid that
we will wipe out rare plants and drastically effect native plants through our timber harvesting activities.

Message: Our documents do not appear to be very sensitive to plants, animals and their habitat situations
and do not appear very responsive to their protection. Standards and Guidelines are absent as currently
proposed in the planning documents.

SUbject: Research Natural Areas

Background: Those responding supported the existing Quinault RNA. The Environmental oriented re
sponses supported additional RNAs if they could be found. Most comments came as support for Alterna
tive H or the Environmental Alternative.

Message: Many respondents favor the protection afforded RNAs from logging or other management
activities that could disturb the natural conditions within an RNA. Commodity oriented groups were not
interested in the RNA concept. There was some concern expressed by Idcal residents over the potential
danger of falling trees within the RNA corridor. Otherwise, the responses for this subject were similar to
those received for special interest areas.

Subject: Timber Harvest

Background: Responses received were strongly polarized on this issue. They ranged from requests for
a complete moratorium on all harvesting of timber or support for a drastically reduced level of harvest, to
support that harvest levels be maintained at current levels or increased.

Because of its perceived effects on the environmental and economic values of the Forest, including the
communities that depend on it, the level of timber harvest and where it is conducted during the Forest plan
implementation phase is a major issue for the Forest.

Message: There was minimal support expressed for the preferred alternative (Alternative C). Industry and
commodity interests felt it set harvest levels too low and the environmehtal community felt harvest levels
were too high; primarily because of their effects on old-growth and sedimentation, and in general the
perceived low level of amenity outputs. The amount of response has served to validate the importance of
this issue as developed throughout the planning effort and the public involvement process.
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Related Messages and Areas of Concern:

The overall supply-demand picture and the relationship of Forest harvest levels to off-Forest conditions.
Peninsula timber interests feel very threatened by expected substantial drops in State and private harvest.

The financial balance sheet for timber management, or ·sales below cost.· We were often asked if our
timber program pays its own way. There seems to be a perception in the environmental community that
timber harvest is subsidized on most National Forests.

Timber interests have expressed concern over the difficulty of assessing what is really happening with
output volumes (Alternative A versus current plans versus actual sell versus proposed alternatives). The
feeling is that none of our ·current· harvest figures express the true situation.

Concern in some quarters that National Forest logs are being exported; lack of understanding of export
restrictions.

The source of the Forest's timber harvest targets (Le., ·who tells us how much to cut?·) and the relationship
of these to the proposed Forest Plan. There is some perception that our targets are now, and will continue
to be, based on edicts from above (regardless of the results of the planning process).

Timber interests within specific localities (Forks, Quilcene and the east side of the Forest as a whole) are
concerned about local harvest levels. Concern is especially high in the Quilcene area where a reduction
is projected.

In general, timber interests feel strongly that reductions in the harvestable land base have already gone
too far, and that any further reductions are unjustifiable.

Other Employment.Related Concerns:

How did we evaluate employment effects? Were all factors (indirect employment, Forest Service employ
ment) considered? Did we consider employment changes other than within the timber sector?

Timber interests are especially concerned about the relative importance of employment effects in the
evaluation of alternatives and selection of a preferred. Was a dollar value for jobs gained or lost included
in PNV analysis? Were all indirect costs of unemployment considered? Just how were employment effects
weighed in the evaluation process?

The environmental community has expressed concern that we are overstating the employment effects of
reduced harvest. Did we consider that the number of jobs per MMBF is likely to drop in the future due to
mill modernization?

Subject: Water

Background: Responses concerning water were principally addressed to erosion resulting from timber
harvesting and/or roads and effects on water quality and runoff timing. These effects were often referenced
to effects on fisheries and other values affected by sediment in runoff waters.

Message: All comments expressed the view that clean high quality water was a primary resource value
of the Forest and sedimentation should be kept at minimum levels. There was some concern over
·cumulative effects· of Forest activities on water quality.
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Subject: Soil

Background: Protection of soil from the effects of erosion was strongly advocated by the respondents who
commented. As a basic resource, it is seen to have value in itself. Concern for soil protection was
mentioned because of its potential degrading effects on water quality and fisheries habitat.

Message: Soil is a basic resource and its retention in place is important and basic to any proposed
management activity. Again, concern has been expressed over "cumulative effects."

Subject: Air

Background: There were only a few direct references to air as a resource. These centered mainly upon
smoke impacts on visibility and its related effects on air quality.

Message: Comments spoke to this subject as a relatively new area of concern, but one that will become
more important and can have substantial effect on future management activities such as road building and
timber harvest, or viewing wilderness or scenic areas.

Subject: Land Status

Background: The majority of responses that addressed this sUbject were opposed to any increase in
Federal ownership of lands on the Peninsula. This was apparently a spinoff to the perception that if the
rivers on the Peninsula were under Wild and Scenic River status, this would lead to widespread condemna
tion of property adjacent to these streams and acquisition by the Government.

Message: Continuation of exchanges or purchase of relatively small amounts of key tracts where we have
willing exchangers or sellers is appropriate. Due to the perception of widespread property condemnation
resulting from Wild and Scenic River designation, any acquisition which might be considered in these areas
can expect considerable opposition.

Subject: Energy (Hydropower)

Background: The few comments received referred to specific proposals or were generally opposed to
dams or diversion of streams on the Peninsula.

Message: Free flowing streams are considered to be of high value and should be protected.

Subject: Minerals

Background: Very few comments were received on this sUbject. The Bureau of Mines expressed concern
about what they see as "new policy" regarding our proposed response to mining claims near Wilderness
boundaries as proposed in Forestwide Standards and Guidelines. Several "rock hound" groups expressed
concern that their activity was not mentioned in the Plan.

Message: Although responses were minimal, our documents should be checked for clarity and ensure our
Standards and Guidelines are accurate regarding claims adjacent to Wilderness. Also, check to see if
various interest groups are mentioned.
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Subject: Transportation System

Background: Most respondents who addressed this subject were concerned about the effects of roads
in steep areas on soil stability and siltation of streams. A large number of responses were against
substantial increases in the road system on the Forest, especially into the presently unroaded areas.

There is support for closure of roads not needed to meet current management needs, while there was a
small group of respondents who suggested closing almost the entire road system to use. There was
support expressed for road closures for the protection of wildlife.

There is considerable anti-ORV feeling among respondents identifying themselves as hikers, horsemen,
and non-motorized users of trails.

Message: The concern over roads is that they will bring more people into the quiet places, increase
competition for their use, and lower the quality of experience.

Generally, those responding felt closing roads was appropriate for soil and water protection. Some
expressed the concern that closures would be beneficial to wildlife and a higher recreation experience
would result. Considerable response was received on this subject, and management of the Forest's
transportation system (Roads and Trails) is an issue that developed early in the planning process and was
mentioned consistently throughout the Forest's public involvement activities.

Subject: Economic and Social Considerations

Background: Economic effects comments ranged from concern over basic values used in the calculations
to the view that PNV, as used in our analysis, was not a valid measure for comparison of alternatives.

This subject area and the area of Social Considerations received comments from people who feel that they
will "lose benefits" if the preferred alternative is implemented and they are concerned or threatened by that
alternative.

Specifically, there has been a good deal of interest in economic analysis, especially regarding what it
included and how it was used. Common questions .have included the following:

What costs and values were included in the analysis, and how were they derived and used?

What is the effect of maximizing PNV on allocations and management intensities, especially with
respect to timber harvest?

What are the assumptions regarding future changes in output values, particularly timber values versus
recreation values?

What is the relationship of PNV to Treasury receipts and payments to counties?

How were outputs with no assigned monetary value (e.g., scenic quality) treated in the overall
evaluation of alternatives?

Message: There was a general "uneasiness" by those commenting as to howthe economic analysis would
be used in the decisionmaking process, and how our data and analysis were developed.
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Subject: Forest Coordination

Background: Several respondents urged that the Forest Plan specify management direction that will
provide a buffer for the perimeter of the Olympic National Park while some others suggested that we "pool"
the Park's capabilities for providing old-growth habitat, unroaded recreation, etc., with the Forest's capabili
ties and base the Plan on the combined Olympic National Forest/Olympic National Park lands.

There were several comments from individuals who felt we developed the DEIS without adequate consulta
tion with them.

There is concern by some that we ha.ve not adequately addressed cumulative effects, primarily in relation
to private land ownerships adjacent to or surrounding the Forest.

Message: Most responses received dealt with coordination options involving the National Forest and the
National Park; several suggested combining lands of both agencies to provide both amenity and commod
ity outputs, depending on the point of view being expressed. A greater "in-depth" treatment of cumulative
effects of proposed Forest management activities upon surrounding private ownerships was also men
tioned by several respondents.

Subject: American Indian Rights

Background: One tribal group felt we should identify this as an issue. Several of the tribes felt that we had
inadequately evaluated the fishery resource in relation to their economy and culture. They were concerned
about what they feel is our high estimate of habitat productivity.

Also expressed was concern over cumulative effects. Specifically, the Squaxin Island Tribe feels that the
effects of the transfer of Simpson Timber Company's operations to Simpson Timber Company lands in the
SCSYU may have significant effects on watersheds, rivers and streams that are critical to their fisheries
interests.

Message: The Squaxin Island Indians indicate they will seek whatever recourse they must to protect their
interest if they are not satisfied with management direction for Simpson Company lands within the Shelton
Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit (SCSYU).

Subject: Planning

Background: The Forest received high marks and many compliments for the effort and quality of the Plan
presentations made during the series of public meetings held around the Peninsula.

However, for some there is a level of distrust of our planning process and methods, such as our basic data,
the FORPLAN model, outputs, and other analyses we made.

Several respondents asked that we make the documents more readable.

Message: We can expect to have the Plan and its supporting documentation carefully reviewed by people
who have very specific interests.

These people are reading and reviewing the planning documents with considerable interest and detail (ref:
Summary, Number of Responses by Subject). Responses were received from a general planning perspec-
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tive. In addition, more specific responses dealt with monitoring, management strategies, standards and
guidelines, output considerations from Olympic National Park, output considerations from landowners, etc.

Subject: Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit (SCSYU)

Background: Specific management concerns have been raised by the public, Simpson Timber Company,
and from the Planning process perspective, the Forest Service. These are related to: 1) the intensity of
timber management activity in relation to the cost of the activities; 2) the current terms of the Shelton
Cooperative Unit Agreement in relation to recent changes in the market conditions affecting timber
management; and 3) the need for changes in land classification on National Forest land to respond to
requirements of NFMA and subsequent direction.

We received general questions on the purpose of the SCSYU Agreement, how it works, and whether its
goals are being accomplished. There is also interest in whether Alternative F (which examines the effects
of terminating the Agreement) could be implemented, and what would happen if it were. Concern has also
been expressed over the condition of National Forest lands within the SCSYU (there seems to be a
perception that these lands have been "seriously damaged" as a result of past SCSYU management).

Most of the comments on the SCSYU condemned the effects of the concentrated harvest on the National
Forest portion ofthe Unit, using it as a "horrible example" of the effects of clearcutting in steep terrain. These
comments were from the environmental community.

There were several comments from people identified with the forest industry who felt that the Unit Agree
ment should be terminated, suggesting sanctions against Simpson because of past benefits they have
received under it.

Earth First! suggests not only termination of the Agreement, but that the Government condemn Simpson's
land in the Unit and force Simpson to use the funds previously received to compensate for the impact on
the local communities.

Message: This subject is a focal point forthose opposed to road building and timber harvesting, particular
ly through the application of clearcutting. It is also seen by some as an unfair competitive advantage that
has been given to Simpson.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

At many of our public meetings, we received questions regarding the following:

The process used to select the preferred alternative.

Whether we expect changes in the preferred alternative from DEIS to FEIS and, if so, what process
will apply (a new comment period versus publication of FEIS).

How public comments will be weighed and evaluated (what sort of comments will have an effect and
what will not?).

The process for dealing with changes in demand, values, basic planning data, etc., after implementa
tion. What will precipitate revision, amendment, or a new plan?
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The effect of recent National Forest/National Park boundary adjustments on the proposed plan.

Native American concerns--what are they and how were they addressed in the analysis?

The extent to which adjacent landowners' objectives and uses were considered in the development
of alternatives, especially the preferred alternative.

The relationship of the Forest budget to Forest revenues, both in total and for individual resource
programs when the plan is implemented.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES IN PLANNING RECORDS

The following references are part of the background information used in developing the public participation
process for the development of the FEIS and Forest Plan (also refer to Chapter I of the FEIS, "Planning
Records"):

- The Identification Process -- (First version of public issues)

- Consultation with Others -- (Citizens' Work Group, et al)

- Selected Issues, Concerns, Opportunities -- (The screening process)

- Public Involvement Strategy -- (Post public response period)

- Forest Plan Reports (Newsletters) -- 1 - 23 editions

- News Releases
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INA170NAL llPOATE '

Public Involvement-
The Olympic National Forest
Assesses Its Efforts

Private land, wilderness areas, the Olympic National Park, and the Olympic National
Forest-parts of all shown here-share the Olympic Peninsula.

By Thomas W. Sayre

I nNovember 1986, the Olympic Na
tional Forest released a Draft Envi

ronmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
for its proposed land- and resource
management plan. A number of factors
combined to make the DEIS release a
matter of considerable public interest.
The Olympic covers 650,000 acres on
Washington's Olympic Peninsula and is
within a half-day's drive of Seattle and
Portland, Oregon. The small communi·
ties that surround the forest look to its
abundant resources to recreate and to
earn their living. Finally, the Olympic's
DEIS was among the first released of
the 19 national forests in USDA Forest
Service Region 6. The Olympic and the
Siuslaw national forests were the first
west of the Cascades to release their
documents for public review.

It was clear to us that the public re
view-and-comment period, lasting until
March of this year, would be a lively
one both in the state and on a national
level. In the midst of the comment per
iod, five members of the forest team
traveled to Washington, DC, to brief
members of Congress from Washington
State and representatives from a wide
range of national organizations on our
DEIS.

During our presentation at SAF
headquarters, the idea of summarizing
the effectiveness of our public involve
ment efforts first surfaced. We are of
ten evaluated in our efforts by others,
but we don't often critique ourselves,
at least publicly. We asked ourselves
two questions: (1) Does the public re
view-and-comment period work for the
Forest Service? (2) Does the review·
and-comment period work for the pub-

lic from a Forest Service standpoint?
These and similar questions are

asked continuously throughout all un·
dertakings involving the Forest Serv
ice. The conclusions we reached will im
prove our next round of public
participation. Planning (and public in
volvement) for natural-resource man
agement is as dynamic as the actual ac
tivities themselves. Out of necessity,
change occurs.

One thought recurred throughout our
planning process: will the words of the
final forest plan, by which we manage
the resources of the Olympic National
Forest for the next 10 to 15 years, re
flect an accurate picture of our inter-
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pretations of what the public told us?
We've attempted to listen carefully to
new information and are currently eval
uating written responses and com
ments. This information will be com
bined with existing data, from which
conclusions will be made leading to the
forest's final plan. This, then, becomes
a measure of the effectiveness of our
public involvement efforts.

Forest Service Perspective

For the Olympic National Forest, the
public review-and-comment period
worked well. Th a person, we felt satis
fied with our efforts in presenting a
draft plan and providing our publics
with an opportunity to ask clarifying
questions relating to the planning proc
ess and to information presented in the
documents.

In an attempt to evaluate our efforts
during the review period, interdiscipli·
nary team members, the forest super
visor, district rangers, and staff officers
were canvassed. At the midpoint of the
review period, we had participated in
approximately 25 public meetings in

NOVEMBER 1987 5
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(MTIONAL lJPOATE I

Newspaper advertisements focused attention on the forest and the public hearings.

A long road ahead, but we've taken the
bumps out of the first stretch and we're
on a roll:'

"When we receive applause at the
meetings from a group of people
who've just been told they probably
won't get all they wanted from the for
est, we've done something right:'
'~t times we may have been too care

ful to avoid conflict and debate. More
forceful answers may have been a good
idea at times:'

"Our audiences indicated their appre
ciation of our professionalism, willing
ness to listen, lack of rigidity regarding
the preferred [alternative], and knowl
edge of the subject matter:'

"Strong points are our willingness to
take constructive criticism, candor, and
the fact that the entire forest planning
and management team was involved in
the meetings."

For us, the review period provided an
excellent opportunity to listen to con
cerns and opinions on planning docu
ments that we have been familiar with
for more than 6 years. The eight inter
disciplinary forest-planning team mem
bers who drafted the documents at
tended all the public meetings. This
provided the unique chance to hear in
terpretations of, and conclusions drawn
from, their findings and recommenda
tions. In effect, the face-to-face ex
changes were the barometer by which
we refined our presentations to im
prove public understanding of their
content.

Public Perspective

The objective of a public review-and
comment period is to ensure that inter
ested people are aware of the relevant
documents, understand them, and have
sufficient time to respond.

We found that we continually needed
to upgrade how we presented our infor
mation. Most important was a clear un
derstanding by the audience of the
meeting's objectives. Many people
would come with their own agenda.
This was disruptive in some instances,
but once people knew they would be
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9:00 a.m. ~~~:;~r~fo Central Kitsap High School
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4,1986
December
10,1986
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13.1986
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3,1986
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December
2,1986

December
18,1986

December
11,1986

THIS IS YOUR BEST CHANCE
... TO PLAY AN IMPORTANT PART IN
DECIDING THE FUTURE OF THE OLYMPIC
NATIONAL FOREST. DON'T MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY! COME TO THE MEETINGS
AND LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROPOSED
FOREST PLAN AND WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU.

THEN SEND YOUR
COMMENTS TO:
FOREST SUPERVISOR
OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST
P.O. BOX 2288
OLYMPIA, WA. 98507
(206) 753-9099 OR 753-9519

WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO GET INVOLVED

... FOREST OFFICIALS WILL BE CONDUCTING
PUBLIC MEETINGS IN EARLY DECEMBER TO
PRESENT QUA PROPOSAL AS WELL AS
DiSCUSS ALTERNATIVES WE HAVE CON
SIDERED. ATTEND ONE OF THESE MEETINGS.
THEN WRITE TO THE FOREST SUPERVISOR
AND LET HIM KNOW HOW YOU WOULD LIKE
TO HAVE YOUR FOREST MANAGED.

ATTEND THESE PUBLIC MEETINGS

total attendance in excess of 1,200.
Some sample responses:
"'Ib date our sessions have gone well.

YOU ARE ···GETINVOlVEOIN
OLYMPIC NATiONAL

FOREST PLANNING. THE FOREST SERViCE HAS
A PROPOSAL FOR MANA ES
OF YOUR NA TEN
YEARS. QUA
POSSIBLE A liNG THIS
VALUABLE AAEA.IFYOU CAAEABDUTTHE
OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST, FINO OUT ABOUT
THESE ALTERNATIVES AND WHAT THEY MEAN.

ARE YOU INTERESTED
• IN WHETHER THERE ARE WILD AND SCENIC

RIVERS ON THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST?
• IN THE QUALITY OF FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT?
• IN THE AMOUNT OF TIMBER HARVESTED FROM

THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST, AND FROM
WHERE IT IS HARVESTED?

• IN HOW JOBS AND REVENUES MAY BE
AFFECTED?

• IN HOW MUCH AREA PROVIDES UNROADED
RECREATION?

• IN HOW MUCH OLD GROWTH TIMBER WILL BE
LEFT?

• IN HOW THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST WILL
LOOK IN THE FUTURE?

IF

fO,E5T SERVICE Olympic National Forest
)U~S Pacific Northwest Region

l\llIEHTOfAGR.JJ USDA, Forest Service-v-

the greater Puget Sound area and in
Washington, DC. Eventually we partic
ipated in more than 35 meetings with a

6 JOURNAL OF FORESTRY
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ADDITIONAL REFERENCES IN PLANNING RECORDS

I MTIONAL [!PIlATE I

given "air time" in a structured atmo
sphere, the problem was resolved.

The top two or three process-related
concerns voiced at the meetings were
the limited supply of documents, lack of
time to adequately study them, and the
resulting need for an extension of the
comment period. These complaints
were voiced by only a small percentage
of individuals, but they were recurring.
The comment period was extended by
several weeks.

With the possible exception of organi
zations and individuals who communi
cate regularly with the Olympic Na
tional Forest, most people had catching
up to do once the documents were re
leased. As expected, most concentrated
on their particular area of concern and
limited comments to those subjects,
ranging from timber supply to rock col
lecting. Very few people were inter
ested in all the information contained in
the documents.

We expended considerable effort in
alerting the public of the intent and im
portance of forest planning and the
need to become involved in the review
and-comment period. Citizen working
groups were used as a communications
network, key contact assignments were
made to forest-management team
members, and full-page advertise
ments were' purchased in five daily
newspapers within the Olympic's zone
of influence.

Misunderstanding of information pre
sented in the documents was reflected
in comments both voiced at meetings
and received in writing. Key areas that
appeared to be subject to varying de
grees of understanding included timber
offerings (stumpage· values) and har
vest calculations; the role of the forest
in the Olympic Peninsula economy; sed
imentation levels; and a fear that exten
sive government acquisition would
result from designation to the Wild and
Scenic Rivers System.

The review-and-comment period en
abled our publics to highlight their con
cerns to us and for us to clarify misun
derstandings_ This was an exciting and

particularly challenging stage in the to
tal planning process and one that was
very beneficial because of the discus
sion of issues that took place with indi
viduals.

The Next Step

The public review-and-comment per
iod for the Olympic's draft plan went
quite well for us, and, we believe, for
those commenting. We felt a quality
level of communications took place, re
flected in approximately 3,700 written
responses from reviewers of the draft
planning documents. These written
comments, currently being evaluated
by forest officials, address management
of the forest's resources.

Much was learned about the design of
the public involvement process, to the
benefit of the public as well as our
selves. We will immediately use this in
formation for our upcoming public re
view-and-comment period for the
supplement to the DEIS.

The Olympic National Forest is one
of seven Pacific Northwest Region for-

Olympic National Forest - FEIS

ests that will be issuing a supplement
to its DE IS_ The final forest plan is
slated for completion in late 1988.

The importance of a formal public re
view-and-comment period cannot be
overstated. If the opportunity is taken
by agency officials to truly listen as in
dividuals express their concerns, the
results should be beneficial to the re
sources as well as all parties concerned.
This "window" that opens as a small
part of the total planning process is in
tense, enjoyable, and critically needed
by both the Forest Service and the cli
ents of the country's national forests.

Thomas W. Sayre is public affairs officer, Olympic
National Forest, Olympia, WA.
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Part II - List of Respondents

FEDERAL AGENCIES/OFFICIALS

US Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
US Department of Commerce, Oceanic
US Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines
US Department of Interior, Office of Environmental Project Re
view
US Department of Defense, Army Corp of Engineers
US Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration
US Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administra
tion
US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administra
tion
US Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10
US Senate, Brock Adams

STATE AGENCIES/OFFICIALS

Washington House of Representatives
Washington Senate
Washington State Department of Community Development
Washington State Department of Ecology
Washington State Department of Fisheries
Washington State Department of Game
Washington State Department of Natural Resources
Washington State Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recre
ation
Washington State Mineral Council

COUNTY AGENCIES/OFFICIALS

Clallam County Economic Development Council
Clallam County Board of Commissioners
Jefferson County Board of Commissioners
Jefferson County Repub. Centl.
Mason County Board of Commissioners
Mason County Economic Development Council
Pierce County Maintenance

CITY/MUNICIPAL AGENCIES/OFFICIALS

City of Forks
Mayor of the City of Seattle, Honorable Norm Rice
Port of Grays Harbor
Port of Port Angeles

INDIAN TRIBES

Hoh Indian Tribe
Pt. No Pt. Treaty Council
Quileute Tribe
Quinault Indian Nation Tribe

Squaxin Island Tribe

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

A & L Topsoil
Allen Logging Co.
Amess Logging & Contracting
Atlas Trucking, Inc.
Ben Levine Timber
Buse Timber & Sales, Inc.
Cedarville Timber Products
Columbia Helicopters
D&R Cedar Products
Dahlstrom Lumber Co.
Envirotest, Inc.
Floradora Perfumes
Georgia Pacific Corp.
Hamilton Cedar Products, Inc.
Hand Crafted Carvings
Handly & Phillips Logging
Harper Oil Co.
Hoh River Timber, Inc.
Jack Ogle & Co.
Jim's Pharmacy
Leonard Guss Associates, Inc.
Limb-Kot Logging, Inc.
Loth Lumber
M B Logging, Inc.
Marys River Lumber Co.
McGuire Bearing Co.
Merrill & Ring, Inc.
Mollick & Moravan Law Office
Mt. Baker Plywood, Inc.
Olympia Forest Products Co.
Olympic Reforestation Inc.
Pacific Lumber & Shipping Co.
Peake Petrol, Inc.
Pope & Talcott, Inc.
Portae, Inc.
Portland Sawmill Machinery
R. J. Cameron Trucking
R. W. Henningsen Logging Co.
Reeves Lumber & Hardware Co.
RHD Elma, Inc.
Rowland Motors
Saltman & Stevens, PC
Seattle-Snohomish Mill Company
Seton Construction, Inc.
Spurs Natureview Photos
Vaughn Bay Lumber Co., Inc.
Welco Lumber Co.
West End Business/Professional Associates
Weyerhaeuser Co.
Wood Craft By The Stoneman
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ORGANIZATIONS

The American Alpine Club
Antioch University
Association for Washington Archaeology
Association of Washington Cities
Audubon Society - Black Hills
Audubon Society - Kitsap
Audubon Society - North Cascade
Audubon Society - Pilchuck
Audubon Society - Western Region
Audubon Society - Admiralty
Audubon Society - Blue Mountain Chapter
Audubon Society - Lower Columbia Basin
Audubon Society - Olympic Peninsula
Audubon Society - Seattle
Audubon Society - Tacoma
Backcountry Horsemen of Washington, Inc.
Bicycle Adventures
Chamber of Commerce, Forks
Chamber of Commerce, Grays Harbor
Citizens for Perpetual Resources
Cosmic Awareness Communications
Earth First! Olympia
The Evergreen State College
Friends of Whitewater
Grays Harbor Opportunity 80's
Hood Canal Environmental Council
Lakeview Elementary School
Mazamas
Mid Columbia Archaeological
Mountaineers
Mt. St. Helens Club
The Nature Conservancy
Northwest Forest Resource Council
Northwest Forestry Association
Northwest Independent Forest Manufacturers
Northwest Prospectors
Northwest Steelhead & Salmon & Trout Council - Olympia
Northwest Steelhead & Salmon & Trout Council - Bremerton
Olympic Park Associates
Olympic Resource Council
Pacific Nothwest Waterways Assn.
Pacific Seabird Group
Puget Sound Mycological Society
Puget Sound Gillnetters Assoc.
Quilcene School District No. 48
Sierra Club - Cascade Chapter
Sierra Club - Sasquatch GroupUniversity of Stanford, Computer
Sciences
Society of American Foresters
Stop Olympic Deforestation
University of Tennessee
University of Washington
Washington Contract Loggers Association
Washington Federal Council of Fly Fishermen
Washington Environmental Council
Washington Falconers' Association
Washington Fly Fishing Club
Washington Native Plant Society - Port Townsend
Washington Native Plant Society - Seattle

LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Washington Native Plant Soceity - South Sound Chapter
Washington State Society of American Foresters, SW Chapter
Washington Wilderness Coalition
Western Environmental Trade Association
Western Forest Industrial Association
Western Wood Products Association
Whitman College
Wood Industries Seek Equality
WTA Washington Trails Association

INDIVIDUALS

Knut & Ann Aagaard
Annie C. Abel
Terry L. Abrahamson
Mary R. Acher
Mary & Duane Acheson
Peter H. Acker
Brian Ackley
Sprague Ackley
Buck Adamire
David T. Adams
Dianna Timm Adams
Dorothy M. Adams
G.C.Adams
L. Adams
Mark Adams, MD
Ray Adams
Richard Adams
Robert Adams
Ronda Adams
Bob Aegerter
S. J. Afrank
Wayne R. Afrank
Leslie Aickin
Polly Aidi
Janis J. Aiken
Dortha Ainsworth
Ken Akerman
Dorothy Akijama
Margaret Akin
Jim Akiyama
D. Alber
Peggy Albers
Joyce L. Albert
Wayne E. Albrich
Charlotte Albright
Garrett D. Alcorn
Rick Alderson
B. Aldrich
Carl D. Alexander
Sylvia B. & Kenneth P. Alexander
Sandra L. Alhers
Daniel Allen Sr.
Jim Allen
Joy G. Allen
Lester C. Allen
Michael J. Allen
Roberta L. Allen
Tom Allen
Joanie Allencastre
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Linda Almachn
Donald R. Almas
Cindy Alsop
Margaret U. Altridge
Timothy D. Alu
Cornell F. Amaya
Cortlandt, Ames
Kevin Ames
William W. Ames
Joe Ammirati
Barbara Amor
Arlo Amsdill
Blake T. Andersen
M. M. Anderson
Anne Anderson
Dale W. Anderson
David N. Anderson
Dennis Anderson
Fletcher Anderson
Glenn T. Anderson
Kari Anderson & J. Oppenheimer
Kathleen E. Anderson
Martin Anderson
Mrs. Ray Anderson
Priscilla Anderson
Roger Anderson
Ron Anderson
Ron Anderson Jr.
Sharon M. Anderson
John Andis
Pat Andrew
Jack Anliman
Tim Annis
Tim Anstey
Margery Anthony
Jim & Sharon Antisdel
Liam Antrim
Andrew E. Appleby
Phil Arbeiter
Eleanor L. Archer
Raliegh J. Arkell
Herbert A. Armstrong
Jay L. Arney
Louise Arney
Laura Arnow
Tom Aron
Albert E. Arrington
Chris D. Artman
Amy I Artu
Pete & Nancy Ashenfelter
Robert A. Aslagson
Charlie E. Atchinson
Richard Auerbaoh, MD
Margaret Augustine
Lori Ausburn
David Austin
Allan F. Avery
Iva Avery
Judith Lee Aylozzi
Randall Babich
Irene Bachhuber
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Stephen R. Bachhuber
Bagby, Jennifer
Charles M. Bagley Jr., MD
Harry L. Bailey
Ida M. Bailey
Richard T. Bailey
David L. Bain
Clark Bainbridge
Don Baisnes
A. Gary Baker
Gerald L. Baker
Linda Baker
Melissa K Baker & John C. Davis
Richard Baker
Tom Baker
Dr. Laura Balant
Jeff T. Balch
Emily C. Baldwin
Michael Baldwin
Mr. Richard Baldwin
Nancy Baldwin
Gary Balhorn
James E. Ball
Robert Michael Ball
J. A. Bamber
Jacqueline Bancroft
Jenna L. Bancroft
Richard W. Bancroft
Rick Bancroft
Scott A. Bancroft
Arlene Banks
Joseph Baque
Suzanne Barder
Gust H. Bardy, MD
Douglas Baren
Mike Barkstrom
Bill & Pat Barmettler
Mary V. Barmore
Harold R. Barnard
Toni Barnard
Nicholas P. Barnes
Richard B. Barnes
Kathryn Barney
Raymond Barney
Kit Scates Barnhart
S. P. Barnowe-Myer
Bill Barr
John Barr
Scott & Susan Barrett
Steve Barrett
Brian Barry
Robert L. Barry
Andy Bartels
Douglas L. Barter
Gerald R. Bartlett Sr.
Suzanne J. Bartlett
David B. Bartley
Jack & Anita Bartley
Pete A. Bartnick
Marion K. Barton
Linda Bartram, MD
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David Bashen
Cheryl L. Bassett
Gerald Bassett
Lisa E. Bassett
Mrs. Ruth E. Bassindale
Alan & Elsie Bates
Dalton Bates
Elsie Bates
James Bates, MD
Odette Bati, MD
Maurie Baty
Ralph Bauman
Brett Baunton
Chip & Angela Baxter
L. Marvin Baxter
Larry & Darlene Baxter
Sybil Baxter
Eli Beaman
James & Emily Bean
Kathy K. Beaslen
Linda Beaslen
Darcy Beasler
James Beasler
John Beatlance
Dr. David J. Beatty
Kathleen A. Beavin
Ken Bechtold
Fay Beck
Richard R. Beck
Ronald J. Beck, MD
Charles C. Becker
Vicki Becker
Eugene Beckett
Marc Becroft
John Beed
Andrew Beelik
Carol Beers
Robert A. Beezer
Dave Bekkuas
Craig J. Belcher
M. E. Belding
Bob Bell
Kay L. Bell
Lindsay J. Bell
Richard W. Bell
Robert S. Bell
Tammy Bell
Zach Bell
Micky Bellman
Dulse V. Ben
Barbara & Eugene Bender
Beverly Bender
L. Bender
Christopher Bene
Brian K. Benjamin
Bryan Benkman
Curt Bennett
David Leslie Bennett
N. L. Bennett
William R. Bennett
Zane Bennett

Michael Benoit, MD
James R. Benson
N. Benson
Julia R. Bent
Gerald Bentler
L. Bergen
Emil Bergeson
Mike O. Bergeson
Jack Bergman
Margaret & Rick Bergman
Patricia Bergman
Sander Bergman, MD
Gerry Hyatt Bergstrom
Deborah A. Bernstein
Alice Berry
Donald D. Berry
Mrs. Donald Berry
Vaughn W. Berry
Guy Berthelote
Mary H. Best
Lois N. Bethea
Kenneth R. Bevis
Loren Bezzo
Gary Bickett
John Biddulph
Matt Bielstein
J. C. Bigas
Carolyn Mollie Bigger
Anita Bingham
Christopher Bingham
Marcia Bingham
Shirley Binion
Carl R. Birchard, MD
Mark Birchman
David Birkner
Mr. & Mrs. Harry A. Bisbey
Mr. Harry A. Bisbey
Cindy Bischak
Ellis B. Bischoff
Roger W. Bjork
Thomas Bjorkman
Betty A. Black
Harold M. Black, Jr.
Jason Black
William C. Black
Donald B. Blackburn
Dave Blackmore
Patsy Blackstock
Iriss K. Blaine
Ryan Blanchard
Jon Blank
Monty Blank
Beth Blattenberger
Aloma Blaylock
Norma Blessing
Matthew S. Blone
Mark Bloom
Helen Bloomquist
E. W. Bloonquist
Thomas C. Blose
Alice Blossom
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Nancy Bluestein
Bruce R. Blume
John S. Blyth
G. C. Bodine
Don Boehme
Cathern A. Boldan
John M. Bolenski
Gary & Ruby Bolick
Alice C. Bond
Frank Bono
David L. Boone
Carol A. Booth
Ernest Booth
Jacque Booth
Brian Borchers
R. & L. Borchers
Donald R. Borg
Gerald Borg
Nathan Borson
James Bosch
Bosh
Mark E. Boss
Forbes Bottomly
Cassandra R. Botts
Ronald Botts
M. Bouilly
Boulton
Nancy Boulton
Clifford Bove
Mark Bowes
Sandra Bowman
Juliana Boxer
Barbara J. Boyce
Burton D. Boyd
Dennis Boyd
Michael E. Boyd, MD
O. Boyer
Patricia L. Boyle
Lou Ann Braden
Gary J. Bradleway
Eileen Bradshaw
George Bradshaw
Daryll A. Brady
Gary Braedt, PhD
William A. Brager
Rachel Bramson
Lillian Brandeberry
Walter Brandebery
Heidi C. Brandt
Richard L. Brathoode
Henry C. Brauf
Kalman Brauner & Amy Carlson
Michael G. Bray
Molly Breed
Edward C. Breitensten
Carl Brenner
Bryan E. Brewer
Tim Brewer
Philip Briegleb
Jim Brigham
Robert Bright, MD
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Robert Britsolops
Janette Brobofsky
Angela Brockopp
Debi Brockopp
Kimberly Brockopp
Mike Brockopp
Wendell Brockopp
Deette W. Broderson
Marie Broderson
Christine A. Brodmerkel
Jeffrey T. Broihier
Karen Bromley
Laura E. Bronson
Paul Brook
John R. Brooks
R. J. Brooks
Ruth M. Brooks
Barbara Brown
Brenda Brown
Diane L. Brown
E. Reade Brown
Earl Brown
Elizabeth A. Brown
George C. Brown
Marie & Adrian Brown
Norm Brown
Richard A. Brown
Rodney L. Brown
Tim Brown
Walter & Francis Brown
Delphia V. Browne
Dale Brownfield
Clark Browning
Barbara Bruemmer
Francis E. Brumfield
Warren Brumfield
Helen R. Bruner
Bruce Brunerm
Mary R. Bruse
Don Brush
Kenneth Bruya
Eileen Bryant
James L. Bryant
Elizabeth J. Bryer
Russ Bryon
Mike Buchanon
Leona M. Buck
Tamara E. Buch
Gene S. Buckan
James Buckingham
Michael Bucy
Sue Bucy
George R. Buffington
Mark Bullene
John D. Bullet
Darryl Bullington
Barbara Bullock
Patrice M. Bunge
James M. Bunger
Stephen M. Bunker
Robert E. Burdick, MD
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Alan Burfitt
Linda Burfitt
Glenn Burge
Marilyn A. Burge
Janis E. Burger
Mark Burgess
William E. Burgess
Mark A. Burget
J. Burkhardt
Pat Burkhardt
Elsie Burkman
Lucille Burkowitz
Bob Burns
Bob Burns
Marion Wheeler Burns
R. A. Burns
Robert Burns
Theodore Burns, MD
Barrett Burr
Eric Burr
Lawrence R. Burr
Sharon Burrer
Ray & Jane Burron
Ed & Beth Burrows
Joan Burton
David Buse
Kevin Buse
Sharon J. Buse
Virginia R. Buse
Richard Busek
R. W. Bushard
Gerold L. Busic
Jerry Busic
Jim Buss
Rebecca L. Busted
Paul Buter
Wanda L. Butler
William R. Butler
Anna Butrim
Marv Buxton
Robert D. Byers
Mark Bylin
Chris Byrnes
Mary Byron
Pat &Jerry Cadero
Clark Caffall
Jean Caldwell
Sam Caley
Robert C. Callahan
Dorothy Callaway
Stephen J. Callis
Kathy Callison
Tony Callowa
Don Carlton
Robert M. Calton
Charles Calvert
H. H. Caly
L. C. Cameron
Frances P. Campbell
Gordon W. Campbell
Walter M. Campbell

Penelope K Campos-Graham
David Caney
Jack Carlett
Ian Carlisle
Brad Carlquist
Laila Carlsen
Norman C. Carlsen
Leonard P. Carlson
Dale S. Carlson
Jean Carlson
Stuart L. Carlson
W. C. Carlson
Winfred W. Carlson
Pam Carrico
John F. Carroll
Dennis L. Carruth
Douglas C. Carson
Bonnie Carter
Brian Carter
E. G. Carter
Ronald R. Carter
Sharon Carter, MD
Raymond Cartwright
Ted Case
Thomas Case
Susan Casey
Ray Cassalery
Carolyn Cassese
Maurice Casteel
Teresa M. Castrilli
Brian Cathea
Wayne M. Caulkins
Helen Cavallaro
Brian V.Cavanaough
Kevin Cavanaugh
M. P. Cavran
Thom Cearning
Virginia Ceis
Janet Cellin
Hank Centuolo
Darrel & Barbara Cepiane
Charles M. Chambers
D. E. Chambers
Steve Chance
Robert L. Chandler
Sande Chaney
Stuart Chapin
Jim Chard Sr.
Thomas G. Charles
Larry Charrier
Carl J. Chatwood
Lynne Chelimer
Marjorie Cheney
Beth Cherry
Gary Chester
Jennefer Ann Chet
Kris Chick
Merrily Chick
A. P. Chisquean, PhD
Brandy Chitwood
Darren Chitwood
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Harold Chitwood
Tim Chonin
David Chouce
Deborah A. Christensen
Mark S. Christian
Dave Christiansen
Vernita Christianson
Franklin Chu
Wade Church
Irene V. Cicrich
Peter Cienciala
Robert J. Cihak
Daniel & Sandra Ciske
Clifford Clark
Gerald Clark
William Clark
Arnold Clarke
Bill Clements
F. B. Clements
Ruby V. Clements
Francis Cline
Fred Cline
Garnet S. Cline
Mary Cline
Mary Van Cline
R. D. & R. M. Cockrill
Judy Cohen
V. W. Cohrs
John T. Coleman
John Collier
Brian Collins
Jan Collins
Steve Collins
Chrissey C. Colman
Carolee Colter
Rosalie Colton
Shelly J. Colydee
Donna J. Comer
Melvin C. Comslash
Darlene Conart
John Conart
Cindy Condit
Romeo J. Conea
Stephen E. Conea
Russell Conniff
John J. Connor
Tom & Lisa Connor
Chris M. Connors
Ray Conover
Royce Conrad
Suzanne K. Conte
David Conway
Danita Cook
Dorothy Cook
Elma Cook
George Cook
James E. Cook
Mary Cook
Sally Cook
Tom H. Cook
Michael D. Cooke
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S. Cooke
Nina Cooley
Robert D. Cooley
Dave Coombes
Grant Coomer
Ralph K. Coon
Stephanie Coontz
Anne Cooper
Cathy Cooper
Harold Cooper
Jonathan & Diane Cooper
Kathleen Cooper
Ted L. Cooper
John G. Coopersmith
Amy Corcoran
Cindy Corey
Gregory J. Corey
Charlotte C. Corkran
James B. Corlett
Scott D. Corley
Lyle & Margaret Cornelius
Chiquetta Cornett
Sam W. Cornish
Irvan H. Correll
George Cortez
S. Cote
Doyle G. Cottrell
Wayne M. Coules
Dan Coulter
John A. Couner
Anne Coupland
April Courture
William E. Coventen
Delmar Coverdell
Norma E. Coverdell
D.S.Covert
Mary Ellen Covert
Maryanne M. Cowan
Robert W. Cowgill
Ken, Thomas & Laverne Cox
Susan E. Cox
Kevin J. Coyle
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Coyle
Kelly G. Crai
Howard Craig
Larry W. Craig
Louise S. Craig
Sue Cram
Bob Cranwell
Mrs. Helen Craton
Don L. Crawford
Geraldine L. Creek
Harry Crevisten
Richard S. Crial
Larry L. Cribbs
Charles Crist
Marylee Crist
James E. Critchfield
Steve K. Crocker
Kate Crockett
Thomas F. Croley
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Frank M. Crosby
Lisa Crosby
Patricia Crosby
Paul & Deborah Crosetti
Rex P. Crossen
Robert Crouse
Harold A. Crowell
Sally & Cullen Cruikshank
Tom Cruikshank
Charles R. Crukovich
Eugene S. Crump
Richard L. Cuam
Carole Cudehley
Cres Cuevas MD
Barbara Culbert
Jack R. Cummings
Christy Cunningham
Mark Cumin
Arthur & Dorothy Curren
Stephen L. Curry
Delida Curtis
Laurie & Jeff Curtis
Lorine Curtis
Do Deen Cushman
Jeffrey W. Dahl
Larry & Marilyn Dahl
Ed Dahlstrom
Sharon Dahlstrom
Chris Dailey
Ekin R. Daimiento
Renee J. Dalan
Dave Dallas
Dallys
Leroy H. Daloe
Marvin Dalos
Roland Dalos
Russell W. Dalton
Andy Dappen
Gary Darnell
Ron Darrow
Jason Dashow
John A. Dassow
Dennis Daugherty
Lucy Dause
Paul W. Davallou
Duncan A. Davidson
John H. Davidson
Josephine M. Davidson
Linda Davidson
Peggy Ann Davidson
Burl W. Davies
Kent Davies, MBA
John H. Daville
C. Hunter Davis
Cynthia Davis
Dave & Jigger Davis
Jack Davis
Jigger Davis
Jim Davis
Joe Jack Davis
Jonathan P. Davis

Karla Davis
Mary A. Davis
Melissa Davis
Minot Davis
Robert Davis
Tom Davis
William F. Davis
Winifred R. Davis
Warren & Janet Dawes
Hollis Day
Randy Day
Russell & Majorie Day
Uwarda Day
Bonnie Day-Orr
James Robert Deal
Martha Dearstyne
Wilbur Debbin
Oran Debois Jr.
Alan Dechantal
Laura M. Decker
Meredith Dedman
Michelle M. Deebach
Harold & Ruth Deery
Brenda Degitt
A. F. Degner, MD
Michael Degrandpre
Laura Degroot
Robert Deislur
Tim Delano
Care Deleeuw
Jean C. Deleo
Ed Delich
Winnifred Delich
Ken Delin
Eddie & Angela Dellarossa
Joseph Demboski
Nancy Demello
Randy Demmon
Gerald Demoss
James L. Dennis
Susan A. Dennis
Larry & Evelyn Dennison
Orris Dent
Dennis S. Deon
Sam Deon
Virginia Depen
Wesley Depen
Edward Depeu
Colleen Devaul
Stan Devaul
Priscilla Devin
Barbara & William Dewey
Kim Dewey
Betsie Dewreade
Alfred Dexhail
Rebecca E. Dexter
R. F. Di Giacconia
Ronald Di Giacconia
Daniel Diamond, MD
Mike Dickgusey
Eric M. Dickinson
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Friend Dickinson
Steven E. Dietrich
Virginia Dignan
Gertrude Dilley
Milo Dilley
Edith A. Dillon
Karen Dimitroff
Crystal J. Dingwall
Wilfred N. Dingwall
Charles Dithefean
W.Ditlefsen
Woodrow Ditlefsen
Gerald A. Dixon
Don Dobbin
Edward L. Dobeas
Lavonne Dobeas
Ernie Dodd
David H. Doehlert
Henry L. Dole
Chuck E. Dollard
Mike Doman MD
Rico Donaglia
Verne Donnet
Terry L. Donoho
Lori & Scott Dorough
David Dorrma Jr.
Steve Dorsey
Diane Doss
Dudley Doss
John M. Dougall
Hector Douglas
Gary Douthit
James L. & Julie C. Dowling
Dr. Ralph N. Downes
James S. Dransfield
Elizabeth Draskovich
William S. Dryden
Curtis Duggen
Robert Adamy Duisberg
Michael G. Dukes
Ina Moe Dumars
Joyce Duncan
Wily F. Duncan
Pat Dunnington
Michael Dupre
Christopher Durham
Don Durham
Tim Durner
Donald E. Dylsenia
Jack &Wilma Eads
Jay Earley
Douglas A. Eart
Rick Eason
Chuck Easton
Craig Echols
Mary Echtienlamp
Martin Edlind
AUdrey D. Edmonds
Timothy B. Edmonds
Joan Edwards & Thomas Hahl
Michael D. Edwards
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Ruby Egbert
Bertha Egerter
John Mark Egger
Charles E. Ehlert
David Eidinger
Thomas J. Eifon
Ingrid, Leo & Robert Eisenman
Jake Eisser
Nancy Eldei
Norman Eldei
Frank Elder
J. T. Elder
Nona Elder
Ken Eldredge
Julia R. Elheni
Robert P. Ellingson
C. Elizabeth Elliot
Jack Elliot
Jennifer Elliott
A. Blanche Ellis
Robert H. Ellis
Thomas H. Ellison
Joe Elton
Carol P. Elwell
Sarah S. Emery
Corrie Ench
Margaret Enderlein
Mr. Kaj Enderlein
Hal Enerson
Aaron English
Melody D. Englund
Bill Ensor
Lue Epperly
Roy A. Epperly
Shawney L. Eregas
Michael J. Erickson
Norma Erickson
Steve Erickson
Steve Erickson
Allan A. Ernick
R. Errett
Steven G. Erwood
Heather D. Escalante
M. B. Escher
Robert W. Eschrich
Donna Estes
Gale Estes
Jack Estes
Lua A. Etchey
Jeffrey M. Eustis
Florence M. Evans
James E. Evans
James P. Evans
John Evans
Sarah Evans
Rylod K. Evart
Deforest H. Eveland
Joe M. Ewan
Bill Eyl
Byron Faber, MD
Dean Faber
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Michael P. Faber
Nancy Faber
Charles W. Faens
Craig Fager
Don & Thea Fager
Mike Fahey
Marcia Fair
Jim Falk
Noah Falk
Alvin W. Fall
D. Falter
John J. Farbarik
Wm. W. Fargusson
Terry Farrel
Virginia Farron
Joel B. Fawcett
Clifford G. & Helen J. Fay
Lee Fellenberg
Louis Feller
Garth Ferber
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Ferber
Bernice M. Ferguson
Carol Ferguson
Ernest E. Ferguson
Rick Ferguson
Terry L. Ferguson
Alex Ferkovich Jr.
Iren & Jim Fernandes
Jessie Irene Fernandes
Domenic Ficarra
Arthur R. Fick
Richard Fiddler
Phyllis E. Fiege
Ashley Fiene
Devon Fiene
Mrs. D. W. Fiene
Duane Filder
C. R. Fine
Mike Fingerson
Bill Finlay
Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Fint
C. Firstenburg
Dean A. Fischer
Denice Fischer-Fortier
Michael M. Fish
Don Fisher
Helen & Robert Fisher
Kevin Fisher
Lloyd Fisher
R. E. Fisher
Dennis C. Fister
D. C. Fithuorf
Paul Fitzgerald
Bob Flagan
John Fleishman, MD
Chuck Fletcher
Cortlandt John Fletcher
Ester F. Fletcher
Korinne Flint
V. Paul Flint
Gertrude Flock

LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Mrs. Merle Flock
Roberta Floyd
Tom Focert
Deborah C. Foehring
Robert C. Foehring
Kenneth L. Foley
Terryle A. Foley
Andrea Folts
Leeanna M. Fones
Norman K Fones
Jeffrey Forbes
Barbara & William Ford
Bernard F. Ford
Dottie Brookes Ford
Joseph B. Ford
Randi Ford
John Forest
Sue Forker & Jack Lee
Claire Forsberg
Jeff Forsth
Laura Fortman
John & Rosemary Foster
Robert L. Foster
Marc Fountain
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Fournier II
Stanley R. Fouts
B. Fovargue & M. Eastman
Gordon S. Fowlds
Jim D. Francis
Linda Francis
Frank Francisevich
Delores Frank
John Frank
Richard J. Frank
Susan J. Frankel
Angie Frazell
Homer Frazier
Trask Fredrickson
Rachel Freelin
C. F. Freeman
Floyd Freeman
Marie Freeman
Marilyn Freeman
Robert R. Freeman
Bjorn N. Freeman-Barson
Antonio Freixas
Dennis Frey
Craig Frick
Randall W. Frick
L. E. Frost
Donald E. Fry
Doug Fulton
James Fulton
Irma Furman
Stanley E. Furman
Louis A. Furnur
Howard J. Fuss
Harley Gabillis
Ray Gallagher
Jeffrey Galleher
Mark Gallison
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Art Galloway
Mary Games
Kay Gamison
Anil Gancolli
Alan Ganlsdorf
Dave Gardine
L. K. Gardiner
Neils J. Gardiner
Len Gardner
Anthony C. Garland
Lois & George Garlick
Kathleen Garling
Jacqueline I. Garnett
Melvin L. Garrett
Roger C. Garrett
Gary B. Garrison
Margaret Garten
Roy E. Garten
Galen Garwood
Linda K. Gary
Jack Gates
Jeff Gault
Herbert J. Gausbisch
Doris Gavin
Gail Gaxbrick
Dixie Gaydeski
Sam Gaydeski
Wendy Geep
Wilson Geigh
Walt Gentis
David George
Peter George
Gerald G. Gerken
Norman Germean
Dennis W. Gibbs
Roxy Giddings
Jerry J. Gilbert
Laurette Gilbert
Warren R. Gilbert
B. Gilchrist & J. Clarkson
Charles E. Gilivick
John S. Gilivick
Jeff Gill
Esther Gilligan
Hazelle E. Gilligan
James M. Gilligan
Jennifer Gilligan
Michael J. Gilligan
Claudia Gillispie
Leona E. Gilman
Wayne & Jeanette Gilmon
Thelma T. Gilmur
Angela B. Ginorio
Ed Girard
Nancy Gisse
Cary & Wendy Given
Curt L. Given
Phillip Glass
Robin Glass
Mr. & Mrs. Jan M. Glick
Nils Glomset
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Terin Gloor
Mike Glsslin
E. C. Gockerell
Charles R. Goff
Jennie Goldberg
Marcy Golde
Francis M. Gooch
Katherine A. & William S. Goodhue
Donald J. Goodman
Edith G. Goodman
Caroline Goodrich-Young
Jeannie Goody
Larry Gorman, MD
Merle & Dianne Gors
Phil Gossage
Mike Gowrylow
Gretchen E. Graeff
Amy Graham
Carol A. Graham
Pam & Mike Graham
Sean Graham
Nina M. Grandy
Maryann Grant
Elsie Graves
John M. Graves
L. A. Graves
R. E. Graves
R. E. Graves, Jr.
John A. Gray
Roger Gray
George Greebesic
Dennis Green
Howard W. Green
Pam Green
Suzanne Greenberg
D. H. Greenleaf
Mavis Greenleaf
Philo Gregg
Leo Gregorich
Roger L. Gregory
Ben L. Greiner
Paul Grench
Esther Gretler
Karl & Marie Greubel
Therese E. Griffin
Robert Griffis
Jack F. Griffiths
James D. & Emily J. Grindell
Jorgene Grovanille
William Grubb & Gladys Pavel
Christine Grubesic
Joyce C. Gruenewald
Mrs. David C. Guilbert
Knute Guldjord, MD
Olga Gull
George Gunderson, DDS
Dale Gunns
R. M. Guske
Charles Gustafson
David B. & Janice L. Gustafson
Barbara Guthrie
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Marridee Guyer
D. Haag
Kim Haas
Steven Habener, MD
Ginger Haberman
Richard T. Haberman
Robert E. Hack
Stacy R. Haekstier
Carolyn E. Hafterson
Russell Hafterson
Mrs. Paul Hagan
Lynn D. Hagen
Dna M. Hagen
Noel Hagens
Mark R. Hagg
Archie Hall
Bernadine A. Hall
Erin Hall
Dr. George Hall
Helen Hall
Jerry E. Hall
Louise H. Hall
Norman & Shannon Hall
Phillip Hall
Richard H. Hall
Velma M. Hall
Jeff Hallberg
Albert Haller
William Halligan, MD
Keith Hallman
A. L. Hallowell, DVM
Michael F. Halterman
Raymond W. Haman
Russell Hamerly
Dale Hamilton
Ramona Hammerly
Lois Hammill
Charles Hamon, MD
Elizabeth Handler
Debbie Handley
Steve Handley
Pat Handly
Otto B. Hanell
Gary Haniguchi
James & Agda Hanlin
Anthony W. Hansen
Chris Hansen
Donald Hansen
Doug & Marian Hansen
Mitchell S. Hansen
Don H. Hanson
Ray T. Hanson
Richard M. Hanson
James W. Harberd
William R. Hargreaves
William Harig
Hugh Harkins, MD
Lawrence J. Harkinson
John D. Harley
Pamela Harlow
Elmer & Emma Harman

June & Loren Harms
Marie J. Harrington
Andrew V. Harris
Arthur K Harris, MD
Jim Harris, MD
Paul A. Harris
Rita Harris
Jay Harrison
Doug Harsh
Peter Hart
Vicki Hart
Craig Hartinger
Mr. & Mrs. Dean Hartley
Boyd Hartman
Charles R. Hartman
Ralph W. Hartman
Charlotte Hartshaw
William Hartshaw
Purry J. Harvester
Loyd R. Harvey
W. Haskin
L. Jag Haskins
William E. Hathaway
David Haugen
Robert A. Haupt
Gordon L. Hauston
Karen Hautslin
John & Gisela Hawley
Jim Hay
Raymond J. Haydon
Ralph M. Hayford
W. Heath
Don Hebard, MD
David A. Hecker
Lori Hedgepeth
Hugh Hedges
John Hedges, MD
George S. Heffner
Lynn Heglar
Dan Heintz
Larry E. Heister
Jeff Hellend
Glen Hellman
Mr. & Mrs. Hans U. Helm
B. E. Helmso
Phyllis L. Helmso
Annabel Henderson
James F. Henderson
Mamie Henderson
Helen J. Hendricks
Bea Hendrickson
Jim Hendrickson
Linda Hendriksen
Ellie Henke
David Hennes, MD
Anne Hennigan
Nancy Henning
Marlene Henricks
Robert F. Henry, DDS
Angela Henwood
Roger C. Herendeen
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Norman O. Hermann
William Hermann
Mel Herod
Zinka Herod
Larry L. Hersey
Arthur J. Herstad
Mark L. Hess
Mike Hess
Ross Hess
Bernanine Heusman
Mel Heusman
Helen J. Hicker
Robert J. Hickle
Augusta Hicks
Harry H. Hidenrick
Dobt Hild
Marcia Hild
Clark H. Hill
Leslie Hill
Milton Hills
Mr. & Mrs. George Hills
Bert Hilmo
Richard Hinderlie
Martha Hines
Ward Hinrichs, MD
Robert Hinrix
Brad Hinton
Russel B. Hirsch
Gerald Hirschler
E. T. Hjelvik
Eivine H. Hjelvik
Mary L. Hjelvik
P. Hoagland
Ben Hodel
Tom & Karen Hodgman
Robert Hoffman
Sarah Hoffman
Wayne E. Hoffman
Mari Hoffman-Nelson
Walter H. Hoffman
Bruce Holden
Tina Holden
Morris A. Holland
C. Carson Hollingsworth
James Holloway
Sally Holm
Kevin B. Holmberg
Pete Holmberg
James Holstead
Helen & Ben Holverstott
Peter P. Homann
Jeannine Hooker
Vicky Hoover
Beverly Hope
Dennis G. Hopkins, DDS
Joe Hopkins
Paul Hopkins
Peggy Hopper
Thomas Horbett
Chris Horn
Hanley E. Horn
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Lisa M. Hornbrook
Clarice Horvath
Tibor Horvath
Daniel Hosking & Maggie Worrix
Mr. & Mrs. Hossack
Burt Hostetler
Ted R. Houseman
B. Houser & D. Farnham
Floyd Hovey
Mildred Hovey
Cynthia Hovezak
Dave Howard
Dema Howard
Jeff Howard
Su & Jeff Howat
Bob Howell
Mark Z. Hoxworth
Daryl L. Hoyt
Wm. L. Hoyt III
Eric &Virginia Hoyte
Paul Hrissikopoulos, MD
Elizabeth Hryharrow, EH
Tsu Hsu, MD
C. C. Hubbard
Delta Hubbard
Penney Hubbard
Tim & Donna Hudson
Kenneth Huether
Diane M. Huey
Keith F. Huffes
Neale Huggins
Robert Hughes
Thomas M. Hulbert
Royce Hull
Sabra W. Hull
Theodore J. Hull
D. Humfleet
Hummel
Elsie V. Humphries
John E. Humphries
Jean S. Hunt
Robert Hunt
Irene W. Hunter
Jo Ann Hunter
Rhonda Hunter
Theodore R. Hupp
Patrick W. Hurlocker
Deborah R. Hum
Elaine Hurn
Larry W. Hurn
Richard D. Hurn
Robert Hurn
Ron Hum
Sally A. Hurn
Shelley L. Hurn
D. R. Huson
Johnnie Hutt
Verna F. Hutte
Marjorie K. IIIman
Robin C. Inch
William D. Infen
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Lisa & Richard Inman
Steve Irby
Ward & Lois Irwin
Chas. L. Isaacson
Buth Ittner
Susan Ivancich
Larry Iversen, MD
Luanna Iverson
Thomas N. & Christy L. Iverson
Gordon Jackins
Chris Jackson
Glen D. Jackson
John Jackson
Shirley Jackson
Terry Jackson
Julie Jacob
Betsy A. Jacobs
Elmer M. Jacobs
Gordon Jacobsen
Lawrence M. Jacobsen
Isabelle R. Jacobson
Kathleen J. Jacobson
Kenneth A. Jacobson
Leslie Jacobson
Daniel A. Jaffe
Jaul Jagar
R. M. Jali
S. Jamera
Cathern James
Harry James
Gary Janisch
Derek Jay
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffay
Susan Jelone
George Z. Jelm
David Jenkins
Marian Jennings
Virginia Jennings
Elicia Jensen
Loreen Jensen
Martha Jensen
Jerry Jeremiah
Margie Jervis
Calvin K Johnson
Dick Johnson
Donald W. Johnson
Douglas D. Johnson
Duane Johnson
Edward D. Johnson
Elmer J. Johnson
Eric Johnson
Frances E. Johnson
Gary L. Johnson
Guy E. Johnson
Iskra Johnson
Marna Eva Johnson
Michael Johnson, MD
Pam & Rick Johnson
Pete Johnson
R. Johnson
Randy Johnson

LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Robert M. Johnson
Stanley A. Johnson
Stephen R. Johnson
Steve Johnson
U. D. Johnson
Walter M. Johnson
Wayne M. Johnson
Wesley Johnson
William & G. Johnson
William D. Johnson
Theodore Johnsrude, MD
Charles M. Johnston
James R. Johnston
Lottie M. Johnston
R. A. Johnston
Rose & Craig Johnston
Bob Jones
Bonnie E. Jones
Chandler Jones
Chris Jones
Dorothea & K. C. Jones
Dorothy A. Jones
Hucuard Jones
Jeremiah Jones
Lisa Jones
M. Ruth Jones
Rebecca L. Jones
Richard Jones, MD
Rollie R. Jones
Ruth Merrell Jones
Sandra S. Jones
Suzanne Jones
Walton H. Jones
Don & Elsie Jordan
Barbara Jorgenson
James E. Jorgenson
Nelle M. Jorgenson
Barbara Josefsen & Tom Gillam
Victor Josendal
Mr. & Mrs. Josline
Larry Jost
Sue Juhre
Jeri Lee Jump
Teresa Jung
Lou & Jennifer Jurcik
R. S. Jursue
Kenneth L. Justus
S. Kahan
Beatrice Kahle
Wesley Kai, MD
Diana Kalapaea
Cheryl & Leo Kaley
Rose Kapolcczynski
Richard P. Kaps
Herbert G. Kariel
pat Kariel
Karen Karnath
Keri Kates
Theodore Katsanis
Katie Kauffman
Lisa Kavanagh
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Kegley
Eric D. Kegley
Tami Keihn
Craig D. Keil
Steven J. Keil
Marion M. Keim
Robert B. Keim
James Keller
Jim Keller
Joyce I. Kelley
Lydia Kelley
Adele L. Kelly
Donald C. Kelly
Gladys Kelly
Hazel M. Kelly
Joel L. Kelly
Larry C. Kelly
Lisa Kelsey
Donald & Barbara Kendall
Kelley Kendall
Robert Kennedy (Kingston)
Robert Kennedy (Port Angeles)
Patrick A. Kennie
Noni Kennir
Duane Kenny
Christopher A. Kent
S. & E. Kenzy
Rita Kepner
Daniel Kerlee
Mr. & Mrs. Rolland W. Kerr
Edna Kerrigan
Fleda H. Kesterson
Kenneth W. Kesterson
Cindy Kielich
Clayton L. Kienhof
Ray A. Kieoholz
Kevin A. Kilbridge
Howard D. Killam
Theresa L. Killam
Ron Killen, MD
Jack C. Kilmer
Star L. Kilmer
Theresa M. Kilmer
Linda Kim
Joseph E. Kincaid
Andrea Kinchon
Charlotte M. King
Christal King
Mary Ann King
Mr. & Mrs. C. L. King
Ray King
Anne Kinnaman
J. Daniel Kinney
Kathy M. Kinnon
William A. & Amy J. Kinsel
Betty Kirner
Diane Kirner
John J. Kirner
Mary Cox Kitaj
Deanna Kitchum
Mildred Kittleson
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Ran Klahn Jr.
V. H. Klanner
Kathleen Klein
Leslie J. Klein
Irvin & Ludmill Kleinman
Dona Klemka
Charles Klinger
Kurt Klingine
Barb Klogterman
Clara L. Klug
Willard M. Kluth
Wayne Knauf
Mike Knerr
Ted Kniule
George E. Knowler
Robert & Ardella Knox
Rolland R. Knudson
J. Edwin Knupp
Sharri Knutson
Richard S. Koch
Traudi Koch
George D. Koenig
Carroll E. Koenke
Barbara A. Koerber
Phyllis Koerenberg
Helen Kohr
Mary J. Kohr
W. J. Kohr
Joseph B. Kolder
John R. Kolstad
Gary Korb
Korlousky
Richard Korry
C. Kors
Donna Kostick
Bobby & Geoffrey Kotas
Lea Kouber
Sandra Koval
Bonnie L. Kovatch
Henry & Mary Kral
Marc A. Kravette, DPM
Mrs. Bruce E. Kreger
Paul Kriegel
Antonius H. Kroon
Chris Krueger
Walter Kuciej
V. Kuehl & Todd Miller
Gena Kuehne
Lorraine V. Kuehne
Karen Kuest
Ben Kuhner, MD
Eric Kuhner
Randall Kuhns
Paul Kullen
Gregory T. Kulseth
Larry N. Kumlash
Mr. Norman C. Kunkel
Aldo J. Kuny
M. A. Kuran
Roger P. Kurzawa
L. P. Kutch
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My La
Frank Lacey
Arian A. Lackie
Gene lacroix
Ted J. Ladoux
Arnold Lagambina
Scott Laird
Richard Lalonde
Barbara Lancaster
James F. Lance
John F. Lane
Margaret Lang
Robert M. Langdon
Mark Lange
Ronald & Judith Lange
Stephen M. Langer, PhD
Michael Langley
Verde L. Langley
Marion E. Langstaff
Alice A. Langworthy
Dave Lanham
Steve Lannoy
Gordon & Audrey Lanphere
C. Lanselor, Jr.
Sheila Lappier
Bob & Joan Lappin
Roberson Lappin
Danae Larrance
Francis M. Larsen
Irene M. Larsen
Rachael Larsen
Ray Larsen
Vahlory
John R. Lathrop
Liz Lathrup
Kim Latimer
Douglas Launball
Edward Laundry
Dawn Lauterbach
Patrick J. Lauterbach
D. P. Lavigne
Lynda Lavigne
Susannah C. Lawrence
Harold Laws
Marilou K. Laws
Dr. V. A. Lawson
Linda Lax
Elizabeth S. Lay
John C. Lea
Martha C. Lea
William A. Leber
Gaynell Lee
Thomas & Vivian Lee
Dan Lefever
Malea Lefever
Nick Leght
Bruce Legler, MD
Kathleen Legreid-Flint
Jamie E. Leinan
Frederick Leist, MD
Herb Leland

Charles R. Lemberg
Bill Lemienl
Mildred I. Lenoir
Donald P. Lentz
K. Ann Leonard
Marjorie Ann Leone
Randy Lercas
Dave Leroux
Richard Lerum
John & Marie Leslie
Victoria H. Leslie
Moshe & Razel Levine
Randy Lercas
Dave Leroux
Richard Lerum
John & Marie Leslie
Victoria H. Leslie
Moshe & Razel Levine
Thea Levkantz
Marni Levy
Ed Lewis
Evelyn & Brian Lewis
Frank E. Lewis
J. K. Lewis
John Lewis
Judith A. Lewis
Karen Lewis
Margaret Lewis
Nancy S. Lewis
Joshua E. Liberman
Elaine M. Light
Conrad W. Lilly
Cedric & Betty J. Linsay
Fremont Lindstrom
C. Mauritz Lindvall
Marion Lindvall
Barbara Linfor
Jaymer F. Linton
Anne & Edward Lipinski
Cynthia List
Clive R. B. Lister
Sylvia Liswig
Jenny Little
Hans A. Littooy
Elizabeth Livingston
Margaret L. Livingston
Bob Lloyd
Connie Lloyd
Debbie L. Locke
Daniel & Ruth Lockey
Jeff Lockey
Phil Loe
Diane H. Logan
Eric Logasa
Lou Ann Lomax
Anthony Lombardi
Mr. & Mrs. Lomsdalia
Ida Long
James Longley
Calvin R. Lonisdalen
William H. Loomis
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Fred Lorishim
Beverly Lorishin
Merle Lott
Milton S. Lott
Clint Loughead
Paula Loushin
Jim Louthan
Kim K. Louthan
Kenneth C. Lovey
Douglas O. Lovgren
Gerald D. Lowrie
Thomas J. Lucas
James R. Luddon, Jr.
Raymond H. Ludeman
Jon Luedecker
Ruth Luedeke
Dixie Luff
Lloyd J. Luff
G. R. & Rosemary Luhrsen
Mrs. G. R. Luhrsen
Margaret Luke-Jones
E. J. Lumberg
Donald Lund
Martha Lund
Janet Lunderville
John L. Lunderville
Leland Lunderville
Charlette Lundgren
Liann Mummey Lundquist
Stephen Lundquist
Jerald B. Lutz
Kim Lutz
Richard, Karen & Derek Lutz
Fred C. Luvrf
Dean A. Lydig
Lawrence Lynam
Janet Lynch
Helen M. Lynn
John & Dorothy Lyons
Diana Lyster
Meta W. Lytle
Elizabeth A. MacBarron
Kelvin MacFarlane
Mike Mackenheimer
Karen L. MacKinnon
Luann Madi
R. W. Madison
Faith Magelssen
T. Russell Mager
Debra & Salvo Magglora
Bob Maginnis
Kris Mahi
Marlo G. Mahi
Marolyn M. Mahon
Theodore E. Mahr
Richard A. Maki
John D. Malcomsor
Peter Malenaar
John A. Malis
James S. Malleck
Deborah Malone
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John Thomas Malone
Kim Malvey
Larry Mammoser
Kenneth L. Manck
Eric J. Mandel
Leonard & Emily Mandelbaum
Joseph Mandra
Edward J. Maneral
Harvey Manning
Samuel T. Mannus
Ted Manos, MD
J. E. Mansfield
Elizabeth K. Maraschins
Robert & Susan Marett
Robert S. Mariger
Anthony L. Mariott
Susan L. Markey
Mary Anne & George Markham
Terry Markman
Gaye Marr
Jeff Marr
Connie Marsch
Richard L. Marsch
Alice Marsh
Carolyn Marsh
J. C. Marsh
Linda Marsh
Michael Marsh
Richard N. Marsh
Bruce M. Marston
Elizabeth Marston
B. Marten
Brent Martin
Clarence & Dorothy I. Martin
Dave Martin
Dwight Martin
Elsa M. Martin
J. L. Martin
Karen R. Martin
Marlise K. Martin
Michael B. Martin
Molly Martin
Mrs. E. C. Martin
Pat Martin
Patrick L. Martin
RobbyAnne Martin & Barry Heist
Sharon Martin
Shawn Martin
Tamara Martin
Thomas Martin
Vincent D. Martin
John Maruske
Angeline Marvin
Bruce Marvin
Marla Marvin
Sandy Marvinney
Loretta Maryte
Arpad Masley, MD
Larry Mason
Ann Marie Massed
Marjorie Masselink
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Jene Massingham
Margaret S. Mastrude
John Matan, MD
Marvin S. Matheny
Terry L. Mathern
Vicki Mathison
Heidi Mattern
John C. Matthiesen
Gordon Maul
Chris Maun
Ben Maxwell
Cathy & Edward Maxwell
Raymond L. Maxwell
Robert H. May
Earl J. Mayberry
Betty Mayfield
Jennie K. Mayr
Marrill Mayr
Teresa Mayr
Thomas Mayr
Werner J. Mayr
Jan Mazzoncini
William G. McAdoo
Donna K. McBain
Harvey O. McBath
David A. McBatt
Maris M. McBrinn
Larry M. McCalden
J. Martin McCallum
Lyon McCandless
Lyon McCandless
Patrick McCarly
Heather McCarter
Sharon McCauley
Danield P. McClalien
Ralph McClanahan
Ralph McClanahan, Jr.
W. Joyce McClanahan
Vivian K. McClaughlin
Wendy McClure
Donald A. McColley
Richard E. McConaughy
Nikki McCone
Helen L. McCormick
Marty McCormick
Rhett A. McCormick
Dale H. McCoy
Jacinta McCoy
Jean McCutcheon
Robert McCutcheon
Richard C. McDaniel
N. W. McDeavitt
Eveyln McDonald
Kevin D. McDonald
Louise McDonald
Mrs. A. D. McDonald
Maurie & Gerald McDougald
John McFall
Ken T. McFall
Albert E. McFarland
Ms. Harry B. McFarland

LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Wayne McFee
Michale G. McGievey
John H. McGluhey
Jim & Carol McGonigle
Wayne McFee
Michael G. McGievey
John H. McGluhey
Jim & CArol McGonigle
Michael F. McGrader
Charles E. & Dorris M. McGuire
Gary McGuire
John McHaffie
Dave Mclvon
Erin McKein
Cicely M. McKendrick
M. Joan McKenzie
Robert L. McKenzie
Russ McKinley
W. L. McKinstry
Mike McKissen
Robert G. McLachlan
Frances G. McLean
Janie & Douglas McLemores
Elaine McMahon
Thomas J. McMahon
John McMeekin
Anita McMillan
K. A. McMillen
Tim McNulty
Jack A. McPherson
Amy McQuade
Electsyx McQueen
Carol, Jim, John & Paul McRandle
Jonne McReynolds
J. A. McRoy
Charles McTee
Louise McVay
Michael C. McWeeny
James & Susan Meador
Joseph & Eva Meassick
Scot Medbury
Hal Medrano
John A. Meek
Ella Megiveron
Stanley J. Megiveron
George J. Mehler
Glendon A. Meier
Christian Melgard
Patricia Melgard
Mary K. Melton
Marie L. Melvin
Phyllis Melvin
Jack L. Memick
Marsha L. Mennie
Carroll M. Mercer
Robert Merley, MD
Max Merlich
D. A. Merryman
Rebecca H. Merson
Warren D. Messer
Jim Messmer
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS

Louis W. Messmer
Bonnie Meyer
Karin Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Henry L. Meyer
Peter A. Meyer
Jeanne Meyers
O. Von Michalofski
Dana Spatz Michelsen
James T. Middleton
Stephen Middleton
Buz Mienn
Carol Mienn
M. D. Milham
Nancy & Doug Milholland
Howard W. Millan
Blair C. Miller
Charles Miller
Dennis & Dana Miller
Donald C. Miller
Greg Miller
John Miller
Jon T. Miller
Joseph & Margaret Miller
Larry C. Miller
Mark H. Miller
Pamela Miller
Patricia Miller
Rodney Miller
W. D. Miller
Wilmer R. Miller, Jr.
Elizabeth A. Mills
Jamie Mills
Monroe Mills
Robert J. Mills
Billy Joe Milsten
Donald E. Miniken, Jr.
Pauline Minnerath
Craig Minter
Andrea R. Mitchell
Daylin Mitchell
Jimel K. Modolef
BobW. Moe
Nina T. Moeller
Adrienne Moen
J. Christian Moller
Monty Mollier
Arlean & Anker Molver
Eva Monaghan
Bertha A. Monahan
AI Monroe
David H. Monroe
Jeff Monroe
John T. Monroe
Lois J. Monroe
Steve Monroe
Tom Monroe
Robert M. Moon
Aaron Moore
Allan G. Moore
Donald & Julie Moore
Frank W. Moore
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Geraldine I. Moore
Jean Moore
Michael Moore
Mrs. David N. Moore
Sharon L. Moore
Joyce Moran
R. Morbey
Paul Morehead
D. A. Morency
Mary C. Morency
Edith Morgan
John Morgan
Mary H. Morgan
Richey & Karen Morgan
Vern Morgus
Robert L. Morn
Daniel O. Morris
David P. Morris
Denise M. Morris
Kevin D. Morris
Kim D. Morris
Robert A. Morris
Ronald S. Morris
Roxianne Morris
William Morris
Kenneth Morrison, MD
Mike Morrison
Patricia Morrison
Lorraine M. Morse
Shawn Morse
Maureen Mortimer
Linda J. Morton
Lois A. Morton
Dale Mosby
Brooke Ann Moseby
Douglas Moser
Roger & Linda Mosley
Jack Moss
Sandra J. Moss
Lex Motte
Paul Mountford
C. Mroz
Andrew Mueller
Marianne Mueller
Mrs. Andrew Mueller
Mark W. Muenster
Burt A. Muichel
Wilbur T. Muir
Dennis Mulba
S. E. Mulder
Harold E. Mullbock
A. J. Mullen
Dorothy Muller
Edgel Mullin
Joy Mullinax
Marvin Mullinax
Robert A. Munday
Shaun Munger
Randal Munske
Carol A. & Ruth C. Munson
Larry Murante
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Andrew M. Murphy
Duane H. Murphy
Mrs. Marty Murphy
Stewart Murphy
Thomas A. Musle
Larry A. Mussik
Estella M. Myatt
Bill Myers
Dale E. Myers
David Lee Myers
Dory Myers
Janis Myers
Miller Myers
Jani Myhre
K. E. Mytron
Hilary Nacht
Michael P. Nagan
Justin F. Nagel
L. B. Nanavich
Allan Nariontik
Norman L. Nash
Velma Nash
Mrs. R. A. Nason
Gloria Neal
Harold F. Neal
William F. Neal
Fred D.C. Neil
Beth Nelson
Betty K. Nelson
Brad Nelson
Colleen Nelson
Gene C. Nelson
Henry D. Nelson
Mark W. Nelson
Mary Nelson
Roger Nelson
Lucille Nemec
Wayne Neptune
Kathleen & Robert Nerenberg
Carrie Ness
Steve Ness
Alan Nessman
Kristin Newgard
Jay Newkirk, MD
M. Jerry Newlin
Edward Newman
Pamela Newman
Robert Newport
Rick Newton
Jennifer B. Nichols
Laure Caillouette Nichols
Skip Nichols
David Nicholson
Norman Nickle, MSW
Paul Niday
T. C. Niehaus
Terry Niehaus
Howard T. Nielland
David & Celia Nightingale
Mary Nilsson
Mae Nishetani

Woody Nishitani
David Nitchals
Stephen Niver
Richard C. Nodell
Tom Nollen
Arlean Nonenmacher
Joseph Norberg
Mike Nordberg
Richard Nordberg
Dave Nordstrom
Joe E. Norman
Dr. Helen H. Norton
Milly Norwood
N. Stephen Norwood
Thomas A. Nowak, MD
Thomas P. Nunamachu
Sully Gwin Nush
Erin Downey Nuxoll
Cari Nyberg
Dorothy Nyberg
Alfred C. Nydigger
Bill Nydigger
Carol Nydigger
Fred W. Nyman
Chris O'Brien
Hugh E. O'Brien
James A. O'Brien
Irene O'Connor
Terry O'Connor
Pat & Christina O'Hara
Hugh J. O'Neill
Kathy OToole
David Oar
George Ocebrick
Eddie Odell
Robert Odell
Linda Eon
Adeline H. Oest
George E. Oest
Milton J. Ofarrell
Michael G. Oftedahl
Yuki Ogasawara
S. A. Ogle
Thomas E. Jay Ohode
Lynn E. Oien
Maxine E. Oien
Milton J. Oien
Mr. & Mrs. Milton J. Oien
Jerold L. Olbers
David E. Olsen
Robert A. Olsen
Frances Olson
Gary R. Olson
George Olson
Harvey Olson
James L. Olson, MD
Jim Olson
Laura Olson
Leanne M. Olson
Norma B. Olson
O. Paul Olson
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Patrick & Patricia Olson
Steven L. Olson
William A. Olson
Gary Oppenwall
Brandt H. Orme
John Osborn, MD
Patricia & Palmer Osborn
Robert Osborn
Robert E. Charlotte Osborn
S. Osborne & S. Keller
Stig K. Osterberg
Sue Osterman
Rhonda & George Ostertag
Proper Ostrowski
George Otton
Robin E. Quellete
Jim J. Overson
David W. Overton
Lois A. Overton
Owen
Mark Paciotti, MD
Florence G. Padgett
Kevin Page
Jennifer Paine
Richard W. Paine
Kelly N. Paisley
Steven Pak
Jeffrey Palmer
Leroy B. Palmer
Robert W. Palmer
Brian N. Palosi
Charles R. Panek
Joe Papalordo
J. Papull
Jake Pardee
Linda S. Park
Anne Parker
Charles A. Parker
Gary Parker
Maxanne Parker
Robert D. Parker
Don, Linda & Beth Parks
Lorene M. Parks
Robert W. Parks
Ronald L. Parks
Patrick D. Parnell
Sarah Parrington
Charles R. Parrish
Gary A. Parrott
Howard L. Parsloe
Marcella I. Parsloe
Charles E. Parsons
Cliff Parsons
Dave Parsons
Ann Pasley
Fred Pasquale
Jim Patrick
Maria A. Patten
BertW. Paul
Bradley H. Pattie
Martha Paul
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Stephen B. Paul
Warren W. Paul
Don C. Paulson
Irene E. Payne
Randall D. Payne
Robert Payne
Shirley C. Payne
Steven Payne & Paige Boule
Susan F. Payne
Kerrie Payton
N. Llyn Peabody
J. PeackockA. H. Pearson
John & Diane Pearson
Ray Pearson
Wm. Roy Pearson
Anita Pederbaugh
Karen D. Pedersen
Lisa Pedersen
Cindy Pederson
John Pederson
Mr. & Mrs. Pederson
Robert Pederson
Brian G. Pehl
Mrs. Brian D. Pehl
Ramona Pehl
Rugena Lynne
Neal Peisley
Dave Pellerin
Howard A. Pellett
Jane Pendergrass
Julian Penrose
Eric R. Perkins
Robert Permill
Pamela Perrigo
Lucinda Perryman
Olaf E. Person
Peggy Peterkin
Edna Peters
Hans Peters
Harold Peters
Hazel M. Peters
Albert Petersen
Dave Petersen
Anna Peterson
David C. Peterson
David L. Peterson
DeLois Peterson
Diana J. Peterson
J. Keith Peterson
J. M. Peterson
Mertis Peterson
Stanley Peterson
Mr. & Mrs. Warren S. Peterson
Wendell L. Peterson
Wilma N. Peterson
Dale Petite
Waldtraut Petrie
Richard M. Petro
R. Richardson Pettit
R. R. Pettit
Charles M. Peven
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Phyllis Pfeiffer
Katrina C. Pflaumer
Milton E. Phellicool
Clarice Phillips
David R. Phillips
Dennis M. Phillips
Gerald W. Phillips
Jean Phillips
Kelly Phillips
M. Phillips
Marie Phillips
Mr. & Mrs. Phillips
Bonnie Phillips-Howard
Kathryn Philp
Robert E. Philpott
Bryan Phinney
Ellen C. Pickell
Mike Piel
J. Graham & Joyce Pierson
Michael Pietro, MD
Helen Pieuraine
Craig S. Pikaard, PhD
Raymond Pinger
Patricia Pinkham
Louis Pinnell
Steve R. Pinnel
Robert B. Pinter
John D. Pipe
Gary L. Pitt
S. E. Pittman
F. Plachta & D. Morrison
Chris Platt
Sylvia Platt
Michael Pleines
Ben A. Plum, Jr.
Fred Plunis
Lorraine Plunis
Leo Procuis, MD
Jim Podlesny
Pogorelc
Charles Pole
Max Poljak
Joan Pollard
S. Pollard
Stephanie Pollard
Colleen Polley
Dan Poncar
Roxzanne Poncedeleon
Clinton D. Porter
Ed Porter
L. Porter & B. Long
L. Portnoff & C. A. Brodmerkel
Bill Potter
Vern E. Potter
Sandra, Pete & Douglas Powell
John D. Power
Bob Powne
Judith L. Pratt
Robert L. Prentice
Emilie Previtt
Richard Previtt
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Betty Price, MD
Glen A. Price
Kirk A. Price
Nadine Price
Gary Priest
Glen R. Priest
Howard Priest
Ernest Priestley
Lyle Prince
Ronald W. Prindle
Betty Jean Pritchard
Marita L. Pritchard
Willi Prittie
Julian Prossor
Bret M. Prouty
Clements Provatskin
G. Provenzano & Rebecca Smith
Shelly Puckett
S. & Harriet Puett
Vinnorah A. Pullen
William N. Pullen
Bradley D. Pumill
R. Pursley
Bernice Puryear
W. J. Puryear
George D. Qager
R. E. Quaife
Arvid H. Quam
Rod Quesnel
Ms. Nicki E. Quester
Thomas O. Quigg
Robert W. Quilles
Kathryn Anne Quimby
Earl Quinn
Patricia Quinn
Emily & Carlos Quintana
Jim Quiring
Mark Raben
John & Julie Rabey
Rita Race
Evelyn Rae
Gregory Rae
Thomas M. Rae
Vicki B. Rae
Donovan Rafferty
Robert E. Ragon
Harold Raines
Lyle E. Ralph
Jon & Maria Ramberg
Laurie Rambo
Steve Rambo
Hedim Ramirez, MD
Frank Ramsey
Robert W. Ramsey
Sellet Ramsey
Allen Rancoat
Penny Randall
Raymond & Phyllis Raney
Robert R. Rankin, MD
Steve Rankin
John Raska
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Karen M. Raska
Allen W. Rasmussen
Eric Rasmussen, MD (Poulsbo)
Eric Rasmussen, MD (Bremerton)
John A. Rasmussen
Louis C. Rasmussen
Mary E. Rasmussen
Brett G. Ratti
Gary F. Ratzloff
Paul Rauch
Shirlene & Paul Rauch
Kenneth A. Rausch
Patricia A. Rausch
Rich Ray
Samuel L. Ray
Charles F. Raymond
Mildred Rayner
Dr. & Mrs. Rod Reading
Dominick Reale
David Ream
George H. Ream
Richard & Deann Reames
John Rebens
Barbara & Terry Reckord
Nancy P. Reda
Brett Redfearn
Mark J. Redlin
Annabelle F. Reed
John Reed
Beverly Reeder
Donald H. Reeder
Jan W. Reese
Sally Reeve
Tom Reeve
Jim Rehhevar
Robert E. Reid
Gary Reidel
Susan Reimer, MD
Bonita Reister
F. J. Reithel
Terrie D. Remington
Clayton W. Rennie
Land Rennie
Coretta M. Renskers
Bruce Restad
Frank Retherford
Ken Retherford
Sylvia E. Retherford
Mrs. P. J. Retzhaupt
Valerie Reuther
Phillip H. Revill
Georgia Rexford
Anita Reynolds
G. O. Reyser
Clyde B. Rhoades
Ilene Rhodes
Melvin Rhodes
Robert Rhodes
Roy A. Rhodes
Mally K. Ribe
Casey Rice
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Michael L. Rice
A. Richards & A. Mieskbe
Dana K. Richards
Eloise Richards
Jeannette M. Richards
Tabby Richards
Jack N. Richardson
John Richardson, MD
R. G. Richardson
Terry Richardson
Carole Richmond
Everett Richmond
Karlene Richmond
Robert L. Richmond
Steve Ricketts
Susan A. Riddle
John A. Ridge
Dale Ridgeway
Gladys Ridgway
Thomas E. Riepe
Dorothy Riffe
Geneviene W. Riffe
Leslie J. Riffe
Quentin T. Riffe
William Rikers
Robert J. Rilhee
Clayton Dan Ripley
Dudley Risley
Bob & Annie Ritter
Patricia Jo Ritzhaupt
Dave & Sandi Rivers
Judith G. Roan
Clarice Robber
James W. Robert
Bonnie Roberts
Duwayne Roberts
Everett R. Roberts
Gail & Phil Roberts
Gary P. Roberts
Hilldrey Roberts
Joanne M. Roberts
Marie Roberts
Peter Roberts
Preston D. Roberts
Gordon Robertson
Lori Robertson
Paul R. Robertson
Susan Robertson
Beverly J. Robinson
Hazel C. Robinson
Anne Robison
Phillip Roche
S. L. Rodgs
R. W. Rodlel
Came Rodlend
Richard P. Roemer
Maureen Roesler
Jonathan Rogers
Rolland R. Rogers
Teresa Rogers
Stephanie Marie Rogg
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Les Roline
Glenn Rolston
Paul Rood
Lynn Root
Kevin D. Rose
Michael A. Rose
Peter N. Rose
Randal O. Rose
Mark Rosenberg, MD
Matt Rosenboom
Charles R. Ross
John & Kathi Roulst
Jack Roundy
Patricia Roundy
Steve Rowe
W. D. Rowin
James & Jeanne Rowland
Kerry Rowland
Linell A. Rowland
Lisa Rowland
Melanie J. Rowland
James E. Rowley
John D. Roy
Mrs. Marion Roy
Dorrea Rsel
Joseph M. Rubino
James & Ellen Ruby
J. M. Ruddree
Terry Rudeen
Donald E. Rudolph
J. M. Ruiter
Joy Ruiter
Mani Rumell
John W. Rundall
Robert E. Runnal
Carl D. Rushton
Regina H. Ruske
Linda Russell
Marilyn J. Russell
Steven K Rust
Richard Rutz
Ruth M. Ryak
Elaine Rybac
Craig Rygaard
Naomi Rymer
Tim & Jennifer Rymer
Geraldine Sabotta
Ruth Sacksider
Trevin Sada
R. Saecker & W. Hashim
Michelle Sage
John Sager
Stephen Sallee
Fredrick H. Salmela
Frank Salmi
Christine L. Salmon
Gertrude B. Salomon
Brock Salzman
Mr. Sambatard & Family
Cordia J. Sammeth
Larry Sampson

Anne M. Sanborn
Douglas G. Sanders
Nicholas Sanders
Joseph T. Sanderson
Arthur H. Sandhoe
Jim Sanford
Rick Sands
Mary A. Santure
Charleen Sapp
William B. Sapp
Judy Sarhisian
Kash Sarzelenski
Harriett Sather
Susan Saul
Richard W. Saunders
Alice Savage
Dale S. Sawyer
Deb Saxton
Mary Saylor
Pat Sbasen
Steve J. Scalf
Warren Scarlett
Bruce Schade
Ruth Schaefer
C. L. Schafer
Lean Schafer
Marjorie Schafer
Michael L. Schafer
Darlene Schanfald
John Scharbach
Regina Scharbock
Bob Scheulen
James M. Schile
Donald K. Schimmel
Janet L. Schimpf
Juli Schindler
Nancy Schlosser
Robert Schmidt
Richard Schoen, MD
James Scholes
Randy Schookraff
Clifford J. Schostal
Joseph C. Schott
Robert W. Schott
Jane E. Schowengerot
Walt Schrader
Gary Schroeder
Valorie Schroeder
Judy Schuler
Eric Schultz
J. Schultz & Maryan Meersman
Joseph A. Schuster, MD
Robert Schutt, MD
Cullen Schwab
Paula Schwab
Duane B. Schwabe
Barbara Schweppe
Stanley R. Schweppe
Tami Schweppe
Todd Schweppe
Autumn Scott
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Bonnie Scott
Charles Scott
Elizabeth Scott
James W. Scott
Jerry Scott, CPA
Mr. & Mrs. M. F. Scott
Ken Scudder & Family
Louis Seager, MD
L. Seaman
Shaun Seaman
Howard F. Segar
Merle & Bob Segault
Siliora Seidenate
Kimberly L. Seifirt
Robert E. Self
Lorraine Sellman
W. E. Sellman
Harvey Senecal
David B. Sering
Bruce Serrman
Marilyn J. Seton
W. E. Seton
Bev Setzer
Darlene R. Setzer
Don Setzer
Lorene Sevedge
Dennis M. Severse
Thomas J. Sexton
Owen A. Seye
Joe Seymore
James E. Seymour
Ray Shammer
Merle J. Shardelman
Nealann J. Shari
Dale L. Sharp
Devi Sharp
Hunter Sharp
Harry W. Shaw
Kenneth Shaw
Audrey L. Sheets
Aaron Shell
Ira Shelton
John Shelton
Linda Shepherd
Michelle Sherman
Robert Sherry
Dennis Sherwood
James M. Shey
Dennis A. Shields
James C. Shields
Mike Shields
John Shimma
Tom Shindler
Jane S. Shinke
Steve Shireling
Paul & Edith Shirley
David L. Shorett
Jerry L. Short
Steve A. Short
Mr. & Mrs. Calhoun Shorts
James L. Shout
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W. S. Shrene
Barbara Shrig
Gregory Shroer
Jack R. Shupe
Terry Siebens
Richard E. Sieger
Margaret Siese
Pat Siggs
Lewis S. Sikes
Ron Sikes
Rosemary Sikes
Russell D. Sikes
Elbert E. Silbaugh
Michael F. Sill
Thomas C. Silvester
Terry Simmonds
Gordon Simmons
Jim Simmons
Randy Simmons
Eric Simonson
Simpson
Hugh E. Simpson
M. Simpson
Patricia S. Simpson
W. Harry Simpson
Pam Sindair-Nixon
Paul Sisson
Lars Sjoholm
Betty Skanski
Steve Skimka
Laurel R. Sianinke
Ann C. Sleight
Elizabeth Sloss
Karl G. Slot
Mark Sizek
Tom Small
Ted Smeclstine
Archie J. Smith
Arnold L. Smith
Billie Smith
Brad Smith
Brigit F. Smith
Carol J. Smith
Chester Smith
Coleen A. Smith
Conrad Smith
Constance D. Smith
Craig Smith
D. E. Smith
Diana Smith
Doris B. Smith
Eileen W. Smith
Florence M. Smith
Floyd & Marcia Smith
Francis Smith
Gail E. Smith
Gary W. Smith
Gilbert D. Smith
Harriet J. Smith
Irving E. Smith
James G. Smith
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Jim L. Smith
Larry Smith
Luther L. Smith
Marcia E. Smith
Mark E. Smith
Michael & Cynthia Smith
Michael P. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Woodrow B. Smith
Murray Smith
R. G. Smith
Robert W. Smith
Ron Smith (Everett)
Ron Smith (Marysville)
Ruth Smith
Sandra Smith
Walt Smith
William F. Smith
William T. Smith
Ron Smithrud
Cheryl Smoker
William T. Smothers
Sharon K. Sneddon
Jeanne & John Snouwaert
Donna Snow
Denise Snyder
John R. Snyder
Laura Snyder
Luke Snyder
Timothy J. Snyder
William J. Snyder
Gwen & Antoni Soberalski
Melvin P. Soderland
Lawrence Soderlind
Arthur L. Soholt
Mark Soholt
David Sokal
Ray W. Solberg
S.S.Sonnad
James Sonsalla
Gladys M. Sorenman
Nancy Sosnor
Alvin F. South
Patricia South
Hannah F. Spaeth
Nelle M. Sparrow
Willis M. Sparrow
Linda Spaulding
Mark L. Spence
John Earl Spencer
John J. Spencer
Robert B. Spencer
Willard W. Spencer
Isabelle Spohn
Dale A. & Regina M. Spoor
James Sposari
D. J. Springer
Fred Springer
James A. Springer
Scott R. Springer
Del Jon Staff
Lynne Staker, MD

J. F. Stals
Mary Ann Stamper
Jennifer Stan
Deloris Standly
A. Stanioch
Chuck Stanley
John H. Stanley
Jack C. Stansfield, Jr.
Howard A. Stark
Izetta L. Stark
A. P. Stasieczko
Sequora Staslvestics
Angela Stater
Glenn A. Statesnon
Mr. & Mrs. John Stedman
James L. Steele
Robert L. Steele, Jr.
Theresia M. Steele
William K. Steele
Daniel E. Stein
George F. Steinen
Jean Steinen
Panya Steiner
Richard Steirifort
Michael R. Stekill
Dale Stennett
Charles A. Stensrud
Sid Stephanson
Mary Ann Stephens
Rachel Stern
Guy Sternberg
Shirley Sterner
Alexander Stevens
Jane H. Stevens
Mary Lane Stevens
Victoria Stevens
Jane Stevenson
Don & Sally Stewart
Jeffrie R. Stewart
Jess E. Stewart
William L. Stewart
Jim Stil
Roger Stiles
M. Leland Stilson
Simone P. Stilson
Donald K. Stimson
Marcia K. Stinson
Ronald Stitich
Chiggers Stokes
Martha Stokes
Patrick H. Stokes
M. B. Stolley
Mrs. M. B. Stolley
Lasha & Ed Stomwey
Richard G. Stonex
Eleanor Stopps
Mike Stopsen
M. W. Storm
Peter C. Storm
Becky Stout
Doug Stout
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Jane Stout
K. Lee Stout
K. G. Stout
Kevin Stout
Lee Stout
Nick Stout
R. J. Stout
Scott W. Stover
Clayton Stozuth
Nora E. Strate
Florence C. Stratton
Dan Strausly
Dr. Thomas Strawman
Laura & H. Brydges Strehlow
Ted Stricklin & James E. Engle
Richard E. Stroher
Nancy Anne Stromberg
Janet A. Strong
Jon Struss
Barbara Sturdivant
Everett Sturdivant
Paul Stutseman
F. Su & S. Bertonlini
Laura Sugden
Philip Suiter
Woodruff T. Sullivan III
Patricia Sumption
Larry C. Sunde
Vicki L. Sunde
Michelle Surprenant
Richard Suter
Mark Sutherby
Michael Sutherby
Robert L. Suttherland
Jorgene Svege
Lois Svege
Barry Swanson
John R. Swanson
Robert C. Swanson
Thomas J. Swanson
E. M. Swarts
TrUdy L. Swearlnger
Kenneth Swearingin
Gladys Sweeney
Thomas R. Sweeney
Kenneth W. Sweiny
Henry C. Swenson
Jerg Swenson
Jeanne Swimme
Margaret Swingle
William & Irma Sylvester
David Taft
Betty J. Tagman
Richard J. Tagman
L. Tanke & M. Peter
Geraldine Tarver
Agnes Taylor
Aubrey F. Taylor
Jeffrey L. Taylor
John R. Taylor
Peter B. Taylor
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Robert Taylor
Steven R. Taylor
Terry Taylor
Mar Tecker
Michael P. Tehan
Harry Teilmann
Virginia Terrell
Toby Thaler
Paul Thayre
William Theirl
Jerry Theis
Adrienne Theophilus
Ronald G. They
Mark E. Thila
Archie C. Thomas
Donald M. Thomas
Nancy Thomas
Richard & Ruth Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Thomas
Winifred Thomas
Byron M. Thompson
David L. Thompson
Debra J. Thompson
Dennis P. Thompson
Kermit J. Thompson
Stuart M. Thompson
Susan R. Thompson
Tom Thompson
Jim Thomsen
Horst Thomson
John E. Thorp
Deborah Ivy Thorsos
Tom Thotcher
Polly Thurston
Gene Tillett
Pat Tillman
Robert B. Tilson
Mark Tipperman
Shirley Tisch
Larry Titus
Mrs. Rudy Tlemec
Charles Douglas Tnechtel
Arthur Tobias
Daniel S. Toepper
Mary L. Toepper
Richard B. Toepper
Robin L. Toepper
Hugh R. Toli
Steffan Tolles, MD
Jeanna Tollsen
Mary Tomchek
R. D. & S. L. Tomlinson
Steve Torgensen
Mr. & Mrs. D. Torgett
Sally Toteff
Steve Tover
Katherine Townsend
Joseph C. Toynbee
Curt Toyra
Gregg Toyra
Dsmo Toyra
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Randi Toyra
Susan Toyra
Winnifred Toyra
Jana Tozzer
Patrick Tracy, MD
Mowry C. Treadwell
Emmett D. Treichel
Dave Trembo
Joey B. Trent
Mitch Tried
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Trimm
William F. Truax
B. F. Trumbo
Scooter Trummert
John C. Trunk
Judd E. Tuberg
Gene Tuck
David Tucker
Dana H. Tupper
Don Tupper
Thelma Turbitt
Michael F. Turek
Steve Turk
Barbara Turner
Paula Tusup
Robert W. Tuttle
Ray Tuxton
Steven R. Tveit
Steven Tydings
Teresa Tydings
Rick Tyler
Robert F. Tyler
Judy Tyson
Diana C. Ueltschi
Harold Ueltschi
Gabriella Uhlar-Heffner
Barry Ulman
Kimberly A. Ulrich
Sara Upham
Frank Ura
Nick & Katherine Uren
Stephen Uren
Wayne Vaager
Hank & Linda Vail
Marilyn L. Vail
W. Banning Vail
Loleta Valentine
Loll Valentine
Michael Valentine
Juan Del Valle
David F. Van Berken
Autumn Val Selus
Bycon Vandegrift
Zoe Vandegrift
James H. Vandurps
Rosalea Vanek
Frank J. Vanharen II
Carol Sue Vann
Wyatt M. Vann
Anton A. Vanpep
James Vansku

Ursula Vanslyke
Ron Vanvianchi
Mardi Varela
Darrell V. Vate
L. Vate
AlexVdolek
David Veale
Werner Veeiniann
Kathleen Veit
Ken Vergowe
Ann Verlander
Duane Vernon
C. Bruce Vickers
Aldo & Viktoria Vidali
Don & Jean Viele
A. Vigil
Donald B. Vikaryons
Tanya Vlasak
Jan Vleck
Michael L. Vogel
Carol Volk, DVM
Olaf VonMichalofski
Richard O. Vuan
Barton Vulgore
Eric Wadsworth
Alan Waggoner
R. Owen Waggoner
Carol D. Wagner
David B. Wagner
Sheila M. Wahlgren
Susan Waidle
Morgan R. Wain
Isabelle W. Waite
David E. Wakasch, MD
Horold E. Wakefield
Kyle Walden
M. E. Walden
Evan F. Waldon
Matt Waldren
John F. Walenta
Dale Edwin Wales
Leona K. Wales
Bette A. Walker
Frances R. Walker
Lawrence Walker
Lois Walker
Robert V. Walker
Scott Walker
Steven A. Walker
William A. Walker
Walter Walkinshaw
Jeff Wallace
Dixie L. Waller
Denise Wallerstadt
Mike Wallerstadt
Anna Wallin
Gary Wallis
James T. Walls
Judith Walls
William M. Walsh
John E. Walton
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Linda M. Walton
Robert A. Walton
Michael O. Wandke
Michelle Wandke
Steve & Kathryn H. Wang
Matt Wanner
Charles R. Ward
David & H. Jean Ward
Donald L. Ward
Emerson Ward
Lorna J. Ward
Woodrow P. Ward
Robert Wardlow
John Warlt
James C. Warren
John Warring
Dan Warrington
A. Watanabe & J. Brown
Linda Waterfall
Andy & Victoria Waters
Kent Watne
Jack I. Watson
Robert P. Watson
James R. Watts
Lowell G. Watts
Kathleen Waugh
Jeffrey L. Weatherby
The Weavers
M. Weber
Jeanette Weed
L. M. Weeks
Artelle G. Weer
Gerald Weidem
Joe C. Weigel
Jerry W. Weiler
Mabel M. Weiler
Richard Weiler
T. L. Weinberg
Linda F. Weisenberger
David Weiss
Ted Weitman
R. Welato
Frank & Ruth Welch
Mike Welchen
Alfred O. Wendler
Dorothy Wendler
M. Pat Wennekens
Walter E. Wennifren
Fred Wert
Susan Wertz
Richard Wesley, MD
Margaret J. West
Marilyn M. West
R. O. West
Gary L. Westerlund
Marjorie Westman
Linda Wetzel
Gail M. Whalen
Jimmie Whalen
Tom J. Whalen
Everett Whealdon
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Donald & Mary Wheeler
Ken Wheeler & Family
Eugene & Lugenia Wheelright
Cevil C. White"
Dennis L. White
Kenneth R. White
Wallace M. White
Laurita Whitford
Katie Whitman
Patrick M. Whittaker
Denis Wicher
Erhard Wichert
Josh Wickersham
Jim Widstern
Kurt Wieland
Joanne & Perry Wien
Deborah J. Wiese & Ruth Haase
Sam Wiggins
Ken Wilcox
Richard E. Wilder
Donald A. Wildman
Dennis Wilhelm
Gail Wilhelm
Tammy Wilken
M. Wilkens
Wallace W. Wilkins
Jean Wilkinson
Jennifer Wilkinson
Louise P. Wilkinson
Mary A. Wilkinson
Mathew B. Wilkinson
R. D. Willhit
Dan Williams
Diane M. Williams
Ethel J. Williams
George D. Williams
John Williams
Joseph & Diane Williams
Patrick P. Williams
Randy L. Williams
Sara Williams
Stan Williams
Lorna J. Williamson
Jay Willingham
Elizabeth Bayley Willis
Gene O. Willison
Glen & Betty Willison
Rob Willson
Elida D. Wilson
James & Carol Wilson
Jerry L. Wilson
Richard C. Wilson
Richard L. Wilson
Robert D. Wilson
Robert G. Wilson
Robert S. Wilson
Mary Ann Winders
Raymond O. Winders
Michele A. Windsor
A. R. Wingard
M. E. Winjum
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Janet A. Winn
Helen Winnem
Howard Winnem
Robert F. Winslow
Mike Winsor
Urho M. Wirkkola
D. W. Wise
Paul W. Wiseman
Douglas L. Wiskens
Steve Wistrand
Marvin H. Witherow
John Witters
MikeWoag
Gordon V. Wolfe
N. E. Wolfe
Velma S. Wolfe
Margaret Wolff
Brent Wolffrey
Robert L. Wood
Tony Woodard
Merle M. Woodhouse
Steven J. Wooding
Earl L. Woodly
Charles Woodman, MD
Deloris J. Woods
Marie Woods
Dale L. Woodside
John Woodward
John & Nancy Woolley
Monte R. Woolman
Bob Worrell
Jean Worrell
Mack & Jean Worthen
Joe & Susan Wren
Ruis Wricking
Graham J. Wright
Virgil Wright, MD
Jill Wyatt
Ralph & Gladys Wyatt
Virginia A. Wyatt.
Bill Wynkoop
Carol Yandell

Eitan Kassel Kanich
David J. Yankee
Karen J. Yankee
Vincent R. Yart
Richard L. Yates
Robert Yekel, MD
Joseph Yetter, MD
Karen Yoder
Patsy K. Yoder
Jack L. Yoening
D. T. York
Brent Young
Ian Young, DD
Janice M. Young
Mrs. Zelphi Young
W. Younger
Jo Yount
Jim Yurkowski
Jack Zaccardo
Jennifer K. Yaccardo
E. Zahn
Mr. & Mrs. Zanga
Elsie & Richard Zarnowitz
David & Christianne Zelia
Devin Zender
Donna Davis Zender
Jerry Zender
Jamie Zender
Kerry Zender
Sherrie L. Zeoli
Kim S. Ziegler
Mary Ziegler
Richard & Sandy Zielesch
Lloyd Zimmerman
Wanda Zimmerman
Stephanie Zimser
Delwyn C. Zollanan
Pat Zorich
Vime Zorich
Joan K. Zumstein
Robert J. Zumstein
Troy Zuono
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Part III - Response to Comments

INTRODUCTION

Each letter on the DEIS and the Supplement was read and considered in the development of the Final EIS
and Forest Plan. Comments were broadly characterized as those statements dealing with omissions in
content, with problems in data or modeling, and with individual preferences. Due to the large number of
comments, specialists in each discipline separated them into categories and paraphrased similar com
ments, while still attempting to reflect subtle differences in meaning. These comments and others received
from groups and individuals are presented on the following pages and are displayed under headings and
subheadings to facilitate review. The Forest's response follows each comment and shows how the
comment was addressed in the development of the FEIS and Plan. The responses are not intended to
completely answer the points raised by the comments. Rather, they will direct the reader to the section of
the documents where the issue is addressed in some detail.
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NATIVE PLANTS

NATIVE PLANTS

COMMENT: Evaluate plant management as a developed "issue" in the Olympic National Forest Plan.
Standards and Guidelines governing treatment of rare plants should be substantially strengthened and
expanded. These should be developed in consultation with organizations such as the Washington Native
Plant Society and the Audubon Society. An assessment of the environmental effects of the Proposed Plan
on native plants should be displayed in the Final EIS. Native plants, including mushrooms, seem to have
little, if any, protection. They are vital to the ecosystem and need to be treated so. These species should
be included in monitoring with specific protection provided.

RESPONSE: It is not necessary that protection of native plant species be treated as a developed "issue"
in order to be adequately addressed in the Final EIS. Many key resource management concerns are not
included among the list of major forest issues. This does not mean they will be slighted in any way.
However, based in part on meetings and discussions with individuals and groups such as the Washington
Native Plant Society, we have included the protection of native plants as an issue in the FEIS. In addition,
the standards and guidelines designed to protect native plant species have been strengthened. A monitor
ing element for native plants has also been included in the Monitoring section of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: The DEIS should address the Forest's obligation to recognize and coordinate with the plans
of other agencies regarding threatened, endangered, and sensitive plants.

RESPONSE: We recognize this obligation and have addressed it in the "Vegetation" section of Chapter
IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Mountain goats should be managed so they will not have an adverse impact on the native,
endemic plants of Olympic National Forest. The diversity of native plants on the Forest may be the highest
of any landholder on the Peninsula.

RESPONSE: The mountain goat population on Olympic National Forest is discussed in greater detail in
the Chapter III of the Final EIS than in the DEIS. The effects of this population on the native, endemic plants
of the Forest are being studied and will be monitored during Plan implementation.

COMMENT: A species list for sensitive plant species should be included in the FEiS and/or Plan.

RESPONSE: A list of sensitive, native plant species on Olympic National Forest has been included in the
FEIS in the "Vegetation" section, Chapter III.

COMMENT: The claim in the Plan that most rare plantspecies occur only above timberline or in other areas
where logging is not planned is incorrect.

RESPONSE: This was not meant to imply that there are not species of concern within lower elevation
management areas which permit timber harvest. In such cases, threatened, endangered, and sensitive
plant species will be provided necessary protection as specified within the Standards and Guidelines.
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COMMENT: Locations of botanical and/or research natural areas that contain sensitive plant species
should not be displayed or located on public maps in order to protect the species involved from unscrupu
lous plant collectors and vandals.

RESPONSE: Research Natural Areas and Botanical Areas will be included on the FEIS maps as a means
of displaying differences in land allocations among alternatives. The botanical areas will not be shown on
the Forest recreation maps which receive general public distribution. Every effort will be made to provide
the necessary resource protection for these areas.

COMMENT: Olympic National Forest should be inventoried for areas containing fragile or unique flora and
fungi. Priority should be given to areas outside of Wilderness and most susceptible to damage.

RESPONSE: A complete inventory of areas containing fragile or unique flora and fungi would be desirable.
However, the completion of such an inventory is beyond the scope of this management plan. As funding
and personnel allow, the forest will continue to be inventoried over time. The Forest has recently hired a
botanist to assist in this effort. The selected preferred alternative allocates land to a variety of multiple uses,
including RNAs and BAs, in an effort to achieve high net pUblic benefits. The rationale for selection of the
preferred alternative is displayed in the Record of Decision for the Forest Plan. Forest-wide standards and
guidelines for Wildlife, Threatened and Endangered species require that surveys for threatened and
endangered species be conducted prior to conducting activity.

COMMENT: The DEIS makes no attempt to assess the cumulative effects or "spill over" of management
activities generated by the alternatives on Botanical or Research Natural Areas. The effects on such small
areas may be substantial and possible mitigation should be considered.

RESPONSE: The cumulative effects and "spill over" effects of management activities on Botanical Areas
and Research Natural Areas are a source of concern. As specified in the Standards and Guidelines,
mitigation measures will be taken to minimize the likelihood of negative impacts to the reserved areas.

COMMENT: The uncontrolled, commercial harvest of mushrooms in the last few years is of great concern.
Information has been given that "not one permit has ever been requested" for commercial harvest of
mushrooms on Olympic National Forest land. This issue should be dealt with and strict enforcement
employed. This valuable resource must be preserved not only for its sake but for the role it plays with trees.
The major part of the commercial harvest is mycorrhizal and could have a real impact on forest vitality, as
mushrooms cannot be artificially seeded and must be protected to regenerate.

RESPONSE: The Forest is concerned over past uncontrolled, commercial and private harvest of mush
rooms. The Forest has adopted a policy of requiring charge permits for gathering of mushrooms and other
miscellaneous forest products. The issuance and enforcement of permits for mushroom harvesting is a
site-specific concern which is beyond the scope of this Plan. Such concerns should be directed to the
ranger district for the areas where overharvesting has been identified as a problem.
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COMMENT: The planning documents do not clearly discuss the role of Botanical and Research Natural
Areas or the consequences of the alternatives on present and future Botanical and Research Natural Area
designations. It should be made clear in the Plan that each designated area will have a site-specific
management prescription as a later amendment to the plan.

RESPONSE: The discussion of Botanical Areas and Research Natural Areas has been substantially
expanded in the several places within the FEIS, including Chapters III and IV. An evaluation of the
alternatives relative to RNAs and BAs is included in Chapter IV.

COMMENT: Colonel Bob Mountain, Mount Ellinor, Mount Washington, Thorsen Peak, Cranberry Lake,
Three O'clock Ridge, Pat's Prairie, the South Fork Calawah River, and Bill's Bog should be considered as
Botanical or Research Natural Areas.

RESPONSE: Each of these areas and many others have been considered for recommendation as a
Botanical Area or Research Natural Area. As specified in the documents, Wet Weather Creek has been
recommended as a RNA along with the existing Quinault RNA. Twelve areas have been designated as
Botanical Areas. These areas are listed and discussed in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: Range improvement and erosion control projects should not introduce or spread non-native
plant species as these often have detrimental impacts on native species and ecosystems. In the DEIS, it is
stated that traffic helped to spread weeds. It should also be acknowledged that clearcuts facilitate the
spread of noxious weeds with windblown seeds, such as tansy ragwort and Canada thistle.

RESPONSE: A discussion of the negative effects of introducing non-native plant species has been
included in the "Vegetation" section of Chapter III of the FEIS. Included is a recognition of the means by
which such species are distributed.

COMMENT: "Research Natural Areas" as it occurs in the proposed Land and Resource Management Plan
and the DEIS appendices contain several misleading or confusing statements. It should be rewritten for
accuracy.

RESPONSE: The discussion of Research Natural Areas has been expanded and strengthened in the FEIS
and Final Plan.

COMMENT: Add "Plans of others" for a discussion of Research Natural Areas in relation to the State of
Washington Natural Heritage Plan (DNR, 1987), the State of Washington Natural Area Preserves Act (79.70
RCW), Research Natural Area Needs of the Pacific Northwest (USDA PNW-38, 1975), and the Pacific
Northwest Research Natural Area Committee.

RESPONSE: This discussion has been added to the "Vegetation" section of Chapter III of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Research Natural Area and Botanical Area should be defined in the glossary.

RESPONSE: The terms Research Natural Area and Botanical Area have been added to the Glossary and
the List of Acronyms.
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COMMENT: The chapter titled "Affected Environmenr should include a discussion of Botanical Areas.

RESPONSE: This discussion has been added to the "Vegetation" section of Chapter III of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Botanical and Research Natural Area management should be added as a monitoring item to
be tracked during implementation of the plan.

RESPONSE: Monitoring of native plant species and communities, including those in RNAs and BAs, has
been added to the Monitoring Section of the Final Plan.
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COMMENT: Since each of the drainages support distinct fish populations, the effects of the alternatives on
each of the indicator fish species that utilize each of the drainages need to be assessed and displayed in
the Plan.

RESPONSE: The estimated effects of the preferred alternative on fisheries resources for decades 1, 2, and
5 are listed by planning drainage area in Chapter III of the Forest Plan. These estimated effects should only
be used to compare expected impacts on the 18 drainages evaluated in the Forest Plan. The data used
to estimate these effects is not reliable enough to accurately show actual impacts on any particular
drainage or the individual species within the drainages.

COMMENT: Critical decisions that impact fisheries are made without considering other significant factors
such as forest canopy, width of riparian zone protection, risks of mass wasting and water temperature
changes.

RESPONSE: Factors such as canopy cover, width of riparian zone protection, and risks of mass wasting
were either considered and utilized in formulating the Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines or were
incorporated into the approaches used to evaluate the effects of the various alternatives on fisheries
resources.

COMMENT: Fish habitat which is adjacent to and dependent on existing old-growth environments is still
being degraded by siltation and logging debris. Such impacts will increase with the continued harvest of
old-growth. This is especially true on the CSYU where no official habitat protection is afforded.

RESPONSE: Fisheries habitat impacts due to sediment yields will continue, to some extent, as long as
tradeoffs are made for the purpose of managing other forest resources. Some logging debris may also end
up in streams. However, the Management Requirements (MRs) for riparian areas, as well as other Forest
wide Standards and Guidelines (S&Gs), are designed to minimize and/or avoid many of the negative
sedimentation/debris loading types of impacts which occurred in the past. See the S&Gs section of the
Forest Plan for more information on Riparian Management. The same level of habitat protection is provided
on the National Forest portion of the CSYU as on the rest of the Forest. Habitat protection on the Simpson
Timber Company portion of the CSYU is subject to and governed by State laws and regulations.

COMMENT: The cumulative effects of alternatives on fisheries consider only the predicted aggregate
effects ofForest Service management activities which do not meet NEPA requirements, i.e., Section 1508.7.

RESPONSE: The cumulative effects of the alternatives on fisheries resources were derived utilizing the
Sediment/Habitat Quality Indices developed for an entire drainage, including the portions located off of
National Forest lands. The effects of sediment on fisheries resources were estimated for both on-Forest
habitat and influenced habitat located downstream off-Forest. Since the Forest Service has no control over
the magnitude and/or duration of management activities on adjacent lands, the assumption was made that
sediment yields from these sources would remain constant for all of the alternatives.
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COMMENT: The DEIS fails to identify the potential long-term effects of certain kinds of sediments which
can cement the bed ofa stream, turning spawning gravels for salmon, steelhead and trout into impermeable
pavement. This kind of harm takes decades for natural processes to repair.

RESPONSE: Sedimentation of the type which results in the ·cementing-in· of substrate materials has not
been observed within Forest streams, therefore, was not included in the discussion of potential impacts
in the DEIS. This exclusion was an oversight and we have addressed the topic in Chapter IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: The effect of increased sediment levels on salmon, steelhead, and trout spawning gravels, as
well as on the Hood Canal oyster beds, has not been adequately addressed

RESPONSE: The effects of increased sediment yields on aquatic resources is discussed in Chapter IV of
the FEIS. The discussion includes additional material not included in the DEIS.

COMMENT: The potential effects of lethal, low water temperatures on fisheries resources in devegetated
areas within the Forest need to be addressed in the FEISIPlan.

RESPONSE: The potential effects of low water temperatures on fisheries resources is addressed in
Chapter IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: The analysis of the effects of the alternatives on fisheries is contradictory because it indicates
that fisheries impacts will decrease as timber harvestand sedimentyields increase, yet the analysis is based
on the perception that sediment increases will decrease fisheries potential. Why the apparent discrepancy?

RESPONSE: Our analysis of the effects of the alternatives on fisheries resources is based on the premise
that management-induced increases in sediment yields will result in decreases in potential fish habitat
capability. The apparent discrepancies with this premise are centered around the atypical outputs estimat
ed for Alternative A-Current Direction, during the first decade. A slight increase in the first decade sediment
index is predicted, which would normally result in a proportional reduction in potential fish habitat capabil
ity,

However, in this instance, the potential fish habitat capability is not lowered below existing levels because
the increases in sediment yields are predicted to occur in drainages with relatively low fish production
potentials. Furthermore, some habitat recovery is occurring in the drainages with higher fish production
potentials and the net result is a slight increase in the predicted fisheries outputs,

COMMENT: Habitat descriptions for the alternatives in Chapter II do not coincide with fish Habitat Capability
Index (HCI) estimates shown in DEIS Chapter IV.

RESPONSE: The DEIS (Chapter II) habitat descriptions for the alternatives did not coincide exactly with
fish HCI estimates shown in Chapter IV. In the FEIS, the habitat descriptions for the alternatives have been
modified to more clearly reflect the predicted habitat conditions.

COMMENT: Wildlife and Fish User Day (WFUD) estimates, Table 11-3a, for year 2030 indicates that Alterna
tive B WFUDs exceed WFUDs estimated for Alternatives A and C. Why?
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RESPONSE: The WFUD estimates in the DEIS include both fish user days and wildlife user days. In this
instance, the predicted increase in wildlife user days, from hunting use, overshadowed the reduction in
fish user days. The FEIS has been modified to display both wildlife user days and fish user days.

COMMENT: How can commercial fish production (Table 11-3a) predicted forAlternativeA-CurrentDirection,
in year 2030, increase if there is also an increase in timber harvest?

RESPONSE: The DEIS indicates an increase in commercial anadromous fish harvest for Alternative
A-Current Direction during 2030; however, the table also indicates a decrease in timber harvest activities.

COMMENT: An alternative that maximizes true fishery resource values at the expense of all other values
needs to be developed and displayed in the FEIS.

RESPONSE: An alternative that maximizes one resource at the expense of all others is not consistent with
Forest Service management direction and NFMA. An adequate range of alternatives has been presented,
including a high amenity emphasis alternative (Alternative I) which provides for very high fisheries values.

COMMENT: How can fish numbers increase when the runs keep getting smaller and smaller and the
number of escapement fish has been on a steady decline since 1977.

RESPONSE: Actual escapement numbers are the responsibility of the harvest management agencies and
Indian Tribes and are beyond the direct control of the Forest Service. The fisheries estimates displayed
in the planning documents were derived from the fish Habitat Capability Indices that predict the numbers
of fish that the habitat could produce assuming the habitat was fUlly seeded.

COMMENT: The projected fish outputs on page 11-15 and page 11-16 (Tables 11-6 and 11-7, respectively) do
not show anadromous fish recreational output; only the commercial output is listed. Also, a source for the
information should be referenced.

RESPONSE: Tables 11-6 and 11-7 of the Draft Plan display both anadromous commercial outputs and
recreational outputs which include combined anadromous and resident salmonid fish user days (FUDs).
The associated tables in the Final Plan display commercial pounds, anadromous FUDs, and resident
FUDs. Estimates displayed in the tables were derived from the Forest Fish Habitat Capability Indices.

COMMENT: In the absence ofspecific standards and objectives for riparian managemen~ what is the basis
for the conclusion that the Plan will provide a level of fish habitat quality ·somewhar above the existing?

RESPONSE: Specific Standards and Guidelines (S&Gs) for management activities in riparian areas are
included in the FEIS and Final Plan. The intent or objective of these S&Gs is to maintain or improve, when
applicable, the fish habitat quality and/or quantity within a given drainage.

COMMENT: What potential fisheries losses can the Qui/eute Tribe expect for summer coho, fall coho,
summer chinook, fall chinook, and winter steelhead stocks as a result of the designated Preferred Alterna
tive?
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RESPONSE: The predicted effect ofthe preferred alternative on fisheries resources is displayed in Chapter
III of the Forest Plan. The outputs listed in the table are relative estimates derived from fish Habitat
Capability Index and the Fish/Sediment Yield Indices model. The estimates derived from this model are
gross indicators of potential changes in habitat capability. Potential losses or gains of specific fish stocks
in a given drainage cannot, with any degree of accuracy, be estimated with this model.

COMMENT: The Forest Service should reinventory the fisheries habitat located within Olympic National
Forest to identify habitat areas critical to natural fish production.

RESPONSE: We agree that on-Forest fisheries habitat needs to be periodically reinventoried. This topic,
in conjunction with other inventory needs, is addressed in Chapter V of the Final Plan. Currently, the Forest
Service is in the process of reinventorying the riparian and aquatic habitats located on the Forest. This
inventory and subsequent reinventories should provide an adequate basis for future management deci
sions.

COMMENT: The fisheries information presented needs to include, on a drainage-by-drainage basis, the life
histories and critical habitat requirements for all indicator fish species. When applicable, the information
needs to address spring chinook, pink and Quinault River sockeye salmon stocks as well as Dolly Varden
and bull trout.

RESPONSE: The general life histories and pertinent, freshwater habitat requirements for the indicator
species groups are well documented in the literature. The predicted existing potential anadromous
salmonid habitat capability for each of the Forest planning drainages is displayed in the "Fisheries" section
of Chapter III of the FEIS. Bull trout, according to Washington Department of Wildlife personnel, do not
inhabit any of the Forest drainages.

COMMENT: Nonconsumptive fisheries attributes, as well as other important fisheries values such as
catches by the Treaty Tribes for subsistence and ceremonial use, need to be addressed in the FE/S/Plan.

RESPONSE: Subsistence and ceremonial use of fisheries resources by the Treaty Tribes, as well as
nonconsumptive fisheries attributes, are addressed in Chapter III of the FEIS.

COMMENT: The combined fisheries information for the Hoh and Bogachiel rivers in Table 11I-15 of the DEIS
needs to be presented by individual drainage.

RESPONSE: No future management activities that will affect fisheries resources are planned for the small
parcel of National Forest land located within the Hoh River drainage. Therefore, fisheries information
pertaining to the Hoh River has been excluded from the planning documents. Fisheries information
pertaining to the Bogachiel River is provided in Chapter III of the FEIS and Chapter III of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: Statements pertaining to the adverse effects ofwater temperatures on fisheries resources need
to be clarified. See page 11I-22 of the DEIS.

RESPONSE: The discussion pertaining to the adverse effects of water temperature on fisheries resources
in Chapter III, Water Quality section of the FEIS has been modified to clarify the text.
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COMMENT: On-Forest fish habitat that is above a natural barrier to upstream migration by salmon and
steelhead, but receives substantial annual plants of juvenile, anadromous fish (e.g., the Hamma Hamma
River system), is not counted as contributing to anadromous fish production. Why?

RESPONSE: The Forest SeNice was not, at the time the draft planning documents were prepared, aware
of the fact that the Treaty Tribes were outplanting anadromous juvenile hatchery fish into the Forest
drainages above natural barriers to upstream fish migration. Information of this type has been included in
our 1989 update of the Forest fish Habitat Capability Index and is included in our Final planning documents.

COMMENT: Existing fisheries habitat condition estimates, based on current inventories of the quantity and
quality of habitat within the individual drainages should be determined and presented in the FEISIPlan.
These condition estimates, displayed as a percent of biological potential, should then be utilized to
determine if a given drainage is to be managed for recovery or at an acceptable level of degradation.

RESPONSE: Currently, we are in the process of reinventorying riparian and aquatic habitats on the Forest.
The primary objective of the reinventory is to collect andlor update the habitat quantity and quality
information pertaining to each of the Forest drainages. This information will be used to estimate the existing
condition of the habitat within each of the Forest drainages. The habitat condition estimates will, in part,
seNe to determine future management activities within a given drainage. Reinventory of the riparian and
aquatic habitats within Forest drainages has recently been initiated (summer 1989) and will not be done
in time to provide additional aquatic resource data that can be utilized in Forest planning at this time.

COMMENT: The term ·fish bearing,· as used in the documents, needs to be modified to reflect potential
as well as actual use.

RESPONSE: The term "fish bearing habitat,· as used in the planning documents, is defined to include
potential habitat as well as habitat that actually supports fish. The term is defined in this manner because
the Forest SeNice is charged with the management of all on-Forest habitats capable of supporting fish.

COMMENT: Figures and tables pertaining to pink salmon should specify that pink runs (spawning migra
tions) only occur during odd years.

RESPONSE: Footnotes have been included with the applicable figures and tables in the final planning
documents to specify that pink salmon runs within the Olympic Peninsula drainages occur only on every
other year.

COMMENT: Both sediment and fish production estimates should be identified and listed as indices
throughout the planning documents.

RESPONSE: All sediment and fish production estimates in the planning documents have been labelled
and designated as indices.

COMMENT: The collection of additional information to develop coefficients and other factors to be used
in future analysis models needs to begin now. The gathering of data on parameters such as water
temperature and pool to riffle ratios, should be started in order to calibrate their influence on fisheries
resources.
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RESPONSE: The process of collecting additional information to be utilized in developing coefficients and
other factors for future analysis models has already begun. The reinventory of on-Forest riparian and
aquatic habitats was initiated in the South Forth Skokomish River drainage during the summer of 1989.

COMMENT: The Forest SeNice mitigation responsibility for reductions in fish habitat capability should be
based on the difference between predicted fish production outputs resulting from Forest SeNice activities
and natural production potentials. Mitigation measures should also include both on-Forest and applicable
off-Forest losses.

RESPONSE: The Forest Service is responsible, by law, for the mitigation of fisheries resource losses
resulting from Forest Service management activities. This responsibility also includes mitigation for off
Forest fisheries resource losses as well as on-Forest losses. However, we disagree with the premise that
mitigation should be based on the differences between fish production outputs and potential, natural
production estimates that are predicted in our Forest planning documents. Our Forest planning estimates,
which are derived from broad-based indices and models, were developed to indicate the relative differ~

ences between the alternatives in terms of fish habitat capability. The fish habitat capability estimates are
fisheries output predictions of existing habitat productivity potentials. These predictions should not be
construed to be estimates of actual fish habitat productivity which is governed by numerous off-Forest
factors beyond our control. As such, the Forest Service mitigation responsibility for fisheries losses should
be based on estimates of actual habitat productivity instead of the existing potential productivity estimates
provided in the Forest planning documents. Furthermore, we believe that mitigation should be based on
current site and/or drainage-specific project monitoring efforts that more realistically measure fish and fish
habitat conditions.

COMMENT: What does the column "Year Needed" on page A-8 of the Plan refer to?

RESPONSE: The "Year Needed" column on page A-8 of the Draft Plan should have read Fiscal year. This
indicates the Fiscal year in which the project is planned for.

COMMENT: Fisheries impacts resulting from past Forest Service management activities, as identified by
the analysis in the DE/S, have never been mitigated.

RESPONSE: In many instances, mitigation measures to correct or minimize fisheries impacts resulting
from past Forest Service management activities have been implemented. However, we realize that there
are still many impacted habitat areas that need rehabilitation. Rehabilitation of these areas is a continual,
ongoing process and is an integral part of our Forest Fish Habitat Improvement Program. Our goal is to
identify and rehabilitate all impacted habitat areas as soon as project funding becomes available.

COMMENT: Mitigation measures should be expanded to include spawning channels, egg incubation
stations and juvenile rearing ponds.

RESPONSE: The habitat improvement projects listed in the Final Plan include egg incubation, stations and
spawning channels will be considered when appropriate locations for their development are found.

COMMENT: Special mitigation measures should be provided for the drainages that are identified as most
susceptible to resource damage.
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RESPONSE: There are no "special" fisheries mitigation measures for drainages that are identified as most
susceptible to resource damage. Fisheries mitigation measures are applied to either avoid or minimize
potential fisheries impacts or to provide the means of restoring habitat impacted during previous manage
ment activities. Mitigation measures are, therefore, applied proportionately to fisheries habitat perturba
tions within a given drainage.

COMMENT: Funding for fisheries mitigation or habitat restoration should be a firm Forest Service commit
ment in the Forest budget. The FE/SIPlan should specify that management activities would not be imple
mented when mitigation funds are not available.

RESPONSE: It is Forest Service policy to mitigate, to the extent possible, the adverse effects of its land
management activities. In this context, the Forest Service is committed to request adequate funding for
applicable fisheries mitigation efforts. However, the Forest Service cannot specify that proposed land
management activities will not be implemented unless adequate mitigation funds are available because,
by law, the Forest Service is not mandated to do so. The key point is not how much money we spend, but
that we meet the intent of the Standards and Guidelines and achieve the Desired Future Condition of the
Forest. This will be monitored during Plan implementation.

COMMENT: Since the alternatives show variable impacts on natural fish production potentials, the estimat
ed costs of mitigating these impacts should also vary accordingly.

RESPONSE: Fisheries mitigation costs do vary with respect to predicted effects of the alternatives. These
costs were not displayed specifically in the planning documents, but are included in the predicted
implementation costs for each of the alternatives (primarily as a component of logging cost).

COMMENT: The Washington Department of Fisheries recommends an "up-fronr or one-time budget
package to correct all known past fish habitat damages on the Forest with smaller annual sums to correct
new damage as it occurs.

RESPONSE: The Forest Service disagrees with this recommendation because the extent of past habitat
degradation directly attributable to Forest Service management activities is unknown. Furthermore, the
State agencies that administer the State's Hydraulic Project Approval Law (RCW 75.20.1 00) may have also
contributed to on-Forest fish habitat degradation as a result of excessive stream clean-out specifications.

COMMENT: In the past, funding for fisheries projects has not been dependable and, as SUCh, there is no
guarantee that fisheries habitat will be either maintained or improved.

RESPONSE: Our current management direction is to maintain or improve on-Forest fisheries habitat. We
are presently funded at levels to accomplish this task. Funding for fisheries management has been
increasing. It should be remembered, however, that investments in fisheries projects are only one means
of achieving the Desired Future Condition.

COMMENT: Various terms that imply fisheries resource "enhancemenr is used improperly throughout the
draft documents. This description should only be used for an incremental increase in fish production above
the natural potential. Production increases anywhere in the area below natural potential should be referred
to as "mitigation."
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RESPONSE: Our definition of "enhancement· differs from above interpretation and is included in the
Glossary section of the Final EIS.

COMMENT: Are the fish habitat improvement projects listed in Appendix A of the Plan in order of priority?

RESPONSE: The anticipated types of fisheries habitat improvement projects listed in the Final Plan are
not listed in any order of priority.

COMMENT: Specific techniques and types ofprojects to be utilized in the proposed fish habitat improve
ment program should be presented in the FEISIPlan.

RESPONSE: The list of projects to be utilized in the Fish Habitat Improvement Program can be found in
the Activity Schedule (Appendix A) section of the Forest Plan. The specific techniques utilized to accom
plish these projects are most often site-specific and need to be identified and selected on a case-by-case
basis.

COMMENT: What criteria and data will be utilized to prioritize fisheries improvementprojects and will these
projects be coordinated with the Tribes and State management agencies?

RESPONSE: We utilize many criteria to prioritize our fisheries habitat projects. Some of the more important
criteria include: (1) the overall condition of the habitat within the drainage, (2) the fish species and the
distribution of fish species that utilize the drainage and the habitat area to be improved, (3) the fish
production capability of the habitat to be improved, (4) the estimated cost of the project, (5) the expected
longevity of the project, (6) the estimated benefit to cost ratio for the project, and (7) both internal and
external political considerations. All of our fisheries habitat improvement projects are coordinated with the
applicable State agencies and Indian Tribes.

COMMENT: Is the removal of barriers to anadromous fish migration intended as mitigation or enhance
ment?

RESPONSE: The removal of a barrier to anadromous fish migration is considered to be mitigation if the
blockage has been created by the activities of man. The removal of a natural barrier to anadromous fish
passage is considered to be an enhancement.

COMMENT: The FEISIPlan should emphasize that all fish passage barriers, within on-Forest streams,
caused by Forest Service management activities should be removed early in the planning period.

RESPONSE: The removal of barriers to anadromous fish passage resulting from Forest Service activities
is discussed in Chapter IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: The types of fish habitat enhancement projects contemplated in the Plan are directed only at
improving rearing habitat. This indicates that rearing habitat condition andlor quantityare the primary factors
limiting fish production on the Forest. Are rearing habitat condition andlor quantity the major limiting factors
in all of the Forest drainages?
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RESPONSE: In general, rearing habitat quality and quantity are assumed to be the major factors, con
trolled by the Forest Service, that are limiting fish production within the Forest drainages. We recognize,
however, that in some instances and in some site-specific areas, other factors that influence migration,
spawning, andlor incubation habitats may also be limiting fish production. Although the majority of our
proposed projects are of a type designed to improve rearing habitat, other types of projects are also
contemplated and will be specified during Plan implementation.

COMMENT: Are the projected fish production gains attributable to habitat improvement projects, i.e., 20
percent per year per decade over current levels of production, realistic estimates? Attaining such gain is
critical because the Preferred Alternative would only meet the goal of maintaining fish populations if the
enhancement projects were successful.

RESPONSE: The text, on page IV-38 of the DEIS, is misleading and is in error. It is estimated that, with
the described capital investment program, a 20 percent increase in existing fish habitat capability can be
achieved by the end of the first decade of plan implementation. Thereafter, fish habitat capability should
remain fairly constant for the remainder of the planning period. In our opinion, a 20 percent Forest-wide
increase in existing fish habitat capability via the capital investment program, is a realistic estimate.

COMMENT: How were the enhancement figures determined for the individual drainages?

RESPONSE: The enhancement figures, i.e., acres of habitat to be treated annually, are based on the
predicted need to obtain a more optimum salmonid pool to riffle ratio in each of the planning drainages.
The distribution of habitat acres to be treated is based on the amount of suitable on-Forest habitat in each
drainage and our most current information concerning pool to riffle ratio in each drainage.

COMMENT: The assumption of full fisheries habitat utilization (No.3, page 13-93) is incorrect. The State
and Treaty Indian Tribes are currently developing ·Watershed Plans· that Will, among other things, specify
long-term management intents for discreet salmon stocks. A description of expected long-term fishery
management practices should be included in the FEISIPlan.

RESPONSE: Actual utilization of the habitat is primarily dependent on the fish harvest management
practices of the State and Treaty Indian Tribes. Since fish harvest management is beyond Forest Service
control, it is our contention that our planning efforts and assumptions are correct and must be based on
habitat capability rather than the actual productivity of the habitat. It is our understanding that long-term
fisheries management objectives for the majority of the Olympic Peninsula drainages are being negotiated
between the State and Treaty Indian Tribes. Information of this type will be incorporated into our planning
process as it becomes available.

COMMENT: Is it assumed in Table 11-7 of the Draft Plan that all the non-natural sediment flow into streams
will be eliminated? With this assumption, which is impossible at current sediment yield levels on the Forest,
the displayed fisheries figures are meaningless.

RESPONSE: Table 11-7 of the Draft Plan does not indicate that future non-natural sediment yields will be
eliminated. The table is a relative demand index which displays selected fisheries outputs based on
predicted increases in the future population. The output estimates for the initial or ·present· year of the
index are based on current habitat conditions resulting from existing sediment yields. The output estimates
displayed for subsequent years are merely the base-year estimates expanded by the appropriate demand
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index multiplier. Therefore, the predicted outyear estimates listed in the table are also based on current
habitat conditions.

COMMENT: The Plan assumes that all speCies of anadromous fish thrive in the same habitat. This ignores
the fact that species have dissimilar requirements for spawning and rearing habitat. Rearing habitat, rather
than spawning habitat or escapement numbers, is assumed to be the major factor limiting the production
of adult salmon of all species. Rearing habitat is not the major limiting factor for pink or chum salmon. The
final Plan should recognize that different species have different biological requirements, and should provide
detailed assessment of effects of Forest management in light of these requirements.

RESPONSE: We recognize that different anadromous fish species have dissimilar, specific requirements.
Some of the more significant, specific requirements for the different species, as well as some of the more
general salmonid habitat requirements are described in Chapter III of the FEIS. Escapement is definitely
a factor that limits anadromous fish production; however, since escapement is beyond Forest Service
control, it was not considered or utilized as a factor in our evaluation process. Our stream inventories
indicate that the quality and quantity of on-Forest rearing habitat are the major factors limiting salmonid
production. The surveys also indicate that the quality and quantity of on-Forest spawning habitat is
adequate for spawning populations to fully seed the available rearing habitat. Furthermore, our surveys
indicate that the productive capability of on-Forest pink and chum salmon spawning habitat has remained
relatively unchanged. Due to the lack of adequate, baseline data, our assessment of the impacts of forest
management activities on fisheries resources is currently based only on the adverse effects of excessive
sediment yields on fish and fish habitat. In the future, pending the collection of additional and more
accurate baseline data, our assessment process will include significant factors that are known to limit fish
production.

COMMENT: The assumption that if current salmon/steelhead escapement goals were met, then the
available habitat would be fUlly seeded. This may not be valid, and may foreclose some future management
options.

RESPONSE: Escapement goals are established by the State and Treaty Indian Tribes and are intended
to provide the necessary spawners to fully seed the habitat, given the existing environmental conditions.
The escapement goals can, therefore, be modified with respect to environmental changes and, as such,
will not foreclose on any future management options.

COMMENT: With regard to Table 111-15 in the DEIS (page 111-80), is it feasible to add another column titled
"Adult Prod. Nos./River Mile of Habitat?" This would allow for comparison of relative capabilities of
drainages, at least for resident fish (for anadromous fish, the numberofsmolts produced per river mile might
be more meaningful)?

RESPONSE: Relative anadromous and resident salmonid habitat capabilities per mile of river may be
calculated from the smolt numbers given in Table 111-21 and the river miles given in Table 111-20 of the FEIS.

COMMENT: The Sediment/Fish model is based only on sediment yields and does not take into account
other factors such as large, woody debris, channel morphology, temperature and other environmental
factors. Sediment is also based on a model that needs verification. Actual fishery outputs could vary
considerably from estimates derived from this model.
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RESPONSE: We are aware of the many factors, other than excessive sediment yields, that affect fisheries
resources. The majority of these factors are addressed in Chapter III of the FEIS. We also recognize the
shortcomings of using only the sediment-fisheries relationship to evaluate the effects of the alternatives on
fisheries resources. Field verification of the sediment yield model, as modified for the Forest, is currently
in progress.

COMMENT: Although needs of anadromous fish are stated as commitments of Forest management, the
DE/SIPlan lack sufficient information to evaluate or comment on whether these needs will be metby the Plan.

RESPONSE: The fisheries Habitat Capability Indices have been updated, and additional, explanatory
information has been included in the final planning documents. These inclusions will provide sufficient
information to evaluate our commitment to the management of fisheries resources influenced by Forest
Service activities.

COMMENT: The total on-Forest fisheries habitat is stated to be 5,696 surface acres (page 11-15, Plan). How
was this figure derived and does all of this habitat support anadromous fish species?

RESPONSE: The total surface-acre estimate of on-Forest fisheries habitat was calculated by summing the
surface acres of on-Forest anadromous and resident salmonid habitat in streams with the surface acres
of resident salmonid habitat in lakes and reservoirs. In total, there are approximately 5,696 surface acres
of on-Forest salmonid habitat. Anadromous salmonids only utilize approximately 1,507 surface acres of this
total.

COMMENT: Since many coastal communities and Native American Tribes rely heavily on recreational and
commercial fisheries revenues, the word "somewhat" should be deleted from the text on page 11-14 of the
Plan.

RESPONSE: We concur, and the word "somewhat" has been removed from the text in the Final Plan.

COMMENT: Peaked streamflows from increased run-offs following removal of vegetation should be con
sidered as a variable that will influence fish production. Such flushing events can scour stream channels,
destroy redds, displace fish, and cause loss of spawning and rearing habitat.

RESPONSE: Increased peak streamflows within Forest drainages following the removal of vegetation are
not considered to have significant influence on fisheries habitat. The effects of peak streamflow events
resulting from the removal of vegetation are described in Chapters III and IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: How was the direct correlation between fish production and sediment loading established?
Were the effects of sediment loading on all the different indicator fish species and their respective life cycle
stages considered and were other related habitat parameters included?

RESPONSE: The approach utilized to make the linkage between sediment yields and potential fish
production is described in Appendix B of the FEIS. In general, the approach considers the effects of
sediment on our defined salmonid indicator groups and their applicable life cycle stages. The average
effects of sediment on water quality, spawning, incubation, rearing and migration habitats have been
considered.
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COMMENT: The impact analysis fails to account for several other fish impact factors which may individually
have less impact than sediment input from road construction, yet increase total impact significantly. Road
surface use erosion, steep slope erosion and increased slope failures weren't mentioned. Temperature
impacts in larger downstream areas when temperatures approach maximums and survival decreases were
not mentioned. The general idea of splitting off impact factors to diminishing smaller parts and allowing
each part to be set atminimum standard ignores the significant cumulative impacts which increase as these
factors are allowed to further deviate from the optimum for which the particular stock has evolved maximal
survival rate strategies.

RESPONSE: Sediment yields predicted by the Sediment Yield Indices Model, include sediment generated
by road use erosion, steep slope erosion, and slope failures as well as the sediment generated by road
construction and reconstruction. See Chapters III and IV of the FEIS for additional information. Possible
impacts resulting from adverse changes in water temperatures are also addressed in Chapters III and IV
of the FEIS. Our intent is neither to ignore nor diminish the effects of the alternatives on fisheries resources
by not including other significant factors in our evaluation process. Currently, we simply do not have an
adequate data base to evaluate the other parameters and factors that influence fisheries habitat.

COMMENT: Sufficient reference to known, acceptable analytical procedures involving fisheries impacts
could not be identified in the Draft Planning documents. This should be corrected in the FEISIPlan.

RESPONSE: The references listed in our planning documents pertain only to the information cited in our
documents or to the data base-dependent analytical procedures we utilized in our evaluation process.
References pertaining to other analytical procedures that could not be used, because of data base
deficiencies, are considered to be beyond the scope of our planning documentation needs.

COMMENT: The derivation of existing on-Forest fish habitat capability (Table IV-15, page 1V-39) needs to
be described.

RESPONSE: The general approach utilized to generate the existing on-Forest fish Habitat Capability Index
outputs is described in the "Fisheries" section of Chapter III of the FEIS. Species-specific information such
as escapement goals and the factors and coefficients utilized to calculate the output estimates are
available and are included with other planning process records at the Forest Supervisor's Office in
Olympia, Washington.

COMMENT: Because of the apparent importance being placed on habitat enhancement to achieve the
fisheries goal of the Plan, a well-planned and consistent program should be instituted to monitor and
evaluate the results of enhancement projects. The FE/SIPlan should identify criteria for both planning and
monitoring improvementprojects and whether these criteria will be measured against data collected on the
Forest or elsewhere.

RESPONSE: We recognize the importance of developing a well-planned and consistent program to
monitor and evaluate our fish habitat improvement projects. Currently, Forest Service fisheries research
scientists from our PNW Research Station are in the process of developing such a program. Although the
evaluation criteria which are being developed for the program are fairly "generic· with respect to the given
types of projects, the effectiveness of a given project is to be determined utilizing site- or drainage-specific
information. This issue is addressed in the monitoring sections of Chapter V and Appendix B of the Forest
Plan.
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COMMENT: It is not clear that the riparian MRs will assure an adequate source of large, woody debris. This
needs to 1?e elaborated upon.

RESPONSE: This issue is addressed within the Standards and Guidelines of the Forest Plan, Chapter IV.

COMMENT: Economically, avoiding impacts to fisheries resources makes more sense than trying to
recreate or rehabilitate degraded habitat.

RESPONSE: We concur, economically, that avoiding impacts to fisheries resources makes more sense
and is more cost-effective than trying to rehabilitate degraded habitat. Consequently, one of the primary
purposes of our project-level environmental assessment process is to identify such impacts early on,
during the alternative selection phase of project planning. This process, therefore, provides the decision
maker options to select an alternative that will either avoid or minimize fisheries resource impacts. The
Standards and Guidelines are designed to avoid these potential conflicts.
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COMMENT: The new Timber, Fish, Wildlife (TFW) Agreement that is in effect in the State of Washington
should be addressed in the Final EIS. While the Forest Service is not bound by this agreement, it should
be taken into account for future plans.

RESPONSE: The Forest Service must meet or exceed the standards established by the State of Washing
ton Departments of Natural Resources and Ecology. New Forest Practice Rules and Regulations were
issued on January I, 1988. In 1988 the Timber, Fish, Wildlife (TFW) Agreement was implemented by the
State of Washington. Forests in the State of Washington must meet or exceed these standards.

Forest Service management practices will meet or exceed State of Washington Best Management Prac
tices (BMP) requirements as they relate to forest practices. As State practices change, comparisons are
made to ascertain that Forest Service practices meet or exceed these changes. The TFW Agreement would
be included when comparisons are to be made. The Forest Service has, for many years, been using
site-specific prescriptions by interdisciplinary teams. This type of an approach is the major emphasis of
TFW. For further information, see Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines and Appendix J of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Some reviewers felt that the wetland discussions in the DEIS need to be strengthened. Specific
comments addressed include:

- Riparian areas should also be designated around lakes and wetlands.

- ·What Affects Wetlands· should include a discussion of potential negative impacts to wetlands from
management practices.

- It is inaccurate to represent timber harvest as a creator of desirable wetland habitat.

RESPONSE: The description of riparian areas in the FEIS has been updated to include all lakes, ponds,
streams and water bodies. Wetlands have been left as a separate topic.

The wetlands discussion has been changed to include potential negative impacts to wetlands from
management activities. The original discussion in the DEIS was trying to point out that Forest Service
management activities have caused wetland conditions in areas where they were not intended to be
created.

COMMENT: The level of timber harvest activities within riparian areas should be less than proposed in the
Draft Plan. Specific comments addressed are:

- There should be a no-cut buffer strip at least 200 feet wide along Class I, II, and possibly Class 11/
streams.

- A Riparian Leave Alone Zone should be of varying width depending upon the stream size. No timber
harvest or road construction should be allowed within the zone.

- The area that can be clearcut is a major intrusion on streams with fisheries values. The Standard and
Guideline should be rewritten to include some reference to input provided by a fisheries biologist.
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RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines for timber harvest activities within riparian areas has been
changed to address the concerns expressed in this comment. Input from a fisheries biologist shall be
provided as part of the site-specific prescription developed by an interdisciplinary team for activities within
a riparian area. Road construction will be avoided in riparian areas when possible. If road construction is
necessary within riparian areas, BMPs will be used to minimize adverse impacts. Standards and Guidelines
discourage any clearcutting within 100 feet of Class I or II streams.

COMMENT: Large trees should be retained in riparian areas to provide a future source of large, organic
debris to streams. Specific comments included:

- It is important to ensure retention of large diameter trees along Class 11/ and IVstreams to provide future
large, woody material to these channels.

- A quantified, minimum standard for large conifers along with supporting technical information is
needed.

- Trees which are left in the riparian management zone should not be all one species or species that
may not be as beneficial as a mixture of species.

- The Plan fails to describe the extent of the riparian buffer standards proposed under the various plan
alternatives.

RESPONSE: In the Standards and Guidelines it is specified that a site-specific prescription should be
prepared for all riparian areas before any timber harvest activities occur there. These areas would include
Class III and IV streams. The prescription will be developed by an interdisciplinary team which should
include a fisheries biologist or hydrologist. Large diameter trees will be left along Class III or IV streams
on a case-by-case basis if the prescription for the riparian area recommends leaving those trees as future
source of woody material to the stream.

Standards and Guidelines for timber harvest activities along fish-bearing streams (Class I, anadromous fish
and Class II, resident fish) have been changed. No c1earcut harvesting should occur within 100 feet of Class
I or Class II streams. Trees could be removed selectively if a riparian prescription by the interdisciplinary
team recommended it. Site-specific prescriptions are better than general guidelines to manage riparian
areas for protection of all resource values.

The Desired Future Condition for riparian area management prescriptions states that "activities within
riparian areas should result in a diversity of vegetative communities of various species, sizes, and age
classes." Also, the riparian prescription developed by the interdisciplinary team would address the issue
of trees which are left in riparian management zones. They should be a mixture of species if there is
selective removal of trees from a riparian area.

All of the alternatives meet Standards and Guidelines and Management Requirements for riparian areas.
In Chapter IV of the FEIS the effects of the alternatives on riparian areas are discussed.

COMMENT: The DEIS and Plan do not present specific Forest standards, guidelines, and objectives for
managing and preserving riparian values. These comments included:
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- The timber program element needs to describe size, speCies, spacing, and timing requirements.

- The management prescription for riparian areas does not give assurance that these sensitive areas
will be adequately protected.

- There is no indication that either slope or soil type are given consideration in riparian protection.

- The Standard and Guidelines need to be quantified and supported on a technical basis.

RESPONSE: As specified in the Standards and Guidelines, the size, species, spacing, and timing require
ments for riparian areas will be described in site-specific prescriptions developed by an interdisciplinary
team. The site-specific prescription, along with Standards and Guidelines, provide for protection of riparian
values.

In addition, there are several Standards and Guidelines which address soil stability. In general, the
Standards and Guidelines have been modified in the FEIS and Final Plan to address the concerns
expressed.

COMMENT: The Forest Service Manual (2500) states that timber harvest may be compatible but other
resources have priority. The Standards and Guidelines should be changed according to the Manual.

RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines have been changed to reflect protection of other resource
values. Timber harvest in riparian areas must be compatible with the Desired Future Condition for riparian
areas.

COMMENT: The Management Requirement modeling for riparian areas received considerable attention.
Specific comments included:

- The modeling of the Management Requirements for Class 11/ and IV streams are inadequate to protect
fish and wildlife resources because of the amount of logging allowed in the riparian area.

- The Management Requirements for riparian areas will not assure adequate sources of large, organic
debris.

- The modeling of Management Requirements for riparian areas exceeds protection requirements.
Further explanation is needed on how it was determined.

- On the Olympic National Forest the riparian and water quality Management Requirements exceed the
Best Management Practices.

RESPONSE: The modeling of Management Requirements for riparian areas (and other resources) was
designed to estimate the effects on forest outputs using FORPLAN. It is not expected or intended that the
FORPLAN riparian allocation constraints will be implemented on the ground. The Standards and Guide
lines associated with riparian management plus site-specific prescriptions will lead to the desired future
condition which the FORPLAN modeling attempts to represent. Protection of Class III and IV streams and
adequate sources of large, organic debris to streams will be provided for in site-specific prescriptions for
riparian areas.

The MRs which the FORPLAN modeling attempts to represent are necessary to maintain or enhance water
quality and fish habitat requirements which are legally required by statute and regulations.
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COMMENT: Approximately 50 percent of riparian areas will be harvested by 2030. This will cause major
increases in sediment loads to streams. How do sedimentyield indices account for a decrease in sediment
loads?

RESPONSE: Many factors determine estimated sediment yields resulting from timber harvest activities.
Timber harvesting in riparian areas is one, however, the major source of increased sediment to streams
is from existing and neWly constructed roads. A key component is the amount of road usage which is
dependent on the amount of timber harvested. The amount of timber harvested on the Forest for the first
four decades increased each decade and decreased in the fifth decade. The sediment yield indices reflect
this as the sediment yields increased for the first four decades and decreased in the fifth decade. The
decrease is due to less timber harvest and vehicle traffic on the roads. Also, there will be fewer disturbed
areas and less harvesting in riparian areas. Timber harvest in riparian areas contributes to increased
sediment but roads are by fc;lr the major source of increased sediment levels.

COMMENT: It should be explained how activities such as timber harvesting and road building can be made
compatible with other riparian area resource values.

RESPONSE: Timber harvest and road construction are not fully compatible with other riparian resource
values. When these types of activities occur within a riparian area, the impact to other resource values will
be minimized. The Riparian Standards and Guidelines were designed to provide general direction to
minimize impacts to the other resource values. If timber harvest activities are proposed within a riparian
area, a site-specific vegetation management prescription will be developed by an interdisciplinary team.
Along Class I and II streams there should not be clearcut harvesting within approximately 100 feet of these
streams.
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COMMENT: Comments related to the retention of snags included:

- Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines should specifically prohibit the removal of snags by fuel wood
harvesters.

- The ONF should take action to regenerate snags. A snag density standard should be established.

RESPONSE: The Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines specify snag density standards to be met on the
Forest. Fuelwood gathering is carefully controlled and monitored at the district level to assure that the
requirements for both safety and wildlife snag retention are maintained.

COMMENT: Broadcast application of all biocides should only be used as a last resort due to high potential
for destruction ofnontargetspecies. Final EIS should state under what conditions they will be used and what
measures will be taken to protect smaller watersheds, wildlife, and recreationists.

RESPONSE: Any proposed pesticide use would require site specific environmental analysis. Such analy
sis would consider all available methods, potential effects and costs. Historically, use of herbicides and
pesticides has been minimal on the Forest, being limited to treatment of roadside vegetation and periodic
(pesticide) use around facilities. Any use would follow the standards and guidelines stated in the Record
of Decision on the Pacific Northwest Region's FEIS for Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation
(USDA - Forest Service, 1988b).

COMMENT: Buffer strips should be used when applying fertilizer.

RESPONSE: Use of "buffer" strips along streams when applying fertilizer has been and will continue to be
a standard Best Management Practice (BMP) to insure water quality standards are met. Again, site specific
analysis and prescriptions are required prior to application of fertilizers for tree growth enhancement.

COMMENT: The Forest needs to plan for the future potential of balsam woolly aphid infestation. General
ized references to insects, pests and obvious desirability of recapturing volume loss are inadequate.

RESPONSE: Annual aerial surveys are conducted to monitor balsam woolly aphid infestations and
occurrences. No known effective treatment or preventive actions are currently available to combat this
insect. Infestations have occurred, for the most part, in high elevation stands of subalpine fir on the Forest
and in the Olympic National Park.

COMMENT: The yield simulator used is inappropriate due to the significant acres ofhemlock and species
other than Douglas-fir. The Forest should use the SPS model (stand projection simulator model).

RESPONSE: In the FEIS, the SPS model was utilized to develop yield tables for those portions of the Forest
that are currently predominantly western hemlock and Pacific silver fir. The DFSIM model was retained for
use in the predominantly Douglas-fir portions of the Forest.
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COMMENT: Genetics yields should be used on Simpson Timber Company (STC) lands.

RESPONSE: Genetic yield tables have been included in the FORPLAN model for both STC and National
Forest Lands where appropriate.

COMMENT: Timber yield tables should be corrected to more accurately reflect the productive potential
of the Forest.

RESPONSE: National Forest Lands have been stratified into six different species/productivity zones. Both
empirical and managed stand yield tables are based upon these six stratifications.

COMMENT: The yield tables are arbitrarily reduced without adequate justification.

RESPONSE: The operational falldown incorporated into the Forest's yield tables is needed to reflect
on-the-ground reality (see FEIS Appendix B, "The Forest Planning Model"). Thefalldown assumptions used
in DEIS analysis have been reviewed and modified where appropriate.

COMMENT: Empirical yield tables should have been built using the concept of approach to normality. As
a reSUlt, growth estimates are 15 to 20 percent lower than they should be.

RESPONSE: Actual growth data were used to develop future yields for natural stands. This being the case,
the concept of approach to normality does not apply and should not be used.

COMMENT: Comments related to the timber inventory included:

- Inventory is based on obsolete data, with extremely low sampling intensity.

- There is not enough timber left to carry the harvest level.

- The DEIS should include informative timber volume statistics for reviewers to compare current invento
ry to FORPLAN starting inventory.

RESPONSE: The inventory is based on data collected in 1973 to 1974. While it is true this is old data, we
have updated the inventory plots to reflect the haNest that has taken place from 1973 through 1989. The
volume from the remaining plots was grown to 1994, the mid-point of the first decade. Sampling errors and
growth for the 12 yield tables used for this plan are available in the Olympic National Forest office.

A computer model called FORPLAN is used to analyze projected yields and schedule the haNest volume.
Based on this model, we do have enough timber to carry the haNest volume. However, this will be
monitored, and adjustments can be made if the model's predictions are incorrect.

Please review FEIS Chapter II, Table 11-3, "Timber Resource Management Information by Benchmark and
Alternative." This table displays the starting and ending inventory as used in FORPLAN. In FEIS Chapter
III is the estimated total standing volume on tentatively suitable forest lands. Chapter IV presents a display
of the current acres by age class. Future age class distributions are displayed in bar charts in Chapter IV.

COMMENT: The harvest dispersion Management Requirement is not tied to fish or wildlife. It is self
imposed, redundant, and was only applied to acres available for timber harvest. It should have been applied
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to the whole watershed. This Management Requirement caused an artificially binding constraint on many
watersheds. In question is the 4.5 foot height to close and opening, the assumption of 10 years to reach
4.5 feet, and the length of time to cycle over the watershed.

RESPONSE: The dispersion requirement was developed in response to the requirements of NFMA and
the Regional Guide for the Pacific Northwest Region (see FEIS Appendix B, "Analysis Prior to Development
of Alternatives"). Application of dispersion constraints to harvest areas exclusively helped assure that the
desired dispersion patterns would occur within these areas (see FEIS Appendix B). Further discussion of
the dispersion management requirements is found in FEIS Appendix I, "Background of Management
Requirements."

COMMENT: Multiple commercial thinnings at extended ages may be uneconomical on a per acre basis.

RESPONSE: Commercial thinning regimes have been modified to some extent in the development of FEIS
analysis. Multiple thinnings at extended ages are no longer modelled in FORPLAN, although they could
conceivably occur in implementation if silvicultural analysis so dictates. Refer to FEIS Appendix B, "The
Forest Planning Model," for further discussion.

COMMENT: Harvest levels might be increased overall if commercial thinning volume is scheduled for
harvest in the right time periods, rather than not at all.

RESPONSE: The timber management regimes used in the estimation of timber yields include commercial
thinning options where appropriate. The thinning regimes used reflect the most cost-efficient timing
patterns of commercial thinning entries, and do contribute to overall harvest levels. See FEIS Appendix B,
"The Forest Planning Model," for more detail.

COMMENT: Comments regarding the issue of timber volume conversion ratios included:

- In planning, timber to. be sold is measured in cubic feet (inventory) and it is sold in board feet. The
conversion ratio is not correct. 42.7 MMCF is equal to 185.6 MMBF today but contrary to page 11-94
it will not equal 185.6 MMBF in 50 years because the conversion ratio will change over time.

- The conversion ratio change will cause a departure in the board foot level without a departure in cubic
feet.

- The ratio on Simpson Timber Company lands should be 5.2 BF/CF.

RESPONSE: Conversions to MBF from MCF are now displayed for only the first decade. The conversion
is done to provide a basis of comparison with previous harvest levels which were measured in MBF. Volume
control for this plan is based on cubic feet. If board foot measure were used then future decade yields
would be less than the first few decades because of differing bdft/cuft ratios between existing older stands
and future managed younger/smaller stands. The ratio for Simpson Timber Company lands is 4.625 as
calculated by the Company from current bdft/cuft scaling comparisons.

COMMENT: Price trend assumptions used for timber in the FORPLAN should have been used in DP-DFSIM.

RESPONSE: The Forest's reanalysis of timber yields included use of the same price trend in DP-DFSIM
as was used in FORPLAN analysis. See FEIS Appendix B, "The Forest Planning Model".
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COMMENT: Site indices are understated due to a failure to accountfor species ofsample trees. Used same
empirical yield for 51 116 as for 51 92 even though these sites are significantly different.

RESPONSE: Species of sample trees have been utilized in the determination of appropriate site index for
the differing species stratifications now used. Both Douglas-fir and western hemlock site indices are now
used. Six different productivity stratifications are now used for both empirical and managed yields. Stratifi
cations used are as follows: western hemlock - high and medium productivity, Douglas-fir - medium and
low productivity, silver fir - medium and low productivity.

COMMENT: There were some questions as to whether there is an adequate range of prescriptions, such
as fertilizer and thinning, to maximize the choices in FORPLAN. Comments on prescriptions included:

- No harvest within 75 feet of all roads, and selective cutting of up to only 30 percent of the canopy from
75 feet to 200 feet from the road. Selective cut only when adjacent sites are being cut.

- Manage old-growth stands for specific products and net increase in cubic volume, tight ring, knotfree,
rotations over 250 years.

- Consider choices other than just even-aged/uneven-aged management, such as shelterwood cutting.

- Prescriptions with repeated fertilizations should be considered.

- Binding DFSIM to 300 trees per acre indicates that the model is artificially constrained.

- Planting on steep, rocky ground has resulted in poor survival and many replants. Assure that these
areas shall be promptly and adequately restocked. Consider growing species other than Douglas-fir,
such as spruce and cedar.

- Cultivation of nutrient-building plants and mycorrhizal symbionts should be included in silvicultural
strategies.

RESPONSE: Silvicultural prescriptions are expected to be developed on a site specific basis by a certified
silviculturist with treatments selected which best meet the management objectives of the particular area.
Yields are based on a "typical" stand regime for each productivity/species stratification. Prompt regenera
tion with appropriate species and stocking control are basic treatment assumptions. Fertilization and use
of genetic stock is assumed for Douglas-fir stands in the appropriate areas. An even-aged silvicultural
system is assumed. Clear cut regeneration methods with artificial regeneration is assumed but
shelterwood/seed tree methods with artificial/natural regeneration would be prescribed where these would
best meet the objectives for the site. See Appendix B of FEIS for additional discussion on development
of yield tables through use of DFSIM & SPS simulator models.

COMMENT: Cutting down the forest would kill our native plants, thus destroying the ecological community
and replacing a diverse, millenia-old interactive community with a sterile, monocrop tree farm dependent
upon chemicals.

RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines assure the protection of sensitive, rare, threatened, or
endangered plant species. Regeneration of timber harvest units is accomplished with native tree species,
either through planting or natural regeneration. In either case, natural seeding of additional species results
in a multiple of plant species occupying most forest sites. The Olympic National Forest is not now, nor do
we foresee being dependent in any way upon chemicals to maintain forest production. Lastly, much of the
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Forest will be unavailable for timber management under the Forest Plan. (See Chapters II and IV ofthe FEIS
for a description of the preferred alternative and summaries of acres ·suitable· for timber harvest).

COMMENT: Forest Service no longer cites (36 CFR 221) but should cite this to strengthen their emphasis
on a continuous supply of timber, stabilization of communities, and opportunities for employment.

RESPONSE: Timber supply, community stabilization, and employment opportunities are cited in 36 CFR
221 (Timber Management Planning) as three principal benefits derived from National Forest timber out
puts. Creation of an integrated Forest Plan, however, requires consideration of the benefits derived from
all resources and uses in combination. It would thus be inappropriate to emphasize the content of 36 CFR
221 in the development of this Plan. Refer to FEIS Chapter I for discussion of the full range of issues
addressed in the Forest's planning process. 36 CFR 219.12(g)(3)(iii) specifies that employment and
income effects be analyzed and considered in evaluation of alternatives, which has been done.

COMMENT: Removal of residue may have long-term impacts on soil fertility.

RESPONSE: The Olympic National Forest is moving towards a policy of retaining significant volumes of
residue on the site after timber harvest. See Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines, in ChapterIV of the
Plan.

COMMENT: Each alternative's ASQ should be compared to the land's productive capability.

RESPONSE: There are several comparisons of this type within the FEIS. The ASQ of each alternative can
be compared to long-term sustained yield capacity (by alternative) using Table 11-14 (FEIS Chapter II).
Table 11-4 (FEIS Chapter II) enables comparison of ASQ figures with the Forest's potential yield under
current timber management plans. Finally, the maximum sustainable yield from tentatively suitable timber
land is covered in FEIS Chapter III ("Vegetation·).

COMMENT: Establish an annual harvest level for cedar.

RESPONSE: The volume of merchantable cedar available for harvest on the Forest is a very minor
component of the total sale quantity. Inventories are not precise enough for us to determine a separate
harvest level for cedar. Due to the long period of time required to produce cedar of merchantable quality,
the availability of this resource will continue to decline in the future.

COMMENT: Sustained yields should be calculated by District. To rationalize non-sustained yield on a
district basis based on other available timber (state and private) is unsound. The Forest Service should not
give in to logging interests simply because other lands are overcut.

RESPONSE: Such a calculation technique would limit the Forest's ability to provide timber on a nondeclin
ing flow basis. The mobility of logs from one part of the Forest to another, combined with the Forest's
flexibility in scheduling District harvest levels to moderate local area fluctuations, makes Forest-wide
nondeclining flow fully reasonable. The availability of timber from other sources has not been a factor.iri
the selection of the land base over which nondeclining flow is to be calculated.
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COMMENT: The Forest should not include Site V lands as suitable for timber production. There are
unsuitable acres in suitable land base that should be taken out now, not during project analysis.

RESPONSE: Site index in itself is not utilized to define "suitability" (see Glossary).

COMMENT: Disagree with Forest Service supposition that doghair stands will provide substantial input to
the timber base over the planning horizon, due to poor soil conditions. What costs are involved and will
replacement stands do any better?

RESPONSE: If stands are harvested in this area then it has been assumed that future stands would
produce manageable yields in the future. A five year harvesting study is just being completed. Monitoring
of these areas will provide information about their future potential and associated costs and benefits.

COMMENT: Trees are not being replaced as fast as they are being taken, nor are they being replaced with
the original quality or diversity.

RESPONSE: Harvested stands are being reforested. At anyone time,approximately two and one half years
of average harvest is awaiting reforestation. Delay is due to time needed to close harvest units in the Timber
Sale Contract, perform any needed slash treatment, perform site preparation, grow and obtain site specific
seedlings and contract the actual reforestation. Assumed reforestation time from cutting to planting is three
years. The Forest's genetics program assures high quality reproduction. Adequate diversity of species has
been maintained.

COMMENT: Measurement of non-declining flow is not adequately explained.

RESPONSE: As described in the FEIS Glossary, nondeclining flow is any long-term harvest schedule
including the basic provision that harvest level not decline from one period to the next. In the case of the
Forest Plan, the periods involved are decades. Because the Olympic Forest Plan covers two separate
management entities (the Shelton CSYU and remaining National Forest land), the application of nondeclin
ing flow in the Forest's FEIS and Plan can be confusing. Please refer to FEIS Chapter II ("Alternatives'

. Considered in Detail') for further discussion.

COMMENT: Removal of soil from riverbanks and surrounding areas would have a negative, irrecoverable
effect on timber growth.

RESPONSE: Forested areas where it is estimated that harvest of trees would result in unacceptable
resource damage have been classified as unsuitable for timber production. Furthermore, forest-wide
standards and guidelines and those for riparian areas are designed to provide ample protection for
streambank areas.

COMMENT: If under-runs on sales continue, the actual logged volume will be considerably less than
planned volume.

RESPONSE: The Forest has a continuing check cruising program to maintain accuracy of estimates of
sold timber.
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COMMENT: The Plan calls for an unfair harvest reduction of80percent in the Hoodsport and Quilcene area.

RESPONSE: Harvest allocations by District have been redistributed in the final Preferred Alternative.
Please refer to Forest Plan Appendix A for details.

COMMENT: What effect does not harvesting on the National Forest portion of the SCSYU have on the other
Districts - would their cut go up to balance?

RESPONSE: The Shelton CSYU and remaining National Forest areas are essentially independent insofar
as harvest level calculation is concerned. Modifying harvest in one area to balance harvest levels in the
other does not occur. Refer to FEIS Chapter II ("Alternative Development Process") for further discussion.

COMMENT: Sustained yields should be calculated by District. To rationalize non-sustained yield on a
district basis based on other available timber (state and private) is unsound, The Forest Service should not
give in to logging interests simply because other lands are overcut.

RESPONSE: Such a calculation technique would unnecessarily limit the Forest's ability to provide timber
on a nondeclining flow basis. The mobility of logs from one part of the Forest to another, combined with
the Forest's flexibility in scheduling District harvest levels to moderate local area fluctuations, makes
Forest-wide nondeclining flow fully reasonable. The availability of timber from other sources has not been
a factor in the selection of the land base over which nondeclining flow is to be calculated.

COMMENT: National Forest lands in the Shelton CSYU should not have management requirements (MRs)
applied.

RESPONSE: Application of management requirements within the Shelton CSYU is fully legitimate, and
is consistent with the provisions of the Sustained Yield Unit Act and the Shelton CSYU Cooperative
Agreement. See FEIS Chapter II ("Development of Alternatives") for further discussion.

COMMENT: Changes to the Shelton CSYU Cooperative Agreement must have mutual benefit to Simpson
and the Forest Service.

RESPONSE: There are no changes to the Cooperative Agreement proposed in this Plan. As stated in the
discussion in FEIS Chapter I, any modification of the Shelton CSYU Cooperative Agreement proposed in
this planning process would require approval of the Chief of the Forest Service. Therefore, such changes
would be, at this point, recommendations and not accomplished facts.

COMMENT: The future of the Shelton CSYU should be a community issue.

RESPONSE: We agree. In essence, the public involvement process associated with the development of
this FEIS and Plan has made the Shelton CSYU a community issue by providing the opportunity for
community input as to its future.

COMMENT: The Shelton CSYU is poorly managed by the Forest Service and could result in a class action
law suit. The Forest must do a better job of managing for all the multiple uses of the District.
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RESPONSE: Alternatives for management of the National Forest portion of the Shelton CSYU were
developed to address and compare differing levels of all resource outputs, just as they were on the
remaining National Forest land. Thus, the concern regarding multiple uses within the Shelton CSYU has
been incorporated into the Forest's analysis. Refer to "Development of the Alternatives", FEIS Chapter II,
for further detail.

COMMENT: Since the Shelton CSYU is controlled on cut, not sell, unharvested sold volume (130 MMBF)
must be included in harvest projections for future decades.

RESPONSE: Volume under contract is treated as already harvested in the Forest's planning model.
Therefore, while this volume is not included in Plan ASQ figures (which represent allowable sell levels), it
is expected that it will be harvested (if this has not already occurred) in addition to (and independent of)
the ASQ volume for a given period.

COMMENT: The DEIS does not say vel}' clearly that the harvest level on the National Forest portion of the
Shelton CSYU will return to 1/2 of the current rate in future decades. The rate of cutting on all SCSYU lands
should be displayed, showing past, present, and proposed harvest levels.

RESPONSE: The history of harvest from the Shelton CSYU is displayed in FEIS Chapter'" ("Sustained
Yield Units"). Proposed harvest levels are presented in Table 11-14 (FEIS Chapter II).

COMMENT: Forest Service claims a lack of ability to analyze or control Simpson's Forest practices.
However, the agency does have control over the rate ofcutting on Simpson Timber Company lands by terms
of the Cooperative Agreement. Environmental impacts should be displayed for STC land within the Shelton
CSYU.

RESPONSE: Environmental effects of timber harvest from Simpson Timber Company lands are now
discussed. Refer to FEIS Chapter IV for detail.

COMMENT: The EIS should let the public know how the rate of harvest on Simpson lands was determined
and include a summaI}' of Simpson's involvement in that process.

RESPONSE: Volume of harvest from Simpson land was established through FORPLAN analysis, as were
volume of harvest from National Forest land and levels of output of other resources. In most alternatives,
this optimization was conducted without input from Simpson Timber Company. In some alternatives, the
level of harvest was based on input from Simpson (DEIS Alternative E, for example). The Simpson harvest
level in the Preferred Alternative has been reviewed by the company. Refer to FEIS Appendix B for
discussions covering the workings of FORPLAN ("The Forest Planning Model") and the role of Simpson in
developing alternative harvest levels ("Development of Alternatives"). Refer to the Record of Decision for
discussion of the relationship of the Shelton CSYU Cooperative Agreement to implementation of the Forest
Plan.

COMMENT: How many logs are canted and exported from the Shelton CSYU? Is this part of the 20 percent
allowed for export?
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RESPONSE: We have no precise information on the proportion of logs that are canted. If a log is
processed to the ",oint that it meets the specifications for a standard cant, it is then considered to have
received primary manufacturing and may be exported without affecting the 20 percent limitation.

COMMENT: What commitments are Simpson and the Forest Service making to local areas? Any alternative
other than possibly B would require modification of the agreement.

RESPONSE: The principal commitment to local areas represented by the Shelton CSYU remains that
specified in the Cooperative Agreement: local processing of at least 80 percent of volume harvested (see
also FEIS Chapter III, 'Sustained Yield Units'). This Forest Plan entails a change in the harvest volume itself,
but not in the basic commitment. Whether or not implementation of this Plan will require modification of
the Agreement will depend on the respective viewpoints of both the Forest Service and Simpson Timber
Company. If modification is seen as necessary, mutually acceptable changes will be made.
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COMMENT: Comments received on the issue of old-growth forests and their management are listed below:

- No more cutting ofold-growth should be allowed. Evidence indicates clearcutting old-growth destroys
the gene pool a healthy forest is dependent upon.

- Use the definition of old-growth developed by Dr. Franklin.

- Maintain the most options for future use of lower elevation old-growth.

- Olympic National Park old-growth cannot be used in place of Olympic National Forest old-growth.

- Include a map in the FEIS displaying the inventory of all natural-evolved old-growth with placement of
SOHAs and other old-growth species management areas. Show areas to be cut and those to be left
uncut.

- Highly questionable material concerning the owl and its relationship with old-growth forest has been
utilized in planning for both old-growth and wildlife habitat.

- There seems to be a discrepancy in the Draft Plan: page IV-9 says, "There are 40,000 fewer acres of
old-growth today... ", but table IV-12 shows 123,453 fewer acres.

- Appendices, page 0-35, says trees greater than 32 inches is old-growth, but page E-3 shows trees
greater then 21 inches, and page 8-8 includes stands more like mature stands than old-growth. Please
clarify.

- DEIS and Plan disagree: 258,000 and 217,000 acres of old-growth in 1983.

RESPONSE: The old-growth issue has grown in significance since the release of the DEIS. The above
comments are addressed in the discussions of old-growth throughout the FEIS. Many of the issues are
discussed in Chapter III ("Affected Environment"). Maps of currently inventoried old-growth and manage
ment areas which prohibit old-growth are included with this document. Effects of the alternatives on the
old-growth resource can be found in Chapter IV of the FEIS.

The acreage reported for old-growth in the DEIS was at times confusing and we acknowledge that
occasional discrepancies did exist. We have hopefully clarified these points and presented the data more
clearly in the FEIS. Our knowledge of old-growth ecosystems and dependent wildlife species is expanding.
A new inventory of old-growth stands is currently ongoing but is not yet available. This FEIS and Final Plan
reflect our best information at the time of preparation. As new information is developed and incorporated
into the Regional Guide, the Plan will be amended as necessary to reflect the latest state of scientific
knowledge on this issue.
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COMMENT: Old-growth needs protection from a cultural and traditional American Indian use standpoint.
Forest Service was put on notice in 1981 that protection of old-growth as a cultural resource was needed.
We have not seen a process instituted to protect old-growth.

RESPONSE: Provisions for the retention and management of old-growth have been incorporated into the
Forest Plan. Also included are specific provisions to retain old-growth western red cedar to assure its
availability for cultural and traditional uses by American Indians. See Forest-wide Standards and Guide
lines and discussions in Chapters III and IV of the FEIS regarding the recognized need and importance
of this issue. The Forest Plan, Chapter IV also provides for monitoring of old-growth to assure its availability
and viability as a resource.
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NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL

Comments addressing the northern spotted owl covered a wide range of issues. Some of these pertain
to the Final Supplement to the Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS, December 1988) for an Amend
ment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide, while the remainder are Forest-specific and relate to
application of Regional Direction. Comments are separated into these categories below:

FOREST-SPECIFIC

COMMENT: Roughly one-third of the lands withdrawn for spotted owls are not available for timber harvest,
so the actual withdrawal of lands from timber production to save spotted owls is less than 20,000 acres.
This is not sufficient, especially in lands available for timber harvest.

RESPONSE: Acreage of land withdrawn for the spotted owl is determined by Standards and Guidelines
contained in the FSEIS (December 1988). The Standards and Guidelines set up a priority scheme for lands
to be set aside as Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs). Lands suitable for timber harvest have the lowest
priority for being selected SOHAs. After applying the Record of Decision (ROD) Standards and Guidelines
for Olympic National Forest, the new SOHA network contains over 70,000 acres of lands suitable for timber
production (see Amendment No. 1 to the Regional Guide for the Pacific Northwest Region, May 1984,
pages 2-8).

COMMENT: There is disagreement over the extent of suitable spotted owl habitat within the Olympic
National Park. Comments included:

- Current research in Olympic National Park shows that there is less suitable habitat in Olympic National
Park than what is stated in the Draft.

- Research shows that Olympic National Park contains 516,800 acres of suitable owl habitat not the
323,000 that is shown in the Draft.

RESPONSE: Acreage of land within Olympic National Park which is suitable spotted owl habitat was
determined by the National Park Service. This is their best estimate of spotted owl habitat in Olympic
National Park.

COMMENT: The Draft needs to be revised to show how Olympic National Forest is fulfilling its legal
requirements (The National Forest ManagementAct (NFMA)) to protect ·viable populations· ofspotted owls.

RESPONSE: Maintenance of habitat needed to protect viable populations of spotted owls is assured by
conformance to Standards and Guidelines contained in the FSEIS (December 1988) (see Amendment No.
1 to the Regional Guide for the Pacific Northwest Region, May 1984).
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COMMENT: Of the 29 SOHAs set aside for protection under the Draft Plan only 15 sites have confirmed
use by spotted owls and five of the remaining sites exist in nonsuitable habitat.

RESPONSE: The new SOHA network established by the FSEIS Standards and Guidelines contains 30
SOHAs, all of which are in suitable spotted owl habitat. Of these 30 SOHAs, all but two are occupied by
spotted owls. These two were needed to meet the spacing criteria in the Standards and Guidelines.

COMMENT: Spotted owl data is not included in the Plan. You neecl to provide an accurate count and
location of owls in the parks and wilderness adjacent to the Forest. A more accurate count is also necessary
on the Forest.

RESPONSE: Because of the sensitive nature of this information, locations of spotted owls cannot be given.
Numbers of owls located on Olympic National Forest can be found in Chapter III of the FEIS under "Wildlife."

COMMENT: Management for the spotted owl is based more on timber economics than on biological
knowledge.

RESPONSE: Decisions on management of spotted owl habitat on the National Forests of Washington and
Oregon are based strictly on the needs of the spotted owl for survival of the species.

COMMENT: One thousand acres is not sufficient for spotted owls. Even the temporary allowance of 2,200
acres per pair is inadequate when one considers the "qualifiers" used in selecting suitable sites. Research
suggests that the spotted owl needs 4,500 acres not the 1,000 shown in the Draft.

RESPONSE: New research into the needs of the spotted owl has caused Olympic National Forest to
increase the amount of suitable habitat set aside per SOHA from 2,200 acres to 3,000 acres.

COMMENT: It is premature to dedicate areas for spotted owl habitat, given the lack of research and
inventories within Olympic National Park and Wilderness in Olympic National Forest. Accuracy of data
pertaining to spotted owls needs further checking and research before final decisions are made.

RESPONSE: Management decisions were made for the spotted owl habitat network and amount of land
dedicated to spotted owl habitat management was determined using the best information available at the
time (see FSEIS for an Amendment to the Regional Guide for the Pacific Northwest Region, May 1984).

COMMENT: Forest Plan wildlife sections are blatantly deficient in SOHA direction. Was Forest not aware
of Region 6 SEIS direction? Regional direction and planning direction needs to be clarified.

RESPONSE: The DEIS for Olympic National Forest was released before the Region 6 Draft SEIS was
released. The current plan takes into account all direction given in the Region 6 Final SEIS (December
1988).

COMMENT: It cannot be determined from the DEIS whether spotted owl habitats are in close enough
proximity to each other to be of any value. How were the 29 SOHAs established? SOHAs need to be
established in the lower elevation areas of the Forest to provide habitat for all old-growth-dependent
species.
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RESPONSE: The new SOHA network established by this Plan was set up using Standards and Guidelines
in the Region 6 FSEIS (December 1988). One of the criteria for establishment of SOHAs was that they be
close enough to each other to provide linkages between the other SOHAs in the network. The new SOHA
network established on Olympic National Forest covers a wide range of elevations. Many ofthe new SOHAs
are at lower elevations where they are of high value to other wildlife species.

COMMENT: Research indicates that the northwest forest mineral and nutrient cycle will not support more
than two intensive cutting cycles--wildlife is critical to sustaining these cycles. There should be a five-year
moratorium on the cutting of old-growth to allow the Forest Service to collect this vital information. A recent
study indicated that the old-growth areas along or near the water were so scattered as to be of little or no
use in protecting the propagation of this rare bird.

RESPONSE: At projected harvest levels, the amount of old-growth remaining on Olympic National Forest
will remain high for many years into the future. Refer to Chapter IV of the FEIS for a display of the old-growth
acres remaining over time under each alternative.

COMMENT: Spotted owl populations are isolated both on and within the Olympic Peninsula. West side
populations are separated from east side populations which poses genetic problems and makes the
likelihood of extinction much higher.

RESPONSE: The spotted owl population on Olympic National Forest is believed to be isolated from other
populations of spotted owls in the Cascades. It is unlikely that this problem will be solved in the near future.
SOHAs on Olympic National Forest are connected throughout the Forest by linkages of suitable habitat
within Olympic National Forest and Olympic National Park.

COMMENT: The Fish and Wildlife Service considers the northern spotted owl to be a ·sensitive· species:
i.e., one whose status is vulnerable as a species and needs action to prevent further declines.

RESPONSE: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is currently considering whether to list the spotted owl
as a threatened species. If this occurs, Olympic National Forest will conform to all management direction
needed to keep the spotted owl from becoming extinct.

COMMENT: The spotted owl is vulnerable because of 1) loss of habitat to logging, 2) the barred owl is
expanding its range, 3) increased fragmentation is increasing risk to predation, and 4) continued decline
in populations will increase risks from demographic, catastrophic and genetic causes. Additional land
needs to be set aside to absorb impacts should catastrophes occur. Landownership or land use changes
and management mistakes should be considered.

RESPONSE: The FSEIS took all of these factors into consideration before coming up with a final
recommendation for the management of spotted owl habitat on National Forests in Oregon and Washing
ton.

COMMENT: It is especially essential that the genetic, distributional, and demographic nature of the Olympic
Peninsula populations be fully understood before final habitat formulae are implemented.

RESPONSE: The FSEIS considered the Olympic Peninsula population of spotted owls to be an isolated
population and gave it increased protection to compensate for its isolation.
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COMMENT: All dedicated SOHAs must be located in presently suitable habitat.

RESPONSE: Within new Standards and Guidelines, all SOHAs on Olympic National Forest are in
"currently suitable" habitat.

COMMENT: A moratorium is needed on timber harvest of old-growth within 1.5 miles ofany known spotted
owl site (single adults and pairs of owls).

RESPONSE: The FSEIS determined the level of protection needed for the spotted owl population on
Olympic National Forest. The Standards and Guidelines in the FSEIS provide for enough habitat to
maintain a viable population of spotted owls over time.

COMMENT: Current minimum management requirement direction for spotted owls is insufficient to insure
viability of the species on Olympic National Forest.

RESPONSE: Management requirement direction has changed to reflect the new guidelines contained in
the FSEIS (December 1988).

COMMENT: For current management, the Washington Department of Wildlife recommends that the Forest
declare a moratorium on further cutting of spotted owl old-growth forest habitat below an elevation of 3,000
feet on the west side of the Peninsula, and 4,000 feet on the east side, until an adequate Final SEiS is
adopted and all legal challenges are resolved.

RESPONSE: An exhaustive study of spotted owl requirements was conducted prior to the release of the
FSEIS (December 1988). Its recommendations for spotted owl habitat management incorporate the best
information currently available on the subject.
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COMMENT: The Forest needs to consider the status of the marbled murrelet. Its status should be elevated
to the Sensitive category. This is due to continuing loss ofhabitatand the lack ofknowledge of its life history.

RESPONSE: The Olympic National Forest is aware of the potential for loss of habitat for the marbled
murrelet. Marbled murrelets live most of their lives at the ocean. The riparian prescriptions developed for
every timber sale on the Forest should take into consideration the needs of birds which nest in those areas.
As more information becomes available on the nesting needs of the marbled murrelet, our riparian
prescriptions will change to meet those needs.

COMMENT: Specific habitat requirements for the bald eagle need to be explained in greater detail.

RESPONSE: The Olympic National Forest will manage bald eagle habitat in accordance with all provisions
in the Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan. This plan should be referred to for specifics. Also see the
Standards and Guidelines in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: The DEIS does not adequately address how bald eagle and sensitive species management
guidelines will be addressed and enforced on the National Forest ponion of the SCSYU. There needs to be
clarification on the intent of the SCSYU and wildlife management.

RESPONSE: Bald eagles will be managed on the SCSYU using the same guidelines as those for the rest
of the Forest. Other sensitive species will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
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COMMENT: The Forest Plan shows monitoring only for the spotted owl and shows no research needs.
This needs to be expanded to include all of the indicator species.

RESPONSE: The Forest Plan shows monitoring needs for the northern spotted owl, pileated woodpecker,
marten. primary cavity excavators. Columbian black-tailed deer. Roosevelt elk and bald eagles. These are
all considered to be indicator species on Olympic National Forest. The research needs section under
old-growth monitoring shows the following needs: Determination of home range of indicator species to
determine adequacy of remaining old-growth acres.

COMMENT: Mitigation of existing and potential future adverse impacts, from Forest activities, on fish and
wildlife resources and their habitat needs to be fully considered.

RESPONSE: This concern is addressed in Chapter II of the FEIS in the section entitled "Mitigation and
Enhancement Common to All Alternatives·. Also. the Standards and Guidelines are designed to mitigate
existing and potential adverse impacts of Forest management activities. Also, mitigation of adverse impacts
are addressed during the environmental assessment phase of a project.

COMMENT: The Standard and Guideline relating to ·control of excessive introduced or exotic plant and
animal species populations..." is both confusing and misleading.

RESPONSE: The Research Natural Areas (RNA J2) Standard and Guideline relating to control of exotic
species has been rewritten to address your concerns.

COMMENT: Clarification is necessary on steps that can or would be taken against wildlife species found
to be altering the characteristics of the RNA in question.

RESPONSE: If a problem is discovered with an exotic plant or animal species in an RNA, its resolution
will be determined in a subsequent environmental assessment on a site-specific and species-specific
basis.

COMMENT: The isolation of the Olympic Peninsula needs to be addressed. This is an important factor
when considering cumulative effects for wildlife species.

RESPONSE: In evaluating the effects of the alternatives on wildlife species, the fact that the Peninsula is
isolated habitat for many species was considered.

COMMENT: How can WFUDs be tied to population numbers or habitat capability indices? WFUDs measure
public use, not habitat suitability.

RESPONSE: The habitat capability of the Forest can be estimated for most of the important species known
to exist within its boundaries. This capability is expressed as total numbers of animals that the Forest is
able to sustain. In order to compare the different outputs on the Forest. these population numbers are
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converted to a more easily compared figure. It is appropriately assumed that public use of the wildlife
resources are very much a function of the number of animals which in turn is a function of the habitat. The
WFUD (wildlife and fish user day) is one index used to make the comparison among alternatives.

COMMENT: Providing good quality habitat is necessary for wildlife survival. The best mix in terms ofhabitat
availability and species diversity is what must be accomplished. Implying that harvest activities increase
diversity without weighing the risks on impacted species is not acceptable.

RESPONSE: Timber harvest activities change the landscape of the forest, and thus affect the vegetative
diversity within the forest. This change in vegetative diversity has positive effects on some species and
negative effects on others. Both the positive and negative impact of these changes on wildlife populations
are addressed in the "Environmental Consequences" section Chapter IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: On page nine we learn of the importance of a "well-mixed mosaic of vegetative conditions
ranging from new clearcuts to mature forest." The DEIS does not adequately describe the currentpopulation
levels with those that occurred historically.

RESPONSE: The historic, current and future trends in the vegetative community on the Forest are
described in detail in Chapter III (Affected Environment) of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Species not directly dependent on old-growth habitat will be reduced as a result of the
reduction in old-growth habitat. Reduction in essential habitat for prey species will affect both cougar and
lynx. There should be an analysis on the overall impacts ofvegetative diversity on species diversity. Although
cut-over areas may be more diverse initially they will lose this advantage after several decades. In addition,
with more logging comes more road building and then more poaching. Coupled with increased snow levels
in harvested areas, how can the Plan predict big game numbers will stabilize?

RESPONSE: Species diversity is addressed in the FEIS. In part, it is addressed by assessing the impacts
of forest management on key indicator species. These impacts are addressed in Chapter IV (Environmen
tal Consequences) of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Elk require low-elevation old-growth forests for winter range. Continued loss of this critical
habitat will result in a steady decline in population numbers. Protection is essential for big game winter
range.

RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines in the Forest Plan (Chapter IV) are designed to provide for
the winter range needs of deer and elk on the Forest. Also, there are many allocations in the Forest Plan
which either prohibit or restrict timber harvest. These allocations will provide significant winter range habitat
for big game.

COMMEN1: The deer and elk model needs to include the effects of roads, road density, and road closures.
As road density increases, habitat capability decreases. The analysis on road effects needs to be expanded
to include survival cover. New road construction should be minimized and open road density reduced to
one square-mile on big game winter range and two square-miles elsewhere.
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RESPONSE: The Forest Service recognizes the adverse impacts of high road densities. The Forest-wide
Standards and Guidelines for fish and wildlife recommend that roads be managed to reduce the impacts
on wildlife. Specific details will be determined on a project level, site-specific basis.

COMMENT: Old-growth is not an important component of big game winter range. Need to clarify winter
range concept vs. "optimal" cover concept for both deer and elk.

RESPONSE: As specified in the Standards and Guidelines in the Forest Plan, a portion of the total winter
range is considered to be "necessary for deer and/or elk survival". Within this critical portion, a minimum
of twenty percent of the area should be maintained in a condition of optimal cover. Old-growth stands
satisfy this criteria.

COMMENT: Concerns for long-term, big game populations are heightened when population numbers
displayed do not maintain elk populations over time and do not show increasing populations of deer.

RESPONSE: Deer and elk populations have increased dramatically over the past 100 years due to the
steadily increasing amounts of forage available through vegetative cutting practices. As clearcutting is
reduced to protect other species of wildlife which are dependent on older seral stages of timber, deer and
elk populations are expected to decline. Even with such declines, the populations of deer and elk on the
Peninsula are in no danger of being eliminated.

COMMENT: Wildlife protection areas must correspond with site-specific areas. The plan needs to detail
careful, specific management guidelines for limiting logging in important wildlife areas. For example, a
SOHA should be located in the Elk-Reade area of the Soleduck RD. On the Hood Canal RD protection should
be given to the Cabin Creek, Lena Lake and Putvin Trail areas, as these are adjacent to Olympic National
Park and provide excellent wildlife habitat. The entire Quinault District is being overharvested and manage
ment is already disruptive to wildlife. The DEIS needs to show, more closely, the impacts to wildlife.

RESPONSE: All wildlife habitat management areas identified in the FEIS correspond to site-specific areas
on the ground. Standards and Guidelines for managing these areas can be found in Chapter IV (Forest
Management Direction) of the Final Land and Resource Management Plan. A site-specific management
plan will be developed for every SOHA and Bald Eagle Management Area (BEMA) on the Forest. Effects
of the alternatives on wildlife are displayed in Chapter IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: There needs to be more protection provided for wildlife in the Elk-Reade area of the Soleduck
Ra.nger District. Eleven eagles have been counted simultaneously soaring over Reade Hill. Other observa.;.
tions include falcon, various owl species, hawks and other raptors in the area.

RESPONSE: A SOHA has been established in the Elk-Reade area to provide habitat for species depend
ent on mature and old-growth vegetative communities. This SOHA contains most of the potential nesting
habitat for bald eagles along Elk Creek and Bear Creek within the National Forest boundary. If other bald
eagle nesting areas are located outside of the SOHA, they will be protected in accordance with the
Standards and Guidelines.

COMMENT: Dead and down (snag) data needs to be better displayed and tied back to the Appendices.
This would allow more meaningful analysis of the snag information as it relates to primary cavity excavators.
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RESPONSE: The Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines have been rewritten to better address this and
other concerns over the needs of primary cavity excavators. Also see Chapter IV of the FEIS for a
discussion of dead and down material related to the alternatives.

COMMENT: If compliance with Washington State safety regulations is as stated in the DEIS, it is imperative
that Olympic National Forest implement changes in its timber harvest activities to include these concerns.
This may require modification of timber harvest unit size.

RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines recognize the potential conflict between the need for dead
standing wildlife trees and State safety regulations. Calculation of the number of dead standing wildlife
trees needed to maintain a 40 percent population level of primary cavity excavators was based on leaving
live green trees and treating them at periodic intervals to provide the level of snags required over time.
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COMMENT: The indicator species concept has both positive and negative aspects. The species selected
as indicators for the Forest need to have more adequate documentation on the rationale for their selection.

RESPONSE: A report on Management Requirements (MRs) for Forest planning dated June 1986 speci
fied the required MR species to be addressed for each planning area in Region 6 of the USDA Forest
Service. This report is available for review in the planning records of the Olympic National Forest.

COMMENT: In most cases inappropriate indicator species have been selected. Particularly inappropriate
is the selection of the bald eagle as an indicator for riparian vegetation.

RESPONSE: The bald eagle was chosen as an indicator of riparian habitat because of its widespread use
of these areas for nesting and roosting.

COMMENT: The Forest did not recognize the importance of wildlife habitat as it relates to those species
that are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, most noticeably the band-tailed pigeon.

RESPONSE: The Forest has chosen 7 Management Indicator Species to represent the needs of wildlife
on the Olympic National Forest. If the habitat needs are met for these 7 species, it is believed that the
habitat needs of all other wildlife species on the Forest will be met. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act is one
of the many laws which provide management direction to the Forest Service. When nest sites are found
for migratory birds, such as the band-tailed pigeon, they will be protected in accordance with the law.

COMMENT: Individual models for indicator species need to be updated and
included, for review, in the Appendices.

RESPONSE: All methods for evaluating indicator species have been updated since the DEIS and
references to the new methodology is contained in the FEIS, Appendix B.

COMMENT: Is the intent of NFMA to establish such rigid habitat requirements for indicator species as
described in the Appendices?

RESPONSE: The habitat requirements for indicator species on Olympic National Forest follow guidelines
set forth in the report on Management Requirements for Forest planning dated June 1986 from Region 6
of the USDA, Forest Service.

COMMENT: Management Requirements (MRs) are stated as fact, but should be treated as part of the
variables they are.

RESPONSE: Management Requirements come from the report for Forest planning dated June 1986 from
Region 6, USDA Forest Service. They represent the requirements of law as expressed in 36 CFR 219.19
and 219.27 (a) (6). They are required to be addressed in all alternatives to the Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan, except the "No Change Alternative".
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COMMENT: The MR guidelines used to develop this plan were not open for the public comment process.
This is not in accordance with the law.

RESPONSE: The MRs used in the Draft Land and Resource Management Plan for Olympic National Forest
were open for public comment during the review period for the DEIS in 1986-1987. This opportunity was
presented again during the comment period to the Supplement to the DEIS in 1988.

COMMENT: The recently negotiated timber, fish, wildlife (TFW) agreementprovides policies to protect fish,
wildlife, and water quality and should serve as the basis for MRs on both Simpson and Forest Service
ownerships.

RESPONSE: The TFW agreement was reviewed during the establishment of MRs for Olympic National
Forest. The basis for MRs, however, was the guidelines set forth in the report on Management Require
ments for Forest planning dated June 1986 from Region 6 of the USDA Forest Service.

COMMENT: The FEIS needs to include a more detailed description on how MRs will be applied to the
SCSYU. Statements are made that it can be done and statements made that it can't be done. This must be
cleared up.

RESPONSE: The MRs will be applied to all Olympic National Forest land. This includes the portion of the
SCSYU on National Forest land.

COMMENT: The Forest must manage for habitat or species. If it is species, then other factors such as food
supplies, predators, disease, overlapping ranges and a host of other concerns need to be addressed.

RESPONSE: The National Forests manage fish and wildlife habitat only. The State of Washington
Department of Wildlife regulates the game and nongame species on National Forest land.

COMMENT: All MRs should be applied to National Forest land.

RESPONSE: All of the MRs identified in the Draft Land and Resource Management Plan for Olympic
National Forest are applied to National Forest land. Every National Forest has a different ecosystem and,
therefore, the potential need for a slightly different set of indicator species.

COMMENT: The MR for goshawks and other raptors is inadequate and inappropriate. There is a definite
need to protect these raptors with an MR designation.

RESPONSE: There is no MR for goshawks on Olympic National Forest per se. It is felt that goshawk habitat
needs will be taken care of by the MRs for the northern spotted owl, pileated woodpecker and marten.

COMMENT: Estimations of the ability of the Forest to supportpileated woodpeckers are erroneous. Stands
over 160 years old on the west side are questionable as far as providing the number of snags necessary
for woodpecker use.

RESPONSE: The Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines for primary cavity excavators provide for nesting
and foraging habitat for pileated woodpeckers which is in excess of the 100 percent potential population
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level for this species. This is accomplished by requiring a minimum of 179 dead standing trees to be left
for every 100 acres of land which is managed for timber. Dead standing trees of sufficient size to support
pileated woodpeckers are expected to start entering the new stand of trees at 145 years after initial
treatment of a harvest unit.

COMMENT: The sources on why mature timber provides habitat for the pileated woodpecker and marten
need to be documented.

RESPONSE: The report on Management Requirements for Forest planning dated June 1986 from Region
6, USDA Forest Service. gives references to habitat needs for the pileated woodpecker and marten.

COMMENT: Maps need to display how many of the pi/eated woodpecker and marten sites are actually
occupied.

RESPONSE: The pileated woodpecker and marten sites on Olympic National Forest were set up accord
ing to guidelines in the report on Management Requirements for Forest planning dated June 1986 from
Region 6, USDA Forest Service. ,Monitoring of these areas has not yet occurred to determine occupancy.

COMMENT: Clarification of statement that "very little of the marten habitat is actually occupied" is needed.
Statement now indicates a violation of NFMA and the viable species concept.

RESPONSE: The marten's secretive and solitary ways make it very difficult to determine whether an area
is occupied by this specie. None of Olympic National Forest has been inventoried for marten. Several
marten have been sighted on the Soleduck Ranger District in the past five years, however, this is not
enough evidence to establish the fact that we have full occupancy of our marten management areas.

COMMENT: How were numbers of pileated woodpeckers and marten calculated in the Habitat Capability
Indices? There seems to be an "overnight explosion" in populations.

RESPONSE: The habitat capability indices indicate the potential number of pileated woodpeckers the
National Forest can support. It is not an attempt to show how many pileated woodpeckers are actually out
there. In order to show the actual numbers of pileated woodpeckers using the National Forest, we would
have to conduct a population census of the Forest. This has not been done as of this time.

COMMENT: Standards and Guidelines for marten andpileated woodpeckers need to include more specific
direction, i.e., number of areas to be managed for, distribution specifics and elevation constraints.

RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines have been rewritten to better reflect these concerns.

COMMENT: How does "high numbers" level relate to population viability?

RESPONSE: The population level of different species represents its ability to survive and reproduce.
Therefore, the larger the population of a particular species, the better its chances of viability.
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COMMENT: The number ofpi/eated woodpeckers and marten vaty in all the alternatives at the 1986starting
point. Starting numbers should be the same.

RESPONSE: Each alternative has a different effect on the habitat capability of marten and pileated
woodpecker. Therefore, the habitat capability should be different at the end of the first decade

COMMENT: According to the CHEC review, Olympic National Forest does not assure maintenance of
minimum viable populations, such as the pi/eated woodpeckers, in spite ofthe Plan's statement that the Plan
was to "assure maintenance of viable populations of all species."

RESPONSE: The MRs for pileated woodpecker and marten have been reexamined and updated to meet
the needs stated in the report on management requirements for forest planning dated June 1986 from
Region 6, USDA Forest Service.

COMMENT: With the solitaty nature of the marten a "given," how will the Forest monitor this species?

RESPONSE: Olympic National Forest is in the process of developing a plan to monitor marten. Specific
details regarding the monitoring of marten will be developed during Plan implementation.

COMMENT: The pi/eated woodpecker is inappropriately designated as an indicator for mature habitat. It
is quite successful in utilizing the highly modified suburban environments throughout the Puget trough area.

RESPONSE: The pileated woodpecker uses mature and old-growth stands of timber for nesting and
feeding. These habitat uses were well documented by Bull and Meslow (1977), Guenther, et al. (1978), and
Thomas (1979).
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COMMENT: Timber interests are given more weight than any others, such as watershedprotection. Specific
comments addressed included:

Critical factors such as impact of roading on watershed areas should be included in the decisionmaking
process.

The Plan needs to address the degradation of water quality and riparian areas caused by inadequate
management of stream and water resources.

RESPONSE: The impact that roads have on watershed values are discussed throughout the FEIS.
Information and data compiled in Chapters III and IV of the FEIS give specific analyses of impacts that roads
have on watershed values. Major factors analyzed were: miles of newly constructed and reconstructed
roads, traffic volume, road usage and closures, and sediment yield indices. As noted in FEIS Chapter IV,
roads were recognized as the major source of sediment introduced to streams from timber harvest
activities. This information was used in the decisionmaking process in evaluating the alternatives within
Chapter IV of the FEIS. This chapter also addresses the environmental effects of timber harvest activities
on water quality and riparian areas.

COMMENT: The Forest Service needs to develop drainage-by-drainage water quality standards and give
special protection to those most susceptible to damage from road building and logging. Comments
included:

The DEIS should be revamped to address sediment yields on an individual watershed basis, rather than a
Forest-wide basis.

Drainage-by-drainage analyses would allow specific problem areas to be tracked, and appropriate action
planned for mitigation of impacts on water quality and fish habitat.

RESPONSE: Development of water quality standards is the responsibility of the State of Washington
(Washington Administrative Code, Chapter 173-201). The Forest Service does not have authority to
establish water quality standards.

All streams on the Forest are classified (FSM 2526, Supp. 51) and mapped into four stream classes. The
two criteria used to define these classes are: (1) the present and foreseeable uses made of the water, and
(2) the potential effects of on-site changes on downstream uses (based on relative amounts of streamflow).
Each stream has its own goals and objectives to protect beneficial uses. This map is available in the
planning process record at the Supervisor's Office and in Chapter III of the FEIS. The Forest has developed
Standards and Guidelines to protect the water quality of streams on the Forest.

The estimated sediment yield indices by drainage are shown in the FEIS in Chapter III for the current
situation (1988). The estimated percent increase in sediment yield indices above natural levels for all the
alternatives is shown for nineteen streams (Chapter IV of the FEIS). It must be remembered that the
sediment yield indices are not absolute numbers and are estimates only. They were calculated from a
sediment model which is considered to be reasonably accurate for use as indices rather than a precise
measurement of sediment yields. One major 50 to 100-year storm event can cause extremely high sediment
levels in the streams on the Forest. Depending on the frequency and magnitude of major storm events,
sediment yields are highly variable for Forest streams. It is difficult to model sediment yields for major
storms and modeled values tend to average out and mask the extremely high sediment yields during major
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storm events. These storm events can have a major impact on the aquatic habitat of streams on the
Olympic Peninsula.

As part of the cumulative effects analysis, a watershed condition class (see FEIS Chapter !II & IV) was done
for the nineteen major drainages on the Forest. This analysis assessed the risk that cumulative effects are
occurring in the drainages. The drainages with a high risk of cumulative effects will have a cumulative
effects analysis done as part of the Environmental Analysis Report for future projects in the drainage. Also,
the drainages with a high risk of cumulative effects should have the highest priority for receiving funding
for watershed and fisheries mitigation and improvement projects.

COMMENT: The description of ground water resources is insufficient. Information concerning sources,
problems, anticipated uses, and other similar information is needed.

RESPONSE: Ground water is discussed in Chapter III of the FEIS. Research on effects of forest manage
ment on water resources does not indicate that ground water problems are likely to result. However, there
have been occasional localized problems in developing adequate water sources for National Forest
System purposes. These situations have resulted from unsuitable geologic conditions. Groundwater use
on the Forest by the Forest Service or other users is very low and is anticipated to remain low in the near
future. Few individuals or agencies have addressed the subject as either a concern or problem. Little input
exists to suggest that further discussion is necessary.

COMMENT: The applicability of the Sediment Yield Model used on Olympic National Forest needs to be
explained in more detail. Specific comments included:

Explain why different methodologies for sedimentyield are being used by other National Forests in Washing
ton State.

No explanation is provided to demonstrate that the Sediment Yield Model on the Olympic Peninsula is
accurate.

No information is provided as to where this method was derived.

The sedimentmodel is not actually described in Chapter 11/ as stated and it does not appear to be described
in any of the documents including the references.

RESPONSE: Different methodologies were used for calculating sediment yields for each National Forest
in Washington State since they have different data bases to work from. Also, the Forests differ physically
(geology and precipitation). This is particularly true of Forests on the west side vs. the east side of the
Cascade Mountains. Sediment yield modeling is in its infancy with regard to upland forested areas. There
is no acceptable methodology for upland forested areas as there is with agricultural land which uses the
Universal Soil Loss Equation.

In Chapter III of the FEIS it is explained that sedimentation information from the Clearwater River drainage
(Reid 1981) on the west side of the Olympic Peninsula and U.S. Geological Survey study (1967) at
Wynoochee Dam site were used to calibrate the sediment yield model. Also, local factors from the Soil
Resource Inventory update (1982 Jennings, et al.) were used to develop coefficients for the model's use
on the Olympic Peninsula. The sediment yield indices were used to compare the alternatives.

The sediment yield model was derived from a process developed by the Forest Service in the Northern
Rocky Mountain states. This process and coefficients were modified for conditions on Olympic National
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Forest (see Chapter III ofthe FEIS). There are two references in the FEIS (Stephens 1984, and USDA Forest
Service 1980) that describe the sediment yield model. Also refer to FEIS Appendix B for discussion of this
procedure.

COMMENT: The calculated sedimentyield indices need to be explained in more detail. Specific comments
addressed are:

It is not clear why the sediment index drops about 15 percent, from 196,500 to 170,000 tons per year.

Possible sediment thresholds, such as percent fines in spawning gravels should be discussed.

Decade-long sediment averages estimate the localized impacts from sediment produced during the year
that the road is built and the timber is cut.

The natural rate of sediment generated is not 112,500 tons per year since this level of sediment has been
created by past logging practices.

While the sediment levels on the Forest will increase on the average 270 percent overnatural levels the DEIS
fails to indicate that this may be unacceptable or have serious consequences.

Both on-forest and off-forest (including the SCSYU) sediment yields should be shown.

There should be an explanation of how the forest-wide sediment indices were determined for the alterna
tives.

Sediment yields are considered natural at 189,000 tons per year but this is not natural level due to past
logging practices.

RESPONSE: The sediment indices were modeled to be directly related to the intensity of timber harvest
activities. Sediment indices will decrease in future decades during continuation of current management
direction due to reduced timber harvest levels. On a Forest-wide basis, the decrease is primarily due to
a substantial reduction in timber harvest from National Forest lands within the CSYU. Also, few new roads
are to be constructed and existing roads have less soil loss over time.

Research by fisheries biologists have established levels of fine sediment (> 15 percent) in gravels that are
detrimental to fish. Gravel sampling in mid-1980's on the South Fork Skokomish River showed percent fines
less than 15 percent. Stream systems on the Forest are too variable and complex to model the transport
and deposition of fine sediment. Future monitoring will include determining spawning habitat quality
(percent fines). The natural rate of sediment refers to sediment rates during pristine conditions with no
roads or timber harvest activities. The sediment level increase over the natural rate was an error and should
have been 172 percent instead of 270 percent.

In the FEIS Chapter IV, the cumulative effects analysis has been revised to include a drainage basin and
Forest-wide risk assessment of increased sediment levels. How the Forest-wide sediment yield indices
were determined is explained in the FEIS Chapter III and IV.

The sediment yield of 189,000 tons per year (Draft Plan, Chapter IV) is the amount of sediment from timber
harvest activities for the current situation (1983) and is not the natural sediment yield level. The overall
decrease in sediment is in comparison to the current situation.
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COMMENT: Further information on the impact of sedimentation needs to be provided. Specific comments
addressed include:

Estimates of the detrimental effect ofsedimentation of the Wynoochee and Lake Cushman reservoirs should
be provided.

The implication that a given stream or watershed would recover as soon as the sedimentsource is removed
is misleading.

The DEIS fails to identify the potential long term-effects of certain kinds of sediment which can make
spawning gravels impermeable.

RESPONSE: Forest Service activities should have little effect on Lake Cushman reservoir since very little
Forest Service land drains into this reservoir. It is estimated that approximately 1,450 cubic yards (one
dump-truck load equals approximately ten cubic yards) of sediment are transported to the reservoir from
Forest Service lands.

The Forest Service administers almost all the land, approximately 39.6 square miles of land, above
Wynoochee Reservoir. Increased sediment levels from timber harvest activities could affect the capacity
of the reservoir. It is estimated that each year approximately 11,200 cubic yards of sediment which enters
the reservoir has its source from timber harvest activities. The reservoir has a capacity of approximately
70,000 acre-feet (112,910,000 cubic yards). It is estimated that sedimentation from timber harvesting
activities could reduce the reservoir capacity approximately .0001 percent per year.

It is well documented in research literature that sediment from timber harvest areas will recover in 15 to
20 years after completion of timber harvest in an area. This is true if there is no more timber harvested from
the area. Normally, after 20 years a clearcut area will have vegetation well established and will be able to
stabilize areas that had shown previous instability. Roads frequently act as chronic sources of sediment,
particularly if they remain open for use and are not closed or rehabilitated.

Chapter III of the FEIS (Fisheries) has been expanded to include potential long-term effects of sediment
which can make spawning gravels impermeable.

COMMENT: The discussion of water quality monitoring and evaluation in the Plan should be expanded.
Comments included:

Acidity of water bodies, particularly high elevation lakes should be included as an inventory need.

How and when would projects be selected to receive monitoring and mitigation?

Reference should be made to the Federal Water Quality Act (formerly the Clean Water Act) and State Water
Quality Standards.

Class I and /I streams should be monitored.

Stronger commitments for implementation and effectiveness monitoring to verify that a particular activity is
occurring consistent with Best Management Practices (BMPs), as prescribed, are needed.

RESPONSE: Acidity of high elevation lakes has been done by the Environmental Protection Agency as
part of their long-term acid rain study. The Forest Service, U.S. Geological Survey, and Washington State
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Department of Wildlife have collected acidity data of streams and lakes on the Forest during survey work.
Periodic acidity samples will continue to be collected during future surveys.

The water quality monitoring section has been revised and expanded to include more intensive water
quality and sediment sampling. A new cumulative effects section has been added to address the concern
that nonpoint sources of sediment could have a significant effect on watershed and fisheries values when
viewed from a whole watershed perspective.

Implementation and effective monitoring of Standards and Guidelines and BMPs have been added to the
water quality and riparian sections. Effectiveness monitoring will be based upon meeting Federal and State
water quality standards. Some class I and II streams will be monitored as part of this process. The actual
projects to be monitored will be a cross section of activities that would have a significant risk of impacting
water resource values. However, site specific information would need to be known about a project to
determine its suitability to be monitored.

COMMENT: The DEIS does not adequately address flooding. Specific comments included:

A review of current flood conditions ofstreams issuing for the Forest should be included in Chapter 11/ (EIS).

Chapter IV (EIS) should include a comprehensive analysis of the effects of proposed forest practices and
Plan alternatives on flooding.

Pastpractices on the Olympic National Forestappear to have contributed to flooding in the lowerSkokomish
River valley and Will likely continue to be a contributor.

Increased water quantity, which results from timber harvest and road construction, is an issue as is water
quality.

Much greater flooding will occur than already has, if the upper and/or middle watershed area of the
Dungeness River is logged.

The discussion on sediment is incomplete in that it does not evaluate the impact of increased flooding due
to substantial and irreversible reduction of river channel capacity.

RESPONSE: The FEIS, Chapter III, has been revised to include a discussion of current flood conditions
of streams draining from the Forest. There is no evidence that the size of peak flows on the South Fork
of Skokomish River have been increased by logging and associated forest management activities in the
South Fork of Skokomish watershed.

Maximum, annual peak flows which cause damaging floods are not expected to be noticeably changed
between different alternatives or proposed forest practices.

There should not be an effect on flood occurrence from Forest Service activities in the upper or middle
Dungeness drainage for the following reasons: (1) the majority of this part of the drainage is within
Buckhorn Wilderness or Olympic National Park, (2) other parts of the area have restricted use such as
protection for Wild and Scenic designation of the Dungeness River or for protection of spottedowl habitat.
Thus, little timber harvest activities will occur in this portion of the drainage.

Increased sediment loads of streams draining from the Forest could increase flooding if there is reduction
of channel capacity. The upland streams on the Forest have very steep gradients and have high enough
energy to transport sediment through the river system. The lower sections of these streams and their
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mouths could be prone to deposition of sediment loads which would reduce the capacity of the channel
to pass flood flows. Chapter IV of the FEIS has been revised to include a discussion of increased flooding
due to reduced channel capacity.

COMMENT: There were several questions related to the adequacy of water quality information in the Draft
Forest Plan. Specific comments address the following:

Average water quality values are valuable, but peak readings should be included along with overall trends.

Discuss degree of the problem of nitrate levels in small streams; include how it gets into streams, how long
it persists, how it leaves, where it goes, and what is being done to minimize its impact.

A general conclusion is made about dissolved oxygen without referencing any technical supporting data.

RESPONSE: Water quality values listed in Chapter III of the FEIS have been changed to include peak
values and range.

The section concerning nitrate levels in small streams has been expanded.

In the late 1970s, Class I, II and III streams on the Forest were surveyed. Dissolved oxygen measurements
were done as part of these surveys. Values were consistently near or at saturation levels for dissolved
oxygen (at the temperature of the streams). In general, the values ranged from 11 to 12 mg/1. Water quality
data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey at their stream gage site on the Olympic Peninsula had very
high dissolved oxygen values; average values = 11.5mg/l, range of values = 8.0 to 13.9/mg/1.

COMMENT: What is the basis for proposing significantly greater protection for water quality in municipal
watersheds than is subsequently advocated for fish habitat?

RESPONSE: Municipal water systems are sensitive to elevated turbidity or fine sediment levels since it
is more difficult to remove bacteria by chlorination. The Health Department of the State of Washington has
required municipal water supply systems that use surface water to install filtration systems if the water
supplier cannot show that they have some control over activities in the watershed. This control can be
through agreements or ownership. Also, water quality standards for drinking water supplies are more
stringent than standards for fisheries. This is true for chemical and physical water quality parameters.

COMMENT: The water temperature data for the South Fork Skokomish River is of questionable value for
predicting the cumulative effects of timber haNest for the entire Olympic Peninsula.

RESPONSE: Water temperature data from the South Fork of Skokomish River drainage was used as an
example to analyze impact from timber harvest activities on water temperature increases since it should
be the one most susceptible to adverse increases in water temperature due to past intensive timber
harvesting.

However, in response to input from individuals and agencies, water temperature analyses in Chapter IV
ofthe FEIS have been expanded to include water monitoring data and reports which have been conducted
on the Forest in the past.
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COMMENT: Correct and amend document to reflect the Forest Service obligation under Federal and State
antidegradation water policies regarding control and prevention of sediment pollution.

RESPONSE: The Plan has been amended to reflect the use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) by the
Forest Service to meet Federal and State water quality policies. (see Appendix J of the FEIS).

COMMENT: Broad-level mitigation merits considerable expansion, possibly in a separate section. Specific
comments addressed include:

Scheduling and distribution may be valuable mitigation measures.

Is table 111-5 a listing of needs for the whole Forest or just the northwest portion? Will future needs be
inventoried and addressed?

RESPONSE: A cumulative effects analysis will be done as part of project-level planning when cumulative
effects to soil or water quality values have been identified as an issue from a Forest Service activity. If the
analysis shows there are significant cumulative effects, dispersion of the activities in time and space should
be used to meet watershed requirements.

Appendix A of the Forest Plan provides a listing of needs for the whole Forest. The Ranger Districts have
an annual ongoing program to identify watershed improvement projects. Also, existing soil and water
rehabilitation and enhancement projects are identified in the Environmental Analysis to timber sales if these
are within the sale area. Mitigation measures necessary to protect watershed values resulting from the
timber sale are identified. Money is available from a timber sale to fund these two types of projects when
they are justified.
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COMMENT: The Forest Service, during the Forest Planning process, has failed to consult with tribes who
have a vested interest in water, fisheries, and wildlife resources and cultural/religious areas or products on
the Olympic National Forest.

RESPONSE: There have been many general public meetings and also many specific individualized
meetings with Olympic Peninsula area Tribes. The Olympic National Forest received many excellent written
responses from nearly all of these Tribes, and from many individuals, and others. We feel that the dialogue
has been excellent and we have appreciated the participation and input that has led to improvement in
identifying the Forest Plan issues, goal statements, and Standards and Guidelines. Please refer to Forest
Plan and FEIS sections under these topics that reflect the result of this dialogue and consultation. As our
standards and guidelines and monitoring sections indicate, it is our plan to continue and improve on the
excellent dialogue and consultation that was part of this planning process.

COMMENT: There is no specific plan that inventories and protects tribal archaeological and cultural
resources.

RESPONSE: We plan to survey and inventory all areas of the Forest and to continue dialogue with
Peninsula Tribes to identify and protect cultural and archaeological resources. Please refer to sections on
Cultural Resources and Human and Community Development in the Forest-wide Standards and Guide
lines in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan. The Activity Schedules in Appendix A, and the Monitoring Plan in
Chapter V of the Forest Plan also address the specific means to accomplish identified goals and objectives
(see Resource Summaries and Goal Statements also in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan).

COMMENT: The fisheries resource plays a vital role in the livelihood, heritage, and traditions of local tribes.
As an agent for and extension of the U.S. Government, the Forest Service has a trust responsibility to manage
fishery habitats to the extent that these fishery resources are protected, preserved, and maintained.

RESPONSE: We agree. Chapter III and IV of the FEIS have been substantially expanded as have various
sections of the Forest Plan to reflect these issues and concerns.

COMMENT: The valuation of fisheries resources failed to take into account the economic benefits that
accrue from tribal subsistence fishing.

RESPONSE: Please refer to a similar comment/response under the Economic and Social section of this
document.

COMMENT: A management plan must be developed that clearly protects the habitat of animals the Tribes
are entitled to hunt under established Treaty Rights.

RESPONSE: The Forest Service has a primary mission and authorization to manage and maintain fish
and wildlife habitat on National Forest land. This responsibility includes providing and managing habitats
necessary to maintain viable fish and wildlife resources, as necessary to exercise the treaty rights held by
American Indians.
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COMMENT: The Forest SeNice in its repon fails to recognize the separate Treaty Rights of individual Tribes.

RESPONSE: It certainly was not our intent to leave the reader with that impression. We hope that the
expanded treatment of Cultural Resources, American Indians, and Human and Community Development,
in various sections of the FEIS, Forest Plan, and related documents will remove any doubt that we consider
this an important and key planning issue.

COMMENT: Does the Forest Service consider Tribal Indian economic benefits derived from individual
Treaty Protected Tribal resources to be justifiably subject to change under unilateral Forest Service actions?
What does the Forest Service consider its responsibility to individual Tribal Treaty Rights?

RESPONSE: We do not believe, nor do we presume to consider, "Treaty Protected Tribal Resources· to
be subject to change or under unilateral Forest Service control or action. The Forest Service has a primary
mission and authorization to manage and maintain proper fish and wildlife habitat on National Forest land.
This responsibility includes managing and maintaining habitats necessary to provide and maintain viable
fish and wildlife resources necessary to exercise the treaty rights held by American Indians. The manage
ment of these resources is not realistically a unilateral issue for any organization or entity. Considerable
coordination and cooperation is essential between State agencies, affected Tribes, the Northwest Indian
Fisheries Commission, and others, for effective and efficient management of these resources. Resources
other than fish and wildlife pose similar management needs and concerns. The Forest Plan has made every
effort to address the ICOs over which it might be considered to have a lead or primary responsibility, with
recognition and provision for the needed cooperation and coordination with others, especially affected
Indian Tribes.

COMMENT: The harvesting of shellfish, elk, deer, other consumptive game species, and fish, by Native
Americans is posing a serious threat to the viability and potential for sustained utilization of these resources.

RESPONSE: We do not agree with this assessment, nor with the implications. Aside from the fact that
Peninsula Indian Tribes have treaty rights, the legal standing of which has been affirmed repeatedly, there
are many factors that have contributed significantly to the decline of fish and wildlife resources and many
factors continue to pose a threat to their viability. The threat to fish and wildlife resources is well document
ed and due to degradation and loss of habitat, pOllution, human use and encroachment, detrimental land
use, just to name a few major factors among many. The commentor also must not be aware of the fine
leadership and efforts that have been made by Tribes, individually and collectively, in fishery research,
habitat protection and enhancement, hatchery operations, etc. Indian Tribes and Commissions are also
cooperating and working closely with State agencies, and others to regulate seasons, limits, and catches,
to insure that viable fish and game populations are maintained.

COMMENT: The decline in fishery resources is not due to the utilization of this resource by Native
Americans.

RESPONSE: We agree, please refer to the previous comment and response.
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COMMENT: The Forest Plan should showa summary ofknown andpotential cultural resources and present
a plan with priorities for systematic and comprehensive investigation/inventory, location, evaluation, protec
tion, interpretation, and management of cultural resources.

RESPONSE: We agree that the DEIS did not adequately address these concerns and planning documents
have been updated and revised accordingly. Please refer to Chapter III of the FEIS under Historical and
Cultural Resources for a perspective on known and potential resources, the need for comprehensive
planning, and current practices employed in our cultural resource management program. For added
insight, please refer also to the Forest Plan in Chapter IV for discussions on cultural resources under Goals
for Resource Programs, Resource Summaries, and Standards and Guidelines. Chapter V of the Forest
Plan includes a monitoring section and Appendix A, Activity Schedules, outlines specific plans for a
systematic and comprehensive approach for accomplishing the various elements of our program.

COMMENT: Cultural resources are not considered in the list of planning questions and not linked to
management areas. There appears to be a general lack of integrating cultural resources in the planning
process.

RESPONSE: Please refer to Appendix A of the FEIS where cultural resources were identified in the analysis
process as an important management concern that needed resolution in the Forest Plan. As a result,
cultural resources was fully integrated into the planning process. Please refer to Chapter IV in the Forest
Plan and the section on Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines that are linked to all management areas,
and the Standards and Guidelines that are also linked to specific Management Area Prescriptions. The
importance of these resources in the planning process is also reflected by the recognition and inclusion
of American Indian concerns as a key planning issue following response and input to the DEIS. The
integration of these cultural resource values into the overall planning process were the key items that
helped mold responsive management alternatives and ultimately selection of the preferred alternative.

COMMENT: Cultural resource management program activities should be conducted in a manner that
provides appropriate professional supervision and review.

RESPONSE: We agree. Our Cultural Resource Technician(CRl) training and certification programs are
supervised and conducted by an interdisciplinary cadre of professional historians, anthropologists, archi
tects, archaeologists, and others. Our instructors are in-service professionals, contractors, and many
highly regarded consultants. Professional oversight and supervision of other program elements has been
accomplished in a variety of ways over time. We have shared professional resources with other Forests,
have employed our own archaeologist, have shared resources with the Olympic National Park, have looked
to guidance and assistance from our Regional staff, sought professional advice and council from SHPO,
and have contracted for professional services when needed. It is fair to say that contracted professional
services have largely, but not exclusively, filled our need in many phases of cultural resource management,
including training, resource evaluations, survey work, testing and recovery work, etc.

COMMENT: The Forest Plan states that Old-growth cedar is imponant to Native Americans for traditional
uses and religious reasons. There is no plan for providing Native Americans with a perpetual supply as
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agreed by treaty. The significance of old-growth to Native Americans and their culture was completely
ignored. Why?

RESPONSE: We agree that this issue was not adequately addressed in the DEIS. American Indian
concerns were included as a key planning issue in the FEIS preparation process largely as a result of
comments like these, and our dialogue with affected Tribes. Planning documents have been updated and
revised accordingly. Please refer to Chapters III and IV of the FEIS and Chapter IV of the Forest Plan. Please
take special note of the Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines in Plan Chapter IV. Human and Community
Development, that speaks to the availability and use of western red cedar by American Indians.

COMMENT: The DEiS addresses the old-growth cedar supply problem and the need of this material by
Native American Tribes, but no standard or guideline protection is forthcoming from this document.

RESPONSE: Please refer to preceding comment/response, and specific Forest-wide Standard and Guide
line number 6 in section I. Human and Community Development.

COMMENT: The Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines for • cultural resources are listed under
Recreation rather than as separate resource with its own intrinsic value.·

RESPONSE: Cultural Resources was previously presented under Recreation as a matter of in-Service
convenience for formatting program and budget elements. There was no intent to suggest or imply that
cultural resources somehow have a subordinate value, concern, or standing. However, all planning
documents have been revised to present cultural resources as a separate program element and we agree
this is more meaningful and clear, especially to the general public. We appreciate the comment and
suggestion.

COMMENT: The inventoryprocess on the Olympic National Forest has failed to identify a single prehistoric
archaeological site. The Forest Plan should address why these sites are not being found and identifymeans
for overcoming this situation.

RESPONSE: Information and data on prehistoric archaeological sites are considered sensitive informa
tion and locations and data are generally not publicized or disclosed for obvious reasons. It is true that
not many prehistoric archaeological sites have been discovered on the Olympic National Forest. However,
one site has been placed on the National Register of Historic Places and another site is eligible and will
be nominated. Inconclusive evidence has been found at several other locations on the Forest. Please refer
to Chapter III of the FEIS and the section on Historical and Cultural Resources which gives a summary of
our program, including perspectives on sites located to date; survey design, strategies, methodologies;
and our efforts for improving effectiveness and efficiency.

COMMENT: Timber harvesting provides opportunities for identification of previously unknown cultural
resource properties by removing vegetation and exposing underlying materials. How has this been imple
mented in the inventory process and why has it not been working?

RESPONSE: Please refer to Chapter III in the FEIS and the section on Historical and Cultural Resources.
As but one element of our strategy, any available, exposed areas are carefully examined in advance of,
and often during, project implementations. We believe our strategy is working, despite no sites being
found. There may be any number of reasons Why sites are not found and an implied correlation between
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numbers of found sites and the validity of employed survey strategies/designs would seem premature and
an oversimplification.

COMMENT: There seems to be an implicit assumption that the density of vegetation has always been a
factor limiting human use of the area.

RESPONSE: It was not our intention to so imply or suggest. The referenced text in Chapter III has been
modified and/or removed for clarity.

COMMENT: Cumulative downstream impacts on archaeological resources, due to logging and associated
watershed degradation, need to be considered in environmental and cultural resource management
processes and procedures.

RESPONSE: We agree that all cumulative downstream impacts need to be considered without limiting the
assessments to logging impacts, however. Significant impacts can also be related to natural landslides,
wildfires, blowdown from severe windstorms, and unusual weather events such as floods, etc.

COMMENT: A competent, professional archaeologist should be employed to thoroughly survey, plot, and
report on the archaeology of the Olympic National Forest. A supervised, systematic approach to cultural
resource inventory is still not in place on the Olympic National Forest. This issue should be fully and
adequately addressed in the E1S.

RESPONSE: Our treatment of cultural resources in the DEIS may have left some with these impressions.
All planning documents have been substantively revised and expanded to portray a more accurate
situation. Please review especially the Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines in Chapter IV of the Forest
Plan, Chapter III of the FEIS, and the Activity Schedules in Appendix A of the Forest Plan. There are several
other areas in the DEIS and Forest Plan that also address important elements of our program such as
Chapter IV of the FEIS; Goals, Resource Summaries, Research and Inventory Needs, in Chapter IV of the
Forest Plan; and corresponding discussions on American Indian issues in these same references. As
Chapter III points out, our professional overview study of the entire Forest was completed in 1978, and
since then over 50,000 acres have also been professionally surveyed, including evaluations and documen
tation of any resources that were found. Additionally our Cultural Resource Technicians have performed
reconnaissance surveys on two to five thousand acres each year for proposed project activities. Please
refer to a preceding comment/response about professional supervision and review of our program.

COMMENT: Cooperative cultural resource management efforts between the Olympic National Park and
the Olympic National Forest should include signing and interpretation of the 1890 O'Neil Expedition, the
Press Expedition, Spruce Railroad Division.

RESPONSE: We wholeheartedly agree with the expressed philosophy, but not especially with the cited
examples. Very little National Forest administered land is pertinent to the O'Neil and Press Expeditions, and
only limited opportunities exist for cooperatively signing and interpreting the Spruce Railroad Division. The
expressed view is well taken, however, and mirrors our sentiments and intent for fostering and promoting
cooperative efforts whenever possible. Please refer to Chapter III of the FEIS, and our Goals for Resource
Programs section in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan that speak specifically to this concern. We fully intend
to build on and improve the fine cooperative relationship we have enjoyed with the Olympic National Park.
We have shared training programs, information and data, and professional resources. Most recently, for
example, the National Park Service shared a research design and plan for the Olympic Peninsula titled,
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"The Evolution and Diversification of Native Land Use Systems on the Olympic Peninsula." We will cooper
ate with the National Park Service, and others, in all aspects and phases of cultural resource management,
including signing and interpretive work.

COMMENT: Why are cultural resources beyond the scope of the planning process? Please explain.

RESPONSE: We agree that the statement was rather poorly worded, and it has been revised.

COMMENT: The DEIS should explain the circumstances whereby a site may be considered to possess
local significance and interpretive potentialyet not qualify for Nomination to the National Register ofHistoric
Places.

RESPONSE: The DEIS made no reference to "local significance". The intent of the statement was to
address "local interest· in resources that by any measure or criteria would be ineligible for the National
Register. The statement has been removed to avoid any unnecessary confusion.

COMMENT: What is being done to evaluate, protect, preserve and manage considerable remains of the
historic "equipment, cabins, trails, and shelters· mentioned in the DEIS?

RESPONSE: The referred to statement in Chapter III, page 100, of the DEIS was an attempt to provide
an overview statement or a frame of reference. Please refer to the preceding Current Situation section in
the FEIS for an answer to the question. There are also several sections in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan
that address the means for accomplishment.

COMMENT: How will the Forest be able to inventory all historic and cultural resources by the midpoint of
the first decade after implementation of the Plan? Will it involve systematic survey ofareas other than timber
sales, and be based on a Forest or Peninsula-wide research design?

RESPONSE: This statement was in error and it has been removed. Please refer to Chapter III of the FEIS
and Chapter IV of the Forest Plan for an accurate perspective on the various elements presented in this
comment. Appendix A, the Activity Schedules in the Forest Plan, provide considerable detail on the
scheduling and applicable timeframes.

COMMENT: The stated goal for cultural resources provides for all but their evaluation. It is important that
discovered resources are evaluated in terms of their physical, historic, or research context, and that a data
bank approach for comparing, evaluating, and making decisions about cultural resources is limited by the
absence of historic and prehistoric contexts.

RESPONSE: The referenced goal statement inadvertently excluded evaluation. We agree with this com
ment and have expanded all planning documents accordingly.

COMMENT: A focused effort is needed for systematic identification, evaluation, treatment, and planning
beyond the project level for the preservation, protection, and enhancement of cultural resources.
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RESPONSE: We agree, and the planning documents have been revised and expanded accordingly.
Please refer especially to Chapter III of the FEIS, and Chapter IV of the Forest Plan. Some of the foregoing
comments and responses also address these concerns.

COMMENT: Does the referenced overview (a) provide a theoretical context, critically assessing the
strengths and weaknesses of the regional data and interpretations, (b) predict the occurrence of various
resource classes, and (c) offer a strategy and priorities for investigating logical geographic areas and
themes beyond the project level?

RESPONSE: To a degree. The Forest Overview formed the basis for our inventory program and serves
as the foundation for our systematic forest-wide survey strategy. This strategy considers the various types
of sites known or suspected in the area, the probable location of these prehistoric and historic sites, and
those factors which control our ability to locate them. The strategy is designed to be applicable to the entire
Olympic National Forest. It is implemented on a project specific basis, but also serves as a means to
establish priorities for surveying logical geographic areas and themes beyond project levels. Evaluation,
research, theoretical contexts, and assessments of data are best said to be still in a formative or develop
mental mode. We are constantly obtaining new and better information and our methodology is concur
rently improving and becoming more effective and sophisticated with time.

Some of the data and information pertinent to these questions are being obtained on a local level and some
of it on a Regional basis as well, as one might expect. Some research issues for inventory, evaluation, and
data recovery are designed on a Regional basis under the Inventory Strategy, the Lithic Scatter Program
matic Memorandum of Agreement (PMOA), and other similar documents.

Questions relative to Regional research goals are taken from these Regional documents and focussed for
sites on the Olympic National Forest. Besides our growing data base, and development of theoretical
contexts, survey strategies/designs, and validity assessments of data and interpretations, we have shared
and incorporated parallel and often complementary efforts by the Olympic National Park. Some of these
shared endeavors serve our program well. One fine example is the recently completed report titled the
"Evolution and Diversification of Native Land Use Systems on the Olympic Peninsula: A Research Design."
Our survey strategy/design by nature needs to be a flexible tool that can incorporate and periodically
update new findings, data, methodologies, etc. and build on successes, authenticated and verified
research questions, with critical assessments of strengths and weaknesses. An update of our survey
strategy/design is essential as noted in Chapter II of the Plan in the section on Research and Inventory
Needs.
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COMMENT: There were several comments concerned with areas allocated to certain types of recreation,
including:

Several of the alternatives have some A1A areas that are already roaded or have roads under construction.
It's misleading to allocate these areas to non-motorized recreation use when roads and timber harvesting
have already precluded it.

The proposed Plan would leave over 80 percent of the total unroaded areas in an unroaded condition by
the end of the Plan period. This is contrary to the intent of the 1984 WA Wilderness Act and the direction
of the RPA program pursuant to the Amended Resources Planning Act.

The Deer Ridge area has been designatedA18, admitting ORVs. The DeerRidge trail accesses the Olympic
National Park. This area should be designated A1A in order to remove temptation for ORV users to continue
to ride into the Park, on this trail, and adjacent land.

There is some confusion with Undeveloped Recreation Motorized allocation, A1B. Some of these areas
involve trails that are currently closed to motorized vehicles, yet they are classified to a Motorized allocation.
Why give them a "motorized" allocation when motorized use is not permitted?

The Mt. Washington area is allocated to Undeveloped Recreation Non-Motorized, yet the trail is currently
open to motorized vehicles. Will the trail be closed to motorized vehicles?

RESPONSE: A few of the A1B Undeveloped Motorized Recreation areas will have portions of the area that
are not accessible to motorized vehicles due to steep topography and dense vegetation or they may even
have trails that are closed to motorized vehicles. However, due to a road within the area, the major
recreation emphasis and influence will be toward motorized recreation.

Several A1B areas in the Draft Plan have been changed to A1A Undeveloped Non-Motorized Recreation.
These changes were made because there was no motorized use allowed on trails and cross-country travel
by motorized vehicles was not possible due to steep terrain and dense vegetative cover within these areaS.

Several trails that were open to a particular use such as motorized vehicles in the Draft Plan will be closed
to that use in the Final Plan. Reference Forest-Wide Standards and Guidelines for reasons fortrail closures.
Table 11I-26 in Chapter III of the FEIS provides a detailed list of which trails are closed to a given use.

COMMENT: A1A, A1B and A2 "buffer" allocations along Wilderness boundaries are in direct conflict with
the spirit and intent of the 1984 Washington Wilderness Act.

RESPONSE: Some of the unroaded areas which are adjacent to the National Park and Forest Wilderness
es are allocated to Undeveloped Motorized and Undeveloped Non-Motorized recreation uses. These areas
are intended to provide unroaded Primitive and Semi-Primitve recreation opportunities outside of Wilder
ness. These allocations are well within the "spirit and intent" of the Act which states that the purpose of
the Act is to "insure that certain other National Forest System lands ... be available for non-Wilderness
multiple uses." Both the DEIS and FEIS provide a range of management alternatives for a variety of
non-Wilderness resource mixes. They may range from undeveloped recreation areas to highly developed
and intensively managed areas. Refer to Appendix C for a display of the mix of uses each unroaded area
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has been allocated to under each alternative. Additional information on unroaded areas can be found in
Chapters II, III and IV of the FEIS and Appendix C.

COMMENT: There were several comments concerning the supply and projected demand for recreation,
including:

Opportunities for non-motorized recreation is a critical issue because current use levels exceed levels that
should provide for Primitive and Semi-Primitive social settings.

The planning assumption that the demand for Primitive and Semi-Primitive recreation will be met at a
reduced level of quality is not valid.

It is inconsistent that the Plan acknowledges that while the overall opportunity for undeveloped roaded
recreation will increase it is anticipated that the quality of undeveloped roaded recreation will decrease.

The Plan admits that recreation will become more important in the future. However, the importance will be
reduced by the relative scarcity of roadless recreation.

Information is out-of-date. I strongly disagree that undeveloped recreation should be primarily concerned
with unroaded areas.

RESPONSE: The Forest currently has over 2,000 miles of road providing motorized access to over 70
percent of the Forest. Additional roads will be constructed in the future accessing additional lands. In
general, the Forest will continue to meet demand for developed and undeveloped roaded recreation.
However, some types of recreational use within the roaded portion of the Forest will not be met until
facilities are planned, funded, and developed. ORV use is an example. The Forest is currently unable to
meet the demand for undeveloped unroaded recreation and as this demand increases and the unroaded
acres decrease, the Forest will continue to be unable to meet the demand for undeveloped unroaded
recreation. As a result, the visitor's Primitive and Semi-Primitive recreational experiences will continue to
be impacted due to higher user densities; possible restrictions imposed by management to limit user
density; and some visitors may want to seek these types of recreation experiences elsewhere. Refer to
Table 111-30 in Chapter III of the FEIS for a summary of existing and projected demand by ROS class.

COMMENT: Use of the 1979 SCORP and 1980 use data does notprovide an adequate basis for the analysis
of recreation supply and demand. The 1985 SCORP is more relevant and should be used.

RESPONSE: The FEIS recreation demand projections were updated using the latest edition of the State
of Washington SCORP and using the Forest's 1986 RVD use figures. Refer to Table 111-33 of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Forest Service managementactivities have a tremendous impact on recreation use and needs.
This needs to be discussed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: Please see the recreation section of Chapter IV of the FEIS for a discussion of ·Significant
Interactions.· Also see Chapter IV for a discussion of the effects of the alternatives on recreation.

COMMENT: I urge the Forest to heavilypublicize the prohibition of the taking ofanyproduct for commercial
sale without a permit including brush and fungi.
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RESPONSE: A special use permit is required to take any Forest product from National Forest lands for
commercial purposes. Publicity will be done through normal channels such as news releases and articles.

COMMENT: I think it would be more useful to compare projected demand of recreation resources with
theoretical supply. The Forest Service does not document this for P or SP recreation outside wilderness;
this appears to be a significant omission. Using the percentage reductions of P and SP ROS calculated
capacity of each alternative by subtracting the percentage reduction from the present unroaded areas'
theoretical capacity of 51,400 RVDs. This assumes that theoretical capacity for each alternative will be
proportional to the alternatives available acreage in the appropriate ROS class. These figures manifest
substantial disregard for recreationists.

RESPONSE: Refer to Chapter III, FEIS under "Recreation" for comparison of RVO capacity and projected
demand by ROS class and by decade. Capacity has now been shown for all ROS classes outside of
wilderness.

COMMENT: I saw nothing in the draft EIS relating specifically to bicycles. Perhaps there are some trails
that are amenable to bicycle use that wouldn't be amenable for ORVs or maybe some ORV trails could be
scheduled for closure on certain days of the week to provide solitude for cyclists.

RESPONSE: Mountain bicycles are a relatively new use occuring on National Forest lands. See Chapter
III of the FEIS for a brief discussion about this new use. Mountain bicycles are prohibited on wilderness
trails as they are considered a form of mechanical transportation. Refer to Table 11I-30 for a list of trails open
to mountain bicycles.

COMMENT: There are rockhound clubs in Port Angeles, Port Townsend, Gig Harbor, Aberdeen, Monte
sano, Shelton, and our own club. There is interest in this plan as to how it may affect our recreational hobby.
You do not cover the recreational rockhound as such. Is it your intention to include such activity in your
plans?

RESPONSE: Rockhounding is a undeveloped recreation activity and is recognized as a legitimate use of
National Forest lands and would be allowed to continue in each of the alternatives. Currently, there are
no restrictions for rockhounding on the National Forest for personal use, however, a special use permit
would need to be obtained if rockhounding is done for commercial purposes.

COMMENT: Under the section "Affected Environmenr 11I-165, the first full paragraph mentions that a citizen
has a "statutory right to explore vacant unwithdrawn public land for locatable minerals", but the minerals
named are not what we generally are interested in.

RESPONSE: We do not have the latitude to administer these resources contrary to the applicable laws.

COMMENT: Regarding the conclusion that Primitive and Semi-Primitive acres on the Forest will minimize
and mitigate overuse in the Park, that is a nonsensical and false assumption, since it is widely recognized
that Park "backcountry" use has been declining for a significant period of time.

RESPONSE: The decline of backcountry use in the Olympic National Park may be the cause of anyone
or combination of factors (e.g. overcrowding or lack of solitude may cause people to seek unroaded
recreational experiences elsewhere) and, therefore, does not necessarily indicate that there is an overall
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decline in the demand for Primitive and Semi-Primitive recreation opportunities on the Forest or Peninsula.
An area that is experiencing a decline in use does not indicate whether the current use of the area is under,
at or above existing capacity. In several areas, the Park has had to require permits to limit use to an
acceptable level.

COMMENT: The need for primitive recreation experiences on the Olympic Peninsula are more than
adequatelypreserved for even the future, considering the huge Olympic National Park and Olympic National
Forest Wildernesses. We do not need to use anymore timberland for this kind of use.

RESPONSE: Refer to Chapter III of the FEIS, Table 111-33 for projected use.

COMMENT: There were several comments concerning the lack of trail information in the Plan. These
included:

Trails are barely mentioned. List current and proposed trails.

Indicate how the chosen alternative will affect each trail.

List trails by user type and which uses are legally prohibited and which trails are subject to logging.

The Plan does not provide for any trail development on the Soleduck Ranger District.

The Plan doesn't give attention to recreational needs ofan ever-increasing number ofpeople who use trails.

RESPONSE: Management of existing trails and development of proposed trails remains the same in each
alternative. However, the environment which existing and proposed trails, outside of Wilderness, pass
through will vary according to the management emphasis of each given alternative. The environment could
vary from heavily altered with noticeable management activities such as roads and timber harvest units to
natural appearing where appropriate management activities blend with the surrounding area and are
generally unnoticed. Detailed information for each trail has been added to the FEIS. A complete listing of
existing trails can be found in Chapter III of the FEIS in Table 111-28. A complete listing of proposed trails
can be found in Table 111-30. These Tables provide information concerning trail name, number, length, and
reasons for trail closures. Refer to "Direct and Indirect Effects of Alternatives on Recreation" in Chapter IV
to see how the different alternatives affect trails.

COMMENT: The 6th edition of SCORPs Summary of Activity/Facility Needs ranks District 1 (Clallam and
Jefferson) next highest in the State in terms of the least amount of unsatisfied need for backpacking (22
percent) and yet exhibits the greatest amount of unsatisfied need for day hiking. We believe this indicates
a need for more roads penetrating close to the Park boundary with trailheads and campgrounds to
accommodate the 90 percent greater numbers of day hikers.

RESPONSE: More roads accessing the Park are not the solution to more opportunities for day hiking. The
best way to meet demand for day hiking is to provide adequate trails that meet the needs of day hikers.
Most day hikers can and do utilize "backpacking" trails or portions thereof. Refer to Table 111-28 and 30 in
the FEIS for miles of existing and proposed trails.

COMMENT: Trail maintenance & upgrading should accommodate horse traffic. Bridges are needed over
most larger streams (e.g., Dungeness) to allow safe crossing during runoff and high flows.
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RESPONSE: For those trails which have pack and saddle stock as a primary management objective, trail
standards for construction and maintenance are implemented to meet the needs of this user group. Log
stringer bridges are used only when there is no suitable place for a horse ford, the Gray Wolf bridge is an
example. The Dungeness crossing does have a suitable horse ford,however, high water may prevent
horses from crossing the stream at that time.

COMMENT: There were many comments involving ORV use of trails and/or areas on-the Forest. Specific
comments included:

The Upper So. Fk. Skokomish and Dry Creek trails should be closed to motorized vehicles as they access
the Park or a trail already closed to MVs.

Concern with trail use by ORVs and the resulting conflict between users and resources. Also, the loss of
trail miles due to road building.

The Plan needs to discuss 4-wheel drive vehicles.

The Plan doesn't address the Executive Order or Forest Service Manual involving minimizing user conflict
and resource damage.

It is incomprehensible to transfer substantial acreage to use by ORVs due to lack of demand.

Keep ORVs out of the Dungeness Valley because of its instability of unconsolidated glacial deposits. ORVs
would over time cause slides and slumps. ORVs have already damaged Mt. Townsend.

Concerned about opening up upper elevation areas, meadows, and such to motorized trail use.

How will ORV designated areas be affected in terms of deterioration of native plant communities?

The Upper So. Fk. Skokomish trail should be closed to ORVs because it accesses the Olympic National
Park.

It appears motorized activity in the Upper So. Fk. Skokomish area will impact the surrounding "non
motorized" areas. Is this true? Has it been evaluated?

The Mt. Jupiter trail should be closed to ORVs because it accesses Wilderness.

Deer Ridge trail should be closed to ORVs because it accesses the Olympic National Park.

RESPONSE: ORV use is considered a legitimate use of the Olympic National Forest and opportunities for
this type of use will be developed and managed in accordance with Title 36 Code of Federal Regulations
and consistent with the Olympic Peninsula ORV Comprehensive Study. Criteria for trail closures to
motorized vehicles can be found in the Forest-Wide Standards and Guidelines under Facilities. Trail
closures and the reason for the closure can be found in Table 111-28 in Chapter III of the FEIS. Existing trails
that are open to motorized vehicles, pack and saddle stock and mountain bicycles will be monitored. If
through the monitoring process it is determined that significant adverse impacts are affecting the re
sources or other forest visitors on a given trail, then that trail will be closed to the use that is causing the
impacts. Individual site-specific decisions concerning ORV facilities and use will be analyzed in a project
specific environmental analysis. Such site-specific decisions are not within the scope of this Study.
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COMMENT: Concerns were expressed over development of horse camps. Specifically:

The Slab Camp area was felt to be an appropriate area for a horse camp. The minimum facilities would
include parking and turn around area for trailers, day use and pull thru campsites for approx. six rigs.
Additionally, outhouses, picnic tables and a loading ramp for stock would be required.

The Silver Creek Shelterarea is also believed to be a desirable area for a horse facility. Aproperfacility would
include all items mentioned for Slab camp as well as hitching posts. The area could support approx. 15 pull
thru camp sites.

Other areas that lend themselves to accommodating horse facilities could include: Dosewallips near
Elkhorn campground, Tunnel Cr. area, Wynoochee area, Gray Wolf area, and the Bogachiel area. It is felt
that these areas should at least contain a stock ramp and turn around for horse trailers.

RESPONSE: There are a couple of areas on the Forest that are providing excellent opportunities for pack
and saddle stock. The Forest Plan has identified a couple of areas that will provide for camping with pack
and saddle stock. One site currently exists in the Brown Creek area on the Hood Canal Ranger District.
There is also a potential site identified in the northeastern corner of the Quilcene Ranger District. The Slab
Camp site is not currently identified as a proposed developed site. There are also over 155 miles of existing
trail that are currently open to pack and saddle stock and additional trails are proposed for future
development. Refer to Tables 111-28-30 for sites and trails for pack and saddle stock. Facilities, such as
unloading ramps and hitching posts, will be considered on an individual basis and where warranted will
be developed. Facilities are currently being developed at the Duckabush trailhead and Brown Creek
horsecamp.
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COMMENT: Provide a list of open, closed, and proposed campgrounds.

RESPONSE: Reference Tables 111-26 and 111-27 in Chapter III of the FEIS for a complete listing of eXisting
and proposed developed recreation sites. Existing recreation sites on the Forest may at any time be closed
to public use for such reasons as contamination of water system, tempory hazards, sanitation problems,
or lack of appropriated funds to operate and maintain the site. These types of closures are generally short
term and the site will be opened to public use as soon as the problem has been corrected or sufficient
funds allocated to operate the site.

COMMENT: Standards and Guidelines for protection of potential developed
recreation sites should be added.

RESPONSE: A new Standard and Guideline has been added to the A3 Developed Recreation Site
management prescription that will call for all potential sites to be retained in their natural character.
Reference A3 management prescription H. Protection, #5. See Table 111-26 in Chapter III of the FEIS for
a complete listing of Proposed Developed Recreation Sites.
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COMMENT: Many and varied opinions were expressed on the Wilderness issue, including:

There is enough Wilderness now.

More protection is needed for Wilderness.

More areas should be recommended for Wilderness.

The Forest should develop Limits of Acceptable Change (L.AC.) criteria and use them in Wilderness
management.

Need to develop an inventory and monitoring program for Wilderness.

Discussion of Wilderness ROS has flawed logic in units used:

Buffers for Wilderness areas should be maintained.

There is no need for Forest Service Wilderness, the Park provides enough.

Return current Wilderness to "Multiple-use" management.

The Washington Wilderness Act of 1984 deemed that the remaining roadless areas need not be managed
to preserve any Wilderness characteristics for subsequent classification under revised or second genera
tion plans. This Congressional direction is in conflict with the disposition of roadless areas as proposed in
the Plan. The map of the proposed alternative exhibits a majority ofboundarymiles classified in management
areas A1A, A1Band A2 situated as Wilderness buffers in direct conflict with the spirit and intent of Sec. 9,
P.L. 98-339.

RESPONSE: The Washington State Wilderness Act of 1984 created five Wildernesses on the Olympic
National Forest from the available roadless areas. Refer to Chapter III of the FEIS for a description of these
Wildernesses. The Act also stated that the purpose of the Act was to "insure that certain other National
Forest System lands in the State of Washington be available for non-Wilderness multiple uses." The DEIS
and FEIS have examined a range of possible multiple uses of the current unroaded areas that were not
classified as Wilderness in 1984 and the allocations in the Preferred Alternative represent a wide range of
public interest concerning how the remaining unroaded areas should be managed. Refer to Appendix C
for a complete review of each unroaded area and the environmental consequences of the various alterna
tives on these unroaded areas.

As part of the implementation schedules for each Wilderness, the Limits of Acceptable Change process
will be implemented. The process will be coordinated with the Olympic National Park to provide consis
tency between the two agencies where practical and possible.

The Wilderness Resource Spectrum (WRS) has been updated in the FEIS for the purposes of providing
a better estimate of Wilderness capacity. The WRS classification discussed in Chapter III of the FEIS was
used only to develop an estimate for Wilderness capacity. The actual Wilderness WRS classes are
described in the Wilderness Standards and Guidelines under the heading management intensities. These
WRS classes will be further refined during the implementation of the LAC program.
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The unroaded areas that are allocated to uses that will retain their unroaded condition will be available to
be considered for Wilderness during the next generation of Forest Planning.

COMMENT: What would be the advantages/disadvantages of transferring management of Wildernesses to
the Park Service?

RESPONSE: There would be very few advantages/disadvantages of transferring management of Wilder
ness to the Park. Both agencies are directed to manage Wilderness in accordance with the Wilderness Act
of 1964. Some major differences between Forest and Park Wilderness are hunting would not be allowed
within the Park Wilderness while it would be allowed in Forest Wilderness, dogs and firearms are not
allowed in the Park Wilderness; overnight permits are required for backpacking in the Park Wilderness but
are not currently required in the Forest Wildernesses. The Park is currently using chainsaws to perform
trail maintenance while the Forest is utilizing primitive type tools such as cross-cut saws. There were some
areas that were transferred from the Forest to Park and Park to Forest in a Forest/Park boundary adjust
ment in 1986. Some of the Wildernesses were involved with this boundary adjustment. The objective was
to get Forest/Park boundaries, where practical, on topographic or hydrographic boundaries. Refer to FEIS
Chapter III, ·Wilderness, Historic Trends,· for information about the Forest/Park boundary adjustment.
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COMMENT: Widely differing viewpoints over the definition of multiple use and the success of the Olympic
National Forest in achieving multiple use have been offerred. The following two comments summarize the
two commonly expressed positions on this issue:

NFMA, the Wilderness Act, and the multiple-use sustained yield act provide that land uses such as recre
ation, watershed, wildlife, fish, and wilderness are EQUAL uses of the National Forests with timber, they are
not subordinate to timber. The Forest Plan clearly shows that the Forest is being overcut relative to the
maintenance of a full range of multiple-use values.

We wish to suggest that you reconsider your proposed Forest Plan with emphasis on a more balanced
multiple-use management concept of your land and timber resources. Your proposed plan has virtually
destroyed timber harvesting and is grossly slanted to the recreation and preservation needs. The Forest
Service, along with protecting the fish, wildlife, water, recreation, and other resources, mustprotect the jobs,
taxes, and nationally needed wood products it produces.

RESPONSE: Obviously there is no single, universally accepted definition of multiple use management.
The Olympic National Forest Plan attempts to achieve a balance among the many and sometimes
competing uses of the Forest. The Plan is consistent with applicable laws and regulations and strives to
maximize the net public benefits from the Forest.

COMMENT: A departure alternative to meet RPA targets is not appropriate unless a separate nondeparture
RPA alternative is also presented for public review. Failing to do so denies reviewers the opportunity to
evaluate a feasible alternative with strong commodity value outputs in concert with a balanced program of
high value, accessible recreation benefits and practicable road management options.

RESPONSE: Our analysis has determined that a severe departure was the only means possible to achieve
the timber targets specified in the 1980 RPA high bound alternative. Given the additional constraints of
spotted owl habitat areas in the FEIS, this volume level has become unachievable even with the departure
philosophy modeled in the DEIS.

COMMENT: People seem to have gotten the mistaken notion that it is the responsibility of our National
Forests to provide for the local economy. Perhaps the general public should be educated that the Forest
Service is mandated to manage watersheds, wildlife and developed and undeveloped recreation for the
entire nation.

RESPONSE: The national forests were established to provide a variety of values. Among the many benefits
of forest management is the stabilizing effect on the economies of small resource dependent communities.
Although not the primary goal of the national forests, concern for local, regional, and national economic
growth are legitimate aspects of national forest management.

COMMENT: Planning issues should not have been reduced to ·planning questions·. The process ofboiling
down the issues has become a hindrance to informed public comment on the alternatives. The issues are
out of balance because eight out of ten planning questions infer that reductions in timber harvest would be
necessary.
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RESPONSE: The planning "questions" are nothing more than the primary issues phrased in the form of
questions. We do not see how this would in any way pose a "hindrance to informed public comment on
the alternatives". Many of the planning questions address the relationship between timber and other forest
resources. This does not infer that "reductions in timber harvest would be necessary", only that various
levels of timber harvest will have associated effects on the other forest outputs. Display of these expected
relationships, as in Chapter IV of the FEIS is key to providing information for the evaluation of alternatives.

COMMENT: I don't think the study represents a very honest attempt to present an objective basis for
decisionmaking. The plan continues a long term bias toward consumptive use of forest resources. The
public should have more of an influence on how the national forests are managed.

RESPONSE: An extensive public involvement process was followed in the development of this Plan. This
process provided ample opportunity for concerned citizens to become active in the formulation of the Plan
and to influence the final outcome. The public involvement process on the Olympic NF was consistent with
the guidelines and requirements of NEPA and NFMA. Please refer to Chapters II and IV of the FEIS for
display of the alternatives considered and their effects.

COMMENT: If it is true that both the Preferred Alternative and the "Community Stability Plan" are below the
optimum sustained yield level, we need to better understand why the Forest SeNice recommends Plan C
and what the tradeoffsare.

RESPONSE: If by "optimum sustained yield level" it is meant maximum sustained yield level, it must be
understood that the selected Plan alternative is not designed to maximize timber production or any other
forest output. The mandate of the NFMA regulations is to maximize "net public benefits" considering all
priced and non-priced outputs. The selected alternative is felt to have the highest net public benefits even
though it may not produce the greatest possible level of any single resource.

COMMENT: If you are really going to base forest planning on public opinion, then let's ensure the majority
opinion guides the planning process. Place the alternatives on a ballot for public vote (statewide at a
minimum).

RESPONSE: The National Forest Management Act specified that the forest planning process provide an
opportunity for public involvement in plan development and review. It was not the intent of Congress to
have this involvement take the form of a public ballot with a "majority rule". The Olympic NF process is
consistent with NFMA and NEPA requirements and guidelines.

COMMENT: The Olympic National Forest Plan had a lack of public involvement, particularly in the
development and use of the Management Requirements. This is in violation of the intent of the National
Forest Management Act.

RESPONSE: The Olympic NF actually had an extensive public involvement process. Concern over
development and use of the management requirements (MRs) led to the issuance of a Supplement to the
DEIS which further addressed MRs. A 90 day public review and comment period followed the release of
this Supplement All public involvement procedures on the Forest were consistent with NEPA and NFMA.
Please see Chapter I of the FEIS for a detailed review of the public involvement activities associated with
the Forest Plan.
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COMMENT: The Plan does not meet the requirements of law. Relevant legislation mandates that forest
plans should not be independent documents prepared by local forest supervisors. Each forest plan must
meet the management objectives mandated by Congress. This "top-down" process is essential to provide
continuity to all ForestService programs. Congressional intent indicates the objective ofpursuing, nurturing,
and developing the nation's forest resources and local dependent communities.

RESPONSE: The Olympic NF followed all applicable laws and regulations including NEPA and NFMA in
the development of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: I see the long term profit from fisheries and recreationists outweighing the short term gain from
harvesting the lower Dungeness trail (Middle Dungeness River). Logging is not advisable according to your
1979 record ofdecision on the Canal Front Land Management Plan. There is natural instability of unconsoli
dated glacial deposits, slumps, slides, and mass failure resulting from these activities and/or natural
occurrences resulting in water quality degradation, and loss of valuable fisheries resource. Upon cutting
the trees, reforestation would be impossible and there would be a complete loss for fisheries and recreation
ists.

RESPONSE: Under the Final Plan there will be no timber harvesting along the lower Dungeness River trail.
This area of the river is being recommended for Congressional designation under the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act and there will be no harvesting in the river corridor (1/4 mile on each side of the river). Areas
above the corridor will be managed for scenic quality and watershed values. Some timber harvesting may
take place but it will be only be permitted where it is consistent with visual and water quality considerations.

COMMENT: It seems that the people who live and work here don't have much say in the decision-making
process. The population of Quilcene or other local communities cannot match in power and numbers the
influence of the Sierra Club and other large environmental organizations. The local people shouldhave more
say in what happens to the land they live next to and depend on for their living rather than out ofstate interests
who care nothing and/orknow nothing about the area's complex uses and economic effects for neighboring
communities.

RESPONSE: The Olympic NF is a national forest. All citizens of the United States therefore have a stake
in the management of the Forest. We recognize that the effects of this Plan have greater direct impact on
local residents. We therefore have made an effort to involve local communities and interests directly in the
Plan formulation and review process. Many meetings have been held with a wide variety of local interest
groups and residents. The feedback we have received from these meetings and from the public responses
to the Draft Plan has had a direct influence on the decision-making process.

COMMENT: How will information and resource needs be prioritized, since funding constraints may be
anticipated?

RESPONSE: Although we cannot guarantee that Congress will fund the Forest at the level necessary to
fully implement the Plan as designed, every effort will be made to distribute the available funds in a manner
commensurate with the goals and objectives of the Plan. The monitoring provisions of the Plan will identify
those areas where objectives are not being met. It must be recognized however, that Congress may
allocate funds to specific resource areas with associated prescribed output levels. The Forest would be
obligated to adhere to such a Congressional mandate. As necessary, the Plan will be amended and/or
revised accordingly.
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COMMENT: What is needed is a cooperative planning process, including both timber producers and the
management interests affected by harvest, designed to carefully balance economic, fishery, wildlife, and
timber issues. The relationship of this plan to the State Timber/Fish/Wildlife Agreementshouldbe discussed.

RESPONSE: We do coordinate and communicate with other agencies, the State of Washington and
interest groups in the development of the Plan. The TFW Agreement has been considered and discussed
in the FEIS.

COMMENT: The data provided to permit the reader of the DEIS to compare the alternatives are largely
numeric. In order to permit the reader to draw conclusions about the differences between alternatives, sorne
indication of the precision of the numeric values should have been provided in the DE/S. Since no
confidence intervals or other measures ofprecision are provided, the reader has no way ofknowing whether
or not the difference is significant.

RESPONSE: Much of the information presented in the EIS and Plan is not numeric. Many verbal,
qualitative discussions are included to allow review and evaluation of the alternatives. The differences
among the alternatives are readily identifiable from the text discussions. It should also be remembered that
the numeric values are most often reflective of relative differences among alternatives. As such, they can
be thought of as indices, not necessarily precise measurements for which confidence intervals would be
meaningful. Detailed discussions of quantitative methodologies used in the Plan can be found in the
Planning Records.

COMMENT: The process for managing forest activities is not clear enough to assure that adverse
environmental effects, particularly to water quality and fisheries, will be prevented. It is suggested that the
ONF more fully describe the proposed management processes.

RESPONSE: The FEIS and Plan are programmatic in nature. The specific "management processes"
requested are applicable to the project planning level of analysis, not the Forest Plan level. As the Plan
is implemented, project analyses will be done which will provide adequate detail to assess site-specific
environmental effects. The Forest Plan provides information for broad environmental assessment through
the Standards and Guidelines, the management area allocations and direction, and the evaluation of the
Plan alternatives. Also, see the Best Management Practices Appendix (Appendix J) which has been added
to the FEIS in response to this concern.

COMMENT: Clarify whether the $209,000 per year for fish habitat enhancement is available or would
require additional appropriation.

RESPONSE: There are many recommendations in the Plan, including the expenditures for fish habitat
enhancement. The key to Plan success is not the "how to" related to expenditure of a specific sum of
money, but the meeting of Plan goals and objectives. The Plan will monitor the extent to which the goals
are met rather than whether or not money has been spent. It must be remembered that Congress
appropriates funds to the Forest Service on a year by year basis. Therefore we can not be assured of
receiving a specific sum for fisheries or any other resource.

COMMENT: Worst case analysis needs to be prepared for a variety of resource areas, including effects
on native plants and animals, and effects on water quality and fisheries.
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RESPONSE: A "worst case" analysis is not required by NEPA or NFMA. Recent court decisions have
affirmed the Forest Service position regarding worst case analyses. The rulings have been that such
analyses are not required in environmental disclosure documents such as EISs.

COMMENT: The gO-day period for responding to Forest draft plans is far too little. It takes at least 60 days
to analyze these plans, leaving much too little time to educate the public on what is involved. The FS spends
years preparing these highly detailed, complex plans, then they expect an instant analysis by the citizens.
The public deserves much more time in which to study the impact of these important plans.

RESPONSE: The 90 day review and comment period is the amount of time prescribed by the National
Environmental Policy Act regulations. In order to allow additional time due to the overlap with the Holiday
season, the Olympic NF extended the comment period by almost three weeks. It is felt that this was
adequate time for public review and comment.

COMMENT: It's a mistake to say that the social importance of the ONF diminishes beyond the borders of
the peninsula. Since Olympic National Forest is a National Forest it seems reasonable that planners at least
look at regional impacts. The Puget Sound Basin, not just the Peninsula, is served by Olympic National
Forest and the societal value increases as you leave the Peninsula and look at the recreational and scenic
importance the Forest has to the larger metropolitan areas.

RESPONSE: This statement was not meant to imply that the social importance of the Forest is insignificant
beyond the borders of the Olympic Peninsula, only that the significance is somewhat less than on the
Peninsula itself.

COMMENT: Your graphics are biased and hard to read. In the bar graphs on each of the maps for the
alternatives, not only is the 0 to 1percentarea expanded as you note, but the 1 to 0 percent is also expanded,
with no footnote. The result is to visually downplay the amount ofForest to be managed for timberproduction
(E1), and the mysterious J1).

RESPONSE: No bias was intended by the bar charts. Space limitations did not permit inclusion of the
complete bar. The final charts were designed to more clearly present the information. For further clarity
please see the data upon which the graphs and charts were based.

COMMENT: Inclusion ofa quick reference for the numerous acronyms listed in the report would be helpful.
For those of us that are not accustomed to dealing with CSYU, ROS, MMRs, SOHAs, PNVs, and IDTs,
confusion sets in very rapidly. After awhile it becomes irritating and defeats the time-saving goals of an
acronym to have to turn back several pages after every few lines of
reading in order to remind oneself of what the letters stand for.

RESPONSE: Thank you for the suggestion. You will note that a Glossary of Acronyms has been included
in the final documents.

COMMENT: When the SOHA numbers and acreages are settled I'd like to see the new alternatives in the
FEIS reflect them, plus any other significant changes that come out of the comments.

RESPONSE: All alternatives other than NC are designed to include the most recent national direction on
spotted owl habitat requirements. The alternatives have also been modified in the FEIS to reflect many of
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the comments received to the DEIS. Please see Chapter II of the FEIS for a complete description of the
alternatives.

COMMENT: There was no discussion of the laws governing the Forest Service and its actions.

RESPONSE: In Chapter I of the FEIS you will find a brief discussion of the applicable laws associated with
the development of this Plan. Many other laws govern the actions of the Forest Service. It is not appropriate
to include a discussion of each of these laws in the planning documents.

COMMENT: It would be helpful to have some district-specific data such as acres in suitability classes,
volumes, sites, annual cuts, etc.

RESPONSE: The Forest Plan is not designed to be disaggregated by internal administrative boundaries
such as districts. The information presented for the Forest can be further disaggregated by review of the
planning process records found within the Land Management Planning office of the Olympic NF supervi
sor's office. It should be remembered that district output data is subject to change during Plan implementa
tion. The goals and objectives of the Plan are tied to Forest totals, not to district boundaries. Appendix A
of the Forest Plan does display expected management activities by ranger district.

COMMENT: There were several comments related to the adequacy of the monitoring plan displayed in the
Draft Forest Plan. Specific comments addressed:

The effects ofORVuse on soil, water, vegetation, wildlife, visual quality, and cultural and historic resources.

The actions to be taken if actual resource budgets and outputs differ from those proposed.

Comprehensive wildlife monitoring with requirements for immediate cut-backs in development activities if
such activities are adversely impacting wildlife species.

Quantitative estimates of precision and reliability rather than qualitative terms such as "high, medium, and
low".

How the monitoring information will be used to trigger changes in forest management if assumptions are
shown to be invalid, i.e. the need for an "adaptive forest management strategy".

The use of two methodologies developed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, Habitat Evaluation Procedures
(HEP) and Instream Flow Incremental Methodology.

Referencing the Federal Water Quality Act and the State Water Quality Standards in the Monitoring Plan.

Acidity of water bodies, particularly high elevation lakes.

The question of why water quality incidents are not included for Class I and 1/ waters as well as municipal
watersheds.

A monitoring item for botanical area which would address whether prescriptions, standards, and guidelines
are being met on established botanical areas.
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Monitoring the success of fish habitat improvement projects.

Monitoring ofwilderness resource conditions to assure that the policy ofnon-degradation is being adhered
to.

The need for coordinating with other agencies and private landowners in implementing and monitoring the
Plan.

RESPONSE: Issues associated with the monitoring aspects of the Forest Plan are addressed in Chapter
V of the Forest Plan. Funding limitations prohibit the detailed monitoring of all resource interactions and
potential impacts. Priority items have been included in the Monitoring Plan, including those items most
directly related to the Forest's issues and concerns.

COMMENT: The preferred plan does not contain the broad level mitigation suggested as necessary in the
EIS.

RESPONSE: The Plan will be monitored to determine if the objectives are being met. Mitigation is not a
target to be achieved but rather an action to be taken if necessary to meet Plan objectives. If monitoring
reveals the need to implement mitigation measures, action will be taken at the appropriate time.

COMMENT: Some readers felt that the Standards and Guidelines were in need of some improvement.
Specifically:

The Standards and Guidelines need to provide adequate protection for the Cabin Creek drainage.

Standards and Guidelines need to be redone. Many of these seem to be very poorly written. Seems thatyou
should have this done by people who actually work in on the ground, not "Planners".

In the Standards and Guidelines, the "helping verbs" sometimes imply that an action is "optional". It would
be better to eliminate these verbs and allow specific, qualified deviations from the "mandatory" definition
of "musr and "shall".

Terminology of Standard is in conflict with NEPA. Considering the legal requirements for environmental
analysis (not necessarily documentation) how can the word "should" be used in the Standards and Guide
lines?

Equating guidelines with standards is nonsensical and contradictory with the glossary. By equating these
terms, the ONF would thus be under no obligation to comply with Federal and State water quality standards
for the protection of aquatic habitats.

RESPONSE: Standards and Guidelines:

are not designed to be site specific down to the geographic scale of a drainage such as Cabin
Creek. The management area standards and guidelines are expected to provide adequate level of
detail to describe the management direction for specific geographic areas. Additional detail will be
included in the analyses completed when specific projects are proposed within Cabin Creek and
other areas.

were developed with full coordination and review of district and supervisor's office staff. The people
"on the ground" were an integral part of this development and review. You will note that many
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changes have taken place in the Standards and Guidelines in the Final Plan, largely as a result of
public comments and internal staff review.

use the "helping verbs" in an effort to clarify the Forest's position with regard to each S & G. We feel
that the terms are adequately defined and there should not be confusion as to when an action is
"optional".

have been assumed to be synonomous for the purposes of this Plan. The contradictions in the
Glossary have been corrected. Equating standards with guidelines is not inconsistent with agency
direction. The Forest is still obligated to meet all applicable laws and regulations.

COMMENT: Information in the planning documents is insufficient for analyzing, comparing, and selecting
alternative forest management strategies as they relate to threatened, endangered, and sensitive species.

RESPONSE: The documents have been strengthened in this area. Please refer to Chapters II and IV for
comparison of alternatives and environmental consequences.

COMMENT: The planning process on the ONF: 1) assumed from the beginning that irreconcilable conflicts
exist between timber and various other uses; 2) made inadequate effort to coordinate, reconcile, and
harmonize those uses; 3) considered no alternatives which adequately coordinate the various multiple-use
goals. Each area of the Forest is zoned for a particular use and other uses are prohibited or severely
restricted in that zone. The assumed conflict between timber and other uses has resulted in a flawed
analysis.

RESPONSE: The best available information on physical production relationships was utilized in the
development of this Plan. In some cases these relationships indicate a competitive situation between
timber production and other resources such as fisheries production. In other cases, complementary
relationships between timber and other resources are present. There was no "assumed conflict" between
timber and other resources. The relationships among resources and the associated environmental conse
quences are displayed in Chapter IV of the EIS.

As reflected in the management area prescriptions displayed in Chapter II of the EIS and in the Standards
and Guidelines of the Plan, each area of the Forest is managed for a multiple of uses, not "zoned for a
particular use". Although each area has a certain resource emphasis, this does not imply that the area is
not well suited to a variety of other resource outputs. The degree to which each other resource is
compatible with the primary emphasis varies by resource and by management area objectives.

COMMENT: The Olympic National Forest Plan does not include the required "No Action" Alternative as
required byNEPA. Using information which is notpart of the approvedplans the Forest is currently operating
under is not the required No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: The Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement addressed these concerns.
The information from the Supplement has been incorporated into the appropriate portions of the Final
documents. Note that there is now a "no change" and a "no action" alternative; the requested information
is included in the "no change" alternative.

COMMENT: The Plan lacks a comprehensive range of alternatives, i.e. an alternative that maximizes fish
and wildlife resources was not included.
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RESPONSE: The alternatives included in the EIS present an adequate range of options for management
of the Forest. Obviously, there are an infinite number of possible resource combinations, including
maximizing the output of each resource independent of the others. Alternatives such as maximizing fish
and/or wildlife outputs are not required by law, regulation, or direction, and are not considered viable
management options. They do not represent a multiple use approach to national forest management.

COMMENT: My greatest concern is that this plan will take the place of common sense. If a new idea or
request comes in, there will be those that look into the plan, and say ·It's not in here, we can't do it.·

RESPONSE: The Forest Plan is designed to be a very flexible working document which allows considera
ble discretion for site-specific management decisions. Furthermore, the Plans may be continually amended
to reflect new information and on-the-ground conditions.

COMMENT: We would like to see the following incorporated into the repon: geologic time periods should
be defined (e.g., mesozoic - 65 to 225 million years before present, etc.) next to the term or in the glossary.

RESPONSE: We have included the definitions of the geologic time periods in the ·Geology· section of
Chapter III of the FEIS.

COMMENT: In a general sense the reviewer's guide is inadequate. It does not provide a comprehensive
review of the issues salient to the selection of alternatives, nor does it even mention some resources (e.g.
cultural resources). The authors of this document did not, evidently, feel it necessary to review the process
nor the criteria by which the preferred alternative was selected. The reviewers guide appears to have been
an aftenhought that was hastily put together late in the plan preparation process.

RESPONSE: The reviewer's guide was not intended to provide complete information, nor was it intended
to display the rationale for the selection of the draft preferred alternative. Detailed information is available
in the body of the FEIS and Final Plan. Please refer to the Record of Decision included with the Final
documents for the display of the decision rationale.

COMMENT: I am concerned that the implementation of the direction will fall shon of the mark. For instance
in the Quinault Ranger District a regular practice has been to change logging plans or boundaries after the
preparation of an EA with no regard for the provisions of the EA and with no attempt to amend the EA after
the changes have been made.

RESPONSE: The Forest Plan will be monitored to assure implementation is in line with the Plan direction
and objectives. Concerns associated with specific projects should be directed to the appropriate ranger
districts or staff group. It is desirable for the public to review project proposals and to question their
consistency with Forest Plan direction.

COMMENT: Since this planning process provides for public input, detailed data and assumptions (e.g.
computer runs and supponing documentation) should be available to all interested panies.

RESPONSE: Detailed information such as computer runs and supporting documentation are available for
public review. They are located in the Land Management Planning office at the Forest Supervisor's
headquarters in Olympia.
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COMMENT: There is a definite void in this plan as it relates to the significance of Olympic National Park.
The current management of that 900,000 acres--a major portion of the entire Olympic Peninsula-iS dedicat
ed to Wilderness. Another 15 percent of the Olympic National Forest is likewise already committed to similar
management by congressional action. With over 1,000,000 acres already planned, it would seem that the
implications of such would deserve considerable treatment as to coordination with the Forests planning.

RESPONSE: The Olympic National Park, within the Department of Interior, and the Olympic National
Forest, within the Department of Agriculture, are each managed under very different mandates and
management philosophies. Despite this fact, there is considerable coordination between the Park and the
Forest in managing federal lands on the Olympic Peninsula. This coordination played a key role in the
development of the Forest Plan. However, the development of a balanced multiple use program within the
Olympic National Forest remained a primary focus of the Plan.

COMMENT: We would expect the Plan to ensure operations are conducted to equal or exceed the
requirements in the Forest practice, Forest fire protection, surface mining, and Forest insect and disease
control state statutes andsubsequent regulations. We would expect the transportation system management
program not to interfere with the access for State managed lands.

RESPONSE: The relevant provisions of all applicable laws, regulations, and agreements will be met.
Site-specific details will need to be coordinated at the appropriate project level.

COMMENT: Impacts to other landowners need to be clearly identified, evaluated, and mitigated. There
needs to be though coordination with other landowners, including Native Americans, before plans are made
final.

RESPONSE: There has been ongoing coordination with other landowners, including American Indians,
throughout the development of the Draft and Final Plan. The cumulative effects analysis in the Final EIS
assesses impacts resulting from on-National Forest and off-Forest activities. Appropriate action will be
taken if the cumulative effects threshold is exceeded during Plan implementation.

COMMENT: The issue of how the Forest handled cumulative effects of management activities was raised
by numerous respondents. Specific comments included:

NEPA does not limit the consideration of environmental effects to those which are within the Forest
boundaries. Off-Forest activities and effects must also be assessed and the cumulative effects of all
activities should be considered.

In developing the preferred alternative for each forest, were the potential cumulative impacts of implement
ing other Forest plans on the state or region given any considerations?

The cumulative effects analysis presented in the DEIS appears to be incomplete. A discussion should be
included in the documents on how timber harvest plans will be modified when cumulative impacts of
logging and other activities threaten fish and wildlife resources and their habitat.

RESPONSE: The Forest has projected and considered off-Forest activities in the assessment of cumula
tive effects. Details of this analysis are available in the planning records at the Forest Headquarters.

Given the relative isolation of the Olympic Peninsula, the cumulative effects of other National Forest Plans
are not expected to be significant in the Peninsula region. At the State and Pacific Northwest regional level,
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the cumulative economic effects could be substantial. This fact was given consideration in the develop
ment of the preferred alternative. However, output levels still must be tied to the physical capability of each
Forest to produce a balanced multiple use program.

The Plan will be monitored during implementation to assure that standards and guidelines and resource
management goals are being met. In many cases a project level analysis will be necessary to determine
the action needed to avoid exceeding a threshold level for cumulative effects. It would be inappropriate
to specify in the Forest Plan that in all cases timber harvest will be halted, when in fact some modification
of harvesting or roading practices may be the desirable action. The degree of activity modification and/or
mitigation must be determined on a case by case basis, with the Forest Plan standards, guidelines, and
goals providing the overall direction.

COMMENT: An area analysis would be appropriate for all watersheds in which development is planned
near important aquatic resources, such as domestic supply watersheds and anadromous fishery water
sheds. Such analysis should generally receive public review as Draft EAs or ElSs, depending upon the
source conflict potential of the projects.

RESPONSE: Such site-specific analyses are inappropriate at the Forest Plan level. As the Plan is imple
mented, project analyses will be done to evaluate the effects of specific project proposals. The project
analyses will tier to the Forest Plan direction. These analyses will be available for public review as
environmental assessments or environmental impact statements. The Olympic National Forest is using an
Integrated Resource Analysis process during Plan implementation which will address the concerns reflect
ed in this comment.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

SALES BELOW COST

COMMENT: No timber sales shouldbe transacted ata loss. Costs which must be considered include: road
building, reclamation, long run logging impacts (water cleanup, stream management), increased spotted
owl management cost, increased regulatory cost, tourist revenues lost, and forest economic productivity
decrease due to old-growth harvest. The cost and benefit figures should include all non-commodity costs
and benefits.

RESPONSE: The costs and benefits used in FORPLAN analysis are described in full in FEIS Appendix
B ("Economic Analysis"). Most of the costs listed above are directly linked to timber harvest in the analysis.
Tourist revenues and other nontimber benefits are linked to harvest through yield functions associating
changes in these outputs with timber management activity. Two of the above "costs· (increased spotted
owl management and productivity decrease) are not expected to result from timber harvest, and are
therefore not included in the Forest's analysis.

COMMENT: Application ofPNVto areas in which timbermanagementmay involve costs in excess of returns
is hazy. It seems that positive PNV would be critical in choosing to manage a given area, yet it seems we
are leaning toward managing areas for timber, despite losses in revenue, to enhance employment.

RESPONSE: Harvesting timber from areas in which total management costs exceed revenues ("sales
below cost") is often a legitimate management option. Such management is designed to either provide
employment and other social benefits (see also FEIS Chapter I) or enhance the output of nontimber
benefits (or both). 36 CFR 219.27(b) provides that harvest prescriptions are not to be selected on the basis
of economic return or timber output alone, but on consideration of all goals and objectives. As a result,
some of the Forest Plan alternatives emphasize timber production to provide social benefits, while others
(including the Preferred) focus on contribution to PNV in establishing harvest levels. Refer to "Alternatives
Considered in Detail" (FEIS Chapter II) for more information. Also note that "sales below cost" have not
historically been a problem on the Olympic National Forest ("Local Economy", FEIS Chapter III).

COMMENT: There are already areas adjacent to Moonlight Dome unroaded area that are economically
unloggable. How can the plan add another 2300 acres of this area to the timber base and still claim
responsiveness to PNV?

RESPONSE: Actually, the area involved (approximately 1900 acres) is currently in the timber base. The
Preferred Alternative continues this allocation. The area was selected for harvest through FORPLAN
analysis (with "maximize PNV" as the objective function). Thus, on the basis of this analysis at least, harvest
is cost-efficient in the context of the objectives of the Final Plan.

COMMENT: The Forest Service has overstated the amount of land that is economic to harvest.

RESPONSE: Refer to FEIS Appendix B discussions of "The Forest Planning Model" and "Economic
Analysis" to gain understanding of how land was determined to be economically viable for harvest and the
costs, benefits, and economic assumptions that went into this determination. The information and analysis
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tools used in the assessment of economic viability were the best available, and resulted in as accurate a
portrayal of economic parameters as was reasonably possible.

COMMENT: Timber harvest prescriptions should emphasize volume output, not contribution to PNV.

RESPONSE: The harvest prescriptions available for selection by the FORPLAN model included treatment
regimes based on both cost-efficiency and high timber production potential (see "Development of Timber
Options", FEIS Appendix B). In selecting timber prescriptions for a given alternative, the model responded
to the objectives of that alternative. In some cases, these objectives included maximization of timber output.
Refer to "Alternatives Considered in Detail" (FEIS Chapter II) for further discussion.
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COMMENT: A true long run sustained yield system is necessary for long term economic and community
stability. Under the preferred alternative, communities that rely on old-growth will be in shambles in 50 years.
The social costs of harvest should include damage to local economies when sustained yield practices are
ignored.

RESPONSE: It is true that the volume of old-growth available for harvest will be greatly reduced in fifty
years. The Preferred Alternative includes a nondeclining flow of timber (from both old-growth and younger
stands), based on long-term sustained yield capacity, to provide forthe stability of communities dependent
upon timber. See "Vegetation", FEIS Chapter IV, for discussion ofthe effects of alternatives on old-growth.

COMMENT: You have inflated the importance of timber harvest. Only 10 percent of timber-related jobs
depend on Olympic National Forest. In addition, the Forest provided only 10 percent of the Peninsula log
flow from 1976-84. Even if the Forest Service quit selling timber entirely, there would be very little impact
to the Peninsula economy. Many of the plan's economic arguments may be overstated.

RESPONSE: In actuality, close to 25 percent of timber-related jobs depend on National Forest harvest
("Local Economy", FEIS Chapter III). The Forest's proportion of total Peninsula log flow (1970-1988) has
been about 22 percent ("Vegetation", FEIS Chapter III).

COMMENT: There should be no rush to harvest the last old-growth forests in the name of community
economic stability. The mandate of the Forest Service does not require it to provide for the economic needs
of nearby communities.

RESPONSE: While it is true that providing for local economic needs is not "required", the economic needs
of local communities are an important and legitimate consideration in the planning process. Refer to "Local
Economy" and "Local Communities" in FEIS Chapter III for detail regarding the role of Olympic National
Forest timber harvest in the economies and social structures of Peninsula communities.

COMMENT: The Forest Service has a moral and legal obligation to manage the Forest so as to maintain
a sustainable harvest level, provide full employment opportunities, and contribute to healthy local
economies. The Forest is violating its sustained yield requirement by proposing harvest levels significantly
below experienced sel/leve/s. Community stability is almost completely ignored in the plan.

RESPONSE: While it is true that the harvest level included in the Preferred Alternative is below historic
levels, this is not a violation of the sustained yield requirement. Please see the discussion in FEIS Chapter
II ("Alternatives Considered in Detail") for detail regarding this subject. Community stability has been an
important consideration in the development of the Preferred Alternative. Please refer to FEIS sections
covering "Issues, Concerns, and Opportunities" (Chapter I), "Local Economy" (Chapter III), and "Local
Communities· (Chapter III) for clarification.

COMMENT: In direction dated 1/12/87, the Chief of the US Forest Service directed his Regional Foresters
to include alternatives that would deal with the stability of communities dependent on timber. There was no
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discussion of such alternatives for the local region. We will be watching to see if the Chief's direction is
followed.

RESPONSE: The direction in question does not mandate "alternatives that would deal with the stability of
communities dependent on timber", but it does specify that opportunities to be responsive to changes in
demand for timber be identified and incorporated in the Plan where such opportunities are consistent with
Plan objectives. Alternative B-Departure (Modified) was developed in response to public comment, and is
directed primarily at maintaining community stability.
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COMMENT: The Forest Service has used inflated timberprices. Prices used in FORPLAN runs were three
times recent bids for Forest timber. The difference between FORPLAN values and prices of timber sold on
the Shelton CSYU is even greater.

RESPONSE: It is true that the values used in FORPLAN exceeded 1985 bid prices by a considerable
margin. These values were based on a long-term average which included periods of both strong timber
demand and slack demand (as in 1985). Recent bids have been much higher than those of 1985, and have
in many cases exceeded FORPLAN values. Such fluctuations indicate that use of a long-term average is
necessary to reflect a "normal" set of timber price conditions. The approach to modeling mill values for
timber from the Shelton CSYU has been modified. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Economic Analysis") for
discussion of timber values.

COMMENT: We believe the plan overestimates the value of timber. If the value of timber can only be
estimated by using an analysis of the last ten years, then both a high estimate and a low estimate should
be used. This would give a more believable range of possibilities.

RESPONSE: While a high-low range of values was not used in the analysis (this would have been
extremely cumbersome), sensitivity analysis was conducted with respect to timber values in the Forest's
benchmark analysis. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives") for detail.

COMMENT: The planning process reflects a bias toward providing forest products. The assumption that
the future worth of the remaining forests can be estimated using past values (i.e. timber prices) is question
able. It is likely that future values will be much greater if forests are managed for recreation.

RESPONSE: Values and assumptions used in the analysis of timber and other resource outputs were
derived from the best available information. See FEIS Appendix B for discussions of the resource values
used ("Economic Analysis") and the tradeoff analysis conducted in the FORPLAN model ("The Forest
Planning Model").

COMMENT: Costs used for logging, reforestation, sale preparation and administration, road construction,
and precommercial thinning are unreasonably high and are inconsistent with reported research results and
actual practice.

RESPONSE: There are many reasons for timber management costs on the Olympic National Forest to
be greater than those experienced on "typical" timberland ownerships. Rugged terrain and difficult access
are two examples. Refer to "Economic Analysis" (FEIS Appendix B) for complete discussion of cost
differences. Also note that costs are included as a monitoring item in this Plan (Plan AppendiX B).

COMMENT: The preponderance of negative soil expectation values from DP-DFSIM analysis calls the
validity of all cost and price information into question.

RESPONSE: Costs and values used in DP-DFSIM analysis (the same as those used in FORPLAN) were
based on the best available information (see FEIS Appendix B, "Economic Analysis"). Negative SEVs,
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where they occur, are the result of high reforestation costs, long rotations (relative to those generally found
on forest industry land), and the interest rate used to discount future returns. Because SEV is not a major
factor affecting land allocation (see FEIS Appendix B, 'Economic Stratification of Timberland'), the pres
ence of negative values is not a concern in this respect. The primary usefulness of SEVs in this planning
process has been to provide an index by which to compare the relative efficiencies of alternative timber
management regimes (as part of the process of selecting those to be included in FORPLAN analysis). See
FEIS Appendix B, 'Development of Timber Options', for detail.

COMMENT: As a result of your outdated method of financial assessment, large areas of commercial
timberland which can be logged by helicopter are being excluded. An updated system of costing would
place some or all of these lands in the timber base.

RESPONSE: In actuality, the timber base of the Plan does include some areas for which helicopter logging
is specified. Based on the cost information the Forest has, however, much the timberland for which
helicopter logging is the most cost-efficient system does not provide revenues in excess of total manage
ment cost. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Economic Analysis") for detail.

COMMENT: The methodology used to combine market and nonmarket values is incorrect, thus casting
doubt about all of the economic conclusions in the Draft Forest Plan. Stumpage values are used for timber,
while the RPA values used for nonmarket outputs are 'finished producr values.

RESPONSE: The nonmarket values used in the Forest's analysis are as close to stumpage values in
concept as is possible for derived or imputed values. 'Willingness to pay', as calculated, is designed to
reflect the residual value of the resource where it exists on the ground. The same principle applies in the
case of stumpage value. Refer to the discussion of 'Recreation and Commercial Fish Harvest" values in
the "Economic Analysis' section of FEIS Appendix B.

COMMENT: Timber values are biased by use of 1977-83 harvested sales for stumpage value and 1973-82
sold sales for logging costs. This approach leads to understated values for timber.

RESPONSE: While it may be less than ideal to use different data sets in determining mill values, the nature
of the data available made this necessary. The procedures needed to derive data from precisely matched
sales and time periods would have been exceedingly cumbersome, and the fact that the information that
was used generated reliable long-term averages made such an undertaking unnecessary. The information
used was, therefore, the best that was reasonably available. Sensitivity analyses performed using bench
mark runs (see FEIS Appendix B, 'Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives') indicate that the ASQ
effect of a slight understatement or overstatement of mill value would be minimal.
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COMMENT: Social goods have a significant value and those who believe that have to have the guts to say
how much they're valued. A "NON-PRICED BENEFIT" is malarkey. We should be clear about costs and
benefits, and especially forthright when we contemplate variables that are hard to quantify.

RESPONSE: Social goods for which there is no reasonable base of market transaction data cannot be
assigned a monetary value with any degree of reliability. The relative value of these goods is assessed
subjectively in the decisionmaker's consideration of net public benefits. Attempting to assign values that
have no sound basis in transactions evidence would be equivalent to this subjective assessment of relative
value, but would have the disadvantage of being less straightforward. Refer to FEIS Appendix B, "Economic
Analysis", for further discussion.

COMMENT: The FEIS should include cost/benefit analysis of both existing fisheries and the potential
fisheries yields if all Forest waters were in full production. Such an analysis should address both anadro
mous and resident fish.

RESPONSE: This is essentially what was done within the FORPLAN model. Full production potential
served as the background value for on-Forest fishery outputs, with effects of management activity on
fisheries subtracted from output potential to yield net outputs. Refer to FEIS Appendix B, "Development of
Yield Coefficients", for further discussion.

COMMENT: Was the value of elk hunting included in the analysis?

RESPONSE: Yes. Refer to "Development of Yield Coefficients", FEIS Appendix B.

COMMENT: The arbitrary reduction of37.5percent in fish, wildlife, and recreational values is incomprehen
sible, and biases your PNV analysis. The understatement of non-commercial fisheries values could be
especially significant. The Contingent Valuation Method is suggested as an alternative to the methodology
used.

RESPONSE: The adjustment to recreational values is considered necessary to make these values compat
ible with the values used for other resource outputs. The procedure used was designed to capture average
willingness to pay.

COMMENT: No attempt is made to incorporate fish and wildlife losses as costs in PNV calculations. The
proper measure for assessing these losses is net willingness to acceptpayment to do without the resource.
Losses should be measured from current conditions, not current direction.

RESPONSE: Changes in both fish and wildlife populations were directly included in the PNV analysis of
each alternative. Although the modeling approach varied from output to output, the basic philosophy was
to treat variations in populations due to management activities as economic losses (or gains). Refer to FEIS
Appendix B ("The Forest Planning Model") for full discussion.
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COMMENT: Economic values for commercial and recreational fisheries lack recognized economic
methodology. How will the cost efficiency of fish habitat management be measured - in terms of fish
produced or timber production foregone?

RESPONSE: The procedures used to establish commercial and recreational fisheries values (dockside
value and travel cost method respectively) are standard economic practices and are widely accepted (see
also FEIS Appendix S, "Economic Analysis"). Fish habitat management cost-efficiency is measured in two
ways, depending upon the nature of the management. The habitat enhancement projects discussed in
FEIS Chapter IV ("Fisheries") are evaluated by comparing fisheries outputs produced with enhancement
project costs. Changes in fish population that could result from foregoing harvest (see also "Development
of Yield Coefficients", FEIS Appendix S) are assessed in terms of timber production foregone.

COMMENT: Commercial salmon value perpound varies considerably byspecies, which makes the uniform
value of $1.05 per pound questionable. If reductions in fisheries outputs are concentrated in drainages
having high-value salmon species, estimates of value loss may be inaccurate.

RESPONSE: The data needed to develop a complete set of drainage-specific commercial salmon values
are not readily available. In addition, it is unlikely that using other than the average value would result in
any significant difference in overall value estimates or land allocation patterns. The pattern of harvest
distribution among drainages has changed considerably in the final Preferred Alternative (see also FEIS
Appendix S, "Formulation of Alternatives").

COMMENT: The value of tribal subsistence fishing is understated in the plan, since the commercial value
of $1.05 per pound does not reflect the full value of such consumption. This biases the analysis in favor of
selecting more timber-intensive alternatives.

RESPONSE: It is true that the use $1.05 per pound does not fully capture the value of tribal subsistence
fishing in the strict PNV analysis. The importance of subsistence fishing, however, is recognized in the
discussion of the American Indian community (FEIS Chapter III, "Local Communities"). The qualitative
analysis of all outputs and effects (upon which selection of the Preferred Alternative is based) includes
consideration of all American Indian values (see also FEIS Chapter IV, "Local Communities").

COMMENT: The American Indian tribes rely on the fishery for a substantial part of their income and a major
part of their culture. Many coastal communities rely almost entirely on the fishery. The importance of this
resource cannot be minimized as is done in the plan (DEIS page 11/-77).

RESPONSE: The discussion mentioned above has been modified to better reflect the importance of the
fishery to coastal communities and American Indians (see FEIS Chapter III, "Fisheries").

COMMENT: Is $1.05 per pound really the value of salmon caught for sport? You should use $5-$50 per
pound.

RESPONSE: $1.05 per pound is the value used for commercially caught salmon. $33 per user day is used
for anadromous sport fishing.
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COMMENT: The rationale for using "prices at the dock" should be explained. Using the ex-vessel price as
the value of fish is like saying the value of timber is limited to the stumpage price (which you certainly did
not do).

RESPONSE: Dockside value is used for salmon caught commercially because it is the value that most
closely parallels tirnber stumpage value. As explained in FEIS Appendix B ("Benefits Considered in
Economic Analysis"), stumpage value is the value used to represent the benefit associated with timber
harvest in FORPLAN optimization and economic analysis. Use of dockside value for commercial salmon
catch, therefore, is necessary to bring consistency to the analytical process.

COMMENT: The plan underestimates the economic importance of, and monetary values associated with,
commercial and sport fisheries. These could be drastically affected by intense clearcutting and roadbuild
ing, especially in steep, unstable areas. The fisheries industry contributes a great deal to the local economy.

RESPONSE: Monetary values associated with commercial and sport fisheries are based on the most
reliable information available (FEIS Appendix B, "Economic Analysis"). The role of the fisheries industry in
the local economy is recognized in FEIS Chapter III ("Local Economy").

COMMENT: It is unclear from Appendix B (pgs 62 and 72) whether off-Forest fish user days were included
in the value calculations. Were they?

RESPONSE: Yes. As stated in FEIS Appendix B ("Benefits Considered in Economic Analysis"), fish user
days are "valued at the point of consumption, regardless of location".

COMMENT: The economic values of fisheries, wildlife, watersheds, and recreation and tourism should be
more carefully defined and weighed.

RESPONSE: Economic values used in the planning process have been defined using the best information
available (see FEIS Appendix B, "Benefits Considered in Economic Analysis"). The weighing process is
necessarily subjective, since resources, outputs, and effects which cannot be valued monetarily must be
included in the evaluation. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Basic Concepts Related to Economic Analysis") and
the FEIS Record of Decision for discussions of the factors involved in the decisionmaking process.

COMMENT: The value of fish and wildlife was seriously underestimated. The intrinsic value of knowing it
is there for you and your children should be considered.

RESPONSE: The intrinsic values associated with fish and wildlife are nonquantifiable, but have been
considered in the overall evaluation of net public benefits. These values were recognized as important in
the development of the planning questions that served as the basis of this planning process (see FEIS
Chapter I).

COMMENT: The Forest Service did not include its own predicted 80 percent increase in recreation values
in the cost-benefit analysis.

RESPONSE: The predicted changes in recreation patterns presented in FEIS Chapter III ("Recreation")
reflect expected changes in use, not value. These projected use increases were incorporated in the
FORPLAN analysis of alternatives (see "Development of Yield Coefficients", FEIS Appendix B).
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COMMENT: The plan seriously underestimates the value of and demand for recreation. There is no
evidence in the plan that current studies of recreation have been used - the ·President's Commission on
Americans Outdoors· report is suggested. Dollar values for recreation can be found in other studies.

RESPONSE: Recreation values (see FEIS Appendix B, ·Economic Analysis·) and demand projections
(FEIS Chapter III, ·Recreation·) are based on the best and most recent information available. Other sources
of information have been checked and found less desirable than those used.

COMMENT: A recent paper by Farnsworth & Soejarto (Univ. of Illinois) places the economic value (for
medicinal purposes) of a single species of endangered plant at $203 million. Such values should be
considered when dealing with the Olympic Mountains, which are refuge to many unique plants.

RESPONSE: The Forest is not aware of any plants of such value within its boundaries. Rare and unique
plant species and associations will, however, receive protection in two principal ways. The first of these
is Management Area J3 (Botanical Areas), which designates protection of plant communities as the
primary goal in several areas (see Forest Plan Map). The second consists of the standards and guidelines
designed to deal with management of rare, unique, or sensitive plants (see Forest Plan Chapter IV).

COMMENT: The Draft Forest Plan excludes vital information from the planning process: the values and
volumes ofnontimber resources. These data are notpresented in the planning documents, and the planning
team made highly important decisions without fully informing the public of the alternative choices and their
values.

RESPONSE: The values used for nontimber resources are described in FEIS Appendix B, ·Benefits
Considered in Economic Analysis·. Nontimber resources which could not be assigned monetary value are
evaluated in the planning process as discussed in FEIS Appendix B, ·Basic Concepts Related to Economic
Analysis·. The volumes of nontimber resource outputs associated with the Plan and alternatives thereto
are presented throughout the planning documents. The most comprehensive summary of these outputs
may be found in FEIS Chapter II, Table 11-14.

COMMENT: The likelihood that the nonmarket values used in the plan reflect real market values is remote.
Recreational and other amenity values should be excluded from the calculation of PNV. This would make
assessment of quantitative and qualitative values and the determination of net public benefits easier.

RESPONSE: The nonmarket values used in the planning process are all based on accepted economic
methodology, and are considered reasonable estimates of the values that would prevail under market
conditions (see also FEIS Appendix B, ·Benefits Considered in Economic Analysis·). Use of these values
does a great deal to simplify the overall evaluation process, especially in the realm of site-specific tradeoff
analysis. To forego use of reasonable estimates of value in this process would be to ignore important and
useful information.

COMMENT: The value of employment should be included in PNV analysis as a value added, rather than
just an expense involved in timber harvest.

RESPONSE: Treating labor expense as a cost in cost-efficiency analysis is standard economic practice.
Benefits derived from the employment generated by management activity are assessed subjectively, as
a component of net public benefit evaluation, in the broader process of selecting the Preferred Alternative.
Refer to FEIS Chapter IV ("Local Economy·) for discussion of employment benefits by alternative.
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COMMENT: The analysis and selection ofmanagement practices that would increase yields from the land
remaining for timber production should be based on consideration ofeconomic benefits to local communi
ties in addition to dollar returns to the Treasury. Such practices could also be considered as a measure
needed to mitigate the effects of removing potential timberland from the harvest base.

RESPONSE: Economic benefits associated with timber harvest are a definite consideration in identifying
a Preferred Alternative, and have been recognized as a component of the timber management issue from
the outset of the planning process. Effects of the alternatives on local communities has been added as
a separate issue in this FEIS (see also FEIS Chapter I, ·Issues, Concerns, and Opportunities·). Alternatives
B-Departure (Modified) includes the ·maximize timber production· objective function, which assures real
ization of the maximum possible level of timber-related social and economic benefits from areas within the
harvest base (see FEIS Chapter II, ·Alternatives Considered in Detail·).
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COMMENT: Regional supply and demand analysis is limited by an imprecise geographic definition. For
example, all of Grays Harbor and Thurston Counties are included in the SUFS Forest survey definition of the
Olympic Peninsula, but the definition used in tables 111-10A, Band 11 of the DEIS appears to delineate a
smaller area. In addition, at a minimum Kitsap County should be included in the supply and demand
considerations of the Final Plan.

RESPONSE: The analysis of regional timber supply and demand includes the four counties that form the
principal components of the Olympic Peninsula economy and the Forest's zone of influence. While it is true
thatthe total effect of Forest activities extends beyond this four-county area, the vast majority of the Forest's
influence occurs within this zone. See FEIS Chapter III ("Local Economy") for further discussion.

COMMENT: The Forest Service has overstated timber demand. Use of current fluctuations in demand and
supply to predict future harvest levels and prices is wrong, and does not reflect the decline in demand
predicted by market economists. In addition, the Forest Service based its timber demand estimates on sold
volumes rather than what was actually cut. Only 70 percent of sold timber was harvested in the 1970's;
speculative bidding and the subsequent buyback accounted for much of the "sold" volume.

RESPONSE: In actuality, demand projections presented in the FEIS are based on analysis of trends in
wood products markets, not "current fluctuations" (see FEIS Chapter III, "Vegetation"). The figures that
serve as the basis for Olympic Peninsula demand projections are derived from actual harvest volumes
rather than sold volumes (see footnote 2, FEIS Table 111-14, FEIS Chapter III).

COMMENT: Most of the decline in non-Forest harvest projected in the plan will come on ownerships from
which most of the harvest is exported. Since National Forest logs cannot be exported, the Forest can do
nothing to compensate for this drop in exportable supply. Therefore, the projected increase in demand for
Olympic timber is unrealistic.

RESPONSE: This argument holds only if output from non-National Forest sources drops below the
demand for exportable logs. If export demand remains at roughly 35 to 45 percent of total demand (see
FEIS Chapter III, "Vegetation"), it can readily be filled by the projected volumes from non-National Forest
sources. It is assumed that if total demand (as shown in Table 111-15, FEIS Chapter III) could be met, the
export component of this demand would be met by non-Forest harvest and the local mill component met
by a combination of Forest and non-Forest harvest.

COMMENT: The Northwest Power Planning Council's 1985 draft "Technical Analysis for the Northwest
Conservation and Electric Power Plan" forecast substantial reductions in demand for northwest wood
products between 1985 and 2005. This analysis should be considered.

RESPONSE: This analysis was conducted in the context of a serious slump in the northwest timber
industry. More recent assessments project moderate to strong demand levels in the future (see also FEIS
Chapter III, "Vegetation").
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COMMENT: Demand for National Forest timber is expected to be determined by reduced availability of
non-Forest timber and increased demand for western Washington wood products. This is a flawed planning
approach, based on highly uncertain information. The DEIS does not detail the factors considered in the
demand analysis, but it is likely thatprojections for non-Forest timber are too pessimistic while the estimates
of demand for Northwest timber are too optimistic. Actually, timber industry demand for Forest timber will
never be satisfied. Any increase in harvest will increase profits to industry, so more will be demanded.

RESPONSE: The demand analysis reflects use of the best information and assumptions available. While
it is true that any projections of future demand patterns are highly uncertain, it is necessary to develop the
most reasonable estimate possible to serve as a basis for assessing alternative output levels. The demand
projections presented in FEIS Chapter III ("Vegetation") reflect estimates of the maximum volumes of timber
that would be purchased if available. These estimates are based on current capacities and market
conditions. It is unlikely that volume in excess of these demand projections would be purchased under
current conditions.

COMMENT: The possibility that other forms of building materials (other than wood products) will be
developed in the future, thus reducing the demand for timber, should be considered.

RESPONSE: The potential replacement of forest products with wood substitutes has been considered
in the demand analysis. Please refer to "Short-Term and Long-Term Demand Trends" in the "Vegetation"
section of FEIS Chapter III.

COMMENT: Use of horizontal demand curves is illogical and arbitrary, and violates 36 CFR 219.12(e)(3).
Use of such curves has led to severe underestimation of the value of timber, and disregards the reality of
current and future situations.

RESPONSE: 36 CFR 219.12(e)(3) specifies that..."to the extent practical, demand will be assessed as
price-quantity relationships". As explained in FEIS Appendix B ("Parameters and Assumptions Used for
Economic Analysis"), the assumption of horizontal demand was the most practical approach to use in
Forest Plan analysis. It is unlikely that this assumption led to any serious consequences with regard to
either resource output mix or marginal timber prices.

COMMENT: The draftplan indicates with implicit approval that the proposedASQ is equal to what has been
cut in the past. To suggest that there is no reason to increase the ASQ because past levels did not exceed
the ASQ is fallacious and irrelevant and completely disregards any relationship with changing supply and
demand.

RESPONSE: There is no intention to suggest that increasing ASQ would be pointless. It was merely
pointed out that the ASQ of the Preferred Alternative in the DEIS was close to past levels of actual harvest.
The ASQ levels associated with both the DEIS Preferred and the FEIS Preferred result from the interactions
of all the objectives the preferred allocation pattern is intended to meet, and are not geared toward meeting
some predetermined level of harvest.

COMMENT: The Olympic's DEIS does not adequately evaluate alternatives that will help meet future timber
demand on the Peninsula.

RESPONSE: Three of the alternatives presented in the DEIS were designed to provide harvest flows
responsive to Peninsula timber demand/supply conditions: Alternatives B-departure (RPA), C-departure,
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and D-departure. Alternative B-departure was modified in the FEIS analysis to be more realistic in its
response to demand conditions and timber industry needs, and Alternative NC was added (via DEIS
Supplement) to provide another demand-responsive alternative. Refer to "Alternatives Considered in
Detail", FEIS Chapter II, for more detail.

COMMENT: The Olympic failed to conduct a sound market analysis for Forest Service stumpage and all
other resources. Without this, no reasonable demand estimates can be derived. The Forest's explanation
of supply and demand conditions indicates that no actual estimate of demand for any resource was
considered. Demand was merely assumed to be at some output level.

RESPONSE: The demand projections presented in Forest Plan Chapter II ("Summary of the Analysis of
the Management Situation") are based on the best information and projection techniques available. They
represent estimates of the future output levels of each resource that would be needed to satisfy anticipated
demands. As such, these estimates provide a barometer against which to measure both the Forest's
capacity to provide each resource and the effectiveness of each alternative in satisfying future demand.
They are, therefore, adequate in serving their purpose as an aid to decisionmaking.

COMMENT: Because of the major flaws in the Olympic plan, it should be pulled and redone. The plan does
not assess the amount of timber available from outside sources (private and state lands, adjoining National
Forests, Indian Nation lands). The data supporting predictions for jobs and economy are meaningless
without a more comprehensive study of other sources of timber supply.

RESPONSE: Availability of timber from non-Forest sources has been extensively evaluated in the planning
process. Please see "Local Timber Supply and Projections" (in the "Vegetation" section of FEIS Chapter
III) for discussion of timber supplies from other ownerships.

COMMENT: The Olympic's analysis of the timber supply and demand situation is based on outdated
information. Independent confidential studies in the Olympic Peninsula area show the future timber supply
situation to be overestimated in the DEIS. The Forest Service may have misinterpreted 1982-86 markets for
the Olympic's timber to be an indicator of excessive supply. Actually, a major decline in timber production,
beginning about 1992, is anticipated. The Forest must work with DNR and forest industry experts to update
its timber supply overview. The proposed harvest level will accentuate the decline of the forest industry and
local communities. The Forest is the only supplier capable of offsetting the upcoming timber shortage. We
believe a more in-depth review of the demand for timber on the Olympic Peninsula in conjunction with the
rest of the Region, U.S. and Canada is necessary. This analysis should evaluate the relative cost of
producing timber outputs and not just the physical availability of the resource. Narrowly defined physical
supply trends, as presented in the DEIS, does notaccurately forecast the total setting for N.F. timber outputs.

RESPONSE: The Forest's timber supply projections have been updated, and do indicate future declines
in timber availability from non-Forest sources (as they did in the DEIS). Please refer to "Local Timber Supply
and Projections" in the "Vegetation" section of FEIS Chapter III.

COMMENT: The draft plan and ElS do not adequately consider current regional and national timber supply
and demand. Studies showing lower projected supply from the South and current harvest above long-run
sustained yield in the Pacific Northwestprivate sector were completely ignored. Reports ofdeclining timber
supplies in the southern states referenced on page III-53 of the DEIS should be revised to reflect the latest
projections of the South's fourth forest, which now projects a 21 percent increase in softwood timber
supplies over the projection period.
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RESPONSE: It is correct that a long-term increase in softwood supply from the South is expected (see
the discussion on "Softwoods" in the Vegetation section of FEIS Chapter III). The wording in the discussion
on DEIS page III-53 has been modified. This was an oversight on our part in the original document. The
current assessment of harvest from private lands is discussed in "Local Timber Supply and Projections"
(FEIS Chapter III, "Vegetation"), and does show harvest above the long-term sustained yield level.

COMMENT: The US-Canadian situation, because of its recent occurrence, has not been given any consid
eration. This should be evaluated.

RESPONSE: The relationship between Pacific Northwest timber supply and demand and the situation with
respect to Canadian timber is discussed in FEIS Chapter III ("Vegetation").

COMMENT: Your evaluating team has not had the opportunity to measure the importance in the change
of the tax laws, beginning the year of 1987. For 43 years, the economics of the industry has been based
on artificial values. Production has been based on the amount of capital gain that could be generated.
Precipitously, the changes in the tax laws are bound to have far-reaching effects. The excess production
that came into being for gains will shrink gradually until production and markets are once again in balance.

RESPONSE: It will probably take several years for the effects of changes in capital gains taxation (if any)
to be recognized. If it is true that these changes will result in relatively lower timber harvest levels, then this
is consistent with the projected lowering of overall supply from noh-Forest sources discussed in FEIS
Chapter III ("Vegetation").
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COMMENT: FORPLAN cannot be used to develop a forest plan that can be implemented and monitored.
Sale volumes and managementpractices indicated in the timber sale schedule bear little orno resemblance
to the FORPLAN results.

RESPONSE: The FORPLAN modeling of timber harvest distribution has been modified for the FEIS
analysis. As a result, FORPLAN schedules by geographic area are more reliable than was the case in the
DEIS analysis. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ('Formulation of Alternatives') for further discussion.

COMMENT: Appendix B says that the results yielded by FORPLAN were not acceptable to the ID team,
and the team manipulated and modified the alternatives until there was a satisfactory outcome. To what
extent did these modifications affect the statistical reliability of the model? How was the reliability tested?

RESPONSE: In cases in which the FORPLAN results of a particular alternative formulation indicated a mix
of outputs and effects that did not effectively meet the objectives of that alternative, the entire formulation
was restructured and a new FORPLAN analysis conducted. The purpose of this procedure was to assure
that the final form of each alternative accurately reflected both the intent envisioned by the ID Team and
the most efficient means of accomplishing that intent. Revising model parameters (objective function and
constraints) to better reflect management goals in no way compromises the reliability of the results. It
merely assures a more realistic and/or effective alternative formulation. Please refer to FEIS Appendix B
("The Forest Planning Model") for further detail.

COMMENT: The DraftPlan and DraftEIS fail completely to set forth a coherent resource plan that maximizes
long-term net public benefits. Such a maximization is a goal that simply cannot be achieved using the
FORPLAN model.

RESPONSE: It is true that FORPLAN cannot, by itself, identify the mix of outputs, effects, and allocations
that maximizes net public benefits. The purpose of FORPLAN analysis is to identify the most cost-efficient
means of meeting a given set of management goals (Le. objective function and constraints) and to provide
estimates of the outputs and effects that would be associated with those goals. The selection of the
Preferred Alternative, based on quantitative and qualitative evaluation of alternatives by the responsible
official, is the mechanism by which the attempt to maximize net public benefits is made. Refer to FEIS
Appendix B ("BaSiC Concepts Related to Economic Analysis") for detail.

COMMENT: FORPLAN cannot compute the marginal cost of producing nonmarket resources, and so
cannot calculate the level where supply and demand for these resources meet. It cannot analyze (as
required by 36 CFR 219.12(1)(2)) the supply and demand of each resource and how they interrelate.

RESPONSE: Demand for nonmarket resources was assessed outside of FORPLAN (see Forest Plan
Chapter II, 'Summary of the Analysis of the Management Situation"). In no case does the output level of
a given resource in any alternative exceed the demand projected for that output. Therefore, the output
levels associated with each alternative include no "surplus" (undemanded) components and can be
expected to be consumed. In addition, FORPLAN does in effect evaluate the marginal cost of providing
an additional unit of output in its optimization process. This is accomplished by comparing the objective
f.unction solutions (Le. PNVs) of the run in question with and without the incremental unit of output. The
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added unit will be supplied only if needed to a) meet constraints, or b) increase PNV. Refer to FEIS
Appendix B ("The Forest Planning Model") for discussion of FORPLAN.

COMMENT: FORPLAN cannot represent the dynamic relationship of nontimber resources from period to
period. Thus, FORPLAN cannot consider in ensuingperiods the effect ofactions taken in preceding periods.
This violates 36 CFR 219.1, which requires that forest planning be based on the principle that the Forest
Plan can respond to changing conditions of land and other resources.

RESPONSE: The FORPLAN model has many mechanisms for dealing with period-to-period relationships
among resources. Examples are yield table structure through time and time-dependent yield relationships.
While it is true that nonlinear resource interdependencies cannot always be modeled directly in FORPLAN,
it is often possible to anticipate these and approximate them in the construction of model data. More to
the point is the fact that the planning process anticipates the need to respond to changing conditions by
1) specifying that the Plan be redone in no more than 15 years, and 2) requiring that outputs and effects
be monitored and the Plan amended or revised if Plan expectations are not being met (see also Forest
Plan Chapter V, "Monitoring and Evaluation").

COMMENT: It is vety difficult to evaluate your economic predictions, since your FORPLAN model was not
published. The variables and values used to reach economic conclusions are hidden within the FORPLAN
model and not laid out clearly. Why is there no explanation ofFORPLAN and how it arrives at its predictions
of future harvest levels and resource effects? Since FORPLAN cannot be understood without access to
supporting data, the DEIS and Plan do not meet the public review requirements of NEPA.

RESPONSE: The variables and values used in FORPLAN analysis are laid out throughout FEIS Appendix
B. Refer to "Development of Analysis Areas", "Development of Prescriptions", "Development of Timber
Options", "Development of Yield Coefficients", "Economic Analysis", and, finally, "Formulation of Alterna
tives" for detail regarding the various parameters that went into the FORPLAN model. For an overview of
the workings of FORPLAN, refer to "The Analysis Process and Analytical Tools". Complete documentation
regarding the FORPLAN model and its supporting data would be far too bulky to include in the "FEIS
Appendices, and is available in the Forest's process records. The practice of making underlying documen
tation available upon request is a standard procedure under NEPA.
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COMMENT: Use of a 0 percent real value trend for nontimber resources for which demand is expected to
grow is inappropriate, especially when a 1 percent growth rate is applied to timber prices. Timber values
are unjustly favored.

RESPONSE: Comparison of Benchmark 7-0 percent with Benchmark 7 (see FEIS Appendix B, "Bench
mark Analysis") indicates that the 1 percent real price trend for timber has very little effect on land
allocations or resource outputs. While there is indeed a great deal of uncertainty regarding the relative rates
at which resource values will grow, the sensitivity analysis of price trends indicates that the projections
used did not result in resource allocation distortions.

COMMENT: What is the justification for using 1982 dollars to project returns in decades 1 through 5?

RESPONSE: Use of constant dollars to compare economic variables through time is standard economic
practice, and facilitates comparison of costs and benefits by removing the effects of inflation from the
analysis. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Parameters and Assumptions Used for Economic Analysis") for an
explanation of the concept.

COMMENT: The discount rate used in PNVanalysis is far too high. Real interest rates favored by well
informed economists are at the very most 3 percent. Use of 4 percent makes the value of immediate
consumption of resources for a fast return artificially high.

RESPONSE: There is considerable disagreement among economists as to the appropriate real discount
rate to use in long-term analysis. Because 4 percent approximates the average return on long-range
corporate investments, it was selected as the appropriate rate for use in Forest Planning (see FEIS
Appendix B, "Parameters and Assumptions Used for Economic Analysis"). It should be noted that the CMAI
constraint (see FEIS Appendix B, "Formulation of Alternatives") and the nondeclining flow constraint (where
it is used) serve to limit the rate at which timber is scheduled for harvest.

COMMENT: The cursory economic analysis of the fisheries enhancement program is puzzling. If the
program does have a high benefit/cost ratio, why isn't it expanded?

RESPONSE: The individual enhancement opportunities associated with this program have not as yet been
fully identified, and it is expected that project identification will occur regularly throughout the first decade.
A 1O-year program at the proposed annual investment level is expected to bring habitat conditions as close
to optimum as is reasonably possible. In order to maintain the improved condition through time, it is
expected that a continued program at roughly the same level of investment will be needed. Therefore,
expansion of either the initial program or the long-term program would not result in more effective
optimization of habitat. See also FEIS Chapter IV, "Direct and Indirect Effects of Alternatives on Fisheries".

COMMENT: Because a mid-decade discounting procedure is used, PNV is underestimated by 2 to 3
percent. This could result in misallocation of acres to management prescriptions and may affect LTSYC.
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RESPONSE: The effect of the mid-decade discounting procedure (vs. annualized discounting) depends
on the assumption used in developing annualized discount coefficients. If costs and benefits are assumed
to occur at the beginning of each year, mid-decade discounting leads to a PNV 2.6 percent below
annualized discounting. The difference if mid-year costs and benefits are assumed is 0.6 percent, while
an end-year assumption yields PNV 1.3 percent below mid-decade discounting. None of these differences
is significant enough to cause concern regarding substantial misallocation problems.

COMMENT: Regeneration lag is not accounted for in the discounting of timber management costs.
Therefore, these costs are overstated.

RESPONSE: Many of the costs associated with timber harvest can occur up to five years before or after
the actual harvest. Reforestation cost is but one of several post-harvest costs that are balanced in timing
and magnitude by pre-harvest costs. The net effect of this balancing is that using actual costs directly
provides a very good approximation of the relationships that would occur if all costs were adjusted to time
of harvest. Therefore, the lack of discounting for regeneration lag does not lead to overstatement of timber
management costs. See FEIS Appendix B ("Costs Used in Economic Analysis") for further detail.

COMMENT: Real increases in logging, fuel treatment, and road construction costs should not have been
included in the economic analysis, since doing so nullifies any real price increase.

RESPONSE: Increasing these costs by 1 percent per year for the first fifty years was needed to achieve
the desired net effect of a 1 percent real price trend for stumpage. Please refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Costs
Used in Economic Analysis").

COMMENT: By using a constrained benchmark in its analysis of varying real value trends for timber, the
Forest made the results of this analysis invalid. The analysis should be done in compliance with Regional
direction to use Benchmark 3 (Max PNV).

RESPONSE: The Regional direction letter of September 25, 1984 suggested use of Benchmark 3 in
conducting sensitivity analysis of timber price trends. The Forest used Benchmark 7 for two reasons. First,
most of the Forest's remaining sensitivity analyses were conducted using this benchmark, thus making use
of Benchmark 7 for trend analysis desirable from the standpoint of comparing effects. Second, the addition
of Management Requirement constraints to Benchmark 7 (the only difference between it and Benchmark
3) make this benchmark more comparable to the alternatives considered for implementation. As a result,
use of Benchmark 7 for trend analysis provides a better indication of actual effects than would Benchmark
3. Comparison of Benchmarks 3, 7, 7-0 percent, and 7-2 percent (see FEIS Appendix B, "Benchmark
Analysis") indicates that there would be little difference between Benchmarks 3 and 7 with respect to the
effects of trend variation.

COMMENT: Tradeoffs are mistakenly estimated by "extrapolating the sensitivity analysis done on certain
benchmarks and alternatives" (as is openly admitted on page B-181). This yields erroneous conclusions,
since benchmarks represent the response of the Forest at the "edge" of the economically feasible decision
space.

RESPONSE: The quotation from DEIS Appendix B which is cited in this comment does not appear
anyWhere in the Appendix in question. Nonetheless, the estimation of tradeoffs and opportunity costs is
an important aspect of analysis and should be addressed here.
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Complete isolation of the opportunity costs associated with all constraints individually would be a costly
and time-consuming task. Although FORPLAN output does provide information on the shadow price
associated with each constraint, the value of this is limited because it a) represents only the incremental
value of the last unit needed to satisfy the constraint in question, and b) is determined in the context of
the complex interactions of all modeling parameters simultaneously. It is therefore difficult to generalize
shadow price information into a broader notion of the tradeoffs associated with a given constraint, Le. a
notion that is exclusive of the effects of its interactions with all other constraints in effect in a given run.

Because shadow price information provides only an incomplete estimate of opportunity costs, other means
of tradeoff estimation are necessary. The most precise method, adding constraints incrementally to each
FORPLAN run to identify the costs associated with each, would be prohibitive in cost. There are, however,
many techniques for using the information generated in comparable runs to zero in on tradeoffs. These
are discussed throughout FEIS Appendix B, in particular in "Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives",
"Formulation of Alternatives", and "Estimation of Effects of Alternatives".
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COMMENT: The use of the maximum PNV objective function does not apply to the Shelton CSYU. In
addition, the Forest has improperly imposed several harvestmodel constraints which, to the extent they limit
the sustained yield capacity of the CSYU, are in violation of the Shelton CSYU Agreement. The Agreement
intends that the cooperators maximize the production of timber.

RESPONSE: The intent of the Agreement is that the Shelton CSYU be managed for "continuous and
Sustained forest production". This does not necessarily imply maximization of timber production. Section
16 of the Agreement makes ample provision for removal of land from the Unit timber harvest base when
economic, environmental, or recreational considerations make use of the land for other than timber
production preferable. Therefore, use of both the "maximize PNV" objective function and the constraints
designed to achieve the management goals of each alternative is not inconsistent with the Agreement. See
FEIS Chapter III ("Sustained Yield Units") for further discussion of the Agreement, and FEIS Chapter II
("Alternatives Considered in Detail") for detail regarding the use of different objective functions and
constraints in alternative formulations.

COMMENT: The basic structure of the Forest's FORPLAN model is invalid, since it included two separate
entities (the Shelton CSYU and the rest of the Forest) in one formulation. This precludes full optimization in
arriving at a FORPLAN solution.

RESPONSE: The nature of the Shelton CSYU makes it necessary to treat it and non-Unit National Forest
land as separate entities in developing the Forest Plan (see also "Development of the Alternatives", FEIS
Chapter II). Because of this necessary separation, full optimization across all areas covered by the
FORPLAN model is indeed precluded. What occurs instead is a solution involving two optima, one for the
Shelton CSYU as a distinct entity and the other for all remaining National Forest land. The combination of
these represents the "optimum" solution for the planning area as a ,Whole, in that this· solution cannot be
improved upon without compromising separation of the two management entities. This applies to all
alternatives except DEIS Alternative F (not considered in detail in the FEIS), in which the separation is made
between Simpson Timber Company land and National Forest land as a whole.

COMMENT: The Forest failed to include in its analysis the eventual return ofNational Forest land within the
Shelton CSYU to the full Forest harvest base when the Agreement terminates in 60 years. To do so would
have increased harvest from non-CSYU lands.

RESPONSE: The Forest has revised its modeling to include the eventual recombination of all National
Forest lands. In the FEIS analysis, recombination was included in all alternatives except Alternative
A-Current Direction and Alternative B-Departure (Modified) (refer to FEIS Appendix B, "Formulation of
Alternatives", for further discussion). The recombination did not affect early decade harvest levels from
non-SCSYU land.

COMMENT: The nondeclining yield harvest constraint should not apply to the CSYU.

RESPONSE: It is true that nondeclining (NDF) flow is not a requirement on the Shelton CSYU. However,
given the objective of the Unit (long-term community stability) and the stand structure within it (clearly
"deficit" with respect to volume available for harvest), NDF is certainly a reasonable objective. DEIS
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Alternative E includes a departure from NDF on the Shelton CSYU. The Preferred Alternative includes the
nondeclining flow constraint. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Formulation of Alternatives") for further discussion.
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COMMENT: The timing constraints in FORPLAN for existing managed stands and future stands do not
correspond to the actual relationships that maximize present net worth. The constraints on harvest age do
not reflect the prescriptions and guidelines indicated. For example, existing managed timber on site 92 has
(in FORPLAN) rotation age choices ranging from 70 to 110 years, while the rotation age that maximizes PNV
is 70 years. Rotation age ranges and thinning ranges should be specified exactly as the management
prescription indicated. Failure to do so results in a suboptimal allocation of resources at the forest level.

RESPONSE: While it is true that each land type has one specific rotation age which maximizes PNV on
a per-acre basis, it is highly desirable to provide FORPLAN with a range of harvest age choices. This allows
the model flexibility to schedule harvest so as to meet constraints and objectives in the most cost-efficient
manner and thus attain the Forest-wide optimum solution. For example, achieving an efficient nondeclining
flow harvest schedule would be virtually impossible if each land area were restricted to a single harvest
age option. Please see FEIS Appendix B ("Development of Timber Options·) for detail.

COMMENT: Projections of a 15 percent growth gain due to genetic improvement are completely specula
tive and should be eliminated.

RESPONSE: The projected gain resulting from use of genetically improved stock has been reduced to
5 percent. Refer to FEIS Appendix B (·Development of Timber Options") for discussion.

COMMENT: The value of the first cut of old-growth is allowed to influence economic analysis to a greater
degree than long term productivity. This is improper -- timber analysis should be based on soil expectation
value. Investments in management ofnew stands (reforestation, precommercial thinning, etc.) are generally
not justified by anticipated future harvest values. Therefore, some of these investments (upon which the
proposed harvest level is based) will not be made, and harvest levels will decline. The plan should be
revised so as to avoid deceptively claiming nondeclining flows are possible when they are not. It is likely
that properly analyzed PNV would be higher for lower harvest alternatives.

RESPONSE: In Forest Plan analysis, the appropriate decision point for allocation of land to timber
production is the time at which the existing stand becomes available for harvest. The decision to harvest
entails, as a necessary consequence, the continued management of the stand for sustained timber yield.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the flow of investments included in the total prescription selected for a
given stand will occur. To disregard existing conditions and base allocation decisions on SEV alone would
be to ignore a significant resource and the economic value it represents. Please see FEIS Appendix B
(·Development of Timber Options·) for more detail.

COMMENT: The Olympic's analysis does not considerproductivity ofthe forest by site. Therefore, the DEIS
and Plan violate NFMA. Site-specific analysis is needed to determine the •...most cost-efficient combination
of management prescriptions... • (36 CFR 219. 12(f)(8)).

RESPONSE: The analysis areas used in FORPLAN analysis have been restratified (see FEIS Appendix B,
·The Forest Planning Model·, for detail). The new stratification includes both site productivity and species.
It should be noted that the DEIS analysis also included productivity as a FORPLAN stratification (DEIS
Appendix B, ·Development of Analysis Areas·).
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COMMENT: Using a constant BF/CF ratio in converting $/MBF to $/MCF for costs and prices made the
distinctions in value derived for differing diameters meaningless. In addition, use of an excessively low
BF/CF ratio in deriving all $/MCF values understates both costs and prices considerably.

RESPONSE: The board foot/cubic foot conversion factors use in analysis have been modified, and are
now varied by both species and diameter. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Economic Analysis") for detail.

COMMENT: The use of constraints to force the production of nonpriced outputs precludes any "optimal
solution" to maximizing netpublic benefits. In addition, the DEIS fails to identity the opportunity costs of these
constraints. The public must have these tradeoff values presented to them.

RESPONSE: The array of benefits to be considered in maximization of "net public benefits" includes
nonpriced outputs. Therefore, any failure to produce such outputs (through use of modeling constraints,
if necessary) is more likely to preclude an "optimal solution" than is use of such constraints. This is why
assessment of net public benefits and the selection of the Preferred Alternative is a quantitative and
qualitative process (see also FEIS Appendix B, "Basic Concepts Related to Economic Analysis"). The
tradeoffs associated with each constraint used in FORPLAN modeling are described in FEIS Appendix B
(see "Development of Alternatives").

COMMENT: FORPLAN has been so tightly constrained in its selection of allocation choices that it is
impossible for the model to elect the optimal solution. In addition, use of equality constraints for defining
allocation zone accessibility forced FORPLAN to construct roads and cut timber in economically suboptimal
time periods, thus precluding an optimal solution.

RESPONSE: The Forest's modeling of the areas previously covered by allocation zones has been
completely revamped (see FEIS Appendix B, "The Forest Planning Model"). The above concerns associat
ed with the use of allocation choices have been addressed with this restructuring.

COMMENT: The selection of allocation choices for allocation zones is biased towards unroaded manage
ment options. The road component of each choice belongs to a road network shared with other areas; no
mention is made of the network linkages that must be established when managing the Forest in its entirety.
Therefore, the Forest's analysis includes multiple accounting of the same road cost items.

RESPONSE: Although the original modeling did not include duplication of road costs, the allocation zone
structure included therein has been revamped for other reasons. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("The Forest
Planning Model") for discussion.
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COMMENT: Does the calculation of PNV factor in a massive change in public perceptions, something like
the environmental movement of the late 60's?

RESPONSE: To the extent that public perceptions influence the costs and values used in economic
analysis, changed perceptions have been incorporated in PNV. The most direct consideration of public
perceptions included in this planning process, however, is in the identification of the public issues which
drive the entire effort. Please refer to FEIS Chapter I ("Issues, Concerns, and Opportunities") for detail.

COMMENT: Use of PNV has led to conclusions which are not consistent with the objectives of National
Forest management. The parameters employed do not recognize the long-term nature of the Forest, and
bias the plan in favor of immediate fiscal gain. Use of discounting is inappropriate, since the value of forest
products is likely to be higher in the future. In using PNV, the Forest has pre-selected plans which call for
high early haNest.

RESPONSE: PNV is but one of many factors considered in the selection of the Preferred Alternative. Its
principal functions are to assure that allocations and schedules are established which meet management
goals in a cost-efficient manner, and to provide a quantitative expression of the net value of the total priced
output of the alternatives (see also FEIS Appendix B, "Basic Concepts Related to Economic Analysis"). In
developing its planning model, the Forest accounted for the expected increases in forest product values
by using a 1 percent per year real price trend for stumpage (see "Parameters and Assumptions Used for
Economic Analysis", FEIS Appendix B). Use of the nondeclining flow constraint in the development of the
Preferred Alternative (and many of the other alternatives) counteracts the tendency toward high early
harvest which often occurs when PNV alone drives the scheduling process.

COMMENT: An explanation of the concept of present net value is needed.

RESPONSE: PNV is, in essence, a means of comparing the overall economic values (expressed in
monetary terms) associated with the alternatives under consideration. It is a standardized method for
aggregating a vast array of individual benefits and costs, all of which occur at different times, into one
quantitative expression of value. It is, therefore, a very useful tool in comparing and assessing the relative
merits of alternative courses of action. Please see FEIS Appendix B ("Basic Concepts Related to Economic
Analysis") for detail regarding the concept of·PNV.
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COMMENT: The export of logs to Ja.pan is a much bigger problem for the local economy than changes
in Olympic National Forest haNest. If 10 percent of the exported volume were kept on the Peninsula, it would
equal the total ONF haNest.

RESPONSE: In actuality, almost half of the Peninsula harvest that has been exported in recent years would
have had to be processed locally in order to equal ONF harvest (ONF harvest 410 MMBF per year,
Peninsula harvest exported 860 MMBF per year). More to the point, however, is the fact that the fluctuations
in employment and income which are expected to result from changes in Forest harvest level will occur
regardless of the export situation. Since these gains or losses are a result of the Forest's actions, it is
appropriate and necessary that they be considered and evaluated in the process of selecting a Preferred
Alternative.

COMMENT: Assuming that all volume sold is being haNested overstates the employment dependent on
National Forest timber. Actual cut is historically no more than 80 percent of sold and was as low as 40-50
percent in the 1980-82 period. An estimate of 3000 jobs would be more realisitic than the 5000 shown in
the DEIS. The assumption that all timber offered in the future will be haNested is also questionable.

RESPONSE: The estimated level of employment dependent on National Forest harvest (see FEIS Chapter
III, Table 111-44) is based on actual harvest figures, not sold volume alone. The assumption that all future
offerings will be harvested does entail the risk of overestimating employment to some extent. However, in
view of future demand projections and the expected decline in non-Forest harvest on the Peninsula (see
"Local Timber Supply and Projections" in the "Vegetation" section of FEIS Chapter III), this assumption is
not unreasonable. Keep in mind that the projected changes in employment associated with the alternatives
(see FEIS Chapter IV, Table IV-39) are intended to be an index for use in the comparison of alternatives
rather than a prediction of absolute quantitative effects.

COMMENT: The projected employment and personal income changes presented in the reviewer's guide
do not represent anticipated net change as they should, because recreation employment gains that would
mitigate declines in timber industry employment have not been included. Peninsula recreation is projected
to increase 45 percent by 2030, while no increases are shown for National Forest-based recreation
employment. According to the DElS, this is to "avoid masking the effects of those outputs that do vary by
alternative", This was only noticed by chance. It leaves the reader wondering what othersurprises are buried
in the EIS, and undermines the credibility of the planning analysis.

RESPONSE: In the DEIS analysis, inclusion of outputs that were constant across all alternatives in the
computation of employment effects was felt to be unnecessary. We have, however, revised both the
modeling of recreation outputs (see FEIS Appendix B, "The Forest Planning Model") and the estimation of
employment variations (see FEIS Chapter IV, "Local Economy"). The new procedures provide more
comprehensive treatment of recreation-related employment.

COMMENT: The assumption that recreation employment would not vary among alternatives is not support
ed.
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RESPONSE: The modeling of recreation outputs and the analysis of employment effects have been
modified. Refer to FEIS Appendix B ("The Forest Planning Model") and FEIS Chapter IV ("Local Economy")
respectively.

COMMENT: This plan overemphasizes the dependence of the economy on timber and underemphasizes
the role of tourism and recreation. This is especially true when calculations for timber employment include
full discussion of secondary benefits (which are not covered for other outputs).

RESPONSE: In analyzing potential employment changes associated with changes in resource output
levels, the estimated effects of variations in all resources were handled in a similar manner. All of the
employment figures associated with employment-generating resources include estimates of direct, indi
rect, and induced effects of changes in output levels. Please refer to FEIS Chapter III ("Local Economy"),
FEIS Chapter IV ("Local Economy"), and FEIS Appendix B ("The Economic Impact Analysis Model") for
detail regarding the estimation of employment and income effects.

COMMENT: Employment and personal income calculations should reflect more than just the price paid to
commercial fishermen. It is incorrect to assume that there will be no additional income to the community
due to transportation, processing, and other activities. Since secondary employment associated with timber
harvesting is included in the plan, the same should also be done for fisheries (both commercial and
recreational) .

RESPONSE: The basic assumptions regarding fishery-generated employment have been revised to better
estimate the total effect of the fishing industry on the local economy. Please refer to FEIS Chapter III ("Local
Economy") for detail.

COMMENT: In assessing timber-related employment, it should be recognized that there will be continuing
attrition in mill jobs due to automation. Fluctuating markets will also take their toll. It is misleading to attribute
job decline solely to removal of old-growth from the harvest base or other reductions in timber supply.

RESPONSE: It is true that variables other than the supply of timber available to mills play a role in
determining overall employment levels. The analysis of employment effects described in FEIS Chapter IV
("Local Economy") deals solely with the relationship between timber availability and employment, and thus
presents the relative changes in employment projected to result from outputs which vary among alterna
tives.

COMMENT: Has the Forest Service considered the potential economic impact of reductions in fish habitat
potential resulting in reduced ocean fishing harvest limits? Have fisheries management entities been
consulted to determine the correct risks and impact factors to analyze? Fisheries impacts could extend far
beyond their apparent relationship to the Forest.

RESPONSE: The analysis of the effects of alternatives on fisheries encompasses effects on commercial
catch of anadromous fish, which are primarily taken from the ocean. Please refer to FEIS Chapter III
("Fisheries" and "Local Economy") for discussion of the analysis process.

COMMENT: Use of 1973-82 income figures does not take into account the recent substantial wage cuts
in timber and related industries.
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RESPONSE: The principal concern in analyzing economic effects is to identify relative differences among
the alternatives. See FEIS Chapter IV ("Local Economy") for further detail.

COMMENT: The plan treats off-Forest fisheries impacts as changes in costs rather than benefits. Since
IMPLAN relies on benefit values to estimate employment effects, it is not clear that the Forest Service
methodology adequately incorporates off-Forest effects in its analysis.

RESPONSE: The treatment of off-Forest fisheries in the economic impact analysis has been modified
since publication of the DEIS. Please refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Economic Analysis" and "Social and
Economic Impact Analysis") for discussion of the current methodology.

COMMENT: The role of Native Americans as market participants in the recreational fishery was not
addressed.

RESPONSE: The discussion of the American Indian community group (see FEIS Chapter III, "Local
Communities") has been updated to better address this concern.

COMMENT: The Preferred Alternative's increased timber harvest in the Soleduck and Calawah drainages
will increase fisheries impacts to the detrimentofthe Ouileute Tribe's economy. What will be done to prevent
or remedy such losses?

RESPONSE: The Preferred Alternative's harvest levels by drainage have been modified to avoid excessive
effects in anyone area. Please refer to FEIS Appendix B ("Formulation of Alternatives") for detail.

COMMENT: The plan does not assess the effect of the proposed harvest decrease on dependent communi
ties and timber-dependent employment. The degree of economic impact on local economies, including
specific mills, needs to be more finely defined. A county-specific or community-specific economic analysis
is warranted. Differences in value between timber and recreation jobs should be discussed.

RESPONSE: The overall effects of changes in harvest level on the Olympic Peninsula economy are fully
discussed in FEIS Chapter IV ("Local Economy"), including effects on income (which reflects the difference
between recreation and timber jobs). More localized analysis would be beyond the validity of the data used
in the analysis.

COMMENT: Alternative C projects a loss of200 logging jobs. This is a severe understatement of the actual
impact. Our economic development council predicts a job loss of 1498 (including all jobs supported by the
timber industry).

RESPONSE: The projections of employment effects associated with the Preferred Alternative have
changed considerably. Please see FEIS Chapter IV ("Local Economy").

COMMENT: Your DEiS completely ignores many of the effects your plan will have on people. Where will
the out of work people go? What about the stress of forced lifestyle changes? What will be used to build
houses when the mills are gone?
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RESPONSE: We recognize that reductions in employment can generate many undesirable secondary
effects. An in-depth analysis of such consequences, however, is beyond the scope of this planning
process. The discussion of employment, income, and community effects found in FEIS Chapter IV ("Local
Economy" and "Local Communities") provides an adequate basis for comparison of the effects of the
alternatives.

COMMENT: The Olympic must revise the DEIS to display current timber management plans as the
base-case, no-action alternative. At least one estimate of economic effects should be based on a compari
son between the ASQ of the preferred alternative and the potential yield of existing plans.

RESPONSE: The addition of Alternative NC to the set of alternatives presented in the FEIS accomplishes
this. See FEIS Chapter II ("Alternatives Considered in Detail") for discussion.

COMMENT: Aworst-case analysis is in order, since the DEIS fails to address foreseeable impacts to the
timber industry. The Forest is using the "best data available" to assess timber outputs, but the inaccuracies
of this data are well known. This uncertainty is not addressed, although it could lead to significant impacts
on the solvency of timber companies on the Peninsula. The public has a right to know all possible
consequences of the Forest's proposal.

RESPONSE: The uncertainty of demand and supply projections, economic impact assessments, and
social effects analyses is acknowledged throughout the discussions of these factors. What we are present
ing is our best professional judgment regarding the effects of alternative courses of action. Refer to FEIS
Chapter IV for detail.

COMMENT: The DEIS does not include consideration of the potential major impacts of harvest level
changes on the pulp and paper industry. Shifting harvest from eastside to westside on the Peninsula
reduces the supply of Douglas-fir chip material required for our Tacoma kraft facility.

RESPONSE: The distribution of harvest has been revised in the FEIS Preferred Alternative. Refer to Forest
Plan Appendix A ("Project Schedules") for detail.
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COMMENT: How can a drop of 30-40 MMBF cause such a large decline in Returns to the Treasury, from
$14.6 to $7.5 million? A drop of 15 percent in harvest should not cut returns to the treasury in half (see DEIS
page 11-104).

RESPONSE: The drop in harvest from Alternative A-Current Direction to Alternative H (Modified) was
actually about 90 MMBF (see DEIS page 11-94), or 37.5 percent. This is consistent with the above decline
in returns to Treasury. The relationship of Alternative A-Current Direction harvest to Alternative H (Modified)
harvest has now changed (see FEIS Chapter II, Table 11-14).

COMMENT: How can the Forest justify not entering operations and capital investment costs in FORPLAN
runs for benchmarks? This results in highly inflated dollar estimates (see DEIS page 11-105).

RESPONSE: Total costs are included in the FORPLAN analysis of benchmark runs (see FEIS AppendiX
B, "Benchmark Analysis"). The calculations necessary to disaggregate these costs into operational and
capital investment costs, however, were not performed for benchmark runs. This does nothing to bias
benchmark analysis, since benchmark PNV calculation procedures are identical to those used for alterna
tives.

COMMENT: How could net receipts for Alternative I be negative (Table 15, DEIS Summary) when there are
no below-cost sales?

RESPONSE: Because of Alternative I's low harvest level, the total operating budget for the Forest exceeds
timber revenues and results in negative net receipts in the first decade. The same conditions now apply
for Alternative H (Modified). See FEIS Chapter II, "Major Tradeoffs Among Alternatives".

COMMENT: The DEIS should present the proportion of total county income represented by payments to
county governments.

RESPONSE: Consistent information on county budgets in the 1980's was not obtained. It is likely that
National Forest payments to counties form a substantial component of the Jefferson County budget and
a minor component of the Grays Harbor, Mason, and Clallam County budgets.

COMMENT: An important side effect of cheap timber is overbuilding, which results in loss of open space
and an overabundance of single family homes. This is not covered in the DEIS.

RESPONSE: The focus of Forest Plan analysis is assessment of public demand for the various outputs
and benefits the Forest can provide, in conjunction with the costs and effects associated with provicling
said benefits. Lumber produced is considered as one of these benefits, as there is significant demand for
this product. The secondary consequences (good, bad, or indifferent) of the use of this product, or any
other output of the Forest, are beyond the scope of this analysis process.
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COMMENT: Cumulative and synergistic effects ofForest Service prescribed burning and confinement fire
policies need to be examined in conjunction with the State Department of Natural Resources and others
b1:1rning.

RESPONSE: Cumulative and synergistic effects of Forest Service and prescribed burning and confine
ment fire policies are addressed in the compliance of the Forest's burning program with the State's
Implementation Plan, developed to comply with the Federal Clean AirAct Where confinement fire suppres
sion is being considered, the effects of applying that strategy on air quality is one of the factors considered
in the development of the fire suppression plan. .

COMMENT: The State Implementation Plan and Memorandum of Understanding (S.I.P. and M.O.U.) re
ferred to in the Forest's informational presentation to the Department of Ecology were not included in the
list of documents to be affected by the Plan.

RESPONSE: The State Implementation Plan and our compliance with it will not be altered by the imple
mentation of this Forest Plan. To assure compliance with those standards they are specified in the Forest
Plan Standards and Guidelines as direction in the conduct of National Forest prescribed burning on the
Olympic National Forest

COMMENT: You should establish a value for air quality deterioration due to Total Suspended Particulates
(TSP) similar to that established for sediment.

RESPONSE: We do not have the capability to provide such an estimate, nor do we feel such an estimate
is possible given the largely non-quantifiable nature of relatively minor and temporary air quality differen
tials associated with the amount of burning undertaken by the Olympic National Forest
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COMMENT: RNA Protection Guideline 4 should be deleted or more precisely defined. Burning to protect
"adjacent values' must be approved by the Regional RNA Committee prior to implementation.

RESPONSE: The Standards and Guidelines have been modified to address this concern.

COMMENT: Permitting fires in Wildernesses where spotted owls occur may cause severe problems for the
birds by disrupting the SOHA network.

RESPONSE: The environmental effects of Wilderness fires to be utilized as management fires and wildfires
occurring in Widernesses are evaluated in the development of prescriptions for the Management Fires and
appropriate fire suppression strategies for suppression of the wildfires. In both of these cases the potential
effect of the fires on spotted owl and/or other habitats is a basic factor in the design of the burning or fire
suppression project.

COMMENT: Operations and prescribed fires have escaped into the National Park in the past. A protective
buffer of uncut or partial cutting area should be provided to protect the Park from this happening.

RESPONSE: Current legislation does not require that a management buffer be maintained on National
Forests adjacent to National Parks. However, the problem identified in the response to the DEIS was
recognized by both the Forest Service and the Park Service and was one of the elements considered when
boundary adjustments were proposed by the agencies in 1985. The current relocation of the boundaries
along largely drainage divide topographic features should eliminate, or at least greatly reduce the prob
lems cited.

COMMENT: There should be a section on the beneficial role of natural fire in wilderness, possibly in
Chapter III. There should also be a discussion of the positive effects ofprescribed fire in wilderness or other
unroaded land classifications.

RESPONSE: This is adequately discussed under the Wilderness component" in Chapter IV of the FEIS.

COMMENT: Escaped slash fires account for a significant portion of the area of wildfires. What would be
alternative costs of leaving the slash in place and/or removing it by means other than fire?

RESPONSE: Development of alternatives to disposal of slash and debris by burning are being actively
pursued. The greatest promise seems to be in the areas of using currently excess biomass materials for
energy production fuels or for industrial raw materials. However, until markets can be developed for these
alternative uses of these materials they must either be removed from sites where they interfere with
management of the area or otherwise reduced in bulk or rearranged. At present, despite the relatively high
cost and risk of disposal of the material by burning, it is still the most economical means of accomplishing
it at our disposal. However, the degree of burning on the Forest has decreased in recent years and is
expected to do so in the future. Please see Chapter III for more details on the slash reduction program on
the Forest.
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COMMENT: There appeared to be few policies or guidelines that the Forest Service would follow to
evaluate whether or not hydropower is an appropriate use or whether other resources would be protected.
Specific comments included:

Fish and wildlife sections of the Standards and Guidelines should include management direction for
potential hydropower projects.

Hydropower is not compatible with fisheries and should be deleted where appropriate from consideration.

The Plan should address the obligation of the Forest Service to comment on FERC proposals.

RESPONSE: Management direction for hydropower projects is found in Forest-wide Standards and
GUidelines of the Forest Plan (Energy section) and in the Riparian area management prescription. Site
specific recommendations will be made through the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for
protection of fish and wildlife values. The Forest Service manages the Forest for multiple uses. These uses
must be compatible with the purposes of laws, regulations, and policies which provide direction for
management of National Forests. Hydropower projects are a possible use of the Forest resources if it is
economically and environmentally acceptable.

A hydropower project needs to be compatible with fisheries values before the Forest Service would
recommend approval of the project to FERC. The Forest Service normally supports the recommendations
concerning fisheries requirements which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Washington State Depart
ments of Fisheries and Wildlife make concerning a project.

As part of the FERC licensing process, the Forest Service is required to submit a 4(e) report to them. This
report states whether the Forest Service approves or does not approve the project. If the Forest Service
approves the project, the 4(e) report establishes the conditions (i.e.: minimum flows, erosion control, etc.)
to mitigate impacts of the project. These conditions become terms of the license if FERC grants the project
a license.

COMMENT: In Plan and DEIS hydropower is included under Energy. In the Standards and Guidelines it
is under Water, Soil, and Air. The document should be consistent throughout.

RESPONSE: Hydropower has been included under Energy sections so that there is consistency through
out the documents.

COMMENT: Dams and other water diversions are omitted from the discussion on structures. There needs
to be discussion on how the various alternatives would be impacted by hydropower (and how hydropower
development would impact the alternatives) since there are several hydropower projects which may be
licensed on National Forest lands.

RESPONSE: Dams and other diversions are discussed in FEIS in Chapter III in water section. How the
various alternatives would impact hydropower projects is described in FEIS in Chapter IV in energy section.
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COMMENT: A description of the currentstatus of the Elkhorn hydropowerproject is warranted in the section
on the Dosewallips River.

RESPONSE: Wild and Scenic River Evaluation of the Dosewallips River in Appendix F of the FEIS has been
updated to include the current status of the proposed Elkhorn hydroelectric project.

COMMENT: There appear to be few policies or guidelines that the Forest Service would follow to evaluate
whether or not hydropower is an appropriate use or whether other resources such as fisheries, wildlife,
scenic values, wilderness values, and others would be protected.

The Plan does not spell out how the Forest Service is to respond to proposed dams. The management
designation should be made clearer and more site specific.

The F.S. needs a comprehensive plan to deal with hydropower projects to protect other forest uses.

RESPONSE: In the Plan, there are Standards and Guidelines (Chapter IV: Forest-wide, Wild and Scenic,
River Corridor, and Riparian Area) which address suitability of hydroelectric projects on streams on the
Forest. In the Forest Service Manual (2770) and Handbook (2709.15) there is specific direction which
addresses policies and guidelines that are needed to evaluate whether or not hydropower is an appropri
ate use. The objective of these policies is to ensure that a proposed hydroelectric project would be
compatible with the National Forest purposes. Also, it is to ensure that planning, construction, and
operation of hydroelectric projects are performed in a manner to protect or effectively utilize National Forest
lands and resources.

How the Forest Service will respond to proposed dams is also established in Manual (2770) and Handbook
(2709.15). Site specific determinations will be made during evaluation of a proposed project.

It is the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or Power Commission's responsibility to do Comprehen
sive Planning of hydropower projects. They are responsible for looking at cumulative effects of multiple
hydroelectric projects and over-all planning for a drainage basin of hydroelectric projects. The Forest
Service is responsible for determining whether the project would be compatible with the best use of Forest
Service administered lands and assessing environmental effects.

COMMENT: The phrase "minimizing the impacr should be modified to "fully compensating for the impact."
Partial replacement of resource losses is not sufficient for hydropower uses.

RESPONSE: Hydropower is an appropriate use of Forest resources if the project would have an accept
able impact on other resources of the Forest. Any hydropower project is expected to have ground
disturbance and subsequent effects on the stream reach in the project area. These impacts need to be
minimized to an acceptable level for it to be a viable project. It may not be necessary to "fully compensate
for the impact" of the project. For example, erosion control measures will be required for all projects.
However, there will still be some erosion from the construction site even if successful erosion control
measures are used on all ground disturbed areas.

COMMENT: The Forest Service should take a position against hydro-electric projects wherever necessary
to protect other resources.

RESPONSE: National Forest lands are to be managed under the multiple use concept. Hydropower
development of sites on National Forest land is an appropriate use of these lands under Federal laws (see
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FEIS Chapter III: Energy section). However, the environmental consequences of the project must be
acceptable after evaluation by the Forest Service, FERC, and other governmental agencies.

COMMENT: The Plan should address the obligation of the Forest Service to comment on FERC proposals.
Sites withdrawn under the Federal PowerAct should be identified and addressed as to whether they should
be managed for power generation or Multiple-Use values.

RESPONSE: As part of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) licensing process for hy
dropower projects, the Forest Service is required to submit to FERC a 4(e) report. The report states whether
the Forest Service approves or disapproves of the project. The 4(e) report includes terms and conditions
for the project which are included as requirements if the project is licensed by FERC. The terms arid
conditions are requirements which are necessary to minimize environmental impacts. The 4(e) report
determines whether a hydropower project is an appropriate use for a site and assesses whether the
environmental impact of the project is acceptable.

See FEIS Chapter III (Energy section) for a discussion of sites that were withdrawn under the Federal Power
Act.

COMMENT: Do not preclude W&S recommendation of rivers because of potential hydropower develop
ment.

RESPONSE: When a license application for a hydroelectric project is submitted to FERC, the Forest
Service must submit a 4(e) report to FERC. The 4(e) report determines whether the project is a suitable
and appropriate use of the area (see FEIS Chapter III: Energy section). Designation of a stream as a Wild
and Scenic River is appropriate if it meets the eligibility and suitability criteria. Potential hydropower
development would not influence this evaluation. Please see Appendix F of the FEIS for detailed discussion
of the Wild and Scenic River evaluation conducted on the Forest.

COMMENT: Presenting energypotential in aTUs masks where it comes from. If any of this potential comes
from hydropower, the projects should be identified.

RESPONSE: The hydropower development potential is available in process records in the Supervisor'S
Office. The extent to which this energy source is likely to be developed is questionable due to prohibitive
costs, environmental impacts, and economic infeasibility. In the past ten years, approximately 60 prelimi
nary permits were filed with FERC for hydropower sites. At present, there are only three active hydropower
projects: Wynoochee Dam Project (FERC granted license for construction in 1988), Elkhorn Project (in
license application process with FERC) and Lena Creek Project (FERC license denial was appealed and
is in license application process again). In the future, there is expected to be renewed interest in hydropow
er projects as electricity prices increase and demand is greater.
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COMMENT: Plan should include the requirement for water quality monitoring for locatable mineral sites
with the potential to affect water quality and benefical uses. Water quality monitoring data may be needed
to ensure compliance with operating plans.

RESPONSE: Several Chapters in the FEIS and Forest Plan speak to this concern. Please refer to sections
Direct and Indirect Effects, and Mitigation Measures, in Chapter IV of the FEIS, and in the Forest Plan please
review the Standards and Guidelines in Chapter IV and the Monitoring section in Chapter V.

COMMENT: Potential for environmental impacts as a result of energy or mineral activities should be
discussed in Chapter IV of the DE/S.

RESPONSE: Please refer to Chapter IV of the FEIS, and the sections on Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative
Effects. The limited amount of minerals activity on the Forest at this time does not result in significant
environmental impacts.

COMMENT: No mineral development or exploration should be allowed.

RESPONSE: This would be contrary to long-standing, existing statutory rights and Forest Service policy.

COMMENT: Discussion of landownership planning should include FS policy on securing all mineral rights
on land to be acquired. Federal ownership ofmineral rights will insure FS has full range ofoptions to protect
fish and wildlife habitat on acquired lands.

RESPONSE: It is Forest Service policy in all land acquisitions to obtain title in fee whenever possible. This
includes acquisition of the mineral estate.

COMMENT: It would be helpful if DE/S Chapter 11/ contained a more complete historical account ofpast
and present mineral activity.

RESPONSE: We believe that Chapter III is adequately descriptive and commensurate with the mining
activity and potential on the Forest.

COMMENT: Should be acknowledged and noted in Chapter II as it is in Ch IVthat 1) Mining claimants have
a right of reasonable access and 2) Stipulations can be placed on leasing actions. It should then be possible
to view mineral development as less of an undesirable impact and reduce the amount of land under high
to moderate restrictions to mineral activity.

RESPONSE: The purposes and objectives for the various Chapters differ, and is not intended nor
desirable to cover all aspects of a planning question in every Chapter. As pointed out, Chapter IV
adequately covers the noted points of concern. All aspects of mineral development have been incorporat
ed into the resolution/design of final resource allocations.
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COMMENT: Chapters I or IV should include land availability status for mineral entry, leasing, restrictions,
such as tabulated on p IV-34. Map should also include mineral terrains, mining districts, classification
boundaries, etc.

RESPONSE: In Chapter IV of the Forest Plan, please refer to Table IV-1, Resource Output Summaries. In
that same Chapter please also review the section titled Resource Summaries. For other limitations or
restrictions please be guided by the Forest-wide and Special Management Unit Standards and Guidelines
also found in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: Continue coop effort with BLM to compile mineral information for western Washington, prefer
ably in GIS format.

RESPONSE: We are continuing in these efforts.

COMMENT: The FEIS does not fUlly explain how the management goals will be accomplished or deal
specifically with areas of moderate or high mineral potential as part of the Mgt Area Prescriptions.

RESPONSE: We believe the Resources Summary section and the Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines
found in Chapter IV in the Forest Plan adequately describe how our goals can be attained. Please refer
to the expanded goal statement section in Chapter IV as well. The Standards and Guidelines for Special
Management Units are also found in Chapter IV and most of these include the areas of moderate mineral
and gas and oil potential.

COMMENT: Plan says in part "FS would...challenge the validity of any claim...that could impact the
wilderness or special area." Respondents note that this is not in keeping with policy nor consistent with
statements of claimants rights described elsewhere.

RESPONSE: We agree that the statement was rather poorly written and this Standard and Guideline has
been removed.

COMMENT: Would like to see the following incorporated in the report:

The CrescentMine production of47,000 tons of manganese, over $1,000,000 in 1981 dollars.

Mineral Potential Map - same scale as alternative maps and in color. Kootenai and Okanagan
maps are best examples.

Table showing potential classification, availability, etc. by percent of acres. The Beaverhead
NF DEIS is an excellent example. We suggest a modification as shown. This would provide
an excellent statistical representation of minerals availability.

Provide evaluation criteria for nonenergy minerals such as that from the Wallowa Whitman NF.

Provide a definition of access categories such as that from the Beaverhead NF.

RESPONSE: We do not feel that the offered statistics will materially or effectively contribute to the essence
of potential values that have been estimated. The mineralization and mineral potentials for development
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do not compare with those for some other Forests. We feel that our presentation on mineral potential,
availability, records, and statistics is adequate for the circumstances on the Olympic National Forest.

COMMENT: In Appendix C, South Quinault Ridge Unroaded Area, availability should have subheading
"Minerals" under Resource Potential to be consistent with the other sections.

RESPONSE: Appendix C has been corrected accordingly.

COMMENT: DNR supports opportunities for mineral exploration when consistent with protection of other
resources. Would expect plan to insure operations are conducted to equal or exceed the requirements in
the Forest Practice,. ..Surface Mining, ...state statutes and subsequent regulations.

RESPONSE: The general intent and policy under which the Forest Service and other agencies comply with
State and local laws is well documented. Resource management activities will be conducted in compliance
with standards and regulations that are equal to or greater than requirements of state statutes such as the
Forest Practices Act.
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COMMENT: All privately owned areas within ONF should revert to public upon death of owner.

RESPONSE: Fundamental laws and regulations governing the management of the Olympic National
Forest do not permit such consideration.

COMMENT: Purchase (condemn if necessary) corporate land to expand ONF.

RESPONSE: It is contrary to our mission statements, direction, and policy to acquire lands outside of the
National Forest boundary for the sole purpose of enlarging or expanding the National Forest.

COMMENT: Maps - Should provide maps showing 1986 change in ONF/ONP boundary.

RESPONSE: Current, state of the art maps have be provided whenever possible.

COMMENT: The FEIS fails to mention that two SOHAs near Baldy Mt. and McDonald Mt. are currently being
discussed for trading with Washington DNR. State would not be obligated to manage for spotted owls.

RESPONSE: This comment made specific reference to Goals for Resource Programs. Please refer to the
introductory remarks at the beginning of this section that give perspective on the intent of goal statements.
Landownership adjustment will be conducted to facilitate accomplishment of Forest Plan objectives, that
may very well in some cases include a primary objective of SOHA acquisition. Any unacceptable adverse
effects will have to be mitigated or resolved prior to implementation of any land exchanges. Each land
exchange that is considered under the Landownership Adjustment Plan will be tested for its appropriate
ness through the NEPA process.

COMMENT: Suggest exchange to acquire trail and river corridors. If exchange for other reasons, do not
dispose of trail and river corridors. Suggest use land in NW corner of Forest as trading stock.

RESPONSE: Please refer to the Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.
Make particular note of the standards and guidelines that apply to Special Management Units such as
those for Wilderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers. The Olympic National Forest Landownership Adjustment
Plan has identified land suitable for exchange. Acquisition of lands that will contribute to the resource
management objectives ofthe Forest Plan, may be acquired by exchange, purchase, or donation. Acquisi
tion of lands in special management units such as Wild and Scenic Rivers, will be considered on a 'willing
seller" basis only. Please refer to Chapter IV of the Forest Plan and the landownership discussion under
Resource Summaries.

COMMENT: We request that you consider formal designation of existing and proposed transportation and
utility corridors in the ElS and Forest Plan.

RESPONSE: Please refer to Chapter IV of the Forest Plan and the structures and utility corridor discussion
under Resource Summaries.
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COMMENT: Planned utility corridors associated with proposedhydroelectric sites shouldbe identified and
designated in order that they may be fully integrated into a comprehensive utility corridor system.

RESPONSE: We agree. However, no firm proposals or plans for new utility corridors have been submitted
to the Olympic National Forest.

COMMENT: It would be desirable to delineate "avoidance" and "exclusion" areas for energy and utility
transmission corridors with relevant information summaries.

RESPONSE: These concerns are covered by Forest-wide and Special Management Area Standards and
Guidelines. Please refer to Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: The Forest needs to examine the possibility and ramifications of "land-locking" intermingled
ownership. A scenario could be the designation of an area to be unroaded thus possibly precluding an
adjacent landowner from obtaining right-of-way to cross the Forest to gain access to their own land.

RESPONSE: Existing laws and regulations are in place that assure private landowners means for acquir
ing appropriate access to their land.
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COMMENT: The Plan should reduce or eliminate forestry activities in areas which are sensitive to
compaction, erosion, and/or mass failure.

RESPONSE: The substance of your comment centers in a value jUdgment. In fact, our forest practices can
be designed to avoid or minimize impacts to the soil resource by provisions stated in the Standards and
Guidelines of the Forest Plan (See FEIS, Appendix D/Plan, Chapter IV). The Land Suitability classification,
used in the Plan, also identifies some areas that may not be feasible for current forestry practices. The
Forest Plan has provisions and constraints that can be used to protect the soil resource. The Region 6 Best
Management Practices Provisions are incorporated in Appendix J of the Plan.

COMMENT: The Plan states that no more than 20 percent of an area should be compacted, but the DEIS
states that large winter peak flows can be increased when soil compaction occupies more than 10 to 12
percent of a total watershed. How do these two statements relate?

RESPONSE: The area of consideration is what separates these two criteria statements. The statement
within the Plan (no more than 20 percent), refers to compaction within a specific treatment area. The
statement within the DEIS, (no more than 10 to 12 percent) refers to a whole watershed. It is the difference
in view between a small analysis area and the view in total for a whole drainage.

COMMENT: Realistic cost estimates should be made to repair past and future soil impacts from logging
on steep terrain or near streams.

RESPONSE: Soils are not static, but are dynamic multi-dimensional bodies. They are quite complex and
at times unpredictable. At times soils become damaged. The best approach to correct soil related
problems is to set up program provisions to allow for funding and correction of degraded soil areas.
Program provisions will exist to plan and fund rehabilitation work when the need is known. (See the Plan
Appendix A).

COMMENT: The 65 percent slope definition could lead to major future problems if there are any significant
risks associated with slopes less than 65 percent. There is undoubtedly a gradually declining degree of risk
that varies by slope and other factors over some range of values. A more detailed treatment of this
relationship is needed.

RESPONSE: The use of 65 percent in the DEIS is used because most of our sensitive soil areas exceed
65 percent slope. There are a few areas having slopes less than 65 percent that were included with the
sensitive soil classification because of known mass failure processes. Project environmental analysis will
also address the sensitivity of the land to specific management practices, regardless of slope, whenever
appropriate.

COMMENT: The analysis area delineators eliminated (riparian character, slope class, and erosion hazard)
are cause for concern due to several assumptions or conclusions that are largely unexplained. It is
impossible to determine if the factors are really as unimportantas stated or if one ormore of the assumptions
are likely to be flawed. A more detailed treatment is needed for this section.
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RESPONSE: We believe this issue is treated with adequate detail in Appendix B. The important points are
(1) an ID team evaluated the model and variables to reach their conclusion, (2) there were limitations to
FORPLAN's modeling size capabilities, (3) the ID team concluded that riparian character, slope class, and
erosion hazard were not sensitive delineators to address the major ICOs modeled in FORPLAN, and
therefore were not needed. Please refer to Appendix B for additional detail.

COMMENT: The Canal Front Plan placed special constraints on management of the Middle Dungeness
River drainage. Steep, highly unstable soils, poor regeneration, and likelihood of major slope failures
caused much of the area to be taken out of the timber base and managed in such a way as to insure its
future integrity. The present plan fails to retain special restraints for this area in its Preferred Alternative; it
fails to adequately discuss the decision to drop current management directives, or present any specific
resource information that would lead to such a decision.

Also, the Silver Creek Road (2825) was directed to be closed in the Canal Front Plan of 1979, not only has
the road remained open but the preferred alternative removes this former decision.

RESPONSE: Many of the constraints of the Canal Front Plan are incorporated in the Final Forest Plan. The
allocations, Standards and Guidelines, and BMPs are designed to provide ample protection for the
resources of the Middle Dungeness River drainage, including the Silver Creek drainage, and other
sensitive areas of the Forest. Specific road closures are project decisions addressed by the Ranger
Districts during Plan implementation.

COMMENT: The DEIS presents a general discussion of high hazard soil and slope conditions on the
Olympic National Forest, stating that these areas with a known high risk of mass wasting and soil erosion
potential have been removed (through the suitability stratification process) from the inventory of lands
suitable for timber harvest. The Forest's soil inventory provided the basis for this determination, but no
details are given in the discussion as to the criteria for 'high risk.' This should be summarized in the FEIS
in such a manner that comparisons can be made of the soils information and relative risk of mass slope
failure with information on harvest rates and rearing areas for anadromous fish and other species of
concern.

RESPONSE: This level of detail is not generally included in the FEIS. The Planning Records in the
Supervisor's Office of the Olympic National Forest are available for review on the technical details of the
timber/soil suitability analysis.

COMMENT: It should be clear that the extensive strategy of soil conservation - soil first, timber cutting
second, is preferable over the intensive strategies, which are based on expensive artificial inputs.

RESPONSE: The Olympic National Forest recognizes the need to follow both extensive and intensive
forest management practices. Our site specific analysis of areas are used to separate resource values and
sensitivity, and guide us into appropriate management practices.
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COMMENT: A major concern regards timber management proposed for areas otherwise not targeted for
timber production. Logging is allowed under certain circumstances in A1A (Roadless Non-Motorized), A1B
(Roadless Motorized), C1 (old-growth), and J2 (RNAs). Any timber management is in such areas are
completely contrary to their intended functions~

RESPONSE: Timber is not available for programmed harvest in any of these allocations, however, the
Standards and Guidelines do allow for timber harvesting to take place under certain circumstances but
only when timber harvesting is consistent with the Desired Future Condition of that particular Management
Prescription. Refer to Standards and Guidelines for each Management Prescription (A1A, A1B, C1, J2).

COMMENT: There were several comments concerned with how unroaded areas would be allocated and
managed. The comments involved a range from leaving them all unroaded to making them available for
timber harvesting.

It is important to note here that demand for Wilderness areas and other unroaded resources cannot be met
by any substitute. Once these areas are lost they are essentially irreplaceable and it is therefore much easier
to shift demand for the commodity resources to other areas than to try to mitigate for loss of such lands.

The information on which this Plan is based is out of date or unreliable. I strongly disagree with comments
that undeveloped recreation should be primarily concerned with unroaded areas. This is simply not true.
Even according to your own RIM statistics, more people drive the roads than walk the trails.

It is true that there is an expressed interest in total preservation of unroaded area among some "segments
of the public" but there are also many more publics that demand some degree of full development to the
extent that is feasible?

The Committee report also recognized that the Forest Service has the authority to manage lands in an
undeveloped condition, if and when appropriate. We believe that "appropriate" use of this authority specifi
cally applies to cases of well-defined areas of undeveloped lands where the FS can clearly demonstrate
that such limited use management is in fact the highest and best use with the attendant opportunity costs
well documented. In the case of the proposed ONF Land and Resource Management Plan, this necessary
justification and documentation is notpresented and, in our opinion, could not be done so in the convincing
and defensible manner that is required. For these reasons, we strongly recommend that you not use the
proposed A1A and A1B management prescriptions and redefine the management direction of lands so
designated in ways that will be more responsive to present and future public needs during the plan period.

You state that many people feel that the remaining roadless areas should be retained in recognition of the
increasing interest in unroaded recreation and the shrinking land base and that interest in this issue "is also
part of a national trend." The last statement is not true. From the base year of 1980 used in the Forest
Recreation analysis to the last year of record, 1986, Dispersed General Undeveloped Area Recreation
Servicewide Summary on a national basis has increased 0.7 percent or 359 MRVDs. This is not a significant
upward trend and is indeed a misrepresentation in the DEIS. Statewide, as previously indicated, there is no
such rising demand either. Locally, the ONF Planning Staff and peer reviewers should be well aware that
in the "backcountry" areas of ONP that are roadless and designated for Wilderness in the master plan,
recreation use has been steadily declining over the most recent past decade.
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RESPONSE: The DEIS and FEIS have examined a wide range of uses of unroaded lands on the Forest
and Alternative C-Preferred (Modified) represents a mixture of uses that was intended to represent a wide
range of public interests. Refer to Chapter IV, section entitled "Unroaded Areas," and Appendix C for the
environmental consequences of allocating unroaded areas to uses that would reduce the total acres
currently providing Semi-Primitive and Primitive opportunities.

The Forest is currently unable to meet demand for unroaded undeveloped recreation while it is more than
capable of providing roaded recreation opportunities to meet demand and and will continue to do so.
Therefore, the major issue that the DEIS and FEIS focused on was how much of the unroaded areas should
be retained in an unroaded condition in order that they may continue to provide undeveloped unroaded
recreation opportunities and help meet some of the demand.

The Forest Plan would retain approximately 65 percent of the unroaded areas. The decline of backcountry
use in the ONP may be the cause of anyone or combination of factors (e.g., overcrowding or lack of
solitude may cause people to seek unroaded recreation experiences elsewhere) and, therefore, does not
necessarily indicate that there is an overall decline in the demand for unroaded recreation. A decline in
use does not indicate whether the use of an area is still above existing capacity. Refer to Table 111-33 in
Chapter 3 of the FEIS for comparison of demand and supply by ROS class and Appendix C for allocation
of unroaded areas by alternative.

COMMENT: Using the sights and sounds argument to preclude roadless management as an option in
Forest Planning is an insufficient, inadequate reason. It is of no real consequence if one can observe sights
and sounds from some locations in the area.

RESPONSE: The criteria involving the "sights and sounds" in any given ROS class is part of the Forest
Service Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) and is used to help measure the off-site or nearby
distractions that will effect one's recreation experience and the settings in which one recreates. The
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum is outlined in the USDA, Forest Service Handbook, entitled "ROS Users
Guide", .

COMMENT: There were a few comments that indicated that retaining unroaded areas for unroaded
recreation purpose was in conflict with the 1984 Washington State Wilderness Act.

The Washington State Wilderness Act of 1984 (PL 98-339) bestowed Congressional approval on the RARE
/I results with sufficient release language to designate the most suitable lands from that inventory as new
units of the Wilderness Preservation System. This Act of Congress deemed that the remaining roadless
areas be managed for nonWilderness multiple uses pursuant to NFMA Sec. 6 management plans and need
not be managed to preserve any Wilderness characteristics for subsequent Congressional direction. This
is in conflict with the disposition of roadless areas as proposed in the draft plan.

The map of the proposed Alternative exhibits a majority of boundary miles classified in management areas
A1A, A1Band A2 situated as wilderness buffers in direct conflict with the spirit and intend of Sec. 9 to wit:
"Congress does not intend that designation of wilderness areas in the State of WA lead to the creation of
protective perimeters or buffer zones around each wilderness area. The fact that nowilderness activities or
uses can be seen or heard from areas within the wilderness shall not, of itself, preclude such activities or
uses up to the boundary of the wilderness area." Plainly, it is contrary to Congressional direction to waste
adjacent nonwilderness land and resources for the purposes of allegedly guarding wilderness values and
such proposed action is also a violation of FS Washington Office policy.
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The proposed plan implementation schedule would leave over 80 percent of the total unroaded areas in
this developed condition by the end of the plan period. We believe this potential situation is contrary to the
intent of the WA Wild. Act of '84 and the direction of the RPA program pursuant to the Amended Resources
Planning Act.

RESPONSE: The Washington State Wilderness Act of 1984 states that the purpose of the Act is to "insure
that certain other National Forest System lands ... be available for nonwilderness multiple uses." Both the
DEIS and FEIS provide a range of management alternatives for a variety of nonwilderness resource mixes.
The various alternatives provide a range of allocations from retaining areas or portions of areas for
unroaded undeveloped recreation to making them available for development and intensive management.

COMMENT: A couple of comments were made concerning the use of the Upper So. Fk. Skokomish
unroaded area and the trail.

In the Upper So. Fk. Skokomish River Area it appears motorized activity within this management area will
impact the surrounding "non-motorized areas". Is this true? Has it been evaluated? What would be the likely
impacts; noise, smell?

In the Upper Skokomish Roadless Area the trail should be closed to ORVs because it accesses the ONP
and is close to Wonder Mtn. Wilderness. The areas around Capitol Peak and Mt. Church should be
designated to A1A.

RESPONSE: The Upper So. Fk. Skokomish unroaded area is allocated to Undeveloped Recreation
(Non-Motorized) in the FEIS. The Upper So. Fk. Skokomish trail is closed to ORVs because it accesses
the Park. Refer to Table 111-26 in Chapter III for trail information.

COMMENT: McDonald Creek roadless area now belongs to the ONP and this needs to changed. How
many roadless areas were recently lost in the land exchange with the Park?

RESPONSE: None of the McDonald unroaded was transferred to the Park with the 1986 Forest/Park
boundary adjustment. Refer to Chapter III of the FEIS, section entitled "Historical Trends' for information
concerning the boundary adjustment.

COMMENT: In the Quilcene Roadless Area the Deer Ridge Trail and adjacent land have been designated
A1B, admitting off-road vehicles. The trail provides access to Deer Park and the ONP. To obviate conflict
between non-motorized uses in the Park and to remove the temptation to vehicle users to continue riding
into the Park, this trail and adjacent land should be designated A1A. The same applies to the northern
access to Mt. Townsend Trail and area from Dirty Face Ridge and Last Water Camp due to their close
proximity to Buckhorn Wilderness. The side of Tyler Peak should be designated A1A, rather than A1B,
because of its proximity to the wilderness.

RESPONSE: The Deer Ridge area has been changed and is now allocated to Undeveloped Recreation
(Non-Motorized). Both the Deer Ridge and Little Quilcene trails are closed to motorized vehicles because
they access either the Park or Wilderness. The Gold Creek trail is open to ORVs as it ends on the Silver
Creek road and can not access the Buckhorn Wilderness. Refer to Table 111-28 in Chapter III of the FEIS
for trail information.
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COMMENT: In the Jupiter Ridge Roadless Area, the Mt. Jupiter trail should be closed to ORVs because
it also accesses Wilderness. The areas surrounding the trail should be designatedA1A, notA1B. In the river
bottom immediately south of Little Hump, the west half of the valley is Wilderness and the east half, under
Alts. G & H, is A1B. The designation should be A1A instead.

RESPONSE: The portion of the Jupiter Ridge unroaded area that surrounds the Mt. Jupiter trail is allocated
to Undeveloped Recreation (Non-Motorized) and the trail is closed to ORVs because the trail enters The
Brothers Wilderness. A small portion of the Jupiter Ridge unroaded area that is in the vicinity of the Little
Hump is within a Wild and Scenic Rivers allocation in the Preferred Alternative. The rest of the area south
of the Little Hump is allocated to timber production.

COMMENT: In the Jefferson Ridge Roadless Area, the Jeff. Ridge trail should be preserved from clearcut
ting. The area south of Mt. Ellinor and Mt. Wash. should remain closed to ORVs.

RESPONSE: The area surrounding the Jefferson Ridge trail is allocated to undeveloped Recreation
(Non-Motorized) use in the Preferred Alternative. The area south of Mt. Ellinor and Mt. Washington is
allocated to Scenery. Both the Mt. Ellinor and Mt. Washington trails are closed to ORVs.

COMMENT: The South Quinault Ridge Roadless Area should not be logged in order to protect the scenery
above Lake Quinault. There is no reason to allow logging in the Wrights Canyon area next to the Colonel
Bob Wilderness.

RESPONSE: In the Preferred Alternative, the South Quinault Ridge unroaded area has approximately
4,400 acres allocated to Undeveloped Recreation (Non-Motorized), 1,500 acres to Spotted Owl habitat,
and 1,500 acres are in a Research Natural Area. There is no timber programmed for harvest within these
7,400 unroaded acres. However, there are 2,400 acres that are allocated to Scenic Management (timber
is programmed for harvesting) and all management activities must meet the Visual Quality Objectives
established within this allocation. Wrights Canyon area is allocated to Timber Production. There are several
areas where timber harvesting activities will take place adjacent to Wilderness·and the Park, Wrights
Canyon being one.

COMMENT: There are some inconsistencies on the Maps. For example, the area near Green Mm. is
designated A1A on Alts. F & G but it is colored white (E1- Timber harvest).

RESPONSE: These map inconsistencies have been corrected in the FEIS.

COMMENT: We would like to see the following incorporated into the report: In the appendices section of
the various roadless areas, for S. Quin. Ridge unroaded area, the topic of availability should have the
subheading "Minerals' under resource potential in order to be consistent with the other sections.

RESPONSE: The subheading "Minerals" has been added to the text for So. Quinault Ridge unroaded area
in Appendix C.
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COMMENT: A couple of comments where made concerning use of lands near unroaded areas.

I find cutting hundreds of years of old-growth development in the Humptulips near Moonlight Dome as
tragic, as well as similar proposals on the So. Quinault Ridge, the Rugged Ridge above the Sitcum River,
the Dosewallips Valley and Alckee Creek in the Soleduck drainage.

There are some areas on the ONF where the number and magnitude of benefits accrued appear to far
outweigh the potential commodities. A prime example is the Dungeness River Valley from about East
Crossing cpgd. to the Buckhorn Wilderness and including Dirty Face Ridge, Tyler Peak, Maynard Peak,
Three O'Clock Ridge and Silver Creek. This area is quite dry, the terrain is steep and the soil is rocky. The
soils are unstable and roadbuilding has resulted in erosion and large landslides. The few clearcuts are
regenerating very poorly due to the dry conditions and poor site class.

RESPONSE: The DEIS and FEIS have examined a wide range of uses of lands on the Forest and
Alternative C-Preferred (Modified) involves a range of uses that represents a wide range of public interests.

COMMENT: There were many comments made as to how individual unroaded areas should be managed,
including:

The Rugged Ridge area should remain roadless, but timber harvest should be allowed, but limited to
individual tree and group selection harvest methods. No further road expansion should be allowed in the
Baldy Ridge area and allow timber harvesting same as Rugged Ridge. The Tyler Peak area above the
Dungeness Rd. 2950, including 3-0'Clock Ridge should be kept unroaded and undeveloped. This area
should be added to the Buckhorn Wilderness. The Dirty Face Ridge area should also be kept unroaded and
undeveloped. Motorized use should be prohibited. Add to Buckhorn Wilderness. The Mt. Zion, Quilcene
Ridge, Hamilton Mtn. and Dosewallips corridor should all be managed as roadless areas but allowing
harvesting of individual trees orgroup selection. Maple, Delta, and LowerLena Creek watersheds, including
Lena Lake, should be kept unroaded and undeveloped. Entry quotas should be set for Lena Lake and
enforced and the heavily used camping spots should be rehabilitated. Add Lena Lake area to The Brothers
Wilderness. Mt. Ellinor, Mt. Washington, and Jefferson Ridge should be kept undeveloped and added to the
Mt. Skok. Wilderness. The Dry Creek, Lightning Peak, UpperSo. Skok. Mt. Church and CapitolPeak roadless
land should be kept undeveloped and added to the Wonder Mtn. Wilderness. Motorized traffic should
definitely notbe allowed. Moonlight Dome and So. Quinault Ridge areas should be managed for continuous
production of old-growth habitat. Harvest of timber should be carried out by individual tree or group harvest
methods. Clearcutting should not be used under any circumstances nor should any further road expansion
be allowed.

RESPONSE: The DEIS and FEIS have examined a wide range of uses of unroaded lands on the Forest
and Alternative C-Preferred (Modified) represents a mixture of uses that was intended to represent a wide
range of public interests. Refer to Chapter IV, section entitled ·Unroaded Areas· and Appendix C for the
environmental consequences of allocating unroaded areas

COMMENT: The idea of buffer strips for undeveloped recreation (in which roads cannot be constructed
within 1/2 mile) seems senseless. Congress specifically asked that no Wilderness areas have buffer strips,
so roadless areas certainly shouldn't. Please remove that requirement from the standards and guidelines.

RESPONSE: The criteria involving roads not being constructed within 1/2 mile of an area allocated to
Undeveloped Recreation is part of the Forest Service Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) program
and is used to help inventory ROS classes and to measure the off-site or nearby distractions that will affect
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one's recreation experience and the settings in which one recreates. The Recreation Opportunity Spec
trum is outlined in the USDA, Forest Service Handbook, entitled "ROS Users Guide",

COMMENT: Recreational opportunity is considered to remain constant, even though use has been increas
ing to the point that "Use figures indicate that the theoretical capacity of the Wildernesses to provide high
quality experiences is currently being exceeded. How can increased use not be affected by VQOs, lack of
Wilderness habitat and roadless recreation? Existing use exceeds the theoretical capacity of these areas
to provide high quality experiences... even ifplanned trail system expansion occurs. " Demand is higher than
the supply on the Olympic National Forest and yet these factors are held constant in the FORPLAN runs and
trend analysis, benefits analysis and economic tradeoffs.

Why is less roadless area set aside throughout the Forest if .... the availability of experiences of even
less-than-standard quality will be greatly diminished, and will fall substantially below expected demand"?

RESPONSE: The Forest cannot meet every demand for each resource and that is one of the purposes
of this planning effort. The DEIS and FEIS examined a wide range of uses for unroaded areas and the
Preferred Alternative represents a mixture of uses of these areas based on a wide range of public interests.
Refer to Chapters III and IV of the FEIS and Appendix C for how unroaded areas were allocated and the
environmental consequences upon each unroaded area by alternative.
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COMMENT: A few comments were made concerning the impacts that facilities such as road and utilities
have on scenery.

More work should be done on mitigation of road construction through retention and partial retention VQOs.
I suggest a more quantitative guideline such as was done with clearcuts.

Logging and road construction have reaped havoc on the scenery and resources of a large proportion of
the ONF. This should be brought out forthrightly as one of the most important problems which the Forest
Plan needs to resolve. Yet the best the Plan can do is provide for Retention and Partial Retention of VQOs
on 40 percent of the Forest and build 93 miles of road in the next 10 years and reduce timber harvesting
in riparian areas by 20 percent.

The potential impacts on scenic quality of proposed hydropower on various rivers and streams needs to
be discussed.

RESPONSE: The scenic management system applies to all management activities, including road and
utility projects. Some management activities such as road construction, do have a very lasting effect upon
scenery and careful planning and design must be given to assure that their visual impacts are avoided or
minimized. The National Forest Landscape Management program provides guidelines for implementing
visual resource concerns into project design and construction. Volume 2, Chapter 2 applies to Utilities and
Volume 2, Chapter 4, applies to Roads.

COMMENT: Clear cut areas such as the western (Hoh River) approach to the National Park and the road
heading west from Mora serve as the stark reminders of our disregard for the old forests.

RESPONSE: Management of the visual resource is guided by the scenic Management System. All National
Forest lands are assigned a Visual Quality Objective to insure that scenic and highly visible landscapes
involve careful planning and design during all management activity planning. There are many acres of
forested land on the Olympic Peninsula that are managed by other agencies or private companies that may
or may not be concerned with protecting scenery and will obviously have a cumulative effect on scenic
viewsheds. However, the Forest Service has no control off National Forest lands. The DEIS and FEIS have
examined a wide range of protection for scenery on the Forest and Alternative C-Preferred (Modified)
represents a relatively high range of scenery protection. Refer to Chapter IV of the FEIS for the effects upon
Scenery by viewshed by alternative.

COMMENT: A few comments were made thatprotecting scenic values shouldnot impact timber harvesting.

Visual Resources are an abstract unknown value. I enjoy looking at a well managed high yield forest, with
lots ofclearcuts with trees at different age levels. I feel Region 6 guidelines on visual resources are prejudice
against the timber industry and do not express everyone's views.

Why should one area be hurt for Seattle's scenic value? You did not ask local communities for input into
your Plan, only the environmentalists. Quilcene and Brinnon won't be here if your Plan goes into action.
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RESPONSE: Management of the visual resource is guided by the Scenic Management System. All
National Forest lands are assigned a Visual Quality Objective (VQO) to insure that scenic and highly visible
landscapes involve careful planning and design during all management activity planning. Everyone,
including those people living in local Peninsula communities, was given an opportunity to comment on the
DEIS. Under the Preferred Alternative, 15 percent of the Forest is in either Wilderness or Research Natural
Area allocations and will therefore, be managed under the Preservation VQO and 15 percent is classified
as Retention and Partial Retention. The remaining 70 percent of the Forest will be managed under the
Modification and Maximum Modification VQOs.

COMMENT: The following areas need clarification and more specific direction and funding. I think more
training, staff assistance or District personnel will be needed to implement the Visual Quality analysis
requirements.

RESPONSE: Visual resource issues and concerns are addressed in individual project environmental
analysis and the District Ranger is responsible, with the assistance of the Forest Landscape Architect, to
see that the Scenic Management System is incorporated into all proposed management activities. Areas
that have been identified for their scenic value (landscapes that are seen from moderate to high use travel
routes and from recreation use areas, such as campgrounds and resorts) are called viewsheds. Some
viewsheds, or portions of, may be allocated to management prescriptions in which timber harvesting is not
programmed and, therefore will remain natural appearing. Other viewsheds will be allocated to Scenic-A2.
Refer to Standards and Guidelines for the Scenic-A2 allocation in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: A few comments were made concerning the Visual Quality Objectives.

In the description (S-7 ofDEIS) ofmodification andmax. modification, examples of these categories of visual
quality objectives would be helpful to visualize impacts. Additionally, the acres dedicated to these two types
of management are needed for comparisons. (The acreages are given for "low level" VQOs).

The ElS indicates that at present 28 percent of Forest land area meets Preservation, Retention, or Partial
Retention VQOS; the remaining 72 percent is already substantially modified. Half of the 28 percent is in
designated Wilderness and not subject to activities that would alter visual quality. This leaves roughly 14
percent of Forest land (90,000 acres) that can still be managed for Retention or Part. Retention of natural
visual character. AIt.C-Prefered would maintain only 36,000 acres (only 5 percent of Forest acreage) in the
Retention or Part. Retention VQOs. It is quite apparent that protection of scenic quality received little or no
consideration in developing this alternative.

RESPONSE: Refer to Figure 111-8a in Chapter III of the FEIS for a graphic that shows what an average
landscape could look like under the various Visual Quality Objectives. The Preferred Alternative has been
modified since the DEIS. Refer to Chapter IV of the FEIS for a comparison of the effects of the various
alternatives upon the viewsheds (Partial Retention and Retention areas) and refer to Recreation under the
Forest Wide Standards and Guidelines for how scenery will be managed outside of identified viewsheds.
Refer to Standards and Guidelines for Scenic-A2 for how the visual resource will managed under a scenic
allocation.

COMMENT: The agency must justify why the demand for VQOs or visual quality zones will remain constant
(see Plan pg 11-3). The demand for forest uses is increasing throughout the Olympic Peninsula. The agency
states that under projected demand the facilities now in place and planned will be unable to meet the load.
Recreational use is on the rise according to your figures. Increased demand for real estate and undisturbed
view sheds will certainly rise. How can the agency assert the need for VQOs will remain constant, therefore?
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RESPONSE: The projection of demand for scenic quality has been revised (see Forest Plan Chapter II)
to reflect expected increases in demand for recreation as a whole. The original demand projection was a
reflection of the fact that potential supply of scenic quality (in acreage terms) is constant, and that acreage
demanded could not and would not increase. It is nonetheless true that the intensity of demand will
increase, and that it is appropriate to reflect this change in intensity in demand projections.

COMMENT: One of the aspects of scenic management that is mentioned but not quantified is the degree
to which management of the visual resource increases the cost of timber management. Smaller cutting
units, buffer strips, less alteration of the ground, road construction restrictions, additional road mileage and
helicopter logging are increasing the costs.

RESPONSE: In some cases, the cost of implementing techniques and practices that will minimize the
negative impacts of timber harvesting and road construction upon the visual resource will be increased.
However, under direction in the National Forest Management Act of 1976, the Forest Service is directed
to "insure that clearcutting... and other cuts designed to regenerate an even-age stand of timber will be
used as a cutting method on National Forest System lands only where such cuts are carried out in a
manner consistent with the protection of soil, watershed, fish, wildlife, recreation, and esthetic resources,
and the regeneration of the timber resource." The Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter II, Part 219,
SUbpart A-National Forest System Land and Resource Management Planning, 219.27 Management re"
quirements (b) Vegetative manipulation, states that "Management prescriptions that involve vegetative
manipulation of tree cover for any purpose shall- (3) Not be chosen primarily because they will give the
greatest dollar return or the greatest output of timber, although these factors shall be considered."

COMMENT: The DEIS creates a few allocation problems of its own, Quinault assumed 1500 acres of the
Quinault Viewshed was loggable. The DEIS assumes 2100 acres. I felt ourprojections were overly optimistic
and this has been borne out recently with exam of options in the Wright Canyon area. I am also of the firm
opinion that the management direction for the viewshed (the area visible above Neilton from Hwy 101)
should remain in management prescription A2-Scenic.

RESPONSE: In the Preferred Alternative, the So. Quinault Ridge area involves a mixture of allocations.
Most ofthe area will be allocated to Undeveloped Recreation (Non-Motorized) where timber harvesting will
not be programmed. The southern portion of the ridge behind Neilton will be managed under a Scenic
allocation and over a long period of time will have a slightly altered appearance. The Wright Canyon area
is allocated to timber production and most of this area is not visible from the roads or use areas. Those
portions of Wright Canyon that may be visible have been given a Visual Quality Objective that shall be met.
Refer to Forest Wide Standards and Guidelines and the same for Scenic A2 in Chapter IV of the Forest
Plan.

COMMENT: A few comments were made concerning certain areas warranting scenic protection.

I recommend that the portions of Wrights Canyon, Quilcene Ridge, and Mt. Walker that are allocated to E1
be verified that they cannot be seen from a high use travel route, use area, or waterbody. If they can be seen
then they should be included in the scenic allocation. .

RESPONSE: The DEIS and FEIS have examined a miX or range for managing the scenic viewsheds on
the Forest. Alternative C-Preferred (Modified) represents scenic allocations based on a wide range of
public interests. All National Forest lands are assigned a Visual Quality Objective which is based upon a
visual analysis involving the visual variety, sensitive levels and distance zones. If for some reason a
particular area was classified incorrectly (an area inventoried as unseen and later determined to be visible
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from a high use area or travel route) the Scenic Management System allows for updating or correcting any
part of the inventory that is incorrect. Refer to the 'Scenery' section of Chapter IV of the FEIS for a display
of how the various viewsheds will appear by alternative.

COMMENT: Certain added constraints were placed on scenic management categories, i.e. foreground
retention, partial retention; middleground retention, etc. such that a percentage limit on clearcutting on
these areas in anyone period was imposed. Although 32,100 acres are included in the scenic management
category, no discussion takes place nor any consideration given in the Olympic EIS or Plan as to where
these acres are located. Whether these 32,100 acres in scenic management already are part of the 41,147
acres assigned to minimum level management in the various allocation zones, or whether they are part of
the originally withdrawn acres (164,279) or the MR acres (99,700) set aside is unknown or known but
unstated.

RESPONSE: The visual prescriptions were deleted from the FEIS and will be used as guidelines (not
constraints) for meeting VQOs during viewshed scheduling and project planning. V-1 involves foreground
retention areas which are with in 1/2 mile of a level 1 travel route and have a distinctive or common variety
class. The V-2 visual prescription applies to middleground retention areas which are seen from level 1 travel
routes and have a distinctive variety class; and foreground partial retention areas which are seen from level
2 travel routes and involve distinctive and common landscapes. The V-3 prescription involves background
retention and middleground and background partial retention areas. These visual prescriptions will involve
guidelines (such as target size tree, percentage of the stand to be maintained with target size tress, size
of cutting units, etc.) to help determining the best way to meet assigned Visual Quality Objectives within
a given viewshed. The acres assigned to the scenic A2 allocation are programmed for timber harvesting,
but Visual Quality Objectives must be met. Refer to Standards and Guilelines for Scenic A2 in Chapter IV
of the Forest Plan.
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COMMENT: Many individuals, organizations and agencies expressed a concern that additional rivers
should be found eligible and recommended for inclusion within the Wild and Scenic Rivers System in order
to preserve their free flowing character and to protect the fisheries, wildlife, recreational and scenic values.
Among the specific comments were:

Allsix rivers evaluated for suitability should be recommended for inclusion within the Wild and Scenic Rivers
System.

All "eligible" rivers should be recommended for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

The values of the South Fork of the Skokomish, the East Fork of the Humptulips, the Soleduck and the Sitkum
are such that they along with the six rivers evaluated for suitability should be recommended as additions
to the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

All rivers evaluated deserve recommendation for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

The Upper Dungeness should be an addition to the list of rivers recommended.

All rivers except the South Fork of the Skokomish and the Elwha deserve Wild and Scenic river status.

Five of the 15 rivers evaluated were found to be ineligible because they lack any Outstandingly Remarkable
Values. These rivers should be reevaluated as they have Outstandingly Remarkable fisheries, wildlife and
scenic values.

Two of the eligible rivers; the Soleduck and the Humptulips were not recommended based on more suitable
rivers nearby in the Olympic National Park. The act, guidelines, or direction does not reference proximity
of other rivers as an evaluation criteria.

Reanalyze all rivers that may qualify under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

The East Fork of the Humptulips is the white water gem of the Olympics and should be recommended as
an addition to the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

The major tributaries of the Quillayutte; the Soleduck, the Sitkum, The Calawah, and the Bogachiel should
be added to the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

RESPONSE: All rivers that were initially evaluated in the draft were reevaluated to include the additional
information that became available during the period following the draft, and the information that was
received from individuals,organizations, Indian tribes, and other agencies. The number of rivers evaluated
was increased from sixteen to seventeen as the Gray Wolf was evaluated on its own merits separate from
the Dungeness.

The reevaluation process is found in Appendix F of the FEIS, Wild and Scenic River Review. Of the
seventeen rivers evaluated, fourteen were determined to be eligible by having at least one outstandingly
remarkable value. Of these it was determined that four, the Elwha, Bogachiel, Hoh, and the Quinault should
be evaluated for suitability by the National Park Service, due to the very minor acreage of National Forest
within the river corridor. Three of the remaining ten rivers evaluated for suitability are recommended for
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addition to the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. The suitability analysis is found near the conclusion of
Appendix F.

The recommendation of the Duckabush, Dungeness, and Gray Wolf Rivers for inclusion in the Wild and
Scenic Rivers System, plus the determination of the suitability of the Quinault and Hoh, indicate that these
selected rivers with their outstandingly remarkable values provide an excellent representation of the free
flowing rivers of the Olympic Peninsula. Recognizing the values of the other rivers and the adjacent lands,
future management has been specifically addressed in the last section of Appendix F of the FEIS and the
appropriate Standards and Guidelines found in the Forest Plan.

COMMENT: There were many comments from individuals who were opposed to recommending any rivers
for additions to the Wild and Scenic Rivers System due to a concern for their property and their rights.

The proposal to include some of the rivers on the Olympic Peninsula into the Wild and Scenic Rivers System
will directly affect me as a land and property owner.

I am concerned and oppose recommendations for including rivers on the Olympic Peninsula into the Wild
and Scenic Rivers System as it will result in a loss of homes, property, jobs, friends and eventually result
in the end of our community.

We are opposed to the designation of the Duckabush, Dosewallips, Dungeness/Gray Wolf as Wild and
Scenic Rivers as each river system flows through the Olympic National Forest where management can be
altered to reflect greater or lesser consumptive uses without having to obtain Congressional designation.

RESPONSE: The potential impact on private lands and property owners was one of the suitability
evaluation criteria and was a factor in making a decision on which rivers to recommend for inclusion in the
Wild and Scenic Rivers System (see Appendix F, FEIS). Also considered in this analysis were the values
foreclosed, including consumptive uses, if the river was recommended for inclusion in the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System.

While the rivers were looked at "as a whole", and recommended accordingly, the implementation of this
Plan will only apply to the National Forest lands within the boundary of the Olympic National Forest. For
those rivers recommended for inclusion within the Wild and Scenic Rivers System, the river and river
corridor will be managed to retain its values. Acquisition of non-federal land would be considered only if
the landowner expressed an interest in the Forest Service acquiring their property. Should the recommend
ed rivers be designated by Congress as Wild and Scenic Rivers, the provisions of Sec. 6, Land Acquisition,
of the Act would apply. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act states that if 50 percent or more of the acreage
within the federally administered Wild and Scenic Area is in Federal or State ownerShip, then acquisition
of fee title cannot be acquired through condemnation. The Act does allow for condemnation when
necessary to clear title or to obtain scenic easements or other reasonably necessary easements. Within
the eligible reaches of the three rivers recommended, nearly 90 percent of the Duckabush and Dungeness
and all of the Gray Wolf corridors are in Federal or State ownership which indicates little potential for a need
to acquire scenic easements or access.

COMMENT: There were a number of comments that supported protection of river corridors but did not
specifically recommend Wild and Scenic designation.
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The preferred alternative should be improved to encourage protection of more river corridors.

There is a need to further moderate the effects of logging practices within the river corridors on the Olympic
peninsula.

Many resources; fisheries, wildlife, recreation, etc. overlap within the valleys of these river corridors and
need special recognition.

These river corridors have a great value as old-growth habitat.

Fisherman are concerned that timber production will severely impact the rivers and prevent salmon and
steelhead production. More protection is needed in the river corridors.

RESPONSE: Recognizing that these rivers and the adjacent lands have special values, each non
recommended river, and the future management along that river, is addressed in Appendix F of the FEIS.
Depending upon the resource associated with each river, a specific Management Prescription has been
established which will ensure the values of that river are provided for. The prescriptions include; River
Corridor,(A4B), Watershed,(F1), and Riparian Areas (F2). Twelve rivers are allocated to the River Corridor
prescription. This prescription will provide significant protection of the river resources, including fisheries
and water quality. Please refer to the Standards and Guidelines section of the Forest Plan for details of the
River Corridor prescription and refer to the accompanying maps for the Preferred Alternative for the
location of the river allocations.

COMMENT: There were a number of comments that expressed a concern with the potential ofhydropower
projects being developed on the major rivers of the Olympic peninsula and the lack of a "hard look" at the
potential hydropower projects versus the Wild and Scenic river values.

Close to the development of hydropower the Dungeness/Gray Wol" Dosewallips, Duckabush, Hamma
Hamma and Sitkum rivers.

A comprehensive approach for dealing with hydropower proposals is needed.

The potential for hydropower development on the Hamma Hamma and Dosewallips rivers was the major
obstacle to recommending these rivers for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. This finding falls
short of the "hard look" NEPA commands for such a decision.

The need for hydropower is discussed in a cursory fashion with a general failure to acknowledge the
adverse environmental effects of the decision not to recommend rivers for addition to the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System.

RESPONSE: An overall discussion of the hydropower potential of the rivers on Olympic Peninsula and
specifically the Olympic National Forest is found in the "Energy" section of the Chapter III of the FEIS.
Specific information on the hydropower potential of the eligible segments is addressed river by river in
Appendix F of the FEIS, within both the "Classification" discussion and the "Suitability Analysis". Within the
"Analysis· section the hydropower potential is addressed as a use foreclosed. The designation as a Wild
and Scenic River considers uses that would be enhanced. These, along with a number of other factors
were considered in the determination of sUitability. While each of these contributed to the determination
of suitability, no one factor was primary in the determination of suitability.

On rivers recommended for designation as Wild and Scenic, any new hydropower projects would be
prohibited. For non-recommended rivers that have been designated as "River Corridor,· development of
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new hydropower projects will be compatible with the goal and desired future condition. Low head/run of
the river projects generally may be permitted. The desired future condition is a river that is basically free
flowing, with minor diversions or alterations.

COMMENT: There were several comments that expressed a concern about the ability to distinguish
between Wild and Scenic River and the River Corridor designation and the need for specific management
prescriptions for both designations and the classifications within each designation.

The river analysis needs to be more clear on which areas of each river are Wild ,Scenic and Recreational
river or a River Corridor designation.

Management designations need to have explicit guidelines.

The management prescriptions for Wild and Scenic Rivers, (A4A), must include:
-The banning of hydropower projects.
-A protection from other water resource development projects.
-Limiting road construction to that consistent with the classification.
-Guidelines for timber harvesting.
-Visual quality objectives.
-Limitation on utility lines.
-Limitation on motorized travel within Wild and Scenic River corridors.

It is difficult to determine what the Plan calls for regarding protection for rivers in the Olympic National Forest
since there appears there is no way to tell which rivers are covered by "Wild and Scenic River" or "River
Corridor" designations. Explicit guidelines are needed for "River Corridor" and the management prescrip
tions.

RESPONSE: A map of the Forest Plan river allocations has been included with this FEIS to display the Wild
and Scenic River Corridor, (A4A), and River Corridor, (A4B), plus the management intensity /classification
within each management prescription. The Standards and Guidelines within each prescription are found
in Chapter IV of the Management Plan.

COMMENT: There were a number of comments that expressed a need to weigh long term fisheries and
recreational values over present economic gains of timber harvesting within the river corridors.

RESPONSE: For each river that was found to be eligible, where the decision was made that the Forest
Service should proceed with the evaluation process, there was a significant section within the "General
Description of Resources" on the fisheries and timber values of the river and the river corridor (Appendix
F, FEIS). These values were considered in the suitability analysis. Rivers that are recommended for Wild
and Scenic River designation will provide the maximum recognition of the fisheries values.

Nonrecommended rivers have been allocated to a variety of management prescriptions which provide
additional recognition of the fisheries values while retaining a significant portion of the timber values in the
river corridor.

COMMENT: The DEIS considered the possibility that all or none of each river reviewed be included in the
Wild and Scenic Rivers System. These rivers should be segmented in the analysis.
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RESPONSE: The rivers do have different segments classified in different ways with some segments eligible
and other not. This is addressed in Appendix F of the FEIS.

COMMENT: There were a number of comments that expressed a belief that the rivers should be designated
Wild and Scenic solely by their outstandingly remarkable values and not on the basis of past opposition,
or potential restrictions on hydropower and timber management.

RESPONSE: While eligibility is a key element in the process of evaluating rivers for consideration as Wild
and Scenic Rivers, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act also specifies that each river, if included, shall be
classified and administered as either Wild, Scenic or Recreational River. To determine the management
of the rivers prior to the time of designation the classification of each eligible river, by segment, was
necessary. Also the Act requires the Secretary of Agriculture, as appropriate, to report on the suitability
or nonsuitability for addition to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System those rivers that have been
studied. The determination of eligibility, classification, and analysis of suitability are found in Appendix F,"
Wild and Scenic Rivers Review."

COMMENT: There were a few comments that highlighted that Washington State Parks is currentlyevaluat
ing rivers within the State of Washington for inclusion in the State's Scenic River System and no alternative
should be implemented that reduces the value of a river as a candidate for the State Scenic River System,

RESPONSE: The Washington State Parks has identified four rivers on the Olympic Peninsula which
possess the natural, cultural, and recreational values that would make them suitable additions to the
Washington State Scenic Rivers System. They are: the Duckabush, Humptulips (including West and East
Fork), Soleduck, and Wynoochee. In the Forest Plan, the National Forest sections of these rivers have been
allocated to the following management prescription:

Duckabush: Wild and Scenic River, (A4A).
West Fork and East Fork Humptulips: River Corridor, (A4B), except for the
upper reaches which are Riparian Areas, (F2).
Soleduck: River Corridor, (A4B).
Wynoochee: River Corridor, (A4B).

These allocations will retain the values as candidates for the State Scenic River System.

COMMENT: There were a few comments that express a belief that little supportive technical data was
provided to justify the inclusion of certain rivers in the Wild and Scenic River, (A4A), or River Corridor, (A4B),
while excluding others.

RESPONSE: Within Appendix F, each of the three key steps, eligibility, classification, and suitability
analysis has a level of technical detail adequate to make a decision for that specific step. This detail has
been. strengthened as a result of public comment and additional information that became available
following the release of the DEIS.

COMMENT: The segment of the Duckabush river from R.M. 2.3 to 7.0 is erroneously interpreted as Scenic.
It is not largely "primitive or undeveloped". Large lineal distances of this segment of the river is accessible
by road. At the best it qualifies as "Recreational",
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The free flowing characteristic of the Duckabush river has been substantially affected by the dynamiting to
widen the river. "i.e." to create the "Ranger Hole" and widen the river. Large diversions of water have
occurred for the old State fish hatchery and for past and present needs of Jupiter City.

RESPONSE: The Criteria for classification appeared in the Federal Register of September 7, 1982. Scenic
River areas as described in the Act are: "To qualify for scenic classification, the rivers segment's shorelines
and immediate environment should not show substantial evidence of human activity." Largely primitive
means that the shorelines and the immediate river environment still present an overall natural character,
but that in places, land may be developed for agricultural purposes. Row crops would be considered as
meeting this test of largely primitive as would timber harvest and other resource use. Accessible in places
by road means that roads may reach the river area and occasionally bridge the river. The presence of short
stretches of conspicuous or longer stretches of inconspicuous and well-screened roads or railroads will
not necessarily preclude scenic river designation. This description fits the Duckabush River and river
corridor. While the free flowing characteristics of the Duckabush river may have received some minor
alterations the river remains "free flowing" and free of existing impoundments. Historical, but currently
unused, diversions do not disqualify a river from the Scenic classification.

COMMENT: There was a specific comment challenging the adequacy, objectivity, validity, and legality of
the draft £.I.S. and recommendation of the Duckabush as an addition to the Wild and Scenic River System
on the following grounds.

The establishment of the Duckabush as a Wild and Scenic River is a permanent thing and applies for more
than the 15 years of the Forest Plan.

Does the Forest Service have a conflict of interest as "Lead Study Agency"? Unless it provides a neutral
forum the U.S.F.S. should be disqualified as "Lead Study Agency".

RESPONSE: As stated in the Introduction to the Forest Plan, Chapter I, "This Forest Plan establishes
management direction for the Olympic National Forest. The Plan will ordinarily be revised on a 10-year
cycle, with a maximum of 15 years between Plan revisions." It is recognized that certain land allocations
will exceed the planning cycle and some are considered permanent, such as designated Wilderness. If any
of the recommended rivers become Congressionally designated they will also be considered as perma
nent allocations. The review and possible modification of management within these allocations may occur
at each planning cycle.

The purpose and authority for study of wild and scenic rivers are in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of
October 1, 1982, as amended. Revised USDA-USDI Guidelines for Eligibility, Classification, and Manage
ment of River Areas dated September 7, 1982, supplements the Act. These direct the Secretary of
Agriculture to study and submit to the President a report on the suitability or nonsuitability for addition to
the National Wild and Scenic River system of rivers flowing through the National Forest. The Forest Service
becomes the lead agency if the segment is long enough to make an eligibility determination by itself or
in perspective of the river as a whole. Through the use of the NEPA process, which provides the public
the opportunity to be involved in the decision making process, the Forest Service provides a forum for all
views to be represented from which an informed management decision is made.
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COMMENT: New permanent road construction should halt immediately because the ONF is grossly
over-roaded already. A program of road rehabilitation should be initiated to reduce erosion from existing
roads. Management standards and guidelines should prohibit road construction on slopes steeper than 20
percent.

RESPONSE: Road construction is necessary to access and manage the resources of the Forest. Road
management, maintenance, and closure programs are developed with consideration of erosion reduction
possibilities, as are the standards and guidelines governing road development. Refer to FEIS Chapter IV,
"Road Access,· and Plan Chapter IV, "Forest-Wide Standards and Guidelines" and "Management Prescrip
tions" for detail.

COMMENT: Road construction is said to average 9.3 miles per year in the Preferred alternative. Yet the 5
year action plan for the Soleduck District alone shows 13-15 miles per year. Won't actual construction
exceed that reported in the DEIS?

RESPONSE: The procedure for estimating road construction mileage has been modified. See FEIS
Appendix B ("The Forest Planning Model") for discussion.

COMMENT: Eight miles ofnew road construction is proposed peryear. This does not allowfor reconstruc
tion of roads that have deteriorated.

RESPONSE: Construction and reconstruction mileages are listed separately in FEIS Chapter II, Table 11-14.

COMMENT: Of particular importance to the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is the designation of
both existing and planned transportation and utility corridors. It is not clear whether the few existing
transmission lines that cross the Forest are "officially designated". We request thatyou consider designation
of corridors in the Plan. If additional corridors may be required, these should also be identified and
designated. It is also desirable to have "avoidance" and "exclusion" areas identified in one section of the
documents.

RESPONSE: Please refer to Chapter IV of the Forest Plan and the section under Resource Summaries that
speaks specifically to the designation of utility corridors. "Avoidance" or "exclusion" areas, or limits within
which management practices will be implemented/accepted, are included in the Forest-wide Standards
and Guidelines, and the Standards and Guidelines for specific management unit prescriptions. These
standards and guidelines are also found in Chapter IV of the Forest Plan.
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December 31, 1986

Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, WA 98507

Attentions Forest Planner

Dear Sirs:

The For~st S~rvice h~s ~ tcu~h job bal~r.cinq all th~ ben~fi~= th~~

might come from a forest. My idea of the U.S.F.S. mission may be a
bit old fashioned but I think it should be guided by some enduring
principles, not subject to various whims of the time.

The Forest service should manage for:

The greatest good, for the greatest number, ~ver the long term.

U.S.F.S. decision makers must exercise great wisdom to remain faithful
to their enduring principle during chaotic times. A realization must
be accepted that the u.s.r.s., or more specifically, Olympic National
Forest, cannot satisfactorily meet all demands of all the people.

In determining alternatives and making choices between competing demands,
C.N.F. must remain consistent with the enduring principles that define
the U.S.F.S. mission. Managers must consider what unique opportunities
O.N.F. can offer. These unique opportunities must be of higher priority
than ones that can be provided by others. Viewed in this way, the
10 issues identified by O.N.F. can be judged as to their relative value
on emphasis within a final, adopted plan.

1. Scenic Resources: Low importance - every feature that might
be offered by O.N.F. as a scenic resource can be offered many
times over by the adjacent O.N.P. and other land owners. ·O.N.F.
is only a fragmented ring around a huge National Park that encompasses
some of the most spectacular scenery on the Olympic Peninsula.

2. Outdoor Recreation: Low importance - Outdoor recreation opportunities
abound in the vicinity of O.N.F. Again the O.N.P. offers world
class attractions of all sorts. Many thousands of acres outside
the Park are available for hunting, fishing and other outdoor
recreation.

3. Old-growth: Low importance - Again the O.N.F. is insignificant
compared to the vast acreage o~ old g~owth protected within the
O.N.P. O.N.F. is hardly in a unique position to provide for
this need.
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John M. Calhoun
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4. Timber Management: High importance - O.N.F. does and can play
a significant role in offering timber production in a long term
sustained yield basis. The unique opportunity that O.N.F. has
is to provide existing inventories of mature timber for sale
while young stands on private and State lands mature. Only the
C.N.F. can fill this industry and community stabilizing need.

5. Road & Trail System: Medium importance: Other land managers
are providing some of these needs on the Olympic Peninsula but
with access limited to O.N.P., the C.N.F. will provide road systems
within timber production areas and trails within wilderness areas.

6. Soil & Water Resources: Medium importance - Other land management
activities should be ca~ries out with sensitivity to these needs.
C.N.F. is not in a unique position to provide for this need as
most water quality challenges are shared with other owners.

7. Fish & Wildlife Habitat: Medium importance - C.N.F. does not
control any habitat that is unique on the Peninsula. The O.N.P.
which borders every block of O.N.F. provides vast habitat. Management
activities on C.N.F. should be done in a way that is sensitive
to fish and wildlife habitat.

8. Unroaded Areas: Low importance - Since nearly 15\ of the total
C.N.F. is already designated as wilderness and the O.N.P. provides
additional vast ~oadless areas, this issue must be one of the
least important for OaNaF.

9. wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers: Low importance - These
elements are found in abundance within the O.N.P. The Olympic
Peninsula is blessed with abundant recreational opportunities
along wild and scenic rivers. This is not a unig~e opp~rtunity

for O.N.F.

10. Shelton CSYU: High importance - The O.N.F. has been in a unique
position to provide economic stabilization to industry and communities
and should continue to do SOa

Alternative B seems to come closest to recogn~z~ng the relative values
of the issues as I have addressed them.

Each resource the Forest Service manages has equal opportunity for
consideration within the planning process. You are not restricted
by a narrow mission statement. Therefore, each forest should consider
its place, its o~ resources and its unique opportunities to meet the
needs locally, statewide and nationally. The Olympic Peninsula has
been a major timber producing region for the last 50 years. O.N.F.
has the opportunity to use its unique characteristics to maintain the
region as a major timber producer for the next 50 years.

December 31, 1986
.John :-1. Calhoun
Page 3

How fortunate for all of us that here on the Olympic Peninsula we can
have it all. Olympic National Park, which dominates the region, offers
world class resources: Scenic, Outdoor Recreation, Old-growth, Trail
Systems, Fish & wildlife Habitat and Wild and Scenic Rivers. The O.N.F.
has an opportunity to provide Unroaded Areas (Wilderness), and Timber
Management Resources.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

f'7f:-' In eth~
John M. Calhoun
Olympic Area Manager
Department of Natural Resorces
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January 26, 1987

January 28, 1987

Mr. Clifford D. RUshton
Forest Plans Coordinator
Environmental Review Section
Department of Ecology, PV-11
Olympia, WA 98504-8711

Log Reference: 846-F-FS-OLY-09
Re: Olympic Forest Plan & DEIS

Dear Mr. Rushton:

A staff review has been completed of the above referenced environmen
tal impact statement and proposed land and resource management plan.
The document considers cultural resource issues programmatically in
relation to the identified alternatives. It accurately describes
current knowledge regarding the resources and details the process by
which cultural resources are considered during project planning
activities.

Sincerely,

~
Robert G. Whitlam, Ph.D.
State Arohaeologist
(206) 753-4405

dw

Mr. Doug Ruston
Forest Plan DEIS Coordinator
Department of Ecology, PV-II
Olympia, Washington 9850~-8711

Dear Mr. Rushton:

Re: Olympic National Forest Plan

Shown here are our comments on this forest plan and draft environmental impac
statement. We understand that these will be attached as a group and forwarde
to the Forest Service.

Based on our review using such reports as the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan (SCORP, Sixth Edition), the ORV Plan, and Winter Recreation P
we feel that Alternative E is the best choice for future management.

Our basic concern lies in the amount of available and usable forest for dlspe
unroaded recreation. Alternative E provides for higher amounts than the pre
ferred alternative (C-preferred). In the semi-primitive ROS classes, E repre
only a modest reduction from Current Situation while.C·preferred shows a 36 p
cent decline. To address the growing pressures and demand for such acreage
allocation. we feel that It should remain as near constant as possible. Page
11-118 of the plan states "Objectives of Alternative E include substantial
expansion of 'the area allocated to retention of dispersed unroaded recreation
opportunities." We support such a management direction.

Opportunities for off-road recreation, camping. and fishing areoalso increase
In Alternative E. Camping needs and trail needs are high in this geographic
area as identified by SCORP. Moreover, the ORV Plan identifies scenic motori
trails as a high need in this area. In all cases we would have concern that
choices of management do not displace future potential opportunities to meet
these recreational needs.

The inclusion of a quick reference (explaining meanings and giving pages wher
further information can be found) for the numerous acronyms listed in the rep
would be helpful. For those of us who are not accustomed to dealing with CSY
MMRs, SOHAs, PNVs, and lOTs. confusion sets In very rapidly. After awhile it
becomes irritating and defeats the time-saving goal of an acronym to have to
turn back several pages after every few 1ines of reading in order to remind
onesel f of what the 1etters stand for.
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Mr. Doug Rushton
Page 2
January 26, 1987

In at least two areas of the plan (EIS, 111-104, F-75) a reference is made
to an outdated edition of the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
Plan (SCaRP). In mid-1985, the Sixth Edition of SCaRP replaced the earlier
1979 version. We recom~end that any citations refer to the more recent
document.

The recreational use of all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) has become increasingly
popular on our National Forests in recent years. Since some of these Forests,
most notably the Wenatchee, have experienced problei'i"ls when these Vehicles
try to traverse multi-purpose trails, you may wish to address this issue in
your plan. We suggest that a policy be developed which relates where these
vehicles can be used.

t1uch 1ike ATVs, we could find no reference to four-~...heel drive vehicles in the
plan. Since recent lAC surveys indicate that this subgroup of ORV recreationists
represents nearly 12 percent of all Washington households, we feel this acti
vity should be mentioned.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this plan. We hope these comments
are useful to you.

Sincerely,

~E£'C!~
Planning Services Division

GWP:LAA:ah
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February 13, 1987

Mr. Clifford D. Rushton
Forest Plans Coordinator
Envi ronmental Revi ew Secti on
Department of Ecology
Olympia, Washington 98504-3711

Dear Mr. Rushton:

Draft Management Plan for
Olympic National Forest

We have completed our review of the four documents (plus maps) that, in
aggregate, constitute a draft management plan for the Olympic National
Forest (Forest). Pacific salmon are well-recognized as a valuable natural
resource by the Forest and are covered extensively in a professional manner.
Tne Forest clearly rec09nizes the partial incompatibility between certain
resource potentials and the general inverse relationship between fish product;
and various .levels of environmental modification. The draft plan is relative'
close to something which can be accepted and supported by the Washington
Department of Fisheries.

Our primary problem with the present draft involves the Forest's basic policy
treatment of salmon production impacts from timber harvesting, road building
and other critical environmental changes. We believe that production losses
(or reductions from natural potentials) should be treated by the Forest as a
definite mitigation responsibility. This should be an area with firm, depend.
able funding that is fitting for a defined resource commitment. -

Our logic for the above-request is quite simple. If a hydropower developer
blocked off 20 percent of a watershed's salmon production potential, there
would be no question as to the mitigation responsibility involved and its lev,
(e.g., a full 20 percent). We feel that any environmental alteration which we
lower a watershed's natural production potential by the same 20 percent shoul,
be treated in a comparable manner. We believe that the Forest's plan can be
modified to include this responsibility without creating-major impacts on oth,
resource uses or over-burdening the Forest's budget. The present draft's
mitigation proposals would fund a significant proportion of that responsibili

We also believe that this direct linkage would provide a more objective basis
for making decisions that impact fish production. In some cases, you may fin
avoiding impacts makes more sense economically (as well as biologically) ratn
than trying to recreate habitat.



Mr. Clifford D. Rushton
February 13, 19B7
Page 2

Other areas of major concern involve; 1) the data base used by the Forest, and
2) some of the critical conclusions derived from technical analysis; An example
of data base problems would be the treatment of pink salmon runs, which occur
only during odd-numbered years in Puget Sound. In the second area, critical
decisions are made with little apparent technical justification for factors such
as forest canopy, width of riparian zone protection, risks of mass wasting,
water temperature changes, etc. It is difficult or impossible to assess the
results of various conclusions if the technical basis for each decision is not
provided.

We began our review with the Appendices - Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
foll owed by the Draft Envi ronmenta1 Impact Statement, and the Proposed Land and
Resource Management Plan. We attempted to address each concern the first time
it appeared In this sequence of review. We did not attempt to reference the
same concerns each time they appeared since this would have been redundant and
serve no useful purpose. Deta11ed comments are attached.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the draft plan for Olympic National
4Forest and congratulate their staff for a well-done, professional product. We
wt11 also volunteer our help to assist the Forest In any manner necessary to
finalize the plan.

Sincerely,

~-::;;?J~
Senior FISheries Research Scientist

SW:dmm

Attachment

DETAILED CDW~ENTS ON THE PROPOSED OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST PLAN

APPENDICES-DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Page 8-11: The paragraphs under "Lands Subject to Irreversible Resource Damage
contain two rather tenuous rule of thumb valUeS that are critical to subsequent
decisions. The 65 percent slope definition could lead to major future problems
if there are any significant risks associated with slopes less than 65 percent.
There is undoubtedly a gradually dec1 i ni ng degree of ri sk that vari es by slope
and other factors over some range of values. Amore detailed treatment of this
relationship is needed. A sin91e major slide in a critical salmon production
area would quickly void your fish production forecasts.

Similarily, the 50 percent harvest guideline could also lead to major resource
losses If there are any meaningfUl risks associated with timber harvest levels
less than 50 percent. While the current draft does not contemplate use of the
percent gUideline, we note concern because of possible future modifications uti
11zlng this approach.

Page 8-14: Under "Data from off-Forest Sources," No.1, we note concern becaus
the draft plans for two other Washington National Forests (Okanogan and
Wenatchee) rely upon the modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) for their
basic sediment planning indices. We need some explanation, possibly from your
Regional Office, as to why completely different methodologies are being used
within the same State.

Page B-24: The analysis area delineators eliminated (riparian character, slope
class, and erosion hazard) are cause for concern due to several assumptions or
conclusions that are largely unexplained. An outside observer cannot really me
an informed judgment as to the merits of your decision since it Is impossible t
determl ne if the factors are really as unimportant as stated or if one or more
the assumptions are likely to be flawed. A more detailed treatment Is needed r
this section.

Page B-33: Under "Riparian Area," the mixture of "no harvest, elStended rotatlc
harvest, and normal harvest" is advanced "to assure that fish habitat and water
quality can be maintained at present levels." There is no explanation of or
reference for the technical basis of this determination. It would also be hel.
fu1 to show percentage of area in each category (for example, what proportion c
total riparian acres is represented by the B,120acres?l

In thl s secti on, as well as numerous subsequent dl scuss Ions, It wou1 d be much
better to relate all salmon production values to the natural levels that could
be expected In the absence of environmental manipulations such as logging and
road building. We believe that the Forest Service has a definite mitigation
responsibility for that Increment of "lost salmon production resulting from the'
management actl viti es. Thus, the difference between nat.ura1 and what is expec'
In the future Is important to determine since It quantifies your possible miti,
tlon responsibility. The Incidental relationship between current versus futur,
Forest Service direction has no practical value with respect to this Issue.
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In addition, various terms that imply salmon resource "enhancement" are used
improperly throughout your draft documents. This description should only be
used for any incremental increase in salmon production above the natural poten
tial. production increases anywhere in the area below natural potential should
be referred to as "mitigation."

Page 8-36: Under the "Potential Wild and Scenic River Corridor Protection
Prescri pti on," a "quarter-mil e wi de corri dor" standard appears. In additi on to
meeting visual objectives, this would also seem to provide protection for fishery
resources. The same prescri pt ion (V-2) is also app1i ed in the "Extended
Rotation" section for riparian areas, but without a standard corridor distance.
An earlier section (Page 8-5 and 6) references the 20D-foot standard for
riparian zones.

Page 8-42 and 43: Under "Selection of Regeneration Harvest Strategy," it is not
readily apparent that the'compelling arguments for clear cutting would apply
equally to the extended rotation prescription. If this has been analyzed
separately, then the conclusions should be presented. If not, then it should be
explored techni cally. Other timber harvest strategi es may have greater meri tin
riparian areas.

Page 8-56: We appreciate the sincere effort directed toward producing a prac
ti cal, contemporary methodology for quantifyi ng the 1i nkage between sediment and
fish production. This was not attempted in the draft plans for the Okanogan and
Wenatchee Forests, which we considered to be a major deficiency in both.

Page 8-57: "Under Fishery Yields," the draft essentially states that sediment
will be the'only quantified factor affecting the calculations of fish popula
tions. We agree that this is probably the major source of impact and see no
problem with using this as a reas9nable index of expected changes. However, in
the absence of any technical supporting data, we cannot support a blanket concl u
sion that Minimum Management Requirements (MMR's) will assure adequate sources
of large organic debris.

It is generally agreed that sediments lower production of salmonids primarily
from effects on embryos and fry prior to and during emergence from the gravel
(other important factors are adverse modification of channel habitat by bed
loading and lowered aquatic food production due to changes in substrate
composition). Ttlus, sediments mainly impact survival, or in terms of practical
fishery management considerations, the average proportion of the population that
can be harvested at Maximum Sustained Yield (MSY).

On the otller hand, large organic matter mainly determines the volume of suitable
rearing habitat available during the critical life history stages that determine
carryi ng capaci ty. Thi s rel ates to the magnitude of fi sh popul ati ons at MSY.

A third critical factor is adequate fish passage or access to the habit'at. This
must include not only the well-known upstream movement of adults and downstream
migration of smolts, but also the ability of rearing juveniles to move freely
between preferred habitat during their various life history stages. At a mini
mum, higher levels of environmental modifications (such as road building) must
increase the overall risks of fish passage delays and failures.

Page 8-62: The phrase "on the Forest" at the end of the fourth paragraph
implies that off-Forest fish user days'were not included in the value calcula
tions. Subsequent sections (for example, Page 8-72) indicates that they were
included. In the fifth paragraph, the ramifications of using a single commer
cial price per pound should be explored. It is common knowledge that prices
vary substantially between species.

Page 8-67: As stated previously, we believe that fish mitigation obligations
exist and should be expressed as activities which are necessary to conduct the
essential business of the Forest. Since the alternatives expressed show variab
impacts on natural production potential for salmon, estimated costs of mitigati
should also vary accordingly.

Page 8-72 and 73: The low resource values derived from the 1985 RPA analysis
are, at best, on the conservative end of a potential range for nationwide con
sideration. They are generally outside (below) the range of values recommended
for salmon by qualified economists in the Pacific Northwest. Various downward
adjustments, such as the standardization of recreational fish usage to 12-hour
days, further exacerbates this disparity. While national standardization of ec
nomic methodology has merit, a similar tact was not pursued for factors such as
sedimentation. At a minimum, the plan should include a sensitivity analysis wi
more realistic salmon values.

Page 8-76: The second full paragraph should be modified to reflect the impor
tance of National Forests in aggregate to fisheries resources in the Pacific
Northwest. While an individual forest's contribution may be relatively minor,
this is certainly not the case for National Forest habitat in general.

Page 8-78 and 79: As in the previous comment, the section beginning at the bot
tom of Page 78 needs to be modified to reflect a broader Forest Service habitat
perspective. In this case, the assumptions are so rough that the conclusions a
essentially "forced." Other important values, such as catches by treaty Indian
for subsistence and ceremonial uses, are ignored.

Page 8-93: The assumption of full habitat utilization (NO.3) is incorrect. T
state and treaty Indi an tri bes are currently devel opi ng' "watershed pl ans" that
will, amon9 other things, specify long-term management intents for discreet
salmon stocks. In cases Where natural stocks will receive primary consideratic
during fishery management decisions, the objective will be management for MSY.
This is not synonymous with full habitat utilization in all years, which
generally falls somewhat above MSY. In other cases, the state and tribes may
agree to use the higher fishing rates needed to harvest co-mingled artifically
produced salmon stocks. In these cases, natural spawning escapements will, on
the average, be less than those capable of yielding MSY. Some of this potentia
loss may be mitigated by management practices such as fry or fingerling plants
under-utilized habitats. A description of expected long-term fishery managemen
practices should be included in the Olympic Forest Plan.

The table at the bottom of the page illustrates a major problem tllat appears
throughout the plan. Important options for increased salmon production are
typically tied to timber harvest options that would have drastic adverse con
sequences with respect to critical factors such as net income, payments to loca



governments, etc. These alternatives have essentially no chance for eventual
adoption. Some of this linkage is logical and unavoidable since fish-related
factors such as sediment will vary with levels of environmental modification.
However, some factors such as percentage of logging in riparian areas and extent
of protected stream corridors are only partially linked to timber production.
Other facto~s such as funding levels for fish mitigation are nearly or
completely lndependent of timber production options. The plan needs to sort
these out in some reasonable manner by category. As currently organized and
displayed, this is impossible to evaluate with any degree of objectivity.

P~ge B-106: Under "Water Q~a1~ty in Municipal Watersheds," appropriate tech
nlCa! references or·a descrlpt10n of the methodology for the 16 percent value is
1acklng. We ne~d to know the technical basis for proposing significantly
greater protectlon for water quality in municipal watershed than is subsequently
advocated for fish habitat.

Page B-107: Again, the stated technical basis for a very critical basic
planning decision is the following short narrative: "The riparian protection
allocations included in FORPLAN were cooperatively developed by the Forest
hydrologist and Forest ftsheries biologist, and were based on consideration of
both water quality and fish habitat needs."

A much more conci~e description of this process is needed, especially since
many ~ubsequent d~scussions of o~tions for greater riparian protection typically
descr1be them as. more than requ1red," Further, several sections in the plan
a~know1~dge the lmpo~tance.of.slo~e and soi! type in riparian protection con
slderatlons. There lS no lndlcatlon that e1ther of these were given con
sideration (for example, slopes slightly less than the 65 percent upper limit
for viable timber harvest).

P~ge B-117: The ~aragraph at the- top of the page appears to be in conflict
Wl th several prev10us and subsequent statements about ri pari an protection. The
same acreage values are characterized as "desired future riparian condition" on
Page B-107, but are described here as "to· assure maintenance of the current·
level of fish rearing habitat quality and to prevent reductions in overall water
qual ity."

Page B-128: The statistics under "Fisheries Outputs" appear to be reflective
of full natural potential if they are being computed·for a time-frame in which
all significant impacts are returned to natural levels. As noted previously
factors for adequate woody debris and fUll, unimpeded fish passage also need'to
~e considered. The.resu1tant natural potenta1value should be used consistently
ln a1! tables and f1gures that compare plan alternatives. This would clearly
quantl fy the full potenti a1 fi sh producti on charges associ ated wi th each pl an
alternative.

Page B-155: We support the proposed river protection corridors for the pre
ferred alternative ("C") that include the Ouckabush, South Fork Skokomish,
O~ngeness-Gray Wo1 f and West Fork Humptu1 i ps. However, 1itt1e supporti ng tech
nlca1 ~ata are provided to justify the inclusion of these systems versus the
exc1uslon of others. As stated previously, it is impossible to objectively
evaluate the merits of expansion to more systems since these only appear in other
a1 ternatives with severe timber harvest restrictions. In general we support
maximum use of protective corridors in your final plan. '

Page B-168 and 159: The material on these pages illustrates several points.
First is the combination of expanded river corridors with many other restric
tions on timber harvesting. In addition, some rivers (including those not eli
gible for the Wild and Scenic River System) may be suitable for the Washington
State Scenic River Program. This program and its relationship to Forest Servic
planning needs to be addressed. A third area to note is the stated concern OVE
the adequacy of MMR's in protecting riparian areas. This should have been
expressed earlier (for example, pages B-33 or 107).

Page 0-1: The "helping verb" section could be improved since its ambiguity is
obvious in SUbsequent sections. The main problem is the "shOUld, ought" defin;
tion, which is often used in practice as "optional." It would be better to eli
mi nate these verbs and all ow speci fi c, qual ifi ed devi ati ons from the "mandator)
defi niti on of "must" and "shall."

Page 0-5: Under No.6, the phrase "minimizing the impact" should be modified 1
"fully compensating for the impact." Partial rep1acement·of resource losses i~
not SUfficient for hydropower uses.·

Page 0-28: This section introduces a third category of riparian area protecti(
(one-eighth mile on either side of a river channel), adding to the previous
200-foot and one-quarter mile standards. It is clear that the smallest zone i;
considered critical (for example, see bottom of Page B-5) yet proposed manage
ment practices vary widely by each of four stream Classes. Comments on a one
quarter mile zone do not include any expectation of fishery benefits, but thes,
are predicted for one-eighth mile (for example, see South Fork Skokomish
paragraph on Page B-155). Thus, the above illustrates that there is a good de,
of contradictory information as to the extent of riparian protection actually
considered necessary for fishery resources. The relationships between these
various levels of protection need to be sorted out.

Page 0-46: This section introduces the eight percent harvest per decade limit,
tion for riparian areas in municipal watersheds. As with the 15 percent overa·
harvest limitation, this newer value is advanced without any technical sup
porting basis and is also much more restrictive than any of the plan's proposa
for fish habitat protection.

Page 0-48: The term "fish-bearing" needs to be modified to reflect potential
well as actual use. Fish may only· use a stream for part of a year or may be t·
porari1y absent due to fish passage problems or inadequate spawning escapement
both correctable situations. The 50 percent minimum canopy standard needs to
supported by a technical basis.

Page 0-49: For No.8, there needs to be a quantified minimum standard for 1ar
conifers along Witll a supporting technical basis. This measure has little val
as presently stated.

The draft plan repeatedly states that many quantified measures are for p1annin
purposes only and that actual management will be "on the ground" on a
"site_specific" basis. However, very little information is provided to descri
the quantified·technica1 basis for these numerous individual decisions.



Page II-52: Paragraph "c" has an example of a problem addressed previously.
The amount of riparian area protection needed was previously described as a
controversial issue upon which there was no general agreement. A possibly
viable upper range for this protection is now portrayed as "2.5 times greater"
than needed. In this stated context, it appears to be only'an unnecessary waste
of effort at the expense of other resource values.

Page 11-78: The last two lines appear to eliminate all protection con
siderations for Class III and IV streams, which could pres.umably be degraded to
anything less than existing conditions. This needs to be modified.

Page III-19: This section correctly describes the sediment data as only indices
since not all significant sources are included. Their value is limited mainly
to "making relative comparisons between alternatives." Since sediments are only
indices and fish production estimates are based on that data, then the latter
must also be "indices" (by definition minimal since only some inputs are
includedl. Both of these should be portrayed consistently as indices throughout
the plan. As presently drafted, many descriptions incorrectly imply absolute
measures for both values.

Page 111-21: The last part of the second paragraph (beginning with "Broad-level
mitigation ... ") merits considerable expansion, possibly in a separate section.
In terms of cumulative impacts, "scheduling and distribution" may be much more
valuable mitigation measures than some specific in-stream habitat improvements.

Page III-22: Minimal data from a single river system are not adequate to make a
broad conclusion that temperature "should not be a problem in any of the other
drainages." Note also that the Skokomish is an east side stream, but the pre
ceedi ng paragraph expresses greater concern for west si de streams. In essence,
extent of potential water temperature problems is unknown. A discussion of data
from Carnation Creek in British Columbia might be useful for this section.

Page 111-24: The first paragraph causes some concern since there is no
assessment of potential problems if the usage rate of e~isting water rights has
a significant increase over time.

The "Historic Trends" section illustrates a basis problem involving the timing
of mitigation actions. The list of needs from past damage is always much longer
than can be accommodated by available funds. This results in a long average
delay between damage and subsequent mitigation. The "costs" are thousands of
salmon.from several cycles. The thrust of the draft plan does not offer much
potentlal for breaking out of this dilemma, at least not in the near future.
Over a long period, improved management practices will presumably lessen damages
and close the actual gap between losses and subsequent mitigative measures.
However, even this will not happen unless average annual new needs are signifi
cantly less than average funds available. We recommend development of an
"up-front" or one-time budget to correct all known past habitat damages on the
For~st. This would be followed by smaller annual sums designed to correct damage
as lt occurs. As stated previously, we also believe that mitigation is a defi
~it~ responsi bil ~ ty wi t~ a mandatory fundi ng requi rement. Recent exper'i ence
lndlcates that flSh habltat work will be one of the first bUdget cuts if treated
as an "optional" item.

Page 111-25: The narrative does a good job of expressing various pros and cons
in the relationship between timber harvest and water run-off. However, several
recent cycles of Puget Sound pink salmon have been devastated when warm rains
followed a heavy early snowfall. There is a general belief that timber remova.
added significantly to the magnitude of the problem.

Page 111-26: There is a general need to standardize numbers frequently used ir
the plan. For example, an 80 percent estimate appears here for sediments from
roads, but Page 1-17 has an 85 percent estimate for what appears to be the
same factor.

The next to last paragraph gives a general conclusion without referencing any
technical supporting basis. Some studies such as those on the Clearwater,
indicated that low dissolved oxygen will not be a problem. However, the
Clearwater study areas generally had steep gradients (with heavy precipitation
and this same end product cannot be assumed for all Forest streams in general.
The same lack of technical justification applies to the last paragraph and the
first paragraph at the top of Page 111-27.

Page I1l c37: Under" Roads," the 30 percent unexp1ai ned gap between the 35 per
cent and 65 percent figures'given in the second and third paragraphs, respec
tively, is cause for concern. The unstated implication is that there is a
continually increasing degree of risk in this zone. The "gap" needs to be
explained. .

Page 111-63: The evidence presented in the second paragraph under "Riparian
Areas" would seem to help justify greater protection for Class III and Class
streams than is currently proposed in the Forest's draft plan.

Page 111-80: Note that a comma is often used instead of a period in many of t
commercial fishery entries (for example, "$1,370 million" on this page).

We assumed that statistics in Table III-IS could be converted to natural poten
tial by dividing each stream's totals by the stream Habitat Quality Indices
(HQI's). The commercial pounds calculated in this manner equal the 1.625
million pounds for natural level given on Page 8-128 of the Appendices (natura
potential in fish is 395,193 adults). The difference between fish numbers
(74,142 adults) provides a minimum estimate of the mitigation responsibility
for on-Forest production ("minimum" since sediment is only an indexl. The ful
mitigation responsibilitY'would also include off-Forest losses plus conversion
of on- and off-Forest losses from indices to estimated absolutes.

Page 111-81: The data provided in Table 111-16 fulfills a substantial propor
tion of the Forest's salmon mitigation responsibility. It appears that this
could be converted to full mitigation with only a modest annual budget increas
over that proposed in the preferred alternative. Conversion to such a match is
recommended.

Page IV-16 and 17: Narrative at the bottom of page 16 and top of page 17
further add to our concern over mass wasting. This section portrays a much 1.
confident opinion with respect to predictibility than noted elsewhere. Also
note the 70 percent value as opposed to an earlier 65 percent slope standard.



Page 0-50: Paragraph "c" at the top of the page limits protection to only Class
I and II streams, while previous sections include at least Class III streams.
The relationship to Table B-21 (Page B-I07) needs to be explained. There
appears to be a partial conflict. No.7 also appears to be in conflict with the
information provided on Page B-ll. Tile former indicates that logging will not
be carried out on slopes exceeding 65 percent. No.1 under "Water, Soil and
Air" needs to be quantified and supported with a technical basis. It has little
value as stated.

Page F-2: As noted previously, this section of the report should have included
consideration of the State Scenic Rivers Program and its implementing legisla
tion. We recognize the need for "professional jUdgment" in this type of eva
luation, but the subjective nature of many decisions should be emphasized to a
greater degree.

Page F-10: All data on fi sh speci es and di stri buti on needs to be thoroughly
checked and revised as necessary. The Ca1awah has major runs of chinook and
coho, but chum salmon are either rare or non-existent. No odd-year pink salmon
runs occur on the Washington coast, although there have been isolated obser
vations of even-year fish in the lower reaches of several large rivers on the
northern Olympic Peninsula. The only known sockeye run is restricted to the
QuinaUlt River. Catches taken at the mouths of other coastal rivers are
"dip-in" fish destined for the Quinault. Sea-run Oolly Varden are found in a
number of streams north of Grays Harbor. Major pink salmon runs occur in puget
Sound, but these are restricted to odd years.

Page F-12: We disagree with your assessment for the Wynoochee River. The
middle portion of the river has three major bedrock canyon areas that
constitute excell ent ho1 di ng areas for adult early-run coho and spri ng-run
chinook. The river had one of the region's largest spr ng chinook runs in the
past ,but thi s has probably been comp1 ete1Y e1 imi nated. However, there are ten
tative plans for reestablishment of this resource. The upper Wynoochee also has
one of the earliest coho runs in the state but this has been reduced to low
levels because of environmental problems. Further, the Wynoochee differs from
other coastal rivers because the river basin is long and narrow with few major
tributaries. It is known as a producer of large, late-run winter steel head.
We believe it qualifies as "outstandingly remarkable" due to the combination of
anadromous fish factors cited above.

Page F-27: The QuinaUlt should receive additional attention somewhere in the
plan due to the very limited major spawning area distribution of its unique
sockeye run. Most of the effective spawning occurs in a few small streams above
Lake Quinault tllat are north of the main river. Several of these involve a mix
ture or National Park, National Forest and private ownership. There may be some
valuable opportunities for special habitat protection, land exchanges, develop
ment 'of spawning areas, etc.

Page F-36: As noted previously, pink salmon runs are restricted to odd years
only in Puget Sound streams. Any tables, figures or other displays of annual
averages for salmon producti on shou1 d i nc1 ude only 50 percent of the pi nk salmon

production figures. This change needs to be carried throughout the planning
documents, inclUding the FORPLAN data base.

Page F-B7: Data on chum salmon production are available for the HumptUlips
system.

Page F-114: From the standpoint of salmon production, the Hoh and Queets River
are generally considered to be different due to their rnainstem glacial charact
We feel that some of their fish runs have unique genetic factors that enable t
to be sUccessful in this type of environment. Other major coastal rivers are
generally grouped in a second "non-glacial" category with respect to salmon pr
ductioncharacteristics.

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Page S-6: The draft would benefit from an early, expanded description of the
five salmon species present in Olympic National Forest. This should stress tr
short freshwater life histories of pink and chum salmon plus their general
dependence upon suitab1 e spawni nggrave1 as thei r habita.t 1imiti ng factor.
Chi nook and coho sal mon have much longer peri ods of j uven i1 e freshwa ter res i 
dence and are limited in production mainly by amount of rearing habitat. Adu1
holding water can also be critical. These are also the two primary species
taken in recreational fisheries. Sockeye are limited to a single system, the
QUinault. These major differences by species will have important ramificatior
for a number of SUbsequent sections (for example, the suitability of certain
types of habitat improvements).

Page 11-18 to 20: As stated preViously, we believe that a definite salmon
mitigation responsibility exists, thus this section should be described as
"mitigation measures." Many of the types of projects listed have a poor over"
track record of success to-date in the Pacific Northwest. Only a limited numt
ha ve been adequately evaluated and a maj ority ha ve not produced the benefi ts
originally ezpected. We acknoWledge that the technology is improving rapidly.
but as presently written, this section is far too optim~stic. In additio~, i:
should be pointed out that these various types of projects can only work lf tr
stay in place and effectively address the critical limiting factors of target
species. Further, such projects can only succeed in areas where the agreed-t(
(state-tribal) fishery management plans provide adequate adult spawners. We"
recommend that your range of potential mitigation measures be expanded to inc'
proven methods such as spawning channels and egg incubation stations (pink, ct
plUS juvenile rearing ponds (chinook, cohol.

Page 11-35: The first paragraph contains an example of contradictory 1anguag<
that often appears in the draft. A second special corridor is proposed in who
timber harvest is allowed, but "activities should be designed to maintain or
enhance fi sheri es val ues." Thi s same type of narrati ve commonly appears in
references to riparian area management in general. The plan should explain
exactly what new features are proposed for all special river corridors that w
be lacking for all other streams without special corridors. A tabular 1istin
by factor would be useful. (Possible categories are: 200 feet-Class I, 200
feet-C1 ass II, 200 feet-C1 ass III, 200 feet-C1 ass IV, one-ei ghth mi 1e wi th an
without timber harvest, and one-quarter mile.)
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If you

Sincerely,

~)~Cy->

Logging and road construction operations should be
conducted in such a manner that there is no, or minimal,
impact'on watercourses and structures downstream. A
good management plan needs to be developed and adhered
to that would address logging and road construction
operations. Logging operations should keep debris out
of watercourses or controlled so that it will not affect
people and property downstream at any time. Road
construction and maintenance should be done in such a way
to prevent erosion so that it does not affect watercourses.
Land owners should also evaluate their roads and stabilize
them when they no longer serve a function.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMEi'lif
DIVISION Of EMERGENCY ,\l.>"NAGE,\lENT

February 18, 1987

Robert S. Neilson, Manager
Plans and Preparedness Section
Division of Emergency Management

The following comments are provided on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for the Proposed Land and Resource Management
Plan for Olympic National Forest:

Thank you for providing us the opportunity to comment.
have any questions please call me at (206) 753-5255.

~

Mr. Tom Elwell
Environmental Review Section
Department of Ecology, PV-ll
Olympia, Washington 98504-8711

Dear Mr. Elwell:

RICH-\RD ) THO"'1P~O""

Director

PROPOSED LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Page IV-20: The paragraph at the top of the page adds further to the seemingly
good justification for greater protection than currently proposed for Class III
and Class IV streams.

Page IV-26: The second sentence of the fifth paragraph starts w~th the "
following: "t~any unstable areas along these streams have been wlthdrawn ...
This seems to be an inaccurate statement in view of previous data, particularly
the very low percentages of riparian areas scheduled for protection in the case
of Class III and Class IV streams (see, for example, Table 6-21 on Page 6-107 of
the APpendices). Again, a percentage estimate of total amounts proposed for
protection is needed.

Page IV-37: The basic approach described in the third paragraph is unclear.
Spawning escapement objectives are established by WDF based on currently
existing habitat conditions. These goals would have 'to be increased to account
for additional natural habitat capabilities that are not being mitigated at the
present time. The last paragraph (that ends on Page IV-38) correctly describes
a process that is often treated as 'an objectively-defined absolute in other
sections of the draft plan.

Page IV-38: A much more complete technical foundation is needed to justify (if
possible) the estimates expressed in the third paragraph. In addition, the '
second sentence needs to be rewritten to make it clear that annual average pro
duction is expected to increase by 20 percent in the first decade (not "about 20
percent per year"). In consi deri ng current knowl edge of the draft 'pl an's pro
posed miti gati on 'measures (generally new and/or i nadequately meas~red), we. doubt
that a basis exists at thts time for quantifying expected beneflts. Agaln,
the needs of different species must be stressed. For example, methods directed
primarily at increased rearing space would offer little potential benefit to
pink or chum salmon.

Page IV-41: Figure IV-13 needs to be modified to s~ow the natural p~oduction

potential level in the same manner that natural sedlment levels are lllustrated
in Figures IV-2 through IV-6 on Pages IV-21 through 23.

Page IV-56: The last paragraph describes a special management designation for a
specific area due to past management activities. We would like to see the draft
modified to include a generic prescription for meeting the potential problem as
it may arise in the future.

Pages 11-25 and 27: Several of the "Research Needs" (for example, No's. 3, 4 and
8) and "Inventory Needs" (No's. 2, 3; 4, and 6) support our earlier comments on
these same issues. In general, a number of previous sections implied more pre
cision or knowledge than really exists. More realistic descriptions would have

'resulted if individual assessments of future research/inventory needs had been
included in these sections.

Archaeology. and Hi~lOriC Pr(-,l'erv<1110n • Commu.nily ~r\'ic€'s • Emergency ."'1~nagE'ment .. Fi~e
Protection Ser\"lces • Local Oeo\"elopment and Housing. Local Covernmenl Sen'rces • Publtc Works
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Forest Supervisor
March 12, 1987

RICH-\RD I THo.\1PSO,
Dlrt;>(lor

Page Two

L
• McCormick
DirectorAssista

The U.S. Forest Service is to be commended for the openness which
has characterized the process of developing the draft EIS and
management plan for the Olympic National Forest. Thank you for
the opportunity to comment.

MJM:ct

Because of our concerns in this area, I anticipate that we will
be speaking more directly to draft Forest Service management
plans and EIS's in the future. This is true not only with regard
to the Olympic National Forest but also to the other national
forests which are updating their management plans. Further, we
would note that in the past other state agencies have expressed a
desire to review all draft Forest Service management plans for
Washington's national forests at the same time rather than on an
individual forest by forest basis. This is in recognition of the
cummulative impact of Forest Service management practices and the
interdependence between and among the national forests and other
forest lands in the state of Washington. The Department of
Community Development concurs in this recommendation.

Please keep us informed as you proceed with the process of
completing your EIS and management plan. As with other public
policy issues, our department recognizes and supports the
balancing of economic needs with environmental protection, and
appreciates the complexity of such a task. We encourage a
thorough examination of the alternatives and a more finite
identification of the community impacts on specific communities
dependent on the Olympic National Forest for their livelihood.

We recognize that whatever alternative management plan is
selected can potentially have a profound effect on the local
economy and on the financial viability of local governments in
proximity to our national forests. This is particularly true in
the case of the Olympic National Forest because of the degree to
which local communities on the economically depressed Olympic
Peninsula are dependent upon forest-related activities for their
livelihood.

March 12, 1987

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
LOC"'l GOVERN\\ENT SERVICES DIVISION

\inth ~\ CofumbiJ Bwldlng. .\15 CH-j 1 • O/rmpld. l'd~hington 98504-4151 • (206) 753-2222 • SCAN 2J.l·2.122

I am writing in regard to the "Draft Environmental Impact
Statement" and "Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan" for
the Olympic National Forest. Thank you for the opportunity to
review these documents and to consider the various management
alternatives which you have developed.

As you may be aware, in the recent past the Department of
Community Development has not routinely submitted comments on the
community impacts of draft environmental impact statements.
This does not, however, mean that the state is not vitally
concerned about the impacts wnich national forest management
plans have on the local communities of our state. You may recall
that last fall we responded to the USFS Draft EIS on Spotted Owl
Guidelines, a program which would impact the Olympic National
Forest, among others. In our response, we cautioned about the
impact of further job losses in communities already economically
distressed, and we questioned whether or not the spotted owl
management alternatives presented were mutually exclusive. We
added our concern that any action which further reduces the
number of employment opportunities threatens the continued
existence of these communities and the self-sufficiency of their
residents. In this regard, we are concerned about the level of
detail of the data in the Draft EIS for the Olympic National
Forest related to such cOmmunity impact variables as employment
levels. Data are presented in the aggregate rather than on a
specific community by community basis, making a comprehensive
analysis extremely difficult. We would urge the Forest Service
to further refine the anticipated community impacts of the
various management alteratives and present them in a more
community-specific manner.

Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Sir:

"r(haeolog~' and Hl!tloric Prf'H'r\ alion • Communit~· 5l'r\'ICel' • Emergency Managt>mt>nt • Fire
PrOll.>('[lon S€'r\'IU:'~ • lata! Oe\E'IOpnWnl and Hou~ing • local Go\ernmenl Slo'r\"I(E'lt • Public Work$
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February 13, 1987

February 13, 1987

Ted C. Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, WA 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

-' ':=,-. ':.,.

Andrea Beatty Riniker, Director
Department of Ecology
Mail Stop PV-ll
Olympia, WA 98504-8711

Dear Ms. Riniker:

The Department of Natural Resources' response to the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and Plan for the Olympic National Forest
is enclosed for inclusion in the state response letter.

While we have forwarded these comments directly to the Olympic Forest
Supervisor, we appreciate this opportunity to have our comments
presented with those of other state agencies.

H~
Art Stearns
Supervisor

AS:NH:mks

Enclosure

In our letters of response to the Okanooan and We~=tchee National
Forest Draft Environnental Inpact statements (DElE' and Plan., we
supported and echoed recommendations from other st=7.es in t:-,e Pacific
Northwest Region that no final forest plans be is.~ed until after tho
drafts have been made public. Our concern is that the sustainable
harvest or management of other resources on each n=7.ional forest cou.
change appreciably with significant cumulative eff~cts statewide. S,
of the alternatives that effect significant change: in timber harves'
levels could indirectly affect demand for state-ma~=ged timber on tho
Olympic Peninsula. Because of this, we wish to re:7.erate our suppor'
of this recommendation to you and defer selection sf a preferred
alternative at this time.

In our comments, we will address the "No Action" 1'.:ternative, Econor;:
Efficiency, Alternatives Assessment, concerns spec:fic to Geology an'
l1ineral Resources and Natural Heritage, and Genera: Observations.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Alternative A, the "No Action" alternative, appear: to be a
continuation of the current programmed sale of tiIT~er. However, thi.
is not the case. During the most recent'lO-year period ~he offering
timber averaged 387 million board feet per year. :~is is 20 million
board feet higher than Alternative A. The allowab:e salr quantity
declined to 367.2 rrillion board feet which is 5 percent less than tho
recent sale level. Forest planners attribute the cecline to a
reduction in the management base due to legal requ:rements such as
recreation uses.

Reviewers need to know what the recent sale level ~as been in order
understand that the "No Action" alternative does 0:: reflect a
continuation of the past sales level.

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

I\)......
......

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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Ted C. Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor
February 13, 1987
Page 2

Rankings in the fifth decade indicate the RPA alternative has the
lowest net dollar receipts of any of the ten alternatives. Are there
some below-cost timber sales involved which produce this result?
Further explanation is needed.

Present net value (PNV) is used in the Plan/DEIS for valuing both
commodity products and nonmarket goods. Only the commodity goods
should have dollars assigned to them. For maximization of social net
benefit, implicit dollar values should not be added to market-derived
dollar values. The combined value does not provide a meaningful
measure for choosing between the alternatives. Nonmarket values should
be arrayed separately for the purpose of EIS analysis.

ALTERNATIVES ASSESSMENT

Community effects are a concern both for the federal and state
governments. The revenues to counties, as well as the jcbs and income
effects, are particularly involved in assessments of impacts.

We note that Alternatives C-Departure, C (Preferred), F, G, H, and I do
not have positive community effects. A difficulty with Alternative B
Departure (EPA) is the declining timber harvest departure feature.

Three alternatives, Alternative A (Current Direction), D-Departure, and
E seem realistic in terms of continuation of timber as a commodity
resource and an important community stability resource.

GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES

An important issue to the Department is access to land for mineral
exploration and mine development. The Department is in support of
protecting and improving the opportunities for mineral exploration when
consistent with the protection of other resource objectives.

Our Geology and Earth Resources Division staff may have information on
specific areas in the Olympic ~ational Forest of ~ineral interest.
Please fell free to call Ray Lasmanis, Division Manager at (206) 459
6372 in Olyrnpia.

NATURAL HERITAGE

Research Natural Areas: The Research Natural Area (RNA) Program is
s:rongly supported by the Department as part of the cooperative effort
of federal, state, and private groups to establ sh a statewide system
of natural areaE. The natural area needs, outl ned in the State of
Washinoton Natural Eeritaoe Plan (KDNR 19B5), w 11 be best met by all
the participants inventorying for, and designat 09, the best examples

Ted C. Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor
February 13, 1987
Page 3

of representative ecosystems and rare species populations on their
land. The Department supports the Olympic National Forest (ONF) in
their designation of the Buckhorn and Wet Weather Creek RNAs.

Based on ecological work by the forest ecologist of the ONF, many
potential sites for future RNAs are known. These co~ld protect a
number of ecosystem types found only on the forest. Using the forest
ecologist's expertise, we enco~rage you to designate additional RKAs
appropriate.

Special Interest Areas: The Department supports the designation of t
Special Interest Areas (SIAs) for botanical areas. The Department
encourages additional designations as appropriate.

The plan states that "utilization for native bird or animal habitat
will be encouraged" in SIAs. SlAs set aside for plants should not be
modified for the purpose of encouraging wildlife.

Rare Plants: The Olympic National Forest has a large number of rare
plants and unusual plant species. No mention is made of an inventory
for rare plants in the proposed plan.

The recent Reoional Forester's Sensitive Species List (February, 1986
can be consulted. In addition, the Natural Heritaoe Prooram can
provide your staff with an up-to-date list. - -

Logging practices can affect sensitive plant species. Timber
harvesting activities (other than cutting) can have significant
effects. These other activities include road construction, soil
erosion, sediment load and changes in hydroloov. In addition,
activities such a~ fish habitat enhancement and pothole development,
seeding projects, campground developffient, and trail construction can
also have impacts.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

l,e would expect the plan to ensure operations are conducted to equal
exceed the requirements in the Forest Practice, Forest Fire Frotectio
Surface Mining, and Forest Insect and Disease Control state
statutes and SUbsequent regUlations. It appears that no access
problems will result from any of the alternatives. Ke would expect t
transportation system managemen.t program not to interfere with the
access for Department-managed lands.



Tea C. Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor
February 13, 1987
Page 4

Overall, the Olympic National Forest Plan provlces a good basis for
making sensible decisions for managing the national forest during
the ne~t 10 to 15 years.

The large scale maps are extremely well done. The maps for Alternative
C, which are included in Appendix B of the Proposed Land and Resource
Ma~aoement Plan, provide an excellent display of the detail of planning
WhlCh has occurred, at least for this alternative.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the Olympic National
Forest Plan and DEIS. If you would like further clarification, Dlease
call Glenn Yeary, Manager of the Analysis and Planning Section in
Olympia at (206) 586-4435.

Sincerely,

IJJ0
P~
!>.rt St'earns
Supervisor

AS:MH:mks

c: Andrea Beatty Riniker, DOE

a:Olyplanl

A RESOLUTION IN OPPOSITION TO THE U. S. FOREST SERVICE
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE FOR MANAGEMENT OF

THE OLY~WIC NATIONAL FOREST

WEHERAS, the Grays Harbor Chamber of Commerce has reviewed the Forest
Service's plan that will establish management direction on the Olympic National
Forest for the next ten to fifteen years, and

\<HEREAS. this plan can be the blueprint for economic stability of forest
resource based communities on the Olympic Peninsula by maximizing management of
these lands for wood products, and

"~EREAS, almost fifty percent of the Olympic Peninsula employment is
either directly or indirectly dependent upon the wood products industry, and

WHEREAS, the demand for wood products from the Olympic National forest
will continue to grow in the future, and

WHEREAS, the Forest Service now threatens to reduce that supply far be
low the existing plan (harvest levels are proposed to decline from 341 million
board feet to 186 million board feet annually as a result of the plan), and

WHEREAS, this reduction in harvest levels has the potential to eliminate
over 1,000 direct and indirect jobs and cost taxpayers to lose over $18.4
million in timber receipts, including $4.6 million to schools and counties, and

WHEREAS, this reduction in harvest level unfairly harms the wood products
industry and communities dependent upon timber from the Olympic Peninsula
Ranger districts; NOW, THEREFORE,

BE IT RESOLVED that the Grays Harbor Chamber of Commerce goes on record
in opposition to the Forest Service proposal and further urges the Forest
Supervisor to adopt the Community Stability Alternative which would:

(a) more fairly balance the timber and recreation de
mands by recognizing the recreation supplied by the
Olympic National Park by using more of the
National Forest land base to meet the timber supply
needs of local communities;

(b) protect other multiple-use benefits such as protec,
ing vital watersheds, and enhancing habitats for
most wildlife species;

(c) retain 455,100 of 485,000 acres suitable for timber
production;

(d) provide for an annual timber harvest level of at
least 250 million board feet;

(e) maintain an annual harvest level of at least 36
million board feet on the Hood c~n.1 and Quilcene 1(J

, I R:er Districts. J I!.
~T!~l~~~ ' "AIJ,Jlu
Steven C. Levold, Presldent Patrick Farwell, ChairJan

Governmental Affairs Committee
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\...,~'.. l A RESOLUTION IN OPPOSITION TO THE U.S. FOREST SERVICE PREFERRED :'~.'1.
~ ALTERNATIVE FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST. ~1.!
~~J ~)/~If : ::,' •
, •.•. ; WHEREAS, the Port of Pert Angeles has revieweu the U.S. ~'orest :., -1.::,
e;~ Service's plan for future management of the Olympic National .J\. ..
..t~ f Forest: and ~:I{<

:r~t WHEREAS, the Forest Service plan includes a Preferred Alternative ~>.~
r&'of,~ (Alternative C) that has the effect of reducing timber harVest :~) <.~
\.: \+ levels from 341 million board feet to 186 million board fee.t i/i;'; annually; and ::{

\.:,~i WHEREAS, long term demand for wood products from the Olympic ~~'"I
t(.~; Peninsula, inclUding the Olympic National Forest, will continue :1) 'ff

t
~; to grow in the future; and :; ,',J.

(~. ! WHEREAS, timber supply will fall considerably short of projected ~\)..-'.~.'~.
l demand if the Forest Service Preferred Alternative is .. ""

l~ i implemented: and ~1).J

C~i':: 1 WHEREAS, future, stable timber supply is essential for the i~';'"
, • economic health of communities within the port District of the
.: • P t f PAl : ~ ..:#i" I: or 0 ort nge es. :'\'''i.I

~~.i~ NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Port of Port Angeles is 1;{,J,.

>
.,~ in opposition to the Forest Service Preferred A~ternative; and ~\~.
. .~.. .':/- ,~:-t i BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Port of Port Angeles requests the ~r;;,.;

"'-~ Forest Service Supervisor to propose and adopt a new alternative , '."
,~: plan that would: :1).;
>~~ a. Manage the timber resource in the Olympic National ~l\~
''ij' Forest for the long term supply needs of local ·.lf~

l{t~ communities. ~t))

~~'~ b. ~~;:~'i~e~':::;.:1;:e.,'e.e', ., ., 'e." ", ""'.0 ~.:~."
~; i c. Recognize and utilize the Olympic National Park in ~~:.:~

. conjunction with National Forest Lands to meet multiple "
'-.: : use demands such as recreation, protection of ~I~.!
K:' , watersheds and enhancement of wildlife habitats. • .,

>~A~ passed and adopted this day. February 23, 1987. i~~tl it; 1~1! .1.
~{i''''' PORT OF PORT ANGELES .~~
Ill.'. I: PORT COMMISSION :ll.,j\-. '.!: j.;~

*"<! i1 ~..'))1 )~- ;~<.;1: ",JH{ Le~_ :~<'.,-,\1' R ert M. McCrorie. President .j!
r~': :hft.!.: L: :V:A
~-!\... •• •... ~
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COMMISSION

JOHN H. STEVENS .. GERALD S. TERRELL .. J. K. LEWIS

HENRY E. SOIKE. General Manager

Harch 10, 1987

Forest Suoervisor
Page two ;f two
March 10, 1987

Thank you for this opportunity to comment, please let us know what
you decide.

cc: Washington State Congressional Delegation
Governor Booth Gardner
Warner ~1ayr

I\)......
01

Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
Post Office Box 2288
Olympia, WA 98507

Re: Olympic National Forest Plan

Dear Sir:

No! No! No! Your preferred Alternative (Alternative C) for the
Olympic National Forest Plan is a terrible mistake!

Alternative C will reduce harvest levels to 186 mmbf annually, 25
percent less than the average annual harvest in recent years.
This reduction would cost communities around the Olympic
Peninsula over 1,000 jobs, and reduce annual Forest Service Timber
Sales revenues to these communities by over $4.5 million. You
must surely know that the Olympic Peninsula can not afford another
economic bomb. Alternative C is a bomb!

Please do not be mislead by those who are saying that tourism
related jobs will compensate for loss in timber based employment.
At current salary levels it takes four jobs in tourism to equal
one job in the woods or in a mill. You just can't believe that
Alternative C will spawn 4,000 new jobs in tourism, can you?

Please be reasonable. Look at the amount of federal land which
has already been withdrawn from timber management on the
Peninsula (over 70 percent). It is too much to ask that timber
production be given a high priority in the remaining National
Forest.

We urge you to select a plan which will retain a timber production
land base of at least 455,000 acres, with a sustainable yield of
at least 250 mmbf annually. This would provide a flow of raw
material which would not have an unstabilizing effect on the
communities around the Peninsula.

P.O. BOX 660 • ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON 98520-0141 • (206) 533-9528 • SCAN 579-9526

Sincerely,

PORT OF GRAYS HARBOR

~01.?~
J~ Stevens,
President

JHS/GST/JKL:gc

£J.~
G. S. Terrell
Vice President



Dear friend:

Brock Adams

cc: -'Mr. Ted Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor, Olympic N.F.
Mr. William D. Shenk, Forest Supervisor, Colville N.F.
Mr. Robert Williams, Forest Supervisor, Gifford-Pinchot N.F.
Mr. J.D. Mac Williams, Forest Supervisor, Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie
Mr. William D. McLaughlin. Forest Supervisor, Okanogan N.F.
Mr. Donald H. Smith, Forest Supervisor, Wenatchee N.F.

Again thank you for contacting me on this important issue. I look
forward to receiving your input as the USFS plans proceed.

November 20, 1986
Page 2

perform accurate and unbiased benefit/cost analysis on the
proposed alternatives.

develop a map based 'inventory of old-growth forest in the
Pacific Northwest.

*

*

1011 Western Avenue, lOth Floor
Seattle, WA 98104

November 20, 1986

Thank you for your recent letter and comments on the U.S. Forest
Service Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. I share your
concern that we protect sufficient amounts of old-growth timber.

I have instructed my staff to review the various Forest Service
EIS's. I am concerned that the USFS is proceeding in a hasty and
short-sighted manner and not giving sufficient thought to the long
term impacts of their timber harvest plans. Specifically I feel
they must:

BHOCKADAM§
-----:=========~~U.S.SENATE-

* develop plans that protect critical habitat for indicator
species such as the Northern Spotted Owl.

Our natural resources are the basis of our wealth and existence.
We cannot afford to squander our heritage for short term economic
gain. Below-cost timber sales and excessive road building projects
must be curtailed.

2124 Fourth Avenue' Suite 203' Seattle. Washington 98121 • (206) 443·5700
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March 5, 1987 WASHINGTON STATE LEGISLATURE
Senate. House of Representatives. Legislative Building. Olympia. Washington 98504

Mr. Ted C. Stubblefield
Olympia National Forest
PO Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

Ou~ natural resources are the basis of our wealth and
eXlstence. We cannot afford to squander our heritage
for short term economic gain. Below-cost timber sales
and excessive road building projects must be curtailed.

~gain thank you for contacting me on this important
lssue. I look forward to receiving your input as the
USFS plans proceed.

Thank you for contacting me regarding the U.S. Forest
Service {uSFsl Supplemental Environmental Impact state
ment. I share your concern that we protect sufficient
amounts of old-growth timber.

I have instructed my staff to review the various Forest
~erv~ce EIS·s. I am concerned that the USFS is proceed
lng 7n.a hasty and short-sighted manner and not giving
s~fflclent thought to the long term impacts of their
tlmber harvest plans. Specifically I feel they must:

Your willingness to recognize the timber industry needs is critical to
maintaining an important local and regional industry, improving our over
all economic base in the state and on the Olympic Peninsula while protect
ing the livelihoods of many men and women. We hope you will agree with
our concerns and make every effort possible to meet the economic and em
ployment needs of our timber dependent communities.

In our view, the Forest Service preferred alternative will not adequately
meet the economic and employment needs of the communities dependent upon
the timber supply from the Olympic National Forest. For example, a dramatic
cut of 80% in harvest levels from the Quilcene and Hood Canal Ranger Dis
tricts. We believe that suitable land is available to sustain at least
the current timber consumption of 250 million board feet. This level of
t~mber supply is clearly warranted for the timber industry. The domestic
industry has suffered severely in the State. Since 1979 employment in
the timber industry has dropped by over 60% from 56,000 to only 36,000.
Now, due to the settlement of the Canadian lumber dispute, improved lum-
ber prices, increased markets, greater productivity, lower interest rates
and increased demand for Pacific Northwest wood products, the State has
an opportunity to regain some of tis employment losses and improve the
economic stability of its timber dependent communities rather than further
economic decline.

February 19, 1987

Ted Stubblefield, Forest SuperVisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, WA 98507

We, the members of the Coastal Caucus, wish to express our concern on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed Land and Resource Manage
ment Plan currently open for public review.

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

develop a map based inventory of old-growth forest
in the Pacific Northwest.

perform accurate and unbiased benefit/cost analysis
on the proposed alternatives.

develop plans that protect critical habitat for
indicator species such as the Northern Spotted Owl.

*

*

*

c&."Y~
Brock Adams
United States Senator

Sincerely,

a~4· 1h-&,-~_
THE HONORABLE ARLI~:;ARNATT
State Senator
19th Legislative District ~T NORABLE J

Sate Represe
th Legislati

HARGROVE

BA/do



The citizens of seattle have a keen interest in the Olympic
National Forest, and I appreciate the opportunity to respond
to your Draft Land and Resources Management Plan.

The Olympic is not only highly visible from Seattle, it is
also a popular destination fo.r Seattleites. The wild and
beautiful Olympic draws us--whether for hiking, hunting,
fishing, rafting, or simply driving scenic Highway 101.
Hikes along quiet trails through the roadless back country
are cherished outings for many of our citizens. AS the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement points out, demand
for hiking and other primitive types of recreation will
continue to increase. It appears, however, that the desti~

nations will continue to shrink with the proposed plan.

We are particularly concerned about the proposed increase
in road construcion. These additional roads will drasti
cally change the landscape and use of the forest, increas
ing sedimentation and splitting the lower forested trails
into short segments. While short interpretive trails are
a very positive feature, hiking from one logging road.to
another is not very attractive. Not only do these low
elevation areas remain open for extended periods, they
provide longer hikes, disperse visitors, and often provide
special features such as groves of large trees and undis
turbed shores of major rivers. More roads will only push
the increasing numbers of users into ever smaller, higher
areas, increasing the impacts to these fragile high moun
tain lands.

I\).....
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~~~
THE HONORABLE BOB BASICH
State Representative
19B Legislative District

~E~UL~
State Senator
24th tegiSlat. ive Distri~ct.

/) ;. C <> /'

\ (-t~(utL 0c' ~{~
J THE HONORABLE RICHARD FISCH

Btate Representative
24th Legislative District

cc: Dan Evan~

Brock Adams
Don Banker
Al Swift
Tom Foley
Nike Lowry
Rod Chand ie r
Sid Harrison
John Niller
Norm Dicks

~
Tt: HONORABLE BRAD OWEN
State Senator
35th Legislative Diy

~Efoer--
State Repres~ntative

35th Legislative District

~~
THE HONORABLE ~~X VEKICH
State Representative
35th Legislative District

Office Of The Mayor
City of Seattle
Charles Royer. Mayor

March 13, 1987

Ted Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

100::

§

Some roads have experienced a high rate of erosion and were
previously proposed for closure. We support the closure of
the Silver Creek, Boulder Creek, and Wright Canyon roads and
hope the slopes are restabilized, and the natural vegetation
allowed to reclaim these scarred areas.

An equal employment CPPOrlun1ly . alhrmativc aChon emplc~er

1200 MunICIpal BUildIng. SeaUle. Wasnmgton 98104. 12061625·4000



Ted Stubblefield
March 13, 1987
Page two

Because we cannot afford to lose any more of our pristine
trail system, I am disturbed by the thought of motorbike
usage of the trails, creating a hazard to the many people
enjoying spectacular vistas and fragile wildflowers on the
popular day hike to Mount Townsend. It also seems inappro
priate to encourage RVs on trails such as the South Fork
Skokomish or Jupiter Ridge that access a wilderness or the
national park.

Greater protection of the rivers and watersheds is also
needed. Preserving the roadless areas will be the most
effective in maintaining that high water quality. Improved
protection of the riparian zones by retaining more forest
cover and, of course, keeping the rivers free-flowing are
both essential. We applaud your proposal for inclusion of
the Duckabush and Dungeness/Graywolf in the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System. However, there are several other
outstanding rivers that need and deserve such protection.
These include the Dosewallips, Hamma Hamma, South Fork
Skokomish, Soleduck, and upper Dungeness.

Seattle residents are also concerned about wildlife habi
tat in our national forests. Scientists tell me that the
Olympic pennisula is isolated by geography and human devel
opment. This makes protection of the wildlife habitat so
vitally important. The situation is especially acute with
the old growth forests, as that habitat has shrunk drasti
cally over the past century. We must make every effort
to preserve these ancient and complex expanses of forest
and their associated wildlife that find refuge nowhere
else. The South Quinault Ridge with its rain forest is
an example of such an area with huge evergreens towering
over gentle trails along the valley bottom.

The national forests are also great .educational resources.
They not only provide research opportunities for our univer
sities, but are also great for teaching our children about
nature and conservation. Tourism and recreation are among
our state's fastest growing industries. Sales of books,
tours, camping equipment, lodging, and roadside services
are just some of the activities that benefit the local and
regional economy.

Ted Stubblefield
March 13, 1987
Page three

Maintaining the scenic beauty that draws people to the
forest and the region must be a priority. The shores and
mountains that rise above Hood Canal and Lake Quinault must
be maintained in all their natural, spectacular beauty.
Highway 101 and the roads that follow valleys such as the
Dosewallips and Hamma Hamma Rivers provide scenic views of
rushing water, towering trees, and distant peaks which need
strong protection.

significantly, our quality of life is a major attraction
for industries seeking new locations. Such economic diver
sity will complement the contribution of our timber industry
as we move into the next century and adapt to new economic
patterns.

Protecting the Olympic National Forest's recreation, fish,
and wildlife resources is essential for continued growth
of our economy, to provide refreshment from the stresses
of modern life, and to gain a better understanding and
appreciation of our natural heritage. Proper stewardship
of these public lands will provide many resources for us
and our kids. We urge you to give careful consideration
to these values.

In many cases, protecting roadless areas, primitive recrea
tion opportunities, scenic vistas, wildlife habitat and clean
water for fish and human use are very compatible. Timber
harvesting should be done in a sensitive manner and at a mod
erate level that is more in balance with these other uses.
To achieve that, the preferred alternative needs to be mod
ified. We feel that Alternative H, which was developed with
the input of the Washington State Game Department, would bet
ter provide that kind of stewardship of these public lands,
and we urge you to incorporate its features in your final
plan.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important
planning process.

Sincerely, ~

~~,r~-<--



In accordance with our responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean
Air Act and the National Environmental Policy Act, we have reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Proposed Land and Resource
Management Plan (Plan) for the Olympic National Forest (ONF). The DNF is
located on the Olympic Peninsula in Western Washington and includes 650,000
acres. The preferred alternative upon which the Plan is based provides for
intensive timber management, wilderness, and dispersed recreation. Big game
winter range and riparian areas would also be emphasized. Geothermal, oil,
and gas leasing would be permitted.

Based on our review, we have rated the DEIS EC-2 (Environmental
Concerns-Insufficient Information).' The basis for our rating is summarized
below with details included in the enclosed review report. Our report is
divided into three sections providing general comments and then specific
comments on each document. Also enclosed is an explanation of our rating
system for DEISs.

Attention: Dave Yates
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Sincerely,

/LL.~r;r6.~~e
Robert S. Burd
Director, Water Division

Enclosures

cc: Office of the Governor, State of Washington
USFS, R-6
USFS, R-l, 4
USFWS
Nr~FS

BLM
WDE
HDNR
WDF
WDG
TWS
SC
Jane Hadley, Seattle Times

The intent of our comments is to be constructive. We are confident that
by addressing our concerns and comments the ONF can present a Final EIS and
Plan which clearly shows that important resources will be adequately protected
while providing ONF personnel with the necessary flexibility to manage day to
daY activities on the ground.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the GElS and Plan. If you have
any questions about our review, please contact Ann Uhrich of our EIS and
Energy Review Section at FTS 399-8516.

/162
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION 10
1200 SIXTH AVENUE

SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98101

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

Mr. Ted C. Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

We have environmental concerns because the process for managing forest
activities is not clear enough to assure us that adverse environmental
effects, particularly to water quality and fisheries, will be prevented. We
suggest more fully describing the management processes of the ONF.

The details of our comments are included in the enclosed review report.
Several of the items identified in this review were discussed in the meeting
we had with your staff in Seattle on October 29, 1986. This interaction was
useful to us in becoming familiar with the issues on the ONF.
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(p. C-19 and C-20) should be expanded. For example, when and how would
projects be selected to receive monitorin9 and mitigation? I,ould lakes as
well as streams be monitored?

The adequacy of the monitoring plan to assess environmental impacts, and
a process to ensure that the assessments are used in management decisions, are
key factors in EPA's ability to evaluate the adequacy of Forest Plans and
E1Ss. The monitoring plan together with the standards and guidelines should
serve to highlight how the Plan will be implemented. The Final Plan should
clearly outline how monitoring will be carried out such that mid-course
corrections can be made in forest management. This serves as a system of
accountability, reduces anxiety for any uncertainties in predicting Plan
impacts, and makes it clear to the public how the Plan will be implemented.
As the uncertainty in being able to protect against water quality and fish
habitat effects increases, a higher level of monitoring becomes necessary.

The DEIS states that streams on the west side of the Forest are
potentially susceptible to water temperature increases (page 1II-22), and then
streams on the southeast side (So. Fork Skokomish drainage) are used to
dismiss water temperature problems across the Forest. This apparent
contradiction needs to be clarified.

Domestic Water SUDplies

Water quality data is provided for the Big Quilcene River and it is
stated that 'other municipal water,heds should have similar water quality'
<DEIS, page 1II-23). The techni cal support for thi s statement should be
discussed or cited,

Other questions relative to the domestic water supply sources are as
follows: Are any of the sources in a highly sensitive watershed? What
management activities are planned for that watershed? Sensitive areas may be
defined by such factors as physical features of the watershed, predicted
sediment yield, the number of water users in the watershed, the type of water
treatment employed, the location of water intakes, and past history of water
quality problems. The DElS nicely identifies predicted sediment yield but
does not relate this to the existing water supply sources, except in a very
general way (p. IV-19 and IV-20). There may also be effects on ground water
supplies across ONF. The potential impact of the proposed plan on drinking
water aquifers should be addressed.

Fi sheri es /Fi sh Habi tat

Chapter III of the DEIS provides a very good overview of existing
knowledge of the status of fish habitat and fish production on the ONF by
drainage. However, it would be helpful to specifically relate the drainages
with fisheries <DEIS, page III-19) to the drainages with high sediment yield
(DEIS page 1II-20), perhaps by expanding the paragraph at the top of
page 1II-83 in the DEIS.
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With regard to Table 1II-15 in the DEIS (p. 1II-80), is it feasible to
add another column titled "Adult Prod. Nos./River Mile of HabItat?" It would
seem that this would allow for comparison of relative capabilities of
drainages, at least for resident fish (for anadromous fish the numb:r of
smolts produced per river mile might be more meaningful). If not, 1S there
some other way the drainages could be ranked so that mitigation or enhancement
projects can be prioritized (for example, by physical habitat condition)? How
and when will this be done? Are the fish habitat improvement projects listed
in Appendix A of the Plan (page A-8) in order of priority? Also, how were the
habitat capabilities developed? The technical support for this process should
be cited.

The Plan states that "inventory of forest fish habitat to determine
quality and quantity" is necessary (page C-16). This fact s~ould be discussed
in the DEIS, along with how any presently degraded streams w1l1 be managed for
long-term recovery, beginning with toe baseline inventory. It.would be
helpful if the streams which are of importance to anadromous f1sher1es were
identified on a map, so that they could be related to management areas 3nd to
drainages which currently have high sediment yield indices.

Chapter IV of the DEIS presents an adequate summary of the impact; to
fish habitat due to sediment yield indices of the various alternativ~',

However, as stated in the DEIS (p. IV-37), many other variables also affect
fi sh habi tat and fi sh passage and the Fi na1 EIS shoul d make a concerted effort
to incorporate these into the discussion of impacts to fisheries. It Sh?uld
also be emphasized that fish habitat mitigation and/or enhancement work 1S
expensive and, while important and potentially success~ul, does not take the
place of avoiding impacts to the greatest extent practlcable from the
beg inn i ng.

Riparian Area Management

The importance of riparian zones to water quality and fish and wildlife
habitat greatly exceeds the actual area occupied by riparian vegetation. Any
evaluation of the cost effectiveness of timber harvesting or grazing in these
areas should reflect this fact. For example, the DEIS states that a maximum
timber harvest level of eight percent of suitable forest land per decade was
used for riparian areas within watersheds (p. IV-19). Would the ~llowable
sale quantity (ASQ) or present net value (PNV) values for the varlOUS .
alternatives be significantly different if this figure were zero? I~ IS
essential to carefully explain how activities such as timber harvestlng and
road building can be made compatible with other riparian area reSDurce values
(e.g., protecting and enhancing water quality and fish habitat potential),
keeping in mind that it may not be possible to replace these other resource
values elsewhere on the Forest.

The DEIS presented a good summary of how high timber harvest levels could
impact riparian areas, and adequately discusses the r~pa~ian acreage.scheduled
for harvest under each alternatlve. It was also gratlfylng to see R1parlan
Area management standards and monitoring separately presented in the Plan, in
addition to MMRs.

However, follOWing completion of inventory needs for water quality and
riparian areas, it is very likely that several d~ainages wil~ need, to be
improved such that they could even meet MMRs. Nlll these efror,s De
undertaken first, and then implementation of riparian area ~anage~ent



The DEIS and Plan generally did a very good job of describing the
available data base, best management practices (BMPs), and management area
prescription development. In general, the monitoring and evaluation program
plan appears to be adequate for the various actions and effects to be
monitored. The monitoring worksheets (Plan, Appendix C) were very helpful.
Selection of BMPs, on-site inspection, repairing damage, and upgrading BMPs
have weaker commitments or are not clearly described.

The most Important component that is missing is a good description of how
these elements are related and dependent on each other. It would also be well
to stress the iterative nature of the forest management planning process, in
that information from the on-site inspections and monitoring can flow up to
the management level to be used not only to modify management practice, but
also to assist in the development of the forest's multi-year budget proposals,
in an attempt to help circumvent implementation problems due solely to
inadequate funding as opposed to technical difficulties.

Wa ter Oua 11 ty and Mon itori ng

Under "Uses of Water," the DEIS notes only one beneficial use, Municipal
Watersheds (p. 111-22). Other beneficial uses, particularly fisheries, need
to be mentioned here. Referring the reader to the discussion under "Water" on
pages 111-82 and 111-83 would also be helpful.

The DEIS states that the sediment yield index for the current condition
serves as a baseline for comparison of alternatives (p. IV-18). However, the
natural sediment yield index shown in Table IV-2 (DEIS, p. IV-19) also serves
as such a baseline. Thus, while the average sediment yield index for the
preferred alternative over the first five decades is a little lower than the
current situation, it is still very much higher than the natural index. This
fact and its environmental implications need to be highlighted and discussed
in the DEIS. The reader might well be referred to the discussion of fish
production under "Historic Trends" on p. 111-81 of the DEIS, where it Is
aCknowledged that increased sediment yields (such as the level of the current
situation?) have been one of the factors in reducing fish habitat. Under the
proposed plan, the potential for impacts to fisheries and other beneficial
uses due to greater than natural sediment yields appears to remain high.

It Is recognized that the sediment indices are to be used for making
relative comparisons between alternatives. This is very helpful and we
commend their use. However, since they cannot be measured in the field they
cannot be considered as a parameter in the monitoring plan that responds
directly to state water quality standards. The Plan states that "there is a
need to quantify existing water quality in major watersheds" (p. C-20). This
fact should be discussed in the DEIS. In addition, we believe the discussion
of water quality monitoring and evaluation in the Plan

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY REVIEW
REPORT ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

AND PROPOSED LAND AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE
OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST, WASHINGTON

GENERAL COMMENTS

Process Descri ption

The primary output of the National Forest planning process Is the Land
and Resources Management Plan (the Plan), and the heart of the Plan Is the
forestwide standards and guide11nes and the more local ized management area
presCriptions. These, in addition to the existing minimum management
requirements (MMRs), set the backdrop against which goods and services are
produced on the Fores t.

A ready knowledge of these three management components at the ~utset

(standards and guidelines, prescriptions, and MMRs) would greatly facilitate
the readers' understanding of the Plan. This is touched on in the Plan (p.
1-2 and p. IV-I), but only the first two terms are mentioned. MMRs are
discussed in the DEIS (p. 11-5), but not in relation to the first two items.
H~nce, a somewhat expanded summary of the three terms and how they coincide or
dlffer would be helpful, perhaps in the Plan in Chapter I under "Relationship
to Project Planning" or in the DEIS in Chapter I under "Planning Process."

The DEIS and the Plan rely oeavily on subsequent environmental analyses
and data collection for pinpointing specific impacts from forest activities.
In order that we can be assured that the environmental effects of the selected
alternative are acceptable, we need to have a complete picture of the forest
management process. There are a number of elements within the forest
management process that we believe are very important in minimizing adverse
environmental impacts, particularly water quality effects. They include

1. A data base of existing conditions from which technical expert, a"d
the public can jUdge expected effects and levels of uncertainty of
the predictions. .

2. Best Management Practices (BMPs) and management area prescription
development.

3. Selection of 8MPs for a particular activity [Environmental
Assessment (EA) preparation] and how uncertainty is factored into
selection.

4. Thorough on-site inspection and administration,or "implementation
monitoring," verifying that a particular activity is occurring
consistent with 8MPs and as prescribed in contracts, leases, or
permits.

5. "Effectiveness" Monitoring after the completion of an activity to
determine whether predicted impacts were exceeded, and possibly
"validation monitoring" to assess the validity of the assumptions
which went into predicting impacts for that activity.

6.

7.
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Repairing damage caused by adverse effects that exceeded predictions.

Upgrading BMPs or prescriptions to correct inaccurate predictions.



We believe that an area analysis would be approprIate for all watersheds
In which development is planned near important aquatIc resources. such as
domestic supply watersheds and anadromous fishery watersheds. We further
believe that such analyses should generally receive publIc revIew as Draft EAs
or EISs, dependIng upon the source conflict potentIal of the projects. As
SUCh, the discussion of area analyses mIght aptly be placed under
"EnvIronmental Analysis" on page V-2 of the Plan.

Because detailed and specIfIc analysis of cumulatIve Impacts is extremely
Important, the FInal Plan should dIscuss in some detail the process for
assessing these effects. For example, for how large an area (2nd order
draInages?) would such analyses be performed? What perIod of tIme between
projects would be considered? Would all activitIes producIng sedIment in the
area be Included (e.g., tImber harvest, plus roads, mines. etc.)' How wIll
multIple ownershIp draInages fit Into these analyses. particularly on the
sustained yIeld units? Will documents be prepared and avaIlable for publIc
review and comment?

prescrIptions? If so. thIs should be stated In the Plan. Also. as proposed,
tImber harvest would be allowable in essentIally all rIparian areas as long as
standards and guIdelInes (and prescriptIon F2) were met. We would submIt that
this agaIn points to the need for monItorIng and mItigatIon programs that are
built Into the budget process for the Forest.

MI ning

It is well to state in the standards and guidelines that operating plans
wIll be developed for each area where a mineral source is to be developed.
However, for locatable mInerals we belIeve the Plan should include water
quality monitoring requirements for sites with the potential to affect water
quality and beneficial uses. Water quality monItoring data may be need'ed to
ensure compliance with the operatIng plans.

The potential Impacts of mIning on water resources and fisherIes are
discussed In SectIon III of the DE IS (page III-172), but not under ~linerals In
Section IV. The ground-dIsturbing potential of energy development or minIng
activities, and subsequent potentIal environmental impacts on water quality
and cultural resources, should be discussed In Section IV, not simply how
other activities could affect mineral exploration.

AIr Ouality

How many cords of firewood are projected to be taken for personal use
from the ONF each year over the first decade? ThIs needs to be identified In
the EIS (page III-178), as there is a potential for indirect effects on winter
air quality In local urban communities via the firewood provided by the ONF,
There are also potential associated health effects.

Forest land managers that provide firewood have a unique opportunity to
educate the publIc regarding fuelwood use and air pollution through the permit
process. Pamphlets discussing the association between wood stoves, air
pollutIon, and health concerns, or providing tips on efficient wood stove
operatIon, for example, could be distributed with fuelwood permits. If
appropriate literature is not readily available, we would be happy to provide
examples that are being used elsewhere.

Cumulative Imoacts

We have discussed the use of "area analyses" wIth other national forests
and generally support theIr use. It appears that much of the detailed
analysis we belIeve to be necessary, but which the Forest Plan does not
provide and can be mIssed by individual project evaluations, could be
performed at thi s level of study. Area analyses would be the most appropriate
vehicles for evaluating the cumulatIve effects of many similar actIvities, and
the combined effects of different types of activItIes, occurring In a fairly
large area and over a period of time.

PAGE

II-80

II-110

II-1l2

II-133

III-l0

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON DEIS

It is noted that management areas C4 and F2, while substantial in
size, are apparently included as part of other management areas,
sInce theIr acreages are not subtracted from the total Forest area.'
Is this true and, if so, why were they handled this way?

Fish Habitat Quality: It is not clear that the rIparian MMRs will
assure an adequate source of large organic debris. ThIs needs to be
elaborated upon. Also, enhancement activities usually refer to
increasing habitat above present levels, Use of the term
"mitigation" appears more appropriate here.

An assurance is made that water qualIty will be maIntained "at
present levels" In all alternatives. Since present water quality is
generally unknown, this statement appears to ignore the fact that
certaIn streams may currently be degraded and to foreclose the
possibility of that streams presently not meeting State Water
Quality Standards (WQS) would need to be upgraded.

It Is important to note here that demand for wildernesL areas and
other unroaded resources cannot be met by any substitute. Once
these areas are lost they are essentially irreplaceable' and it is
therefore much easier to shift demand for the commodity resources to
other areas than to try to mitIgate for loss of such lands.

It is stated that "landslides are occurring on many oversteepened
channel walls." This may in fact be a natural phenomenon but
management practIces can exacerbate the problem. In steep headwall
areas not already withdrawn from harvest will rIparian prescriptions
call for long rotation? If "no harvest" were selected instead,
would the ASQ or PNV for the various alternatives be signifIcantly
different



III-17

1II-24

1II-27

from a situation where long rotations were implemented, over 50
years of the plan? If not, a "no harvest" prescription in these
areas across the Forest would also seem to be a feasible alternative
and could greatly increase protection of water quality and fisheries.

A greater amount of wildlife use on the Forest also occurs near
water. This should be added to the last paragraph.

Is Table 111-5 a listing of needs for the whole Forest or just the
northwest portion? Were potential fisheries restoration or
enhancement projects also inventoried?

Regarding fertilization buffer strips, do the BMPs call for these?
If not, based on this Information it would seem wise to incorporate
them.
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III-80 Should not "potential existing habitat" (at the bottom of the page)
be "potential enhanced habltat?"

III-91 Escaped slash fires account for a significant portion of the acreage
that will burn in wildfires. This undoubtedly results in
suppression investment or cost. What would be the alternative costs
of leaving the slash in place and/or removing it by means other than
fi re?

111-95 Are not the wilderness areas within the ONF also Class I air quality
areas?

111-141 Fire can also impact wilderness areas indirectly, when smoke from
slash fires on the ONF enters the wilderness airshed. This should
be noted.

III-28

III-33

II 1-42

1II-62

III-63

1II-64

III-66

III-78

The figure of 30% fine material from road surfaces disagrees with a
figure of 25% given on p. 111-29.

The statement that "the primary factors. influencing the
effectiveness of an erosion control program are time and funding" Is
a good one. This concept might well be expanded to other types of
mitigation projects across the Forest. Implementation of mitigation
in a timely manner so as to protect beneficial uses Is often
dependent upon funding rather than technical capability, and this
points to the need to give equal weight to restoration and
mitigation funding along with funding for Forest commodity outputs
during the forest bUdgeting process.

The statement that the Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit is
essentially a mature Forest disagrees with the data in Table 111-6.
Please clarify.

It is stated that riparfan areas occupy a "limited" amount of space
in the forest enVironment, but on p. 111-63 It is stated that on the
ONF they make up 28% of the land base. This does not seem "limited."

Riparian areas could also ~ppropriately be designated around lakes
and wetlands.

Riparian areas are also likely to contain archaeological remnants of
potential importance (see p. III-100).

"What affects wetlands" should include discussion of potential
negative impacts to wetlands from management practices.

It is well to state that fisheries habitat enhancement projects will
be implemented "as funding becomes available" but funds for
mitigation or restoration should be a firm commitment in the Forest
budget. We believe the FEIS should indicate that management
activities would not be implemented where mitigation funds are not
available.

IV-11

IV-16

IV-26

IV-31

IV-40

Where are the 47,218 acres of old growth that will not be harvested
located on the ONF? (e.g., east vs. west side, low vs. high
elevation, etc.)

State timber harvest plans are discussed but not those of Indian
nations (top of page). This should be inclUded.

Large woody material is also necessary for fisheries habitat in
Class III and IV streams and, since It is stated that "most of the
timber harvest in the alternatives will occur along Class III and IV
streams," it will be particularly important to. ensure r.etention of
large diameter vegetation in these riparian areas. It is also
stated that riparian MMRs apply in all alternatives. However, out
of 182 000 acres in the WIZ (OEIS, page 111-63) only 28,021 acres
are apparently protected by the MMRs (OEIS, page 11-6). This
apparent discrepancy should be clarified.

The technical justification for 323,000 acres of spotted owl habitat
listed for Olympic National Park should be cited. How did Park
officials derive this estimate?

Cumulative impact on fisheries should also consider and incorporate
other off-Forest land uses, Whether or not they remain at current
levels. This is clearly stated under NEPA (Section 1508.7). This
needs to be addressed in the FEIS. A good example of this type of
cumulative impact is the decline of Roosevelt elk discu~sed in the
Plan (page 11-19).
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1-2

11-14

II-l9

II-2S

IV-lS

IV-3S

IV-39

IV-39

IV-53

IV-55

IV-55

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE PLAN

The maps, both large and small scale, are very well done. However,
the Plan notes that boundaries are approximate. Does this mean they
could change substantially over time? If so, how would public
review be undertaken?

It would seem that slight increases in the sediment index could
result in at least some reduction of fish habitat capability
overall, and most certainly could reduce capability of selected
streams.

The Plan states that there has been a Peninsula-wide decline in
Roosevelt elk. The DEIS also notes that aerial photo analysis of
current habitat shows very little thermal cover outside of the
Forest boundary. This points to the need to retain adequate big
game cover wi thi n the ONF if further dec1 i ne is to be precl uded.

How will information needs be prioritized, since funding constraints
may very well be anticipated?

While it is true that the projected sediment indices are below the
current index, they are still significantly above the natural
level. This point should be clarified in the Plan.

While standards are equated to guidelines here, the DEIS (p. GL-10I
makes a distinction between the two, Clarification on this point
woul d be hel pful.

Item E.5. should be clarified to reflect what is "appropriate." For
example, areas where wildlife snags are to be left or where dead and
down wood are to remain in the riparian zone are clearly
inappropriate.

Item F.2. states that no more than 20% of an area should be
compacted, but the DETS (p. 1II-2S1 states thatlarge winter peak
flows can be increased when soil compaction occupies more than 10 to
12 percent of a total watershed. How do these two statements relate?

Taking snags or dead and down wood in riparian zones should not be
permi tted. (Item E. 3. I

Item F.2.--Are the wilderness areas on the ONF in Class II or Class
I airsheds?

Item F.l.--We believe "should" ought to be replaced with "shall."

IV-59

IV-59

IV-72

A-a

C-19

C-19

C-27

10

Management Area C.l.--Are these prescriptions congruent with Forest
Service Plans for Spotted Owl Habitat Area management as presented
in its recent EIS on this subject? If not, how do they differ and
why?

Item C. l.--The technical justification for these particular
guidelines should be cited.

Item E.3.--Add that dead and down wood should remain in riparian
areas.

"Year needed"--What does this refer to? (e.g., year funding is
necessary? Year project should be completed and in place?1

Monitoring Topic--It would be good to reference the Federal I,ater
Quality Act (formerly the Clean Water Actl and the State Water
Quality Standards here.

Monitoring Questions--B. Why just in municipal watersheds? Why not
Class I and II waters? Also, are water quality incidents reported
promptly and accurately? Are water quality incidents promptly
analyzed to reduce probability of future occurrences? As in air
quality monitoring, there may be peak events or incidents that can
affect Class I and II waters at critical times.

Monitoring Question--Though perhaps implied by your question, we
believe you ought to add "and NEPA."



U.S. Deportment
of Transportation

Federal Matlon
Admlnlstratlan

DEC 3 1986

Northwest Mountain Region
ColoradO, IdahO. Monlana.
Oregon. Utah. waShington.
Wyoming

17900 Pacific Highway SOUlh
C-68966
Seanle, Washington 98168

u.s. Deporrment
Or Transportation

Federal Highway
AdminIstrctlon

RegIon 10
AlaSka loano
Oregon. Wash,nglO"

706 S \\' inll::: A~E~ ...e
Pc'!·ano O:el;C", ;72C'4

January 5, 1986

In Reply Refer to:
HPP-OIO.3

Forest Planner
Olympic National Forest
P. O. Box 2288
Olympia, WashIngton 98507

Oear SIr:

We have rev lewed your draft env Ironmenta I Impact statement and proposed Land
and Resource Management Plan and do not foresee any Impact on avIation or Its
actIvities.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposal.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Thomasson
Acting Pol Icy and PlannIng Officer

Mr. Ted C. Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

Federal Highway Administration, Region 10, has reviewed the draft
environmental impact statement for the Olympic National Forest Land and
Resource Management Plan and offers the following comments for your
consideration:

Washington highway route 101, which is on the Federal-aid highway system, is
within the Olympic National Forest. Quite often such highways in National
Forest areas do not have defined right-of-way. To make highway improvements
with FHWA funds on any of the above routes, or any Forest Highway System
routes which may use any lands designated as recreation, requires a
determination by FHWA that there is not other feasible and prudent
alternative than the selected proposal. Without an adequately defined right
of-way, this has, in similar situations, caused considerable delay in project
implementation and increased taxpayer expense.

We suggest the final EIS acknowledge that when right-of-way for Federal-aid
highway routes or forest highway routes are not defined, a management effort
will be made to work out such details with the government officials having
oparating responsibilities for that route.

Ideally, in any area designated recreation by you, the designated
right-of-way should be of sufficient width to allow bridge replacements,
roadway widening, or elimination of safety hazards such as bad curves.



Roadway improvements within a defined corridor designated for highway use do
not require a 4(f) determination. NEPA action will apply to all highway
improvements.

Sincerely,

Mr. Ted c. Stubblefield 2 January 5, 1986
o

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF MINES

WESTER:-; FIELD OPER.-\ TIO:-;S CE:-;TER
EAST 360 3RD A\'E:'-TE

SPOKA:"E, WAsm:-;CTO:-; 99202

February 6, 1987

M. Eldon Green
Regional Administrator

BY' • J. Valach, Director
D ce of Planning

& Program Development

Mr. Dave Yates
Planning Staff Officer
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear i~r. Yates:

SUBJECT: OR AFT ENVIRONMENTAL I1~PACT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED LAND AND
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST,
WASHINGTON

Overall, the report addresses minerals adequately. It appears that the Forest
management is interested in ensuring all resources are adequately addressed as
per NEPA. However, there are several items Mlich Vie feel need to be clarified
and restated. Of particular concern is the statement Mlich Vias made under
the section, "Forest-Wide Standards and Guidelines," page IV-35, in the volume
entitled, "Proposed Land and Resource Management ~." It states on page
IV-41 that the Forest Vlould "monitor the BlM listing of claims and activity
along wilderness and other special area boundaries, require an operating plan,
and challenge the val idi ty of any cla im where slgni ficant ground di sturbance
is planned that could' impact the Wilderness or special area." This statement
raises an important question.

L Is the U.S. Forest Service initiating a new policy regarding mining
claims not in wil derness areas?

2. If this is a new policy, it is in contradiction to another new nationa
forest policy of promoting mineral exploration (attached). Even
though the law does not technically allow the claimant to develop a
discovery after the staking of a claim, to challenge validity before
a claim has had a reasonable time to exist does not give the claimant
adequate time to develop a discovery, and is therefore contrary to you
policy's intent in pronoting mineral development•. There are certainly
many regulatory methods to ensure the protection or mitigation of
impacts to the various environmental values Mlich the Forest Service
has at its disposal, e.g., the operating plan.



7. On page III-164, utilization of the geologic time periods should be
defined (i .e., Mesozoic - 65 to 225 million years before present,
etc.) next to the term or in the Glossary.
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We suggest a modification of this, as shown on the follo~ling page,
using percentages rather than acreages. We feel it is easier to
envi sion the comparison and comprehend the effects each alternative
may have on mineral resources. The percentage numbers are based on
the Beaverhead table.

Provide a definition of access categories such as that from the
Beaverhead National Forest, !10ntana (attachment 31.

In the appendices section of the vari ous roadless areas, for South
Quinault Ridge Unroaded Area (page C-981, the topic of Availability
(page C-101l shoul d have the subheadi ng "Hi neral s" under Resource
Potential in order to be consistent with the other sections.

The potential classification consists of five parts, with a range
from high potential to very low potential based on current knowledge.
The availability classification consists of four categories, inclUding
withdrawn, specific legal protection measures, special management
conditions, and standard operating conditions. Combining potential
with availability and comparing acreages provides an excellent
stat; stical representation of mi neral s avail abil i ty.

Provide eval uation criteria for nonenergy minerals such as that from
the Wallowa Whitman National Forest, Oregon (Table J-3, attachment 21.

2

2. Mi neral Potenti al t1ap - shoul d be at the same seal e as al ternative
maps, and in color. The best examples are the Kootenai National
Forest, !·lontana, and the Okanogan National Forest, Washington.

Our office revi ews numerous EIS documents and has come across an
excellent classification system as shown in table lI-ll (attachment ll,
pages 11-71 and lI-72 of the Beaverhead National Forest DEIS.

We would like to see the following incorporated into the report:

1. The Crescent 11i ne production of 47,000 tons of manganese, over
Sl,OOO,OOO in 1981 dollars.

3.

0
~

~O·
~g.
::s
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Ctien.....

4.•
~en 5.

6.



Attachments

(\(/." ..~ .. (;i"\
'J >~c-~v....-."...0:J
O'Ar P. Banister, Supervisor
I~ine als Involvement Section
Branch of Engineering Studies

I\)
I\)
co

Again, overall, the Olympic National Forest OEIS and Proposed
I~anagement Plan did an adequate job in considering minerals.
suggestions will enhance an al ready good document. Thank you
us the opportuni ty to cOO1ment on this important report.

Sincerely,

4

Land and Resource
We feel the
for all owi ng

n>e availZIbility of II1neral and energy resources within the Ietiooal Forests and GrllSSlands
signi£i<=ltly affects the deoelcpoent. econcmic growth. and defense of <be N>.tien. n>e
aissien of the Forest service in relatien to lli.nerals """""3""t is to eocourage.
facilitate. and a<h1nister the oroerly e:z:ploratien. deoelcpoent. and prcdx:tl.en of llineral
and energy resouroes en liatiooal Forest SysteIa l..oos to help _ the present and future
r>eI!IE of the liatien.

n>e Forest service a<h1nisters its II1neral I'C09rooo to:

1. Ehcourage and facilitate the orderly exploration, developrent. and prcduction of
mineral and energy re5curces within the National Forest System in order to maintain a
viable, healthy minerals iOOustry and to prarote self-sufficiency in th:lse mineral and
energy resources necessary for econanic grCMth and the national defense.

2. Ehsure that exploration, developrent, and prcduction of mineral and energy resources
are corducte:l in an enviromenta11y sound manner an:J that these activities are
integrated with the planning and managenent of other National Porest resources.

3. Ensure that lards disturbed by mineral an:J energy activities are re::lair.ed for other
productive uses.

n>e Forest service policy is to:

1. Pro::::ess mineral applications, operating plans, leases, licenses, .Permits anJ other use
authorizations efficiently and timely.

2. Ehsure the inte;ration of mineral resource programs and activities with the planning
and managenent of renewable resources through the land and resource managenent planning
process (FS'! 1922). recognizing that mineral developnent can occur corx:urrentlY or
sequentially with other' resource uses.

3. Plan and provide for Iiccess to and occupancy of National Forest.Systan lands for
mineral resource act.ivities, consistent with the overall managerent objectives and the
rights granted through statutes, leases. licenses. and permits. Eliminate or pr....ent
o::cupancy that is not reasonably incident to and required for mineral oI;:erations.

4. Prior to applying for the administrative witlXlr""al of National Forest System lams
fran mineral entry, ensure the consideration of (a) the national interest in strategic
and critical minerals {bl the value of the mineral resource foregone (c) the value of
the resource or i!1t'roverrent being pcotected (FSi 2763).

5. Ensure that valid existing rights have been e,tiblished before all""ing mineral or
energy activities in coD3ressionall~signatedor othet" withdrawn areas:

6. COOrdinate and cooperate with other Federal and State agerx:ies having authority and
expertise in mineral-related activities.

7. Maintain an effective professional, technical. and managerial work force that is
knowledgable in mineral exploration and developlent.

a. Ensure the uniform application of exploration. developnent. and reclamation staniards.

9. For all mineral exploration and develop1ent proposals that would create emiromental
disturbance require a reclamation plan to return the land to other productive uses
consistent with land and mineral manag_nt goals.
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Table II - 11 cont.II - ;'1

Alternative FUbI. Il-11 Pner"y tbn-fuergyAa.es. Very kJ:.es. VeryCategory 10<1 !I:>d High High Category 10<1 !I:>d Ilish !!ishHiner. I eva lust ioo Report
A 112,520 326,993 1<0,857 125,976 A 0 433,889 98,997 73,460B 5,277 112,218 29,458 12,822 B 0 46,025 23 ,517 ~,233Altemstive A C 38,575 560,449 151,230 36,396 C 0 370,857 100,352 235,431lbergy ~ D" 16,664 1<05,538 123,090 49,458 D 0 291,919 122,166 100.665Ac=s. Very Ac=s. Very

Category 10<1 Hod High High Category 10<1 Hod High IIigh

Alternative G
A 101,081 230,311 0 0 A 0 193,812 66,868 70,612 fuergy !l:Jo-fuergyB 12,765 172,06a 16,648 2.395 B 0 42,167 6,927 154,782 kJ:.es. Very kJ:.es. VeryC 972 104,542 1,858 722 C 0 50,639 10,238 47,217 Category 10<1 !I:>d High High Category lu" !I:>d High lIi&hD 58,218 875,119 35~,782 213,140 D 0 856,082 340,999 307.178

0 A" 101,081 85,511 40,857 0 A 0 225,309 2,140 0~ B 3,004 139,404 0 0 B 0 18,517 12,730 111,161

~
Alternative B C 33,572 459,851 188,300 97,431 C 0 446,052 178,442 154,71<0F!Jergy lb<t-?nergy D 35,379 697,507 147,083 118,461 D 0 454,037 231,720 312,673O· Ac=s. Very Aa.... Very

Category 10<1 Hod High High Category 10<1 Hod Iligb IIigh

~ Alternative B
A 101,081 76.532 0 0 A 0 In.613 0 0 Pnem !l:Jo-fuergyg. B 2.471 116,094 19.317 3,369 B 0 35.877 10,914 94.460 Nxes4 Very Access Very

~ C 29.666 467,929 220,241 115 ,no c 0 474.729 191,967 166,910 Category 10<1 Hod Iligh High CategOry 1DY !I:>d High Iligb- D 39,818 721,428 136.762 97,043 D 0 455,9J6 221.941 317,204

~
A 101.081 152,261 12,907 0 A 0 126.769 68,868 70,612B 95 185,669 13,06a 0 B 0 42,368 63.272 93,192Ci3 Alte:mative C C 27.092 466,101 226,368 132,792 C 0 503,529 197,358 151,466en Pnergy lba-lbergy D 44,768 566,754 135,220 00.345 D 0 397.530 154,971 277,585..... Ac=s. Very Aa.eJJ6 Very

I Category 10<1 Hod IIigh High Category 10<1 Hod lIi&h Iligh

~ Alternative I
A 128.066 481,154 329.998 165,242 A 0 704,850 267,623 131,9tl7 Pnergy lba-PnerxyCi5 B 3,835 105,873 223 110,6~ B 0 27,091 7,832 75,767 kJ:.es. Very h:.ces. VeryC 10,889 169,777 8,569 11,263 C 0 95,162 29,873 75,463 Category 10<1 Hod Iligh High Category 10<1 !I:>d High lIi&hD 30,246 625.104 37,530 38,993 D 0 315,597 119,704 296,572

A 128,1<05 009,421 330,757 168,615 A 0 84S,419 329,759 759,020
B 1,750 66,933 636 943 B 0 6,136 1,462 62,664Alternative D C 9,885 116,556 3,679 9,090 C 0 00,952 11,709 "46,549!l:lem !!:Jo.-fnergy D 32,996 388,998 41,248 37,609 D 0 207,193 82,102 211,556Ac=s. Very Aa.... Very

Category 10<1 !I:>d Iligh High CategOry 10<1 Hod Iligh Iligb

Alternative \l
A 127,970 402,124 201,920 125,976 A 0 564,337 193,234 100,399 P!lem N:m-¥nerxyB 4,072 207,232 44,843 14,872 B 0 83,285 49,076 138,657 kJ:.es. Very Acc... VeryC 22,309 302,479 50,68:J 24,115 C 0 1~,031 68,515 141,037 ':ategory 1DY !I:>d liigh High CatcsOry 10<1 !I:>d High IlishD 18,685 470,073 78,877 51,294 D 0 305,026 114,207 199,696

A 118,629 355,544 32,039 0 A 0 304,971 106,567 94,674
B 1,561 91,450 1,966 3,225 B 0 21,094 8,748 68,360
C 38,655 506,842 170,956 119,536 C 0 437.432 176,320 222,237
D 14,191 428,072 171,359 93,496 D 0 379,203 133,397 194,518

l\+t~rhmont 1
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Category A

Category 6

Category C •

Category 0

Withdrawn or proposed for withdrawal from mineral
entry •

1. wil'derness areas.
2. Wild and scenic rivers
3. Sites for facilities
4. Historic and cultural sites
5. Developed recreation sites.

Statutes or executive orders require specific
protection or mitigation measures.

1. Proposed wilderness areas.
2. Congressionally mandated wilderness study areas.
3. RARE II Further Planning areas.
4. T & E Species.
5. Roadless (Type I) dispersed recreation areas.
6. Culturally significant areas.

Special conditions exist on lands which require
special lease stipulations or plan of operation
conditions. '

:1\. 6i g game wi nter range.
'2~ Elk calving area.
3. Riparian area •

Standard lease stipulations and plan of operation
conditions apply.

1. Timber production areas •
2. Existing mineral processing areas.

Attachment 3



,~. United States
l(~·l} Department of
~ Agric"lture

Soil
Conservation
Service

W. 920 Riverside - Room 360
Spokane, l~ashington 99201-1080

February 23, 1987

Department of Energy
Bonneville Power Administration

P.O. Box 3621
Portland. Oregon 97208 . 3621

FE826U11

SJ

1 1 2

Mr. Ted stubblefield, Forest supervisor
Olympia National Forest
801 South Capitol Way
Federal Building
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

We have reviewed the Olympic National Forest Proposed Land and Resource
Management Plan draft environmental impact statement. The soil, water,
animal, and plant resources are more than adequately addressed in the draft.

The alternatives described recognize potent~al problems that we feel are
involved with timber management and road building activities. Your
alternatives have identified the critical timing "window" for controlling
forestland erosion processes with vegetative rehabilitation practices. We
also feel that soils relative to compaction and mass movement are sensitive,
and forestry activities should be minimized when dealing with tbose sensitive
areas.

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft.

Sincerely,

rt::~
state Conservationist

Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Sir or Madame:

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has reviewed the Olympic National Forest
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Resource Management Plan, and
we offer the following comments.

1. Of particular importance to BPA is the designation of both existing
and planned transportation and utility corridors. Although the Resource
Management Plan satisfactorily addresses energy transmission corridors, it
is not clear whether the few existing transmission lines that cross the
Forest have been "officially designated. 1I Designation of corridors should
help avoid a proliferation of rights-of-way and should facilitate the
timely and orderly development of future utility projects. Therefore, we
request that you consider designation of corridors in the EIS and Plan.

If additional transmission corridors may be required in order to integrate
proposed hydroelectric sites on the Forest, these planned corridors shoulc
also be identified and designated.

2. It is difficult to identify in the Plan and EIS which management areas
are considered "avoidance" or lIexclusion" areas for energy transmission
corridors. It would be desirable to have this information summarized in
one section of the documents.

3. Many of the Resource Management Plans and EIS's we review seem to
neglect the issue of renewable energy resources. We commend the Olympic
National Forest for thoroughly addressing this issue.

We appreciate having the opportunity to review the draft EIS and Management
Plan. Please let me know if you need further information.

Sincerely,

'\

dZ)~J1
\,.:::.:-.......

'b: U.5. Gon."m.... Prlnll", Ofll,.. 1"~:D.'J'l/lS7'
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UNITEO STATES OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
EN";~O~"·E·.T':"1. & ;EC-"!NIC':"i.. SER'.'ICES OiViS.ON
so:"' ... E '9:'" ':''''':'''011 ~E Sl.':iE 350
POR"_:"~O ~:;:'GC'''' 90:':232·:2':"9
;.':: ::.:. ~':'-:-J

F/NI'IR5:185

MAR

Mr. Ted C. Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Olympic
National Forest Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Proposed Land and Resource
Management Plan (PLAN).

In order to provide as timely a response to your request for
comments as possible, we are submitting the enclosed comments to you
directly, in parallel with their transmittal to the Department,of
Commerce for incorporation in the Departmental response. These
comments represent the views of the National Marine Fisheries
Service. The formal, consolidated views of the Department should
reach you shortly.

If you have questions concerning our draft comments, please contact
Al Groves (206) 527-6172. Your continuing coordination efforts are
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Dale R. Evans
Division Chief

Enclosure

DRAFT
F/NWR5:185

Mr. Ted C. Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Olympic
National Forest Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Proposed Land and Resourc
Management Plan (PLAN). Our review has focused on aspects of the
DEIS and PLAN that address or apply to anadromous fish.

General Comments

We recognize the need to balance the multiple aspects of Forest
management and can appreciate the complexity of this task in
developing the PLAN and DEIS, but we have concerns over the covera~

of anadromous fish issues in these documents.

Although needs of anadromous fish are stated as commitments of
Forest management, the PLAN and DEIS lack sufficient information tc
enable us to evaluate or comment on whether these needs will be met
by the PLAN. Nor do the presented conclusions in the DEIS
adequately describe the effects of the proposed management actions
on anadromous fish.

Specific problems are: (1) The material on anadromous fish is
diffused through the documents with little identification of the
sources or methodologies used for its development. (2) All salmon
and steelhead are evidently lumped together and labeled only as
anadromous fish, although Forest practices can be expected to have
different effects on different species because their numbers, life
histories, and habitat requirements are all different. These
effects should be considered in the FEIS. (3) Economic values for
commercial and recreational fisheries for anadromous fish lack
recognized economic methodology. (4) The DEIS and PLAN do not
present Forest specific standards, guidelines, and objectives for
managing riparian habitat areas.
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Specific Comments on the PLAN

Page II-IS.

Total fish habitat in the Forest is stated as S,696 surface acres.
The methodology for derivation of this figure should be given and
whether this habitat is occupied by anadromous fish.

Page II-IS, Table 1I-61 Page 1I-16, Table 1I-7.

The projected fish outputs do not show anadromous fish recreational
output, but only commercial. Also, a source for the information
should be referenced.

Page 1II-7.

The numbers for estimated fish production need support by reference
as to the method of derivation.

Paoe IV-II, Table IV-I.

The numbers shown for fish production should be referenced to
indicate origin.

Page IV-23.

The fifth paragraph states that habitat will be managed to promote
fish productivity at the highest level that is cost efficient. How
will the cost efficiency be measured? will this be in terms of fish
produced or timber production foregone? This should be explained.

Page IV-24.

In the first paragraph, what are the "acceptable limits" for
sediment output from Forest activities? In the absence of Forest
specific standards and objectives for riparian management, what is
the basis for the conclusion that the PLAN will provide a level of
fish habitat quality "some~lhat" above the existing?

Page IV-24, Table IV-13.

As stated at the top of Page A-8 in the PLAN, the majority of
specific fish habitat improvement projects have not been identified.
How then can projected fishery outputs be tabulated as done in this
table?

Page IV-80.

The Standards and Guidelines for Riparian Area Management should be
strengthened by changing "should" to "!lhall" in guidelines 2 through
S.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE DEIS

Page II-6.

In the third paragraph, "no harvest" and "extended rotation"
acreages are given for riparian zone and fish habitat management.
As stated, these were derived by use of the computer model FORPLAN.
According to Appendix B, these are not actual "set aside" acreages
but are only mathematically specified, evidently as quotas. It
appears unsupportable to state that this process "established"
acreage allocations, when actually they are only computer outputs
and not specific management allocations.

Pages 1I-72, 1I-73, Table II-I.

A reference or method should be cited to explain how the figures fc
fish production were derived for each management alternative.

Page 1I-86, Table 1I-3a.

Again, references, methods, and a rationale should be given to
explain the figures that are presented for numbers of fish,
commercial harvest in "thousands of pounds of fish," additional fis
from habitat improvement (also expressed in "thousands of pounds of
fish"), for each of the alternatives. An added problem for the
reviewer, however, is that all species of anadromous fish are lumpe
together, as we have already noted.

Page III-19, Fifth paragraph.

We question the applicability to the Olympic Forest of the USDA
Forest Service Guidelines for Predicting Sediment Yields, Northern
and Intermountain Region, 1980. The Olympic Forest has much greate
amounts of rainfall than the Northern and Intermountain areas as
well as different soil types. Modification of the method by
Stephens, 1984, is mentioned, but should be explained, especially
whether the modification validates the methodology for the Olympic
Forest.

Page 1II-77, Second Paragraph, Line 10.

We suggest deleting the word "somewhat" because many coastal
communities and Native American Tribes on the Peninsula rely heavil
on recreational and commercial fisheries revenues.

Page 1II-78, 1II-79

Please explain how river miles, and lake and reservoir surface acre
are converted to surface acres of fishery habitat.



Page 111-79, Table 111-14.

Please explain how the habitat acres were derived for the listed
drainage systems.

Page III-80, First paragraph.

Please explain how Habitat Capability Indices and Habitat Quality
Indices (H.Q.I.) are determined. Also explain how the economic
values associated with the production outputs were determined.

Page III-80, Table III-IS.

Please cite the references or sources for the figures shown in this
table.

Page 111-81, Table 111-16.

Please explain the methodology or rationale for estimating fishery
output from enhancement of habitat capabilities.

Page IV-18, Fourth Paragraph.

The sediment model (Stephens 1980) is not actually described in
Chapter III as stated. In fact it does not appear to be described
in any of the documents including the references.

page IV-19, Figure IV-2.

There should be an explanation of how the Forest-wide Sediment
Indices were determined for the alternatives, how the differences
were estimated, and how reliable the estimates are in terms of
confidence limits.

Page IV-20, Last paragraph and Figure IV-3.

Please explain how Cumulative pediment Yield Indices are derived and
estimate their degree of accuracy or error.

Page IV-37, Second Paragraph.

We suggest adding a fourth variable that will influence fish
production. "(4) Peaked streamflows from increased run-offs
following removal of vegetation." Such flushing events can scour
stream channels, destroy redds, displace fish, and cause loss of
spawning and rearing habitat.
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Page IV-37, Fifth Paragraph.

Please delete "most" from the first sentence.

Page IV-38, Second paragraph.

Sources of the numbers for adult anadromous fish production should
be cited, and the "proposed enhancement package" referenced.

Page IV-38, Third Paragraph.

Clarify whether the $209,000 per year for enhancement is available
or would require additional appropriation. Also explain how the
increase in fish is derived, the rationale for expressing this in
commercial pounds, and why recreational values are not included.

Page IV-39 , Table IV-15.

Please explain how the numbers were derived for the different
alternatives per year per decade.

Page IV-40, Sixth paragraph.

The approach for cumulative effects analysis is not clearly apparer
at this point in the document, or is it clearly outlined previously
Figure IV-13 shows combined habitat capability, not cumulative
effects as stated.

Comments on the Appendices

Page B-58, Third paragraph.

Please explain how the "dollar value of output reduction" of (fish)
was derived.

Page B-72, B-73.

Please explain the rationale for using "prices at the dock" for
placing a value on the commercial fish harvest and why the high
economic value of the recreational harvest is ignored.

page B-74, Table B-9.

Explain why and how the value of 51.05 per pound is used for
anadromous fish harvest. Also does "harvest" include commercial,
recreational or both?

Page B-76, Third Paragraph.

We disagree with the assertion that the importance of the fishery
output of the Forest is economically negligible. This conclusion
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unsupported by sufficient data or information in any of the
documents.

Page B-l07.

This description of Riparian Zone Management indicates that
streamside bUffer zones could be harvested anywhere between 5 and 50
percent. This could significantly reduce the effectiveness of the
buffer. Please explain the guidelines or standards that would
determine the levels of harvest and still provide effective buffer
zones ..

We thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.

United States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF E:"\"IRO:"~IE:"TALPROJECT RE\'IEI\"
500 :".E. ~1t:LT:"O~IAH STREET. SUTE 1692

PORTLA:"D. OREGO:" 9i232

ER 86/1428

.- .-
April 15, 1987

Sincerely,

Dale R. Evans
Division Chief

ee: USFWS, Olympia
WDF
WDG
CRITFC

Mr. Ted Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic Notional Forest
801 S. Capitol Way
Federal Building
Olympia, Washington 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

In a letter to you dated Morch 13, 1987, the Deportment of the Interior provided review
comments cancerning the Droft Environmental Impact Statement (DE IS) and Proposec
Lond and Resource Monagement Plan (PLRMP) for the Olympic Nationol Forest,
Woshington. That letter inadvertently omitted the following comment concernin~

wildlife which we believe to be important to the DEIS and Plan.

DEIS, Page 111-67, Paragraph 5. The Forest is required, through the
National Forest Management Act, to maintain species diversity. The
DEIS considers eight species, or groups of species, to indicate impacts
to all others (the "indicator species" concept). However, none of the
species chosen represent top carnivores; i.e., this group is not
considered at all in comparison of the alternatives. From the Park's
standpoint, this is a major omission, since top carnivores, such as
bears and mountain lions, generally have large home range
requirements and certainly use habitat on both sides of the.
Pork/Forest boundary. Consideration by the Forest of prey species
(through the "indicator species" concept) is not adequate to address
all habitat requirements of top carnivores; disturbance factors, etc.,
also must be addressed.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I apologize for any inconvience it may have
caused.

Sincerely,

~~::~8-
Regional Environmental Officer



United States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF E:"\·IRO:"~IE:"TALPROJECT RE\·IE\\·
500 :".E. ~IL·LT:"O~IAHSTREET. Sl."lTE 1692

PORTLA:"D. OREGO:" 97232

.- - .
~larch 13, 1987

Alternat~ve -I- appears .to have the greatest potential of all the presentee
~lt:r~atives for pr~duclng the hest mix (numher of species and number of
1nd1v1duals per sp~c1es) of sensitive animal/plant species, hig game and small
game, n~n-gc:m: ~n1mals, and anadromous and resident fish. However, even
~lternatlve I 1S not the best designed fish and wildlife plan. It does not
lnclude measur~s that would significantly increase deer and elk populations
over those proJected for the other alternatives.

ER 86/1428

Ted Stuttlefield
Forest supervisor
Olympic National Forest
801 S. Capitol Way
Federal BUilding
Olympia I Washington 98507

Dear Mr. Stubtlefi eld:

The Department of Interior has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEISJ and Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan (PLRMPl for
the Olympic National Forest, washington. The following comments are prOVided
for use and consideration when preparing the final documents.

GENERAL OOMMENTS

Fish and Wildlife Resources

A systematic and conclusive assessment of Forest Plan alternatives was made
difficult for the following reasons:

1. .a.lthough there is a great deal of useful material in the plan documents
there is a lack of detailed tliological information (e .g. categorization
of old-growth by various age brackets and associated parameters; display
of snag yields with respect to wildlife requirements: and effects of roads
on deer and elk with respect to projected numhers) and forest activity
information (e.g. road construction and reconstruction).

2. The fish haM tat capability sutmodel (tased on capability of haMtat to
produce fish) is overly simplistiC in that it does not include
environmenta 1 factor s tha tare essentia 1 compon ents of fish habi ta t, e. 9·
it did not include instream large woody debris and its direct effect on
the physical structure of the stream.

3. There is a lack of a comprehensive range of alternatives, i.e. an
alternative that maximized fish and wildlife resources was not included. A
thorough discussion of such an al ternative would be very useful for
comparison purposes and to present the full range of benefits for a Forest
that is managed under the concept of multiple use.

4. The Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) does not telieve that the use of
current trends on the Forest is an acceptatlle suhstitute for a no-action
alternative.

The cumulative effects analysis on fish production, as presented in the DEIS,
appea:-s. to he based on incompl ete informa ti on. Fi r st, th e fish habi ta t
cap ab1l:ty model was overly simplistic, as was explained earlier. Second, the
DEIS p01nts out that off-Forest Service land uses were assumed to continue at
current levels of use. This assumption may not be correct hecause off-Forest
lands ar~ owne.d and managed by a number of different entities and timber
h:rvest 1S sUb.Ject to market forces that very from year to year. Third, the
D~IS a~so po:nts out that there was much uncertainty surrounding fish
productlon estlmates for off-Forest areas. Thus projected fish numbers under
the .c~mulative effects analysis, may be widely off-target of actua{ field
con~ltlons. Because of this, the Forest SerVice (FS) should very closely
~onltor ~he Plan's effects on fish production. A discussion should he
lncluded 1n the Plan documents on hoW' timi:'ler harvest plans will he modified
when the cumulative impacts of logging and other activities threaten fish and
wildlife resources and their habitat.

The DEIS ~iscusses landownership planning pertaining to acquisition or disposal
of ce.rtaln typ~s of F~ lands. This discussion shOUld include FS policy on
s~curlng all mineral rlghts to any land that is acquired by purchase in fee
tltle or trade. Federal ownership of mineral rights will ensure that the FS
has a full range of options for making management decisions that will protect
fish and wildlife habitat on any acquired lands.

The Plan documents indicate that the FS plans to monitor the use of the chosen
alternative to see if it is working as expected. Because the results of such
an analysis are so important to management of fish and wildlife resources and
their habitat we recommend that the monitoring effort be intensive and use the
best scientific methods available. We suggest that the FS consider the use of
two methodologies developed ty the FWS: Hatitat Evaluation Procedures (HEP)
and Instrearn Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM). HEP is a method which can
be used to document the quality and quantity of available habitat ~or selected
fish and wildlife species. REP provides information for two general types of
fish and wildlife hatitat comparisons: (1) the relative value of different
areas at the same point in time; and {2} the relative value of the same area
~t future points in time. By comhining the two types of comparisons, the
lmpact of proposed or anticipated land and water use changes on wildlife and
fish hahitat can be quantified. IFIM can he used to assess aquatic habitat as
a function of flow and other environmental parameters. It is a collection of
fiel~ techniques, computer models and analytical procedures designed to
predlct changes in fish habitat due to increments of flow change. It can also
be used to evaluate such diverse impacts as changes in channel structure or
alterations from a pollution source.



In general it can he used to translate changes in land use to changes in
streanm environment. The use of HEP and IFIM, as well as other carefully
designed studies, to monitor how well the chosen Forest plan works, will
substantially reduce the uncertainty surrounding the predictive capabilities
of the plan for protecting fish and wildlife. Use of such monitoring methods
would also assist the FS in taking timelY corrective actions to .activities
that would impede meeting fish and wildlife goals on the Forest.

Implications of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act for projects on the Forest
should also he considered. There is insufficient recognition in the documents
that migratory hirds use the Forest despite the fact that some are important
game species, e.g. bandtailed pigeons. standards and Guidelines for the Plan
give no indication that the Forest will be managed to specifically conserve
migratory birds and their habitat, e.g. nO specific consideration is given to
the requirements and preferences of cavity-nesting waterfowl. A thorough
discussion should he included in the suhject documents on how the FS plans to
prevent the destruction, and enhance the habitat of birds, nests and eggs
protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

The FWS considers the northern spotted owl to be a "sensitive species·: i.e.
one whose status is vulnerahle as a species and needs action to prevent
further declines. This is not a legal category, but is an administrative step
toward meeting the FWS's policy of preventing additional species from hecoming
threatened or endangered as defined in the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended. The northern spotted oWl, like most hird species in the United
Sta tes, is also protected under the Migra tory Bird Treaty Act (16 U. S. c.
708-711l and is subject to regulations under suhchapter B of Title 50 CFR.

The northern spotted owl is considered vulnerable for the following reasons:
II remaining suitahle hahitat in old-growth forests is heing lost to logging
and that which remains is patchy,· creating fragmented hahitat; 2) the barred
owl is expanding its range into forests with fragmented hahitat, bringing it
into serious competition with the northern spotted owl for food, nests sites
and roost sites; 3) increased patchiness of forest habitat makes the northern
spotted owl very vulnerahle to predation from the great horned owl which is
adapting to the new forest conditions; 4) continued decline of northern spotted
owl habitat will produce low spotted owl populations with greater risks from
demographic, ca tastrophic and genetic causes. All of these factors apply to
Olympic National Forest. The northern spotted OWl, on the Olympic peninsula,
is considered genetically isolated (Gutierrez, R.J. and A.B. Carey, tech. eds.
1985. Ecology and l1anagement of the Spotted Owl in the Pacific NW. U.S.D.·A.,
Forest service, Gen. Tech. Report, no. PNW-I85. Portland, Or.). The genetic
isolation of the spotted owl, on the Forest, can he detrimental to the
population as a whole. One adverse characteristic of a genetically isolated
animal population is that the animals tend to lose genetic variability and are
therefore less fit to meet environmental change.

When a wildlife species has declined to vulnerahle population levels, as has
the northern spotted owl, the prUdent management strategy is to proceed
conservatively, preserving as many options as possihle. The preferred
alternative (C-preferred) does not appear to meet these management criteria

since, under alternative C, the spotted owl has been rated as having a
"moderate chance for survival" on the Forest (see page IV-3D, EIS). The FWS
can work with the FS to develop a final plan that will give a very high chance
for survival of the spotted owl on the Forest.

Mitigation of existing and potential future adverse impacts, from Forest
activities, on fish and wildlife resources and their habitat needs to be fully
considered. It is the policy of the FWS to actively seek to mitigate losses
of fish and wildlife habitat as a result of development projects. If we are
requested to review specific projects/activities (e.g. small hydro projects,
re-routing of stream channels, timher sales) that result from the Forest Plan
the FWS Mitigation Policy (Federal Register, Vol. 46, No. 15, January 23, 1981;
amended Fehruary 4, 1981l will he applied to those same projects/activities.
The overall goal of the policy is twofold: 1) conserve, protect and enhance
fish and wildlife hahitat; and 2) facilitate halanced development of the
Nation's natural resources.

Olympic National Park

We recommend that interagency planning, particularly with the Olympic National
Park (park), receive additional consideration in the Olympic National Forest
(Forest) planning process. Further, we suggest that the numerous specific
opportunities for joint planning and cooperative management he includeu in the
EIS and Plan.

The significance of the Park should be given more compre~ensive discussion in
a single place, in ad.dition to the specific references scattered throughout
the documents. We encourage the inclusion of a discussion on the national and
international significance of the Park as an International Biosphere Reserve,
as a Class I Air Quality Area, as a World Heritage Site and as a park with
95 percent of its acreage proposed for Wilderness designation.

It is pointed out in these documents that the Forest is impacted hy the Park,
and the resource relationships between the Park and Forest are de~cribed from
the point of view of the Forest. The National Park Service (NPS) acknowledges
this relationship hut views it from the "inside." The Park, being almost an
island within the Forest, is impacted hy many management decisions made hy the
Forest, especially those relating to timher harvest, road building, fire
management and wilderness/hackcountry management. Activities on the Forest
also have the potential to impact resources of the Park, especially those
resources which may move hetween areas, i.e., air, water (rivers), fish and
wildlife.

For these reasons, we suggest that the final environmenta 1 impact statement
include a section which descrihes. the impacts upon the Park's resources from
the alternative selected for implementation. These impacts are to some extent
already present in the documents; however, the organization of the rna ter ia1
makes a comprehensive review and analysis of impacts upon the Park's resources
difficult.

Logging Practices Recent houndary changes hetween Forest and Park have served
to decrease the impact of Forest logging practices on the Park. However,
there are areas where Forest timher harvest activities do impact the Park.



Even where the Park/Forest houndary is along a ridgeline, clear cuts on the
Forest can he a visual intrusion when seen from within the Park. Thinning of
the stand along the ridge is frequently conspicuous and it becomes more so as
a result of burning, windthrow of rerna in ing trees, etc. Clearcuts elsewhere,
such as at Lake Crescent, Quinault and Staircase, are quite conspicuous from
these heavily visited Park areas. NPS recommends that wherever possible, and
particularly in the three areas listed ahove, clear cut areas not extend to the
Park houndary. NPS also recommends that in the thre~ areas listed, existing
clearcuts he withdrawn from future clear cut consideration and' that selective
cutting be practiced where cutting has not yet taken place.

Aside from the visual impacts, logging practices have other direct effects on
park resources. Such e1e:nents as windthrow and sun scald of park trees next
to clear cuts could he mitigated hy having selective cutting instead of
clearcutting adjacent to the boundary. Both operational and prescrihed fires
(slash hurns) have escaped into Park lands in the past; a protective buffer of
uncut or selectively cut trees would help protect the Park.

Sediment loading of park streams reSUlting from Forest logging is a potential
problem, primarily at Four Stream in the Skokomish drainage and at Canoe Creek
in the Quinault drainage. We recommend permanent or temporary closures of
some roads in these two areas to help mitigate this problem.

Not enough information is presented (DEIS, Page III-46) to assess the impacts
on the Park of using -genetically superior Douglas-fir seedlings· for
reforestation of harvested Forest lands. The recognized value of the Park as
a genetic reservoir (Biosphere Reserve, World Heritage Site) could be
diminished hy such genetic manipUlations outside the Park houndary. A more
complete discussion of this topic would be useful.

A final prohlem with timber harvest on the Park houndary has been mechanical
injury to Park trees during harvest operations, particularly during yarding.
Illegal trespass with tracked vehicles, unauthorized road construction,
illegal utilization of Park trees for use as trailholds for cable systems
(resulting in notched hutts, cahle slap, snapped tops, loosened roots) have
heen prohlems in the past. In recent years, the Forest Service has been
conscientious in preventing such proble:ns, but, once again, a protective "no
c1earcut- buffer next to the Park boundary would afford more complete
protection for Park trees.

Air Quality The primary concern of the NPS regarding air quality involves the
adverse impacts of smoke on visihility in the Park, a Class I Area, and on
views of features outside the Park. The National Visihility Goal, as set
forth in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, is to prevent future, and to
improve existing, visihility impairment from hurnan¢ activities. Therefore, we
encourage the FS to take all actions possi.bleto reduce the amount of burning
and, when burning is a necessity, to employ control technology that will
decrease the amount of particulate material released into the air.

Recreation While the Park is frequently cited as heing the -magnet-, the
recreational core for tourism, surrounding FS lands are increasingly important
for their role in providing primitive and semi-primitive recreation outside of
Wilderness and Park lands.
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':imher and recreation are listed as the first and second most econonical1
1mportant forest activities/outputs. As stated in the DEIS, there is a tren
~oward increasing importance of recreation/tourism. In this context, the N?
1S concerned ahout the Plan IS emphasis on continued timber production at th
expense .of recreation. It ~s inconsistent that the proposed plan acknowledge
that Wh1le overall opportun1ty for dispersed roaded recreation will increas~

• ••• it is anticipated that the quality of dispersed roaded recreation ·i
dec:-ease. Declines in scenic quality and overall -naturalness- of the fO;~S
enV1ronment will be the principal causes of the total quality reduction .•

Hydroelectric Power

We suggest that a program element which addresses hydroelectric powe
development, including small hydro projects, he added to the section title
Forest-wi.de Standards and Guidelines. Standards and guidelines should addres
the potential impacts of proposed hydroelectric projects, including th
cumUlative impacts of access roads and transmission lines. Hydroelectri
power development may also include the development of puhlic recreatic
facilities. Any such development should he consistent with the Fores
management ohjective for the area of the project.

Wild and Scenic Rivers

The Olympic National Forest staff is comm'ended for their clear and concis
process of evaluating rivers for designation into the National Wild and Sceni
Rivers System.

However, we recommend several changes in the substantive findings. The firs
addresses those rivers found ineligihle due to the absence of a
-outstandingly remarkable· value. In a recent evaluation of river recreatio
in ·washington State, co-authored by the NPS and the Washington Parks an
Recreati~n Commission as part of the Pacific Northwest Rivers StUdy, segment0: the Sltkum, East Fork Humptulips, Wynoochee and South Fork Skokomish wer
glven ·outstanding- ratings for a variety of recreational uses. In evaluatin
other resource information gathered in the· stUdy, all of these rivers had a
least one ·outstanding· rating in another resource category. We recommend
re-evaluation of the eligihility of these rivers in light of the substantia
countervailing findings of the' Pacific Northwest Rivers Study.

The second recommenda tion concer ns those river s with I imi ted ~ corr idor ar e
within Olympic National Forest. While we concur with the deferral of th
suitability ,analysis on these rivers, we recommend that a higher level 0
protection he afforded segments within your jurisdiction. The Forest segmen
of the Hoh deserves management to "Recreational- standards; the Bogachiel an
Quinault segments should he managed to ·Scenic" standards.

Another recommenda tion refers to the most critical part of the analysis, tr.
determination of suitability for the six rivers given full consideration fc
designation as components of the Wild and Scenic River System. The consequence
of finding a river unsuitahle for designation are suhstantial. River value
will inevitahly he foregone and foreclosed in managing such rivers ·for a ful
range of resource values." Such consequences ~argue strongly for a mor
thorough evaluation of suitahility than that employed hy the Forest.



The DEIS mentions current NPS-USFS cooperative effor ts to develop a share
data hase and survey design for identifying and documenting prehistori
archeological sites. Other opportunities for cooperative planning regardin
cUltu~al resources could include the signing and interpretation of 1890 D'Nei
Expedition trails in the Staircase area, and of the Press Expedition route o~

of the Olympics in the Quinault Valley Lake Quinault area, and any activitie
affecting the spruce Railroad grade which leaves the Park west of Fairholm ar;
enters Forest Service land, making it a shared cultural resource.

Potential hydropower projects and possible controversy over designation seem
inadequate justifications for discounting the suitability of the Dosewallips
and Hamma Harnma, when their resource qualities appear deserving of protection.
lole are similarly concerned that potential landowner controversy on downstream
segments of the Soleduck and the mainstream and West Fork of the Humptulips
has. forestalled consideration of suhstantial upstream segments within Olympic
Natlonal Forest that seem equally appropriate as Wild and Scenic River
candidates. We recommend that the entire Dosewallips, the entire Hamma Hamma
and the Olympic National Forest segments of the Soleduck and the Humptulips h~
re-evaluated~or potential addition to the list of rivers reconunended for
designation.

Cultural Resources

rpads, and perhaps widely scattered
prehistoric/historic Native American
incorporate hoth Forest and Park lands.

hut related
traditional

archeological sites c
areas and trails tha

The DEIS and the Plan provide a good summary of the Forestis cultural resource
program and the current constraints. A serious drawback, however, is the
Forest's apparent lack of a developed program for comprehensive cUltural
resource planning. l1oreover, the DEIS and Plan provide virtually no
information on hoW the Forest plans to manage the CUltural resources already
discovered in connection with its projects. Because the Regional Guide
directs planning for all resources, it would seem to be an appropriate place
to incorporate comprehensive cultural resource planning goals and standards.

The DEIS and Plan state that a program of systematic inventory of the Forest
should be carried out well in advance of projects and in accordance with a
sound research strategy and survey design. As these documents point out, this
approach is dependent upon a sustained investment of money, time, and
expertise. However, at the same time, they should point out that the
legislatively mandated process for systematic cultural resource inventory and
planning will not be truncated by considerations of relative economic
importance or present net value.,

The DEIS and Plan indicate that the Forest undertakes evaluation and
mitigation only after it is clear that a site or structure will be impacted by
a Forest activi ty. An increase of unevaluated cultural resources will likely
he costly for the Forest in the long run hecause it results in (a) arhitrary
management decisions ahout preservation or protection and (h) stagnant
research contexts that do little to enhance professional or managerial
perspectives on the significance of discovered resources.

The treatment of cultural resources in the DEIS and Plan is uneven and not
based on consideration of how various areas of the Forest will be impacted in
the next 10 years. The Plan provides a general summary of known and potential
cultural resources in Unroaded and Wilderness areas, where the impacts are the
least. However, cultural resources ate not discussed for remaining Forest
Management Areas, where the impacts are the greatest. For these areas the
Plan should summarize not only the known and potential resources, but also the
Forest's plans ,and priorities with regard to cultural resource investiga·tions.

There are a few types of cultural resources affected hy the Plan which might
involve joint NPS-USFS concerns. Among these are historic expedition trails
that crqss hoth Forest and Park lands, historic railroad routes and logging

Hineral Resources

Generally, we find the acknowledgement and discussion of minerals as 2.

important resource requiring management consistent with the mineral terrains
resource potential, and historic uses within the Forest, as well as with tl:
general policy to encourage exploration and development throughout the DEIS
to he well descrihed. It would he helpfUl if the EIS Chapter III contained
more complete historical account of past and present mineral activity withi
Forest in order to provide the reviewer/manager with more complete basis fc
anticipating future interest in minerals development.

It should also he noted that mining claimants have the right of reasonah:
a,ccess to open Federal lands and the right to carry out mineral prospect inc:
location and mining provided such actions do not cause unnecessary or undl:
degradation of non-mineral resources, while stipUlations can be placed on ar.
leasing actions to mitigate aCces and site development impacts. This shoul
be acknowleged in the PLRMP, summary of the Management Situation, Chapter I:
as it is in Chapter IV. Appreciative- of this control, it should be possih:
to view mineral development as less of an undesirahle impact and to possibl
-reduce the amount of land under high to moderate restrict.ions on minera
actiVity.

The utility of the PLRMP would he materially enhanced if either Chapter I c
IV included a planning map annotated with land availahility status for minera
entry, leasing or restrictions to such as tahulated on page IV-34. The vale
of such a map to management would he further improved if it also include
known mineral terrains, mining districts, classification boundaries, etc
Such information would aid decisions concerning resource allocations in ligr
of how minerals might he impacted.

We would also like to note the desirability of continued cooperative effor
between the Bureau of Land Management and the FS to compile minera.
inforamtion for western Washington preferably in GIS format.



We recommend that the Forest Servlce develop a fuller range of alternatlves,
incl~ding. an alternative that maximizes fish and wildllfe production in terms
of CJlVerslty and numbers so that the multiple use concept of the Forest can be
aaeq~atelY a.nal>:zea. Stanaaras ana Guiaelines shoUla be improvea by aaaing
speclflc Cfl,terla to ~rotect fish and wildlife hanitat. The FS should
carefu~lY .welgh a~l deCJ..sions ,that could cause an irreversible loss of fish
and ~lldllfe.hahltat, lncluclng that in existing old-growth forests and
assOC1~t:c ~lological communi ties. An intensive moni toring plan for
determln~ng 1f the Forest plan is working as expected and plans for the
restoratlo~ of Forest fish and wildlife hahitat that has already been
adversely lmpacted are also strongly encouraged.

t.qe encourage cooperative Park Service/Forest Service planning, and we
rec~rnmend that frequent statements to this effect be included in all the
sUhJe.ct. d.ocuments. It is vital th3.t a hroad range of activities/outputs not
he .dlmlnlshed ~r abridged and that neither agency inadvertently foreclose
optlons or dupllcate the efforts of the other by taking unilateral action.

Additional comments related to specific portions of the suhject documents are
attache1. Suggestions for revisions of several tahles were sent to the Forest
from the Bureau of Mines at an earlier date and biological review comments on
threatened and endangered species will he provided hy the F"W'S under separate
cover.

Thank you for the opportunity to review these documents.

Sincerely,

~~-?~
Charles S. Poli tyka
Regional Environmental Officer

Attachment 1
Specific Comments
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ATTACHHENT 1

u.s. Department of the Interior Specific Comments Related
to the

DE IS and Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan
for the

Olympic National Forest

Tables S-14 and II-I. These tahles, both titled ·Response to Issues, Concern
and Opportunities hy Alternative,W omit any reference to cultural resources
~'Jhile cultural resouces may not have been identified by the public as a
issue, the NPS is greatly concerned with the resource. The Fores
acknowledges that as timher harvesting, road, trail and campgroun
construction and recreation use increases, the potential for adverse effect
on cultural resources increases. These same activities increase opportunitie
to survey, identify, protect and interpret previously unrecognized cultura
resources.

Page II-19, Mitigation and Enhancement. It is indicated that the Fores
Service plans to remove barriers to anadromous fish migration. We canne
determine if this action is intended as habitat enhancement or as mitigatic
for adverse environmental impacts from logging. This should be clarified. Tr
~~S strongly prefers, when possihle, to mitigate hahitat losses on-site rathe
than in off-site areas.

Page 11-21, Historical and Cultural Resources. Why are cultural resourCt2
beyond the scope of the planning process: A brief explanation of this wou:
be helpful.

Page 1I-74, Tah1e II-I. Two of ten stream systems under study for inclusil
in the Wild and Scenic River System are recommended for inclusion in t:
System under the preferred alternative. Consequently, the opportunity :
protect eight of the e1igihle stream systems and associated fi.sh and wildli:
hal"litat will he lost under this alternative. The irreversil"lle effect of su.:
a decision on fish and Wildlife resources and habitat shOUld he· considered a;
discrihed in Chapter IV.

Page 1II-22, Water Quality. Conflicting statements are made in relation .
the significance of logging-related increases in stream temperatures a:
potential adverse impacts· on fish. It is stated in paragraph 2 that ·Wat·
temperature increase could be of concern in the case of a hot summer with 1
stream flows. w On the other hand, it is stated in paragraph 3 that "The da
collected shows that water temoerature increases are not a problem in t:
South Fork Skokomish River drain~ge and, therefore, should not he a problem
any of the other river drainages. w This shOUld be clarified.

Page 1II-67, N'ildlife: The reference to ••• •holding insect populations
endemic levels ••• • could be clarified for the general pUblic. perha
·normal w or -historic· would be better terms.



Paragraph 4: The Olympic marmot is a species, not subspecies. Also, the
complexity of wildlife hanitat descrined for the forest is strongly affected
by human manipulations such as logging, fire control, etc.

l1oreover, cooperative management initiatives in limiting hunter access and i:
the design and testing of special hunts of mutual benefit should be activel:
pursued with the WDG. Note again the Park acreage change to 922,344.

Paragraph 6: What is the eVidence that peregrine falcon, hald eagle and
spotted owl population levels have historically been low? Documentation would
improve the EIS.

Paragraph 7: The NPS should be included as an active participant in plans for
the introduction of six pairs of peregrine falcons. Prohable nest sites and
foraging hanitats closely adjoin the east Park houndary or are within the Park.

Page III-75, Roads: Road closures during intensive hunting seasons or dUring
winter also limit human access, reduce wildlife disturhance and improve the
quality of hunting. Seasonal road closures may significantly enhance wildlife
condition and use of range area.

Page III-95, Plans of Others. The statement is made that Park 'managemer.
plans permit natural fires to play out their role in the ecologica
development of the Park's hiosystems. Therefore, lightning fires tha
originate on the Forest can he permitted to spread into ~he park unde
specific conditions agreed to ny the Park Service.' This is only partiall
accurate. Further discussion is needed of opportunities for allowir
prescrined natural fire to cross the Park/Forest boundary in either directic
under mutually agreed upon conditions and locations.

Page 11I-83. The second paragraph indicates that water temper~tur~s are at 0

below the optimum, thus detrimental effects from Forest actl.Vitles are n~

anticipated. However, studies by the FWS have documented temperatures 1

small clearcut streams in the Raft River drainage to 70°F following loggin
and slash burning. The FWS and WDG can provide data regarding optimum strea
temperature related to fish life stages.

Page III-91, Fire. In this discussion there should be a section of the ro1
of natural fire in wilderness, possihly in the section (III-9l-95) on 'Nha
Affects Fire?".

Page 111-82, Fisheries, Future Trends. Three principal sources of demand fa:
fishery outputs are listed. They are commercial fishing, ocean sport fishin
and fresh-water sport fishing. However, salmonids are important beyond simpl.
heing caught. They play an important role as a source of prey and/or carrio'
for black bear, raccoons, river otters, gray and Stellar's jays, dippers, hal
eagles, ravens, cr ows and at her an imals. Salmon id carcasseS are al s
important in transporting nutrients from the ocean back into freshwate
ecosystems. When salmon ids return to their natal streams to spawn, they als
provide a source of non-consumptive recreation for the viewing puhlic. Thea
functions or ·outputs· shOUld be recognized.

Page 111-77, Fisheries. The DEIS discusses an enhancement program Which i.:
projected to result in increased production of anadromous fish, althoug
species and stock are not identified. The specific techniques are no~

presented, so it is difficult to determine the chances of success or tho:
probable benefit in light of existing management activities.

Page 111-78, Anadromous Salmon and Trout. Anadromous Dolly Varden char ar-:
found in most coastal rivers and some Hood Canal rivers.

marten
so is
exist

assumpti on tha t the secretive
it is not observed to do
field documentation/studies

forest.

Paragraph 5: Note that the estimated acreage of the Park is now 922,344.

Page UI-70, Wildlife, Paragraph 4: The
is not occupying its hahitat hecause
ques ti onanle. Please clari fy whether
regarding the occurrence of marten in the

Page III-73, Climate: While this section deals with texthook impacts of
climate on wildlife, its presentation raises some questions. Does most Of the
Forest have migratory herds of elk and deer? Isn't much of the westside
hat>itat either lowland or middle elevation where resident herds occur? The
presence of resident herds and pertinent management~es and impacts need
to he descrihed in relevant sections of the document.

Page III-n, Nildlife, paragraph 1: Vlhat data hase supports the statement
that 'I •••deer popu 1a tions appear to he increasing·7 Inferences hased Solely
on harvest data may not reflect such increases. Can trends ne estahlished
hased on a single year's data (1981)? The most reliahle information on Which
to nase this discussion would he actual popUlation data, as Opposed to harvest
records or hanitat availahility.

Paragraph 3: The current estimate of the mountain goat popUlation
is 1 ,000. The Same sentence should read 'I ••• studying the feasibility of
el iminating or contraIl ing the mountain goat wi thin park boundaries. II Also,
is should ne clarified whether the Washington Department of Game (NDG) has
plans or a commitment to regUlate- goat populations on the Forest, partiCUlarly
Forest Wilderness Areas.

Page 111-95, Air: The "good" quality of Olympic Peninsula air is also due t

geography and prevailing weather patterns.

A more accurate statement in paragraph eight would be, 'ONP since 1981 ha
maintained and operated an NADP (National Atmospheric Deposition Program) si:
designed to monitor precipitation chemistry in the Hoh Valley.'

Page 111-76, Plans of Others: The Park does manage the wildlife resource for
IInon-consumptive. uses, such as ecological diversity, recreational sightseeing,
etc, and 3.S such, wildlife is an important part of the Park experience.
Increased roads and hunting adjacent to Park houndaries increase demand
(impact) on wildlife within and near the Park. Forest management resulting in
increased access and loss of hanitat may he impacting Park wildlife more than
the reverse. In this context, Park wildlife protection conCerns should he
more fully considered in Forest Service planning near mutual boundaries.

The air quality classifications put
increases, not changes, of specific
activi ties.

limitations on
air pollutants

the maximum allowah:
allowanle from huma



The Park also conducts visibility monitoring at Port Angeles and Lake Crescent
using conventional color transparency photography to record visibility of the
same vistas, day-to-day, year-to-year. The Park also maintains an air quality
sampling station at Port Angeles, in conjunction with the Olympic Air Pollution
Control Authority. Sulfur dioxide, ozone, total suspended particulates and
nephelometer measurements are made at this site.

A more useful measure for determining impacts to air quality would be tons of
waste, rather than acres of slash.

Page 1II-96, Air, Historic Trends. Advances toward meeting the emission
reduction goal can also be assisted bY improved burning techniques. Better
scheduling of slash burns probahly has had a positive effect in avoiding the
projecting of smoke plumes into heavily popUlated areas, but still (letter
smoke management is needed. Impaired visibility in the Park, a class I area,
is still a problem and the SUbject of visitor comments. Discussion of more
efficient burning techniques and of hetter utilization of residue would be
appropriate here.

A discussion of the acid precipitation problem is also needed, since acid rain
Revents· do occur in the Hoh Valley.

Page III-96, Historical and Cultural Resources. The DE IS should explain the
circumstances whereby a site may he considered to possess local significance
and interpretive potential, yet not qualify for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places.

The DEIS points out that a data bank is a highly useful tool for comparing
cultural resources, providing a basis for evaluating their significance, and
making informed decisions about their treatment. we agree that it is a basis,
but the DEIS should stress that' this approach is limited by the absence of
historic and prehistoric contexts. Such contexts are developed through
critical review of the relationship of the data to relevant research problems,
adequate evaluation of discovered sites and structures, and focused studies of
topics and areas heyond the project level. Reference to these contexts
Ultimately will allow the Forest to he more selective about its cultural
resource expenditures, but their development will he precluded by the
persistent orientation toward project-by-project inventory and protection at
the expense of large-scale planning. The development and use of these contexts
could be particularly fruitful in light of the DEIS's conclusion that the
ROlympic Peninsula has great archeological potential. 1I

We agree with the statement that lIunresolved conflicts between competing
resource needs will persist· in a climate of Rmanagement by mitigation rather
than a focused attempt at preservation, protection, and enhancement. II However,
focused attempts will prove heneficial only if they involve the systematic
identification, evaluation, treatment and planning of cultural resources
beyond the project level.

Page 1II-99. The DEIS should make it clear that field reconnaissance is the
best procedure to identify the significance of sites only if (a) they are
adequately explored at and/or beneath the surface and (b) the indicated data
categories can he tied to a developed research context.

We encourage the cooperation between the Park and the Forest in developing
mutual data base for the purpose of predictive modeling and survey design.

Page III-IOO. What is being done to evaluate, protect, preserve and manas
the considerable remains Of the historic lIequipment, cabins, trails, railroa
trestles, wagon roads, logging camps, Forest Service guard stations, an
shelters· mentioned in the DEIS?

Page III-lO 9, National Recreation Trails. NPS records show five Nationa
Recreation Trails, with the total mileage being 28.6 miles. The lis
includes: Lena Lake, 20.8 miles; Quinault Loop, 4.1 miles; Quinault Rai
Forest, 0.4 miles; Wynoohee Lake Shore, 10.0 miles; and Cape Alva, 3.3 miles.

Page III-l2l, Scenery. We are pleased with the discussion of scenic qualit
wherein rehabilitation of viewsheds is one of the primary visual managemen
practices. We agree for the most part with the identification of viewshed
that are important to the experience of Park visitors: Dosewallips Road
Hamma Hamma Road, Lena Lake Trail, Lake Cushman Road, North and South Shor
Roads, Soleduck Park Road, and Elwha Park Road. For most of these viewsheds
designation as AlB and A2 is recommended, as depicted in Alternatives F and G
hut in the Canoe Creek drainage we recommend AlB for the entire area.

TwO additional areas adjacent to the Park should be considered for mar
rigorous protection and/or restoration of the viewshed. The first area i
Lake Crescent, one of the most heavily visited areas of the Park. At thi
area, clearcut units are visible from Highway 101 along the ridgeline north 0

the lake, and from the East Beach Road near Log Cabin Resort. The NF
recommends that future timber harvest along this ridge be discontinued adjacen·
to the Park boundary or, at least, be limited to selective cutting with n
slash burning. Restoration of the unbroken ridgeline would enhance th
other'wise natural appearing hillside. The viewshed as seen from the Eas
Beach Road would benefit from a Partial Retention or perhaps Modificatic
treatment in the future.

The second additional area is the viewshed as seen from the Staircase area i
the Skokornish drainage. Elsewhere in our comments we have recommended Al
designation in as much of the Four Stream \l(atershed as possible in order t
mitigate downstream impacts from logging. Similarly, we' recommend th
retention or restoration of the viewshed as seen from the Staircase area.

To summarize using terminology of the DEIS, we recommend the IIRetention
category for the Lake Crescent viewshed as seen from Highway 101. For area
seen from the East Beach Road at Lake Crescent, ·Partial Retention· would 1:'1

most suitable. For Four stream as seen from the Staircase area, we recommen
RPreservation· or at least IIRetention.·

Page III-128, Wilderness. We recommend that the Final EIS discuss wildernes
management planning for the five designated Wilderness Areas in the Forest
Such discussions should emphasize coordination with, and adherence tc
recognized wilderness management principles. Additionally, the need fc
coordinated or cooperative management of legislated Forest ·I'hlderness ar.
proposed National Park T,olilderness must he emphasized." Such elements c
wilderness management as application of limits of acceptable change, carrying



capacity estimates, joint permit systems, group size limits and campfire
restrictions, the management of shared trails and the role of natural fire all
should he discussed.

This section would be strength en ed by a clari fi ca tion tha t the policy 0 f
nondegradation can include improvement of conditions where wilderness values
are degraded and where natural processes are not intact.

Page III-140, Wilderness, Future Trends: tole have several questions about the
information in this section. Can eXisting wilderness character he maintained
while still providing a "standard quality Wilderness experience" at
anticipated levels of use? Is it the Forest's intention to complete all
potential trails? \ViI! additional trails interconnect with the park's trail
system? Is the theoretical capacity of 89,400 RVD's per year the objective
for rranagement? How was this figure derived? The Park has seen a leveling
off and even sl ight decl ine in visitor use of parts of the hackcountrYi is the
increased demand forecast in 1980 still valid for Forest planning?

Page III-l43, Researdl Natural Areas: The term "control of excessive animal
populations" requires further definition and provision of sufficient support
da ta to warrant such de termination.

Fire. The. role of natural fire as part of the ecological process should be
included. The Plan (IV-86) describes RNA's as ' ... land area where the
ecological community is evolVing through natural processes." Fire suppression
precludes such process. Perhaps a dis tincti on hetween na tural fire and
human-caused fire should he made.

Page III-164, Minerals. Utilization of the geologic time periods should be
defined (i .e., l1.esozoic - 65 to 225 million years before present, etc.) next
to the term or in the Glossar y.

Pages IV-20 through IV-23, Cumulative Effects on Water. It is clear, from the
data presented, that eXisting high road densities contribute a significant
sediment load to Forest strearrs e.g. Calawah and South Fork Skokomish Rivers.
Steps should be taken to reduce this sediment loading by such measures as
reclanation (revegetation) of secondary and spur roads. These aspects should
be discussed in relation to protecting fish and wildlife resources and their
habita t.

Page IV-3l, Cumulative Effects Analysis. This discussion on the survival of
northern spotted OWls on the Olympic National park needs to be revised. A
stUdy by Nashington Department of Game, Washington Department of Natural
Resources and the National Park Service, conducted on westside drainages of
the Olympic Peninsula, has indicated that less acreage of suitahle hahitat is
available on the Park than was previously thought. WDG con.eyed that during
field work for this stUdy (1985-86), no OWls were found above 2,500 feet
elev~tion, indicating that owls were restricted to lower ends of drainages, of
Which only a small fraction occurs in the Park. Thus, the 323,OOO-acre figure
on which the FS based the conclusions in Tahle IV-13 is in error. Given new
acreage figures, the numt>er of pairs which the Park can be expected to support
is estimated to ,range from 20 to 30 pairs. Therefore, any reliance on the
Park providing an adequate backup or "failsafe" for this species is not

warranted by available data. Survival chances of owls in lower elevations ar
probably enhanced by proximity to the Park boundary, but the Forest apparentl
supports more owl pairs than does the Park at this time.

The cooperative study report is expected to be available from the WDG in Apri
1987. We suggest the FS consider this report in prepar ing the Plan and fina
EIS. By any measure, the population is small and because of its precariou
nature, the NPS suggests the interagency spotted owl sUhcommittee revie
comments on the FS Draft supplementary EIS for Spotted Owl Management also b
considered. The sUbcommittee concluded 'the Olympic population [of norther.
spotted owls] may be isolated under all alternatives and even if all curren
habitats were maintained, there is a high liklihood the population caul
become extinct. w For the Olympic Peninsula, th~ suhcommittee recommended tha:
all known pairs and all remaining suitable hahitat he maintained and suitablE
habitat he managed to regain distribution.

Page IV-3a, Effects of Alternatives on Fisheries. The FNS believes that
enhancement activities should not concentrate on one hahitat type SUch as
pools. There should be a balance SO that one spe ci es (e. g. coho) doesn't
unduly benefit at the expense of another (e.g. steelhead). Other species,
such as chinook, chum and pink salmon would benefi t from enhanced spawning
habitat and more stable winter flow. FWS can provide the Forest wi t~

additional information on this subject.

Page IV-44, Fire: There should he a discussion of th.e positive effects of
prescrihed natural fire in wilderness or other unroaded land classifications.

Page IV-46 , Air. This section would be strengthened by a statement that all
alternatives would meet the State ohjective for a 35 Plarcent reduction of
emissions hy 1990 as well as the ban on weekend burning between July 1 anc
Labor Day. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 state that Federal agencies
must comply with all State and local laws and regulations regarding air
quali ty.

Page IV-47, Cultural Resources. The DEIS states that the Forest's mission is
the identification and protection of all cultural resources. Evaluation and
data recovery are performed at sites only when it is clear that they will be
impacted by "resource management activities. 1f The evaluation process durin~

survey will be progressively facilitated as historic contexts ~are developec
via the preparation of research designs, overviews, and/or focused geographic
and thematic studies. After surveying 50,000 acres, only a few prehistoric
sites have been found. Because of this dearth of prehistoric sites, we
support the idea that such contexts can and should be developed in cooperation
with the Park, particularly given the greater numher of prehistoric sites
located by the park.

Pages IV-60 through IV-6S, Roads. The construction of new road systems can
have a severe adverse impact on fish end wildlife resources. Comprehensive
plans to reduce these impacts should be thoroughly discussed. This should
include such measureS as reducing road Width, cutslopes and sidecast materials.



PROPOSED LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGE~ENT PLAN

Page 11-27, Inventory Needs. How will the Forest be ahle to inventory all
historic and cultural resources by the midpoint of the first decade after
implementation of the Plan? Will it involve systematic survey of areas other
than timber sales, and be based on a Forest- or Peninsula-wide research design?

Page 111-9, Wild and Scenic Rivers. It is stated that ·current plans include
a recommendation that the Duckabush River be included in the National System.
Is this the current direction (no action alternative), or do the ·current
plans· already assume the preferred alternative?

Please clarify whether or not the Duckabush and Grey Wolf (including the part
of the Dungeness River downstream from the Grey wolf confluence) Rivers will
he recommended for designation as components of the Wild and Scenic River
System.

The Forest recommends against designation of the West Fork of the Humptulips
because the West Fork does not represent the l"lest of the desired
characteristics. We are not aware of criteria requiring components of the
Wild and Scenic River System to he representative of ·the best· of a
characteristic. If a river is eligible and suitable to be a wild and scenic
river, its designation should be considered without regard for other rivers.

Page IV-2, Goals for Resource programs. The goal for cultural resources,
identified under Recreation, provides for all but their evaluation. It is
difficult to see how decisions about proper protection, interpretation, and
other management can he made without adequate evaluative information. It is
important for discovered resources to be evaluated in terms of not only their
physical context but also their ,historic or research context. Otherwise, such
decisions are arbitrary and can result in many unnecessary or inappropriate
expenditures.

Page IV-4, Goals for Resource programs, Minerals and Energy. This section
does note minerals and energy, but does not fully explain how the management
goals will he accomplished or deal specifically with areas of moderate or high
mineral potential as part of the Management Area Prescriptions.

Pages IV-35 through IV-46, Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines. The Standards
and Guidelines should he improved to conserve fish and wildlife resourCes and
their hahitat. For instance, the statement on the quality and quantity of
fish habitat (page IV-37, no. 9) could be improved by adding information and
numerical criteria on the rather exacting life requirements of anadromous and
resident salmonids; i.e. adequate cover, good water quality, sufficient food,
and clean gravel for spawning.

Standards and Guidelines could also be improved by strengthening land
management criteria. For example, it is indicated (page IV-39, no. 2) that
Forest activities should he designed so that no more than 20 percent of a
treated area is compacted, severely l1urned, or actively failing. The FWS
believes the 20 percent figure is extremely high and could result in
catastrophic degradation of streams used by anadromous salmonids. The 20
percent ~igure should be reevaluated to protect Wildlife and fish resources

such as anadromous fish.

Page IV-36, Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines. Besides summar~z~ng previo~

investigations and known cultural resources in the Forest, does the reference
overview (a) provide a theoretical context, critically assessing the strength
and weaknesses of the regional data and interpretations, (J;,) predict th
occur rence of vari aus resour ce classes, and (c) offer astrategy an
priorities for investigating logical geographic areas and themes beyond tt
project level? Again we note that the Forest lists Cultural Resources unde
Recreation, rather than as separate resouce with its own intrinisic value.

Page IV-4l, Standards and Guidelines, Minerals and Energy. We suggest tt:
Forest include the examination of claims and operating plans prior t
challenging them. While this may be implicit to the preparers of the PLR."1F
it is not necessarily clear to the reviewers; the gUidelines could ~

clarified in view of the mineral activity and claimants' rights which ar
appropriately described on page IV-34.

Page IV-46 through IV-SS, Management prescriptions. This section did nc
contain any prescriptions for migratory waterfowl, banatailed pigeons, hi
game animals, and anadromous and resident fish. The reaSons for thes
omissions should he thoroughly explained and corrected as necessary. Thi
appears to require close coordination with the fish and wildlife resourc
agencies.

Page IV-55 Standards and Guidelines, Wilderness. A desired future conditic
within wilderness is that evidence of human activity would he ftsuhstantiall
unnoticeahle,ft yet continued stocking of Forest Wilderness high lakes would t
allowed to continue and the presence of goats would continue to be tolerate-=:
Both exotic mountain goats and artificially established and maintained fi~

popUlations are significant human-caused disturbances: consideration of the:
elimination or control to prevent damage to wilderness values would
appropriate.

Page IV-73, Standard and Guidelines, Bald Eagle Habitat. The criterion of
concentration of 10+ eagles to warrant identification as a roost (night roos·
area is too large. On the Skagit River or along the Pacific Coast the figu~

of 10+ may be warranted, hut for the interior Olympic Peninsula 5 to 10 is
more realistic range to ensure designation of adequate roost (night roost
si tes.

Index. As a SUbject, ·Minerals· could be added to the Index as-well as to tr
Reviewer's Guide. Cultural Resources should also be added to the index, sin;
the discussions are included under ~Recreation· and therefore not easily foune

APPENDICES

Appendix B, Page B-57 and B-5B, Fishery Yields. The fish habitat capabili'
suhmodel was developed and used to predict changes in anadromous salmon
production in relation to the various Plan alternatives. However, th
submodel lacks the environmental variables necessary to simulate fie
conditions and will, in our vieW', give unreliable results. Estimates
changes in fish productivity Were strictly tied to estimated sediment yiel
that had been incorporated into the Forest's general model (Forplan
Improvement in the fish production suhrnodel could be obtained hy including t
following environmental parameters:
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1. Large woody debris in the stream functions as coVer and an instream scour
agent to prowce and maintain pools and undercut hanks (valuable as cover),
plays a part in sorting of suhstrate materials, and causes surface
turhulence (which also serves as cover). The following references may be
useful in assessing the value of large woody debris for inclusion in the
fish hahitat capability suhmodel: (a) Great, Glen. 1965. Role of large
organic dehris in juvenile salmonid habitat in small streams. MS thesis.
U. of War seattle: (h) Bisson, P A., J.L. Nielsen, R.A. palmason and L.E.
Grove. A system of naming habitat types in small streams, with examples
of habitat utilization by salmonids during low streamflow. In -Jcquisition
and utilization of aquatic habitat inventory inforrnatioo- (N.B. Armantrout,
ed.). lim. Fish. Soc., sethesda, Maryland.

2. The characteristics and quality of suhstrate materials should he
considered. Appropria te sized gravel with low amounts of fine sediments
is needed for optimal survival, growth, development of emhryos and
alevins, and emergence of fr y.

3. Changes in channel morphology due to sedimentation processes and loss of
large woody dehris. Examples of changes in channel morphology include:
per cent pools during low flow period; extent of unstahle substrate areas;
degree of stream widening with associated depth reduction.

4. Changes in natural ponds and pond outlets that are connected to streams.
Fish production may he affected if accessibility to the ponds and pond
volume is altered. Natural ponds can provide exceptional rearing habitat
for juvenile salmonids such as coho salmon.

5. water quality (i.e. water temperature and inorganic and organic suspended
sediment load and bedload). Logging-rela ted elevation of stream
temperatures does not have to be immediately lethal to fish in order to
adversely impact fish popUlations. Sublethal temperatures may activate
latent infectious diseases in fish and cause mortalities. The principle
source of heat for small forest streams is by solar energy that strikes
the stream surface directly. Thus riparian vegetation plays a pivotal
role in the rate at which solar energy reaches the smaller Forest streams.

6. Particular attention should be paid to critical low flow periods.

Pages B-58, B-59 Elk and Deer. PopUlation projections for deer and elk appear
to be inappropriately based on a single environmental factor, i.e. seral
stages within the Forest. There was no indication that the distribution of
forage in relation to cover had been considered. An increase in forage acres
due to clearcutting does not necessarily translate into more deer and elk.
Forage areas need to be distrihuted SO that adequate thermal and hiding cover
are' readily available for deer and elk use. There was no indication that the
adverse effects of roads on deer and elk had heen considered in developing
their respective popUlation projections. The Washington State Department of
Game indicates that 4-6 acres of deer and elk habitat can be lost for every
mile of forest road constructed. This is due to direct loss of habitat within
the road path and road-avoidance hehavior in deer and elk.

During the last few years FWS personnel have noticed a significant increase:
the hlacktopping of main haul roads in the Shelton Ranger District. Improvir
a road surface with blacktop can increase the amount and speed of traffic
This may ~odJce a larger area of habitat that is avoided by deer and elk tha
existed before black topping occurred. More tra ffic wi th fas ter speeds cou:
also result in increased road kills of deer, elk and other species. ThUs
road types should also be considered when calculating deer and elk populatic
projections.

Page B-59, Old-<;lrowth. The fish and wildlife hahitat values of, old gro~~

will vary from stand to stand. Conseguently it would be helpful, ,n analyz,r
the various alternatives, if old growth was broadly categorized (into at leas
three brackets) hy age/size and other associated parameters.

::~:n:i-;:; ~~~gS~ha:e w~~~~d ~~: ~;:Pl:~~ddi~~la[heOfD:~~e c"p:~ge d~;:34\n ~~
inadeguate. snag data should be displayed in a manner that is relevant to tt
requirements of wildlife e.g. snag species, snag size, and decornpositic
stage. Snags are a highly important structural component in fares
communities. They are used by numerous wildlife species for cavity nes
sites, nesting platforms, feeding substrate, food cache, roosting, etc.

Page B-I07, Table B-21. The stream classification system used here could
easily confused with the more traditional and vastly different method c
stream classification developed by Strahler (see page 201 of E.R. Brown. 196:
Management of Fish and Wildlife Habitats in Forests of western Oregon ar
Washington. USDA, Forest Service, Portland, Oregon). The discussion shoul
include a comparison of the two classification systems for cross-referenc

purposes.

It appears that the minimum management requiremen.ts for class III and.:
streams (Forest Service classification system) are lnadequate to protect flS
and wildlife resources because of the amount of logging allowed in tr.
riparian zone. The management data presented here should he re-evaluated ~
meet fish and wildlife requirements. It should he noted that what happens:
these small headwater streams (fishless according to FS) has
disproportionate effect on downstream hiological ac~ivity. First.'. becau:
small steep gradient streams are rna jor sources of sed1.ment, an-:y actlVl ty the
accelerates erosion from these streams increases turbidity an,? sedimentatic
downstream. Second, logging practices which reduce the longterm recruitmer
of large woody debris to small headwater streams, will diminish the ability c
those streams to trap leaf materials, tWigs, branches, etc. Under sue
conditions aquatic insects, fungi and bacteria would not have time to. proces
the plant rraterials and break them down into particulate organic matter ar.
soluble nutrients. Thus aquatic food chains in the downstream areas, (wher
fish exist) would he deprived of a usable energy source (persone
communication R.H. Waring, Oregon State University: also see related materie
on page 256, R.H. waring and W.H. Schlesinger, 1985. Forest EcosystemE
Coocepts and Management. Academic Press. San Di ego, Ca.).

Appendix C. For South Quinault Ridge Unroaded Area (page C-96), the topic c
Availabiltiy (page C-IOl) should have the s~bheading "Minerals" under Resour
Potential to be consistent with the other section.
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The maps, for all of the Plan alternatives, appear to show that the eastside
of the Forest is given greater habitat protection than is the westside of the
Forest. More specifically, the maps contain management goals that henefit
fish and wildlife on the eastside more than on the westside of the Forest.
This should he thoroughly explained.

MaDS - Management Areas

As a result of the 1986 boundary adjustments hetween the Park and Forest, it
is very difficult for the puhlic, as well as the Park, to review and assess
impacts of the Proposed Plan with the maps provided for each alternative and
in Appendix :s of the Plan. We recommend that a supplemental set of maps
depicting these changes be made available.

The NPS has provided comments on specific areas depicted on the maps, starting
in the northeast and moving clockwise around the boundary of the park.

1. Deer Ridge: We have a strong preference for the AlA designation in the
section adjoining the Deer Ridge Trail, rather than AlB. This trail continues
into the park as a foot trail into a fragile SUbalpine area, and we oppose use
of motor bikes on this trail. In the houndary areas north and east of Blue
Mountain we prefer AlB designation as shown with alternative F and G rather
than El.

2. Dungeness drainage: In the section east of Tyler Peak, we prefer AlA to
AlB designation, though it doesn't actually ahut the park. In the area
surrounding the Dungeness River/Royal Creek trailhead, we recommend
redesignation as AlA. The new park boundary is even closer now to the
trailhead and the whole Royal Basin Trail should be closed to motorized
equipment to avoid puhlic confusion.

3. Harrrna Harnma: Boulder Creek appears to he an excellent area to encourage
the restoration of more primitive conditions. Surrounded by de facto park
wilderness, -r'orest Wilderness and forest management proposed as AlA, we helieve
this is a good area for road ohliteration, restoration, revegetation and
redesignation as AlA. We also support closure of the upper Hamma Harrana Road
(as depicted for Alternatives F and G) and redesignation as AlA.

4. Cushman: The Four Stream area has been the suhject of past discussions
hetween the Park and Forest. Our major concern here is the degradation of
park waters, as this is one of the few areas where timher harvest is directly
upstream from the park. Elk Creek, Four Stream and Five Stream all enter the
park and drain into the Skokomish River. Five Stream enters from a Wilderness
area, !,"'Iut the other streams drain an area of active timber harvest. The
Skokornish River in this area supports important fisheries resources, including
a sensitive run of Dolly Varden char. We recommend more extensive application
of AlA designation surrounding the ·wonder Mountain Wilderness and the roaded
area around Four Stream.

5. Skakomish: For the South Fork Skokomish we strongly disagree with t:-
proposed AlB designation and recommend AlA. Here again, "we helieve that
trail continuing directly into the park from the forest should be closed :
its entirety to motorized vehicles.

6. Quinault: A4B designation is recommended for the South Shore Road. We S~

no adverse impacts to proposed Forest management goals if the A2 designatic
were changed as in Alternatives F and G.

7. Quinault: The Canoe Creek drainage is another situation where tirnhe
harvest occurs upstream from the park. We recommend designation of the entir
area adjacent to the park as AlB. Just to the north in the upper Mather.
Creek drainage, we similarly recommend AlA designation adjacent to the par
and north to Sams Ridge.



Yet, despite these major economic shocks, the Industry has managed to

rebound from Its lowest year, 1982, In both employment and production levels.

Indeed, economic adve:slty and capital Investment have produced a 56\

prOductivity Increase In this Industry for these three counties.

Thus; the Forest Service Alternative C Is a reduction ot 60 M"'I!3F tran the

past three-year average. Using the IW'LAN I/O Model, the resulting losses are

840 Jobs and 526.9 million total income. These losses are four times greater

than the Forest Service estimates.

Proposed Alternative C Conclusions and ReconllDendatlons

lirst decade.

and 526.9 million In total Income. four times the Forest Service's

I. The timber harvest leve!s proposed In Alternative C are too low, and the

losses In jobs and Income are unacceptably large. The 1055 of BliO jobs

T he Forest Service Is already working on updating the lM'l.AN i/Q Model to

the la-year average of 176.8 M.'.I!3F or the past three-year average ot 198.1

"'MBF. It should afso provide the probable yearly timber harvest for the

estimated losses, ca,uses too great a harm to people and businesses. This

II especially true considerIng the economic sItuation of the three

counties, The U,S. Forest Service must select a harvest level closer to

3.

2. I n selecting a timber harvest level, the Forest ServIce must recognize

that recovery has occurred In the lumber and wood prOdUcts Industry. It

must not assume that the Job and Income lones have already occurred.

averaSie annual production amount, Which may vary greatly from year to year.

The planned annual harvest amounts have not yet been decided; however, the

The U.S. Forest Service has proposed a reduction in the timber harvest

from 176.8 million board feet (MMBF), the averaga annual harvest for the past

decade, to 138.1 MMBF. This Is a reduction of 22\. The 138.1 MMBF Is an

annual harvest Is of keen Interest regarding Its flexibility to meet market

conditions and Its stability to minimize empioyment fluctuations.

I n order to assess the economic Impact ot the propOsed 22\ reduction In

the timber harvest, the U.S. Forest Service used Its IW'LAN Input/Output

Model. This model Is regionalized for these three counties and II baled on

1977 Industry Interrelations. Using the IMPLAN Input/Output Model, the U.S.

Forest Service estimates the annual job loss at 210 and the Income lou at

56.6 million tor the Alternative C timber harvest level ot 138. I MMBF.

1~82 Industry Interrelations. While It Is untortunate that 1982 was a

that person's potentially affected by the losses, civic leaders, and

elected officials know exactly what they are facing based on the best

available Information.

recession year. the Forest Service shC)uld update the model and uSe the

19B2 version to estimate job and Income losses and other economIc Impacts

Past Three-Year Production Levels

In the past three years, the lumber and wood products Industry has

rebounded sl\jniflcantly from Its low level In 1982. Employment has Increased

by 211~. and industry total wages have risen by OVer 512 million. The three

year averege timber harvest Is 198.1 MMBF for the Wenatchee National Forest

and 1187.3 MMBF tor the three counties.

prIor to releasing the lInal plan for pUblic comment. It Is onry talr

3



8. Since 1980. the number of delegate days lor Yakima County conventions has
The Yakima Indian Nation is presentiy considering Its planned timber

harvest level. uncertainty exists regarding the final decision.
9,

declined by 9.5\.

A II of us share a common concern for the Increase In population of endan-
The Forest Service Alternative C would result In a permanent reductIon In5.

timber supply. I n addition. these three counties are net exporters of
gered species. It Is. however. to the benefit of all of us that ttle

territorial land and nutritional needs of endangered species be

6.

logs. Based upon available data lor the years 1976. 1978. and 1980. net

log exports were 9.6%. 5.0\. and 33.3\. respectively. of the counties'

total timber harvest. A recent study has recmunended that Yakima County.

and Kittitas and Chelan Counties by Implication. attempt to .ttract

businesses which produce more finished wood products. However. supply

reductions and log exports only serve to place these counties at a

competitive disadvantage. P remotlng economic development and diversIty

Is a difficult task. made more difficult. If not ImpossIble. by losing

part of the historic economIc base.

Yllklma. Kittitas; and Chelan Counties are high unemployment counties.

Since 1980. average annual unemployment has ranged between 10\ to over

17\. Clf the state's 39 countie•• Kittitas and Yakima rank 32nd and 33rd.

res~ectively. In per capita personal Income. with Chelan ranked 15th.

T heir per cap Ita Incomes ranged between 66\ to 77\ ot that for King

<..ounty (ranked 11th). And lor Washington State. average per capita Income

sc:lentlflcally documented.

10. A frequently held philosophical posItion Is that when government official

policy adversely affects people. that government should develop programs

to ameliorate the Impacts and to Bssist people to adjust to the changes.

A dditlonllliy. today we must recognize that economic well-being does not

depend on a "soellli safety net" but on a healthy economy and on economic

development.

has now fallen below the national average.

7. T he agricultural sector of the .... a.hlngton economy and tor the three

counties has suffered reverses. DurIng 19811. land value. fell /I'll. Total

crop value fell 3\ from 1983-198/1. For the same years. cattle Inventory

felf 6%. For the years 1983 and 19811. production values fell 1/1\ for

wheat. 2% tor milk. 5\ tor apples. 5\ for hop •• 27\ for sweet cherries.

12\ for sweet corn. 39\ for grapes. and 7% for hogs. Since 1980.

employment in the food processing and pad<ing Industry has oeclined by 4\.

5
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I am writing in regard to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Olympic National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan.

Of the nine alternatives under consideration, I support a combination of
the Forest Service Preferred Alternative C and Alternative Has developed
by the Washington State Department of Game. This approach would provide a
sensible blend of the many important goals of successful forest management
by combining substantial levels of timber harvest with the protection of
fisheries, game animal winter range areas, watersheds, recreational areas
and wildlife habitat.

- Designate the Greywo1f and upper Dungeness Rivers as Wild and Scenic
Rivers (as recommended in alternative H).

I realize you are under a great deal of pressure from many groups and
individuals representing a wide range of viewpoints. I hope you will be
able to sift through the many suggestions and comments to help develop a
plan that truly is in the best long-term interest of the Olympic National
Forest, and the residents of Clallam County.

Sincerely,

As a Clallam County Commissioner, I urge you to proceed with the long-term
management and protection of the important and valuable resource base of
the Olympic National Forest. More specifically, please consider:

- Combining the goals of alternatives C and H, with substantial emphasis on
timber harvesting activities in the West End of Clallam County and more
emphasis on resource conservation and recreational activities in the East
End of Clallam County.

- Doing everything possible to protect watersheds and fisheries. Please
avoid road bUilding and logging in areas with unstable soils and steep
slopes.

- Setting aside as many old growth forest areas as possible, especially
low-elevation habitat areas. These areas are critical for watershed
protection, game animal winter range, fisheries, and a wide range of
recreational activities.

BOARD OF C ALLAM COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

-;:;~

(206) 452-7831. EXT. 233
SCAN 575-1234

Clallam County has a wide diversity of interests. At the same time, our
local economy is greatly effected by the Olympic National Forest resource
base in many ways: timber harvest, tourism and recreational activities,
hunting and fishing. As pointed out in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement, the goals, values and lifestyles of Olympic Peninsula community
members varies widely. The West End community group centered in the Forks
area is largely oriented toward the timber industry. The East Side
community group in Port Angeles, Sequim and the Dungeness Valley is
demographically diverse. The DEIS points out that the population of this
community group can be roughly divided into four principal components: (1)
retirees and commuters, (2) persons whose employment is tied to
recreation, fishing or aquaculture, (3) younger urban immigrants who have
chosen to relocate on the Olympic Peninsula, and (4) persons whose
employment and values are tied to the timber industry. Of these, the first
three tend to be oriented toward recreation and conservation concerns,
while the fourth is oriented toward timber production.

March 13, 1987

Ted C. Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

EVAN JONES. DlsTR.lcT I
DOROTHY DuNCAN. DISTRICT II
LAWRENCE GAYDESKI. DISTRICT 1II

BOARD OF COUNn° COMMISSIONERS



Dear Mr. St~bblefield:

Re: Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan

March 13, 19872

4£ f>£4~--<-...-
.. Georg~own, Member

LD:mkh

B.G. Brown, Member

Sincerely,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

The plan proposes significant reduction of old growth
forests. Missing from the document, however, is a~y discussion
on the provision to replace old growth type habitat. It is our
understanding t~at the forest service does manage forest :a~ds

for the reolaceme~t of this habitat, but no inforffiatio~ was mace
available in the plan or DEIS.

Alternative C includes designating a portion of the
Duckabush River in the Wild and Scenic Rivers classification. As
described in the plan, 100 acres of this area is privately owned,
may remain privately owned and may conti~ue to be managed :c~

timber. We support this aspect of the plan provided any futu~e

attempts to add lands within this designation undergo close
scrutiny fo~ it's property tax impact on the county.

Mr. Stubble=ie:d

A major conce~n with Alterna~ive C is the proposal to
eventually limit timber cutting in the Quilcene-Hoodsport
District to ten million boa~d feet (MBF) within the first decade
of the plan. Greater harvest levels a~e allowed in subse~uent

decades. We urge that the proposal be modified to allow for d

greater averaging of the timber harvests over the fifty year
period than currently proposed. ~~e ten M3F limit is considerec
extreme in relation to histo~ic timbe~ harvests in the district.

3 C 7 9

B.G. BROWN. DISTRICT 2

• Phone (206) 385·2016

Jefferson County

Port Townsend, Washington 96368

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

GEORGE C. BROWN, DISTRICT 3

March 13, 1987

LARRY W. DENNISON. DISTRICT 1

We request that such an analysis be prepared to give clarity
to potential job and income losses in our county. For example,
proposed reductions in timber harvests within the next decade are
expected to result in a loss of jobs. The increase in
recreational opportunities is expected to create an increase in
jobs. The DETS (page IV-79) states that the combined result is a
loss of 200 jobs in this first decade. This loss is significant
in relation to the size of our county's workforce and ayailable
work opportunities.

The primary concern to. Jefferson County upon reviewi~g the
proposed plan and draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) is
that of potential economic impacts. The complexity of these
impacts and the controversy surrounding them warrants a county
specific economic analysis. Greater detail for the economic
impacts to Jefferson Cour.ty resulting from the proposed plan
should be provided through independent analysis.

The proposed land and resource rr.a~agement plan is a bold
attempt to deal with a complex set of needs and concerns for the
Olympic National Forest. We a~plaud and s~pport yo~r efforts to
prepare a management plan for our forest lands.

~r. Ted St~bb1efield

Fore$t Sunerv:sor
Olympic N~tional Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Attn: Lane M~nagement ?lanning
Olympia, Washi~gto~ 98507

JEFFERSON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE

POAT TOWNSEND, WASHINGTON

~~e value of jobs within the timber industry versus the
value of recreational jobs needs to be defined by the analys:s.
How this difference in value affects our economy must be included
to give full unde~standing to the proposed plan. Additionally,
the socio-econo:r~ic i!!l~ac"'ts :::-om t"~e loss of t=aditional logging
jobs to small communities such as 3ri~non and Quilcene sho~ld be
identified. This analysis must be done before we can completely
~espond to the proposed a1ter~atives.

I\)
01......
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As Clallam County Commissioner for District 3, 1 would like to go on record
as being in complete agreement with our State legislative delegation's
position (copy enclosed) relative to the proposed Olympic National Forest
land and Resource Management Plan that is currently open for public review.

I would like to point out the signs in the Sol Duc District Ranger Station
stating the purpose of National Parks and National Forests:

NATIONAL PARKS are administered by the National Park Service, a U. S.
Dep8rtment of the Interior. A Park Superintendent, with headquarters in
Port Angeles, Washington, is responsible for the management of the Olympic
National Park. The National Park Service was established by Congress in
1916 "to promote and regulate the use of the ••• national parks, monuments,
and reservations" in accordance with their purpose which "is to conserve
the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein
... by such means as wi 11 1eave them unimpai red for the enjoyment of future
generations."

Sincerely,

The key phrase in The Purpose of National Parks, is the portion in
quotation marks; "conserve scenery, natural and historic objects, and
wild1 ife."

The key words in The National Forest Purpose are renewable resources,
multiple use, and sustained yield.

I would ask that these definitions be used in arriving at a decision on
which alternatives will be utilized for the future direction of the
National Forest.

The Olympic Peninsula has historically depended upon timber production as
its major economic resource. Any further reduction from the current
acreage in production would be detrimental to the local entities of
government and the citizens which they represent.

I feel that there is an adequate amount of diversified land set aside for
conservation purposes under the auspices of the National Park. I recognize
the need for parks, wilderness, recreation opportunities, and aesthetic
qualities, but we must also recognize the need for the commodities produced
from forest lands for the benefit of the general public and the associated
jobs created in the production of these commodities.

Whatever the ultimate decision on The Management Alternative, there must be
some assurance that there shall be no further encroachment on the allowable
yield for a specified period of time, and that that commitment is honored.

let us take a moment to define these two statements:

(206) 452'7831. EXT. 233
SCAN 575-1234

CLALLAM COUNTY
>-,::..=.,..~~COMMISSIONERS'OFFICE

l-":)l'
i I

COURTHOUSE
223 EAST FOURTH STREET

PORT ANGELES. WASHINGTON 983b2'3098

Attention: Forest Planner

. ~ : , .
~ I I. 1/ 1 .~~,,~~.__!!!!,!!II__"EWL

Oear Mr. Stubblefield:

March 13, 1987

Ted C. Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P. O. Box 2288
01ympi a, WA 98507

BOARD Of COUNTY COMMISSIOl'l:ERS

EVAN JONES. DISTRICT I
DOROTHY DUNCAN. DISTRICT 11
LAWRENCE GAYDESKI. DISTRICT III

NATIONAL FORESTS are administered by the Forest Service, Department of
Agriculture. A Forest Supervisor, with headquarters in Olympia,
Washington, is in charge of the Olympic National Forest. The Supervisor,
along with District Rangers, is responsible for managing the Forest's
renewable resources - water, forage, timber, recreation and wildlife, as
directed by Congress, under the principles of Multiple Use and Sustained
Yield. Multiple Use means that resource management is coordinated so that
areas of land produce a combination of values that best serve the American
people. Sustained Yield means that resources are managed so as to provide
services and products at a level of supply as high as can be sustained
without harming the land's ability to produce.



WASHINGTON STATE LEGISLATIlRE
Senate. House of Representatives. Legislative Building. Olympia. WilShington 98504

February 19, 1987

Ted Stubblefield, 'Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olj~?iaJ WA 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

We, the members.of the Coastal Caucus, wish to express our concern on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed Land and Resource Mana$e
ment Plan currently open for public review.

In our view, the Forest Service preferred alternative will not adequately
meet the economic and employment needs of the communities dependent upon
the timber supply from the Olympic National Forest. For example, a dramatic
cut of 80% in harvest levels from the Quilcene and Hood Canal Ranger Dis
ericts. We believe that suitable land is available to sustain at least
the current timber consumption of 250 million board feet. This level of
timber supply is clearly warranted for the timber industry. The domestic
industry has suffered severely in the State. Since 1979 employment in
the tim~er industry has dropped by over 60% from 56,000 to only 36,000.
Now, due to the settlement of the Canadian lumber dispute, improved lum-
ber prices, increased markets. greater productivity. lower interest rates
and increased demand for Pacific Northwest wood products. the State has
an opportunity to regain some of tis employment losses and improve the
economic stability of its timber dependent cCinmunities rather than further
economic decline.

Your willingness to recognize the timber industry needs is critical to
maintaining an important local and regional industry. improving our over
all economic base in the state and on the Olympic Peninsula while protect
ing the livelihoods of many men and YOmen. We hope you will agree with
our concerns and make every effort possible to meet the economic and em
ployment needs of our timber dependent communities.

THE HONORABLE BOB BASICH
State Representative
19B Legislative District

~E~UL~
State Senator
24th Legislative Districtno / I) C ---S="", /'

\, CttC-L.cf.4C 0c ~..-A:::--f..~
~ THE HONORABLE RICHARD FISCH

State Representative
24th Legislative District

ceO: Dan Evans
Brock Adams
Don Bonker
Al Swift
Tom Foley
Hike Lowry
Rod Chand ler
Sid Horrison
JOhn Hiller
Norm Dicks

~
Tt: HONORABLE BRAD OWEN
State Senator

35th LegiSlativet!ristr

/£ .. ~/ .)
~~E DOUG SAY N
State Representative
35th Legislative District

~~
THE HONORABLE MAX VEKICH
State Representative
35th Legislative District

S~~cerely.

(2L 4· -<b6A-~"6(-
THE HONORABLE ARLI~:JARNATT
State Senator
19th Legislative District

ive
District

FEf3 2 ~i 1987
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(20b) 452·i831. EXT. 233
SCAN 5i5'1234

March 8, 1987

WEST 81 IfIGIl\\"AY 1118
SIIELTO~. W."SIII~(jT():-'; 98584
1206J 426·9~gl

SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBE

COURTHOUSE
223 EAST FOURTH STRE.ET

PORT ANGELES. WASHINGTON 98362-3098

CLALLAM COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE

~'T:w..

BOARD OF COUNIT COMMISSIONERS

EVAN JONES. DISTRICT J
DOROTHY DUNCAN, DISTRICT II
LAWRENCE GAYDESKI. DISTRICT III

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

Ted Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

REI Olympic National Forest Resource Management Plan and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement

The Squaxin Island Tribe is a federally recognized Tribe that has
treaty rights in the state of Washington. Those rights provide
for us to hunt and fish at all "usual and accustomed areas". As
determined in Federal Court, the Tribes have the interest, the
expertise and the right to be co-managers of the salmon resource
within the state, and Federal agencies have a trust
responsibility to protect the treaty rights of Indian Tribes.
This United States trust responsibility is interpreted as taklng
no actions which adversely affect tribal interests.

the Squaxin Island Tribe has
plan and the DEIS for the
the comments and discussion

Within the context described above,
reviewed the proposed management
Olympic National Forest and we offer
that follow.

The usual and accustomed area of the Squaxin Island Tribe
includes South Puget Sound and the watersheds which drain into
the Sound. Of particular concern are the drainages which form the
lower inlets of Puget Sound. In most cases these watersheds are
adjacent to the Olympic National Forest, but lie within the
delineation of the Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield ~nit. The
Tribe has a legal right to a portion of certain resources, such
as fish, wildlife, roots and berries that occur on lands
regulated by the United States Forest Service. This includes the
SCSYU as it is affected by USFS management •

March 13, 1987

Ted C. Stubblefield, Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P. O. 80x 2288
Olympi a, WA 98507

Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

As Commissioner for Clallam County District 1, 1 would like to express my
concern regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Olympic National
Forest Land and Resource Management Plan. Managing the Forest's renewable
resources under the sustained yield and multiple use principles is very
important to the economic health of our County.

~ balance must be struck within the wide diversity of our county's economic
lnterests that reflects the importance of these resources to our economic
health. In ordel' to protect the long-term interests of both the National
Forest and Clallam County, we must have predictable resource yields that
allow sustained planning throughout the industries dependent on them.

I must.concur with the Clallam County Economic Development Council that
there 1S a need to better understand the impacts and trade-offs of all the
proposals and so join them in requesting an extension of the comment period
for that purpose.

Sincerely,

BOARD OF CLALLAM COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
/.-r/ f)

•\;/~;;.'?' tx&u7'/.Ct4-.
Dorothy Duncan, District 1

The planning document for the Olympic National Forest includes
areas within the forest which are part of the Shelton Cooperative
Sustained Yield Unit. The Unit was created in 1946 as a result of
the Sustained-Yield Forest Management Act passed in 1944. The
SCSYU contains a large amount of acreage outside of the National
Forest boundary which is owned by the Simpson Timber Company. Ke
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believe that the intent of the act was to ~anage the unit as a
whole, not just for timber harvest, but "in order to secure t~e

benefits of the forests in maintenance of water supply,
regulation of stream flow, prevention of soil erosion,
amelioration of climate, and preservation of wildlife. ." as
stated in the text of the Act. This contention is supported by
the history that led up to the passage of the Sustained-Yield
Forest Management Act of 1944.

The Olympic National Forest staff officers insist that the only
thing they are empowered to manage or regulate on the private
properties of the SCSYU is the volume of timber harvested and
silvicultural practices. They maintain that they have no power to
impose management constraints such as MMRs, clearcut size, rate
of cut within a specific area, adjacent tract regeneration
requirements, etc. on the portion of the SCSYU outside the
National Forest. They contend that Washington State law applies
in those areas. We believe that in this case Federal law was
intended to supercede state law and that management perscriptions
should be applied on the SCSYU as a whole. This should be
obvious, as there were no State Forest Practices laws in place at
the time of the agreement or for many years thereafter.

While we are seeking to have this concern clarified outside of
the confines of responding to this Resource Management Plan, we
could not help but notice that the United States Forest Service
failed to include impacts on the private portion of the SCSYU in
their Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Various alternatives
presented in the plan represent differing levels of harvest
activitv on the Coop Unit within the Forest. This results in
differe~t harvest levels on Simpson lands as the Unit is managed
on the principle of non-declining flow. These harvest levels
result in varying impacts on resources of importance to the
Tribe. Though the DEIS includes consideration of impacts on
Si~pson Timber Company's harvesting levels, which are brought
about directly from the management choices made by the USFS for
the SCSYU, it fails to address the concomitant impacts on other
natural resources which result from the same decisions. We can
only conclude that this ommission was intentional based on the
general failure of the USFS to consider management options for
resources other than timber on the private lands of the Coop
unit. The Federal Environmental Policy Act does not limit the
consideration of environmental impacts to those which are within
boundaries where an agency chooses to exercise jurisdiction.
~hether or not the USFS exercises management jurisdiction over
all the resources within the SCSYU, they are still bound by
Federal Law to consider those environmental impacts which result
from their management decisions. Should an adequate revie~ of
those environmental impacts mentioned here not be forthcoming, we
shall be forced to seek other recourse.

Development of the fisheries
FORPLAN program raises a number
explained. It appears that there
of the fishery value that are

production models used in the
of questions that have not been
are at least two key ingredients
not included directly in the

FORPLAN model, but rather as discrete adjustments. One is the set
of fishery enhancement projects contemplated by the plan. Another
is the incorporation of off-forest fisheries values in an overall
evaluation of Forest resources.

The Plan includes a range of habitat enhancement activities
proposed for the river systems of the Forest, in order to improve
the survival rates of fish. The types of enhancement
improvements contemplated are directed at rearing habitats,
suggesting that these are the limiting factors' in fish
production. There is no substantiation for this approach. Gains
attributed to this approach are estimated at roughly 20% over the
current level of fish production. This is a sizable enhancement
gain yet no documentation has been provided for it. We would
suggest that since relatively little has been accomplished in the
way of enhancement on the Olympic National Forest in the past,
your sucess rate may be overstated. In addition, this program
would be reliant on future funding from the Federal Government,
which is normally unreliable for non-timber resources. We see no
guarantee that this will in fact take place. Perhaps the program
would be better served by dedicating a portion of timber sales
receipts to it. In any case, we do not understand why this
program has not been treated within the same planning model as
other impacts. Since this is the instrument that you propose to
use to keep fish production up to current levels, after timber
harvest level associated losses have been incurred, we feel a
much better substantiation is in order. We will not acquiesce to
your assertation that maintaining current production levels is
adequate. However, you still should provide documentation as to
the credibility of your proposal.

Another example of an inaccurate assumption used in the plan is
treatment of off-forest fisheries impacts. They have been treated
as changes in costs rather than changes in benefits. That is, if
an alternative decreases the fisheries production off-forest, it
is treated as an increased cost associated with that alternative.
The USFS model for determining economic impacts -- IMPLAN
relies on the direct values of the FORPLAN results to produce its
economy wide impacts. If off-forest fishery impaets are
considered an 'Alternative' cost rather than a fisheries benefit
then it appears that this will not be considered in the economic
valuation of the fishery resource. This will understate the
costs, in terms of recreational and commercial fisheries losses,
of high harvest prescriptions, and will understate the overall
benefits of fisheries related benefits.

The Olympic National Forest Plan uses an estimate of sediment
loadings to determine the tradeoff for fishery production. No
justification is provided to demonstrate that this method is
accurate on the Olympic Penninsula. Indeed, no information is
provided as to where this method was derived. Sediment loadinqs
are often construed to be detrimental to fish spawning activit~.
However, in this report smolt production potential as indicated
by quantification of rearing habitat is used to delineate fishery
production. We fail to see how a direct correlation was
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established between fisheries production and sediment loading. An
accurate accounting of the impacts of sediments on fish
production is necessary. This should include the effects of
sediment loading on all phases of fish production, i.e. life
stages, and an analysis of what fish habitat parameters are
limiting to each species' production potential. It would be
helpful if this was developed by watershed.

Estimates contained in the DEIS indicate that forest wide
sediment will be reduced in the first ten year period of the plan
as a result of the decreased activitv on the Shelton District.
There is no accounting for where this decreased activity will be
displaced to. Since extensive roading has already been completed
in the Shelton District it is hard to imagine that decreased
harvesting will result in decreased sediment input to the
waterways in such a short time. It is further postulated that the
projected decrease in sediment will result in increased fish
production within the ten year time period. We know of no
substantiation that the fishery will recover in this short period
of time. When asked this question your staff responded that it
was their professional judgement that this would be so. In this
case that judgement is not adequate to address our concerns since
the result would be a decrease in over all fish production on the
Forest. Evidence will have to be presented to support your
position. We desire an accounting of where sediment loadinog will
occur in your plan, both on-forest and off-forest including the
SCSYU. It is apparent that if the USFS Preferred Alternative is
adopted that significant harvest activity will be displaced from
the Shelton District to other areas of the Forest and other areas
within the Sustained Yield Unit.

The Plan determines the maximum fisheries output potential by
assuming the elimination of all non-natural sediment production
and calculating the impacts. It appears that this potential is
based on current conditions. This fails to account for the
historical fish production levels that occured in the area before
extensive logging and other habitat losses. This is seen by the
Tribe to be a failure in addressing cummulative impacts of USFS
practices. Furthermore, by determining maximum production levels
based on current conditions, you have vastly underestimated the
economic value of the fisheries. The Tribes with fisheries that
are impacted by Federal forest lands have been subjected to a
continual degradation of the resources that are important to
them. Now you presume to adopt a policy of no further degradation
without addressing the losses of the past. We manage our
resources based on the potential to restore the environment to
the conditions that have supported the Northwest Tribes for
thousands of years. The USFS must have accountability for the
resource losses you have created. We remind you that this is an
area where the Federal Courts have determined that Tribal treaty
rights can be enforced. This is but one example of your under
valuation of the fishery resource.

The valuation of the fisheries resource suffers another serious
setback in the development of the sports value assessment or
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WFUDs. Most experts in the field consider the development of
values based on the Travel Cost Method to be a conservative
estimate of the benefits gained from the recreational experience.
This is directly at odds with the contentions in the plan that
rationalize a 37.5% reduction in those already conservative
values. This is the same impertinant theory developed by the
Forest Service for the RPA Program which suggested a 5% decrease
in price for each of the 7.5% points that the Forest Service
claims is the portion of total recreation that they provide. Yet,
we do not find anywhere in this report an accurate description of
what is the true share of recreation provided by the Olympic
National Forest. This is understandable if you consider that the
reduction of valuation is actually irrational. The implication is
that, if the Forest Service produced 20% of the outdoor
recreation, it would have zero value.(5 x 20 = 100% reduction)
Any such adjustment as contemplated here is totally
inappropriate. A better approach to the valuation of the
recreational fisheries resource would be to compare values with
others derived for similar activity in the Northwest. One such
method is the Contingent Valuation Method.

Fishery values are assumed to remain constant over time, that is,
they are not considered to gain any real value over their
inflation adjusted value. This reasoning is flawed considering
that fish are not an unlimited resource. Because they are a
finite resource, as the demand for fish products rises their
value will increase. In fact, the demand for fish products is
currently undergoing a rapid expansion. This has been widely
demonstrated within the United States. What makes this reasoning
particularly unacceptable is that while fish are not projected to
increase in real value, timber is. We do not believe that the
arguement for increase in timber value can be ~ade as strongly as
for fishery values. But, in any case, to attribute an increase to
one and. not the other is ludicrous. In fact, nearly all resources
considered in the Forest Plan should be considered to increase
over time relating to the relative scarcity of land that can be
managed for any particular resource. The combin~tion of
assumptions used in your valuation argument clearly accentuates
the relative values of timber outputs over time. This~isparity

should be rectified.

There does not seem to be any consideration of the value of
Tribal subsistence fishing in the Plan. It is not clear from the
documents whether direct consumption values are excluded all
together, or simply understated by inclusion with the other
commercial values. In either case there is a degree of
underestimation of the fisheries benefits to Native American
fishermen. In this case, as in the many other cases mentioned
here, there is a systematic bias in the Plan's analysis. This
bias is toward selecting more timber-intensive resource use
prescriptions. We suggest you conduct an analysis that accurately
weights the value of the fishery resource as an assumption. That
is, use inputs to the FOR PLAN and IMPLAN models that
realistically reflect the importance of the fishery resource on
the Olympic Penninsula. We specifically request that you develop
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an alternative that maximizes true fishery resource values at the
expense of all other values. Though this would be somewhat the
same idea as Alternative I, it would prioritze fishery values
above any others, amenities or timber. We would be interested to
see what recommendations such a portrayal would suggest.

We find the consideration given to big game habitat in the Plan
to be lacking in its approach. The relationship between Forest
Service jurisdiction over habitat and Tribal/State jurisdiction
over actual fish and wildlife has lead to some conflicts in the
management suggested by the USFS for their lands. We have
questioned the destruction of winter range habitat for elk
resulting from accelerated cutting of old growth on Forest lands.
The response we got from the Forest Service was that the range is
not being reduced, it just won't serve as high a quality habitat
value as it did before. At least that much is clear. However, the
unwillingness to accept that destruction of the total habitat
value within the Forest will result in decreased big game
populations, is deplorable on the part of the Forest Service. We
cannot seperate the animals from the environment they occupy. At
the same time your planning team insists that regeneration of the
winter range will solve the problem, they admit that this second
growth will not be as high a quality of habitat as old growth.
The reestablishment of thermal cover takes decades, and the
habitat will not serve as winter range until that time. For all
practical purposes the winter range is 'lost'. The implication
here is that the Forest Service can manage the habitat so as to
make tribal or state management ineffective. This is simply
unacceptable. You must develop a management plan that clearly
protects the habitat of animals the Tribes are entitled to hunt,
a right established by treaty: We are sure you are aware that the
USFS, as a Federal agency, has the responsibility to protect
Indian Treaty rights. This would include taking no action that
would serve to harm the interests protected by those treaties.

At this point we would like to raise the issue of the way Minimum
Management Requirements are being applied to the Forest Planning
Process. Within the context that MMRs are now required by law,
the USFS has arbitrarily developed to what extent these
guidelines shall be applied. Without benefit of prior public
review, the Forest Service has independently adopted the
specifics of what MMR perscriptions shall be. It appears that
although the degree to which they are applied is open to
discussion, the substance of the requirements is not. The Squaxin
Island Tribe would like to go on record as stating we have not
had the opportunity to review the content of MMR perscriptions
and that as they are currently formulated, they are unacceptable.
They do not provide the necessary protection for fish and
wildlife resources. This results in a major flaw in the Resource
Management Plan for the Olympic National Forest. Broad
assumptions were made by the Forest Service in the formulation of
MMR requirements and these were applied directly to the Forest
Plan. Because these assumptions are not founded and reviewed by
appropriate mechanisms, they tend to undermine the acceptability
of the Forest Plan. We suggest that the Forest Service provide a
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means for public review of MMRs so the impact of these
perscriptions can be assessed before applying them to the plan.

Mention is made in the DEIS of the Forest Service protection of
Tribal Archaeological and Cultural Resources. However, we can
find no specific reference to such a plan being instituted or
incorporated into the Forest Plan. Statements that the USFS will
cooperate with the Tribes are weak offerings. We are willing to
cooperate. The burden is on the Forest Service to provide
specific protections for Native American Archaeologoical and
Cultural Resources. Old Growth is one such resource that requires
protection from a cultural standpoint, as well as for its habitat
value. The nature of these resources is such that it requires
extensive trust and involvement on the part of both parties to
secure the necessary protection. We have not seen such a process
instituted by the USFS, even though they were put on notice in
1981 that this would be required. To this point the Forest
Service has simply paid lip service this concern without
substantively addressing the Tribal needs. We hope that you will
be more forthcoming before you proceed with adopting any plan.

In conclusion, the Squaxin Island Tribe has serious concerns
about the adequacy of this Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the Olympic National Forest. These concerns stem not only
from the substance of the report, but from the way in which the
report was prepared. Perhaps our greatest problem is with what
has not been included in the DEIS. Serious gaps exist in a
document that purports to reflect all the issues relating to
management of the Olympic National Forest. Many clarifications
will need to be made before this can begin to take the form of a
Final Environmental Impact Statement. Several questions remain to
be answered, if not by the Forest Service, then by the
appropriate authority of whatever recourse we choose to take. We
implore you to reconsider the management decisions you have made
which have eliminated subjects from consideration. We urge you to
give an accurate evaluation of the fisheries resource. We demand
that you face your responsibility as a agent of the United States
Government to protect those rights that were granted by-treaty to
the Native Americans of this region. We shall all be Qetter off
when you have recognized your duty to the people and the Tribes
of this region as well as the timber interests.

Thank you for this opportunity to review and comment on your
planning document.
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cc: James Torrence, GSFS
Dennis McDonald, NWIFC
Russ Busch, Evergreen Legal Services
Steve Ralph, point No Point Treaty Council
Marcy Golde, Washington Environmental Council
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Point No Point Treaty Council
Port G.lmble Kl.111,lm • lO\\E'r EI\\ ha Klallam • James-to\\ n 1\1allam • S"o\"'omj~h

March 13,1987

Mr. Ted C. stUbblefield, Forest Supervisor
olympic National Forest
801 S. capitol way
Federal Building
Olympia, WA 98507

Re: Review of the ElS and Proposed ONF Plan

Dear Mr. stubblefield,

The Point No Point Treaty Council is providing the
follwing comments on behalf of the Port Gamble Klallam, the
Jamestown Klallam, the Lower Elwha Klallam and the Skokomish
tribes, which form the Council's constituency. Council staff
have reviewed the DElS and proposed land management plan and
have a number of concerns that are presented in the following
discussion.

General Comments
The management of pUblic and tribal resources managed

under the responsibility of the Olympic National Forest is of
great interest to our Tribes because of their long and
consistent connection with and dependence upon these renewable
resources. These Tribes have rights reserved by treaty with
the united states to take fish and wildlife that occupy their
usual and accoustomed places. To our Tribes, these treaty
resources are not seen as an amenity, but are integral parts of
their cultural identity. Lands comprising four of the five
ranger districts that make up the Olympic National Forest in
part constitute these places. Because the USFS plays a
stewardship role in management of these various treaty
resources, there is both the responsibility as well as a legal
and moral obligation to ensure that extraction/utilization of
one resource (eg. timber) does not significantly di~inish

others (eg. fish and wildli~e).

Because of the overall emphasis on production of timber
from national forests in Region 6, the management of fish and
wildlife habitat resources and water quality has received what
amounts to token consideration. Our hope was that the various
alternative strategies detailed in the ONF Plan would remedy
this long standing deficiency. We are disappointed that it has
not done so.

7850 N.E. Little 80ston Road • Kingston. Washington 98346 • Kingston 12061 297-3422 • Seattle 12061 6.
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Fish and Water ouality

The DEIS/Plan, although laudable in several respects, has
a number of dubious assumptions and shortcomings. For example,
it generally discusses anadromous fish without separating any
of the various species. spring chinook are totally ignored in
the analysis, despite ongoing federal (US Fish and Wildlife
Service priority species), State, and Treaty Council efforts to
inventory remaining stocks and implement restoration programs.
Similarly, on-forest fish habitat that is above a natural
barrier to upstream migration by salmon and steelhead, but that
receives substantial annual plants of juvenile chinook and coho
salmon (eg. the Hamma Hamma system), is counted as contributing
solely to resident trout production.

Although it is generally recognized that the various
species and their respective life stages have distinct habitat
requirements, the Plan assumes that for all species, rearing
is the primary habitat component that limits the productive
potential, ie. the ability of a particular stream to produce
fish. Our state of knowledge regarding density dependent and
density independent factors limiting anadromous fish
populations is insufficient to categorically and blindly accept
this assumption. Spawning and adult holding habitat, as well
as spatial and temporal partitioning of rearing habitat among
various species is largely ignored in the overall strategy to
provide for suitable habitat.

The DEIS and Plan reflect the assumption that all on
forest and off-forest river habitat (indirectly subject to the
consequences of on-forest timber harvest activities), would be
fUlly seeded if current adult salmon/steelhead escapement goals
(1983-84) were achieved. This assumption has been difficult to
test; and providing only for these levels of adult escapement
may foreclose future options to sustain greater populations or
allow for recovery of species not factored into the analysis,
such as spring chinook.

It is acknowledged that timber harvest activities on the
ONF affect fish populations and their habitats is two ways: 1)
by increasing the amount of sediment entering streams from
roading, mass soil failures (mass wasting, culvert sluice-outs,
etc.); and 2) by reducing the amount of large organic debris
(LOD) recruited into stream channels that stabilize the channel
and provide structural complexity to the important habitat.

Sediment
Increased sediment entering surface waters is considered

by some to be but a minor consequence of industrial forestry.
The construction, maintainance and use of roads is a major
contributor to increased erosion leading to increases in both
turbidity in the water column and the percent of fine particles
that clog the spaces between gravel that harbor incubating eggs
and alevins. An incremental increase in sediment entering a
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stream above that input expected from natural levels (the
background level) has a consequent direct relationship to the
decrease in the suitability of the instream fish habitat to
support fish. The probable consequences of increased sediment
related to timber harvest on specific drainages and their
respective fish resources were assessed, but not all site
specific information is provided to the reader of the
DEIS/Plan. The projected sediment loadings were combined and
averaged over the entire forest. This masks the true impact
for a particular drainage, and misleads the casual reader into
thinking that the sediment related impacts to fish resources
will be reduced an average amount on each river. The stated
reduction in sediment "forest-wide" after the first decade is
claimed to benefit fisheries resources. As noted, this
reduction in sediment is primarily attributable to reduced road
construction and use and timber sales on the Shelton
Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit, which affects the South Fork
and a portion of the off-forest mainstem Skokomish River. What
is acknowledged is that Simpson Timber Co. instead of
harvesting federal timber, will in the next several decades, be
harvesting on their own lands within the SCSYU. This will
undoubtedly result in increased road construction/use, with a
consequent increase in sediment entering surface waters. Since
the SCSYU has the dUbious distinction of having the highest
road density of any forest in R-6, ·this increase in harvest on
Simpson lands may negate or exceed any sediment "savings"
claimed in the Plan. To keep the timber output from harvests
on-forest at current or anticipated levels, other areas will
have to take up the slack from reduced SCSYU sales.

Using the Forest Service's own figures, the current forest
wide estimated sediment load is 241,400 tons/yr., with an
estimated 90,140 tons/yr attributable to natural background
levels (pp. IV-19 of DEIS). This means that the past and
current timber harvest activities have increased the sediment
levels entering Penninsula rivers and streams above natural
levels by an average of 170%.

The Plan assumes that this level is an acceptable
benchmark from which to jUdge the costs and benefits to
fisheries resources under the various alternatives. - The past
and current timber harvest strategy has in effect, been
subsidized by sediment induced losses in commercial, sport and
Indian treaty fisheries. Using a relationship provided by the
~orest planning staff (origin unknown) between sediment yield
~ncrease (over background levels) vs. decrease in fish biomass
production, this 170% increase amounts to a 25% loss of fish
from smaller streams and a 53% loss from larger, moderate
gradient streams. These impacts have never been mitigated for
and have been dismissed by the USFS as merely part of the cost
of doing business.
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No specifics were presented in the DEIS/Plan for
indiv~dua~ rivers, bU~ upon request your staff provided the
c~unc~l w~th the deta~ls of the in-house analysis of sediment
y~eld percentages for all the on-forest rivers entering Hood
Canal and the strait of Juan de Fuca, under each of the
alternatives considered in the DEIS/Plan. Each of the
alternatives has its own anticipated sediment level all of
~hich greatly exc~ed background; even though some alternatives
~mprove on the ex~sting situation for specific rivers. Looking
at the preferred alternative "C", in terms of the associated
sediment yields for particular rivers: sediment entering the
w~st strait st~eams (ie. the Elwha, Lyre, Twin and Pysht
r~vers) would ~ncrease to levels estimated at 333% greater than
natural levels, and 208 % over existing levels. These rivers
a~e now at only 6: % of their original capacity to produce
f 7sh, and the proJected impact levels on fish habitat in these
r~vers would fur~her reduce the product~ve capacity by about 25
~ more. These r~vers have been the sUbJect of considerable
~nteragency discussion concerning a coordinated strategy to
restore fish habitat quality and quantity All of the
alternatives would negate any benefits fr;m such rehabilitation
efforts, because all would increase sediment in these rivers
above existing levels.

Granted, the sediment projections for rivers draining into
Hood Canal look better, with some even enjoying a reduction
below current levels, but we are not inclined to take
additional losses in some areas for merely a diminished loss
(masked as a overall inprovement) in others.

Riparian Standards and Guidelines

The LCD issue is assumed to be adequately provided for in
the updated riparian management standards and guidelines (pp.
IV-80 of ~he P~an), although these are so vaguely defined that
they prov~de l~ttle assurance to the reader.

. critical habitat areas ~or anadromous fish (in particular
~h~nook.salmon) and for spec~es of special concern should be
~dentif~ed on maps. It would be most useful for these maps to
be ind~xed.by management area designation so that the standards
and gu~del~nes that apply to these habitats can be easily found
and ~nde~stood. Eliminating or minimizing adverse water
qual7ty ~mpacts and prov~ding for critical fish spawning and or
rear~ng habitat for spec~es of concern such as chinook should
be a key element of the Final Plan. Standards and guidelines
for all activities which could affect these areas should afford
considerable protection and should be clearly described.

The existing quality of fish habitat in individual
drainages should also be presented. This could be accomplished
by prepa~ing a listing and ~tandards that apply as an appendix
to the f~nal documents. Th~s would present the existing
habitat condition of individual streams, along with the
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standards which would be applied to them, measured as percent
of biological potential. presenting the information in this
way would make readily apparent whether a stream is to be
managed forrecovery versus a specific acceptable level of
degradation. By showing whether existing conditions are above
below the fisheries-related standards by drainage, this
approach would eliminate the possibility of masking water
quality impacts by averaging among affected and unaffected
drainages. It would also help describe both the basis and the
need for such potential management decisions as deferring
particular drainages from timber harvesting or other
activities. since the DEIS describes fish (in terms of habitat
condition only) forestwide, we cannot determine whether the
proposed Plan adequately protects this beneficial use.

Coordination

The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) requires close
coordination by the USFS with the various key players in the
complex arena of Pacific salmon and steelhead management. Yet
little evidence of either coordination or awareness of ongoing
management efforts is reflected in the DEIS and. Plan. For
example, there seems to be no recognition of the impetus and
policy directive for habitat and water quality protection under
the US-Canada Salmon Interception Treaty, the Salmon and
Steelhead Conservation and Enhancement Act, the Puget Sound
Water Quality Authority's Plan, the Pacific Fishery Management
Council, the Clean Water Act, to name a few. Also, as stated,
the USFS does not attempt an analysis of the management
situation off-forest, assuming that impact levels to fish,
wildlife, water quality, etc. will remain static. No mention
was made of the pending implementation of puget Sound-wide
efforts to reduce non-point sources of pollution, of which
sediment is a major component. This ignores possible cumulative
impacts, and possible opportunities to institute a coordinated
watershed approach to minimize overall impact levels. There is
no mention of the Salmon and Steelheaad Management Plans for
Hood canal, the strait of Juan de Fuca and the Coastal areas
(that are in effect, Federal Court orders), nor of ~he
comprehensive Resource Production and Management Planning
(CRPMP) initiative now underway to further satisfy both court
ordered co-management directives and Federal legislative
mandates. The temptation to manage habitat in a void is
strong, but the Forest Service can no longer isolate its
activities from the larger arena of fish and wildlife
management.
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Enhancement/Rehabilitation

In the DEIS the role of enhancement of fish habitat is
credited with having the potential to increase on-forest fish
habitat capability and persumably fish production forest-wide
by approximately 20% per year by the end of the first decade
(see DEIS p. IV-38 par. 3). Unless this is a misprint, this
projection is nothing short of fantastic, resulting in a 100%
increase in habitat carrying capacity after the first decade.?
Yet, there is no attempt at sUbstantiation, nor description of
the specifics of the program.

Not to argue semantics, but we must differ with the use of
the term "enhancement" which seems to imply that the fisheries
resource and the tribes are benefiting in excess of what has
been lost. We would suggest that this program inclUde the
reference to rehabilitation, in recognition of reducing the
compensation debt already incurred through past and current
forest practices.

On the down side of the program... we learn in reading the
Plan that implementation of the "enhancement" program is
dependent upon adequate funding, which seems to imply that in
reality implementation may fall far short of the ideal of a 20%
per year increase in fish production. It further implys that
there will competition among various projects for funding.
What criteria would be used to make these determinations? What
existing information about the condition of on-forest streams
now exists, how old is it and what level of detail does it
involve? To our knowledge neither a comprehensive inventory of
rehabilitation needs/enhancement opportunities, nor the
necessary coordination with the tribes and state management
authorities has been completed. Such an exercise would take
some time and more than likely would postpone start up of the
program.

S.oils/Slope Failures

The Draft EIS presents a general discussion of high hazard
soil and slope conditions on the ONF, stating that those areas
with a known high risk of mass wasting and soil erosion
potential have been removed (through the suitability
stratification process) from the inventory of lands suitable
for timber harvest. The Forest's soil inventory provided the
basis for this determination, but no details are given in the
discussion as to the criteria for "high risk". This should be
summarized in the FEIS in such a manner that readers can easily
compare the soils information and relative risk of mass slope
failure with information on harvest rates and the nearness to
critical habitats such as spawning and rearing areas for
anadromous fish and other species of concern. Maps that show
these various boundaries would be helpful. The effort to
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identify specific areas having even a moderate risk of mass
failure, and to identify and require special management
direction for those lands, is important for two primary
reasons. First, one large mass failure can in a short time
result in more water quality and fish habitat degradation that
a wide variety of other activities occuring in a watershed over
several decades. Second, to the extent that high to moderate
hazard areas are known and can be managed appropriately, mass
failures or excess erosion resulting from planned activities on
the Forest would have to be considered avoidable. As is
correctly stated, ••. "those alternatives with the highest
harvest levels are assumed to have the highest probability for
increasing slope failures •. ,", because "they entail more road
construction and more acres on which trees are removed" in
areas of steep, unstable soils (see p IV-17 of DEIS).
Obviously, these alternatives would have a consequently greater
impact on fisheries resources than the lower volume
alternatives. Any increase in fisheries habitat degradation is
unacceptable.

Cultural Resources and Indian Communities

The Appendix (pp.B-102 & 103) implys that a Tribal
member's free exercise of his or her treaty fishing right is
merely the expression of "traditional values and beliefs". It
further states that many individuals within a given tribal
community reley on timber harvest and its spinoff industries
for employment and income, which is true. The suggestion is
made that these two lifestyles are inherently in conflict, and
if Indian communities wish to reduce this conflict, they shoud
endorse the alternative that would "not change the existing
balance between [timber related] employment-oriented and
tradition [fishingJ-oriented values", ie. vote for the
preferred alternative or the status quo. We might suggest that
there is a fundamental misunderstanding on the part of staff
responsible for this statement. Consistently throughout both
the social impact and economic valuation sections of the DEIS,
the role and importance of treaty fishing has been grossly
understated. It is the policy of the four Treaty Council
Tribes that any activity done by others that signifi~antly

diminishes either the fisheries resource directly or the free
exercise of the treaty right, is an affront to that right. The
USFS has been repeatedly reminded of its trust responsibilities
in this regard, but has been less than vigorous in their
fulfillment. Individual tribal members are employed in the
forest products industry by choice or by necessity. But few
would elect to trade off their treaty guaranteed fishing right
for the vague assurance that their job might be more secure.
Further, the Forest Service cannot assert that treaty Tribes
need make this choice. Fish and the taking of fish is more
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than an amenity, it is integral to the identity, sovereignty
and cohesion of the Tribe.

There has been little direct effort on behalf of the ONF
to consult with or inventory the cultural and religious areas
and forest products within its domain that may be significant
to Indian communities. The Native American Religious Freedom
Act requires consideration of such values in the formulation of
long range plans for management of federal lands, yet no
suggestion is made as to when, in the process, such efforts may
begin.

Economics

Because of the complexity of the economic component of the
DEIS/Plan and because the Tribes are not always in a position
to review and respond to what are typically cUlturally biased
assesments of the valuation of various resources, the Northwest
Indian Fisheries Commission contracted for an independent
review of this aspect. The attatched report identifies certain
inconsistencies and apparent shortcomings in the analysis and
characterization of the fisheries. This report should be
considered as part of this formal comment, and as such we would
appreciate incorporation of a response in the FEIS.

Wildlife

Practices that lead to protection of fish resources and
water quality generally provide additional benefits to wildlife
communities. The maintanence of a diversity of wildlife
habitats in sUfficient spatial and temporal distribution is an
important and necessary part that the Forest provide. Old
growth in particular, is now largely confined to federal
lands. Not only do old growth forests provide necessary
habitat requirements for those species dependent wholly or in
part on it, but it preserves management options for the future
provides stability to hydrologic cycles that affect water '
quality and quantity, and preserves places that by there nature
are culturally significant to tribal members. The management
prescription for old growth is too low.

Treaty Tribes have a reserved right to utilize wildlife
species for sUbsistence, religious and ceremonial purposes.
The exact allocation of this right is now the sUbject of
discussion with the State of Washington. We are concerned that
the high timber yield options will by their very nature
forclose opportunities to have flexibility in the management of
deer and elk, because such harvest intensity will not provide
for adequate winter range (primarily old growth forests) needed
to sustain and rebuild localized populations.
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In the discussion of bald eagles on pp. IV-29 of the DEIS,
there is no mention of provisions for providing either winter
habitat or night roost habitat for these federally classified
threatened raptors. This oversight should be corrected in the
FEIS. Old growth conifer forest has been shown to be used as
night roost habitat by wintering bald eagles in Western
Washington.

Monitoring and Evaluation

The monitoring of the environmental effects of timber
harvesting and related resource extraction activities forms the
core of our ability to judge the efficacy of the standards and
guidelines intended to protect these important resource
values. We would encourage the Forest Service join with other
resource management agencies in an effort to coordinate the
individual monitoring elements outlined in the Plan. To the
extent that methods and parameters can be agreed upon and
sampling stations and schedules coordinated, a forest-wide data
base could be developed that would aid effective management
decisions. Such an effort is now developing in the TFW
agreement that sets policy for timber harvest on state and
private lands within Washington.

Monitoring cannot in itself be of much use unless there
are mechanisms to use the information gleaned from the program
to change the way activities are carried out. A discussion is
needed on how the monitoring information is to be used in this
adaptive management strategy. [You might refer to Dr. Kai Lee's
recent paper on the application of adaptive management to the
efforts at restoring fish and wildlife populations to the
Columbia Basin). For example, at what threshold would observed
monitoring information trigger a change in management
prescription? At some point in time would certain options be
precluded, such as in the case where it was found that not
enough old growth forest was provided?

Additionally, we have some problems with elements of
particular monitoring protocols as follows:

1) Fish habitat
There is no provision to monitor the success of the

enhancement projects. There is no point in continue~ng with a
program of instream habitat improvement unless it can be
demonstrated that they are being used by the fish resource they
are intended to benefit. Also, using 100 m observation reaches
that are undefined in their proximity to areas of active
logging/roading would seem to provide little useful information
in which to base future management prescriptions.

2) Water quality
What justification is there for using the existing

sediment levels found in on-forest basins as an acceptable
standard by which to measure relative increases or decreases in
sediment load? As stated earlier, these levels are several
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times in excess of natural levels in some cases. What water
quality standards will be used? Some effort to quantify
streamflow would also seem appropriate.

3) Wildlife
The methods suggested seem to allow for considerable

individual variation because they involve a sUbjective
evaluation of habitat quality. The approach seems rather
simplistic and inherently risky in terms of species
management. Close coodination with interested Tribes and the
WDG would appear quite important to the success of this
effort.

In conclusion, we believe that much of the information and
analysis that were not in the draft documents does exist, and
that the Final EIS and Plan can adequately and reasonably
address our concerns. In doing so, some important revisions
tothe preferred alternative may be necessary. Once you have
had a chance to consider these comments, we would welcome the
opportunity to assist during the revision process. We are
hopeful that the Final EIS and Plan will afford prioity
protection to those fish, wildlife and water resources that are
critical to our Tribal constituents.

SinCer~lY'

S, C 1/
Stephen • Ralph . ~.
Habitat ana,emant BiO~

THE PROPOSED u.s. FOREST SF.RVICE OLYMPIC r-.'.r..TIC!·:;;'L F':lF.F.ST PLr.N:

REVIEW OF THE FCONOMIC ANALYSIS RELATED ~O FISH,-o:SS ISSUES

FOR

THE NOFTHWEST It-'Dl~.t'~ F!SHFRIF.~ COr-:.!-~IS5!C~:

by

Gibson Economics, Inc.

Introduction

The Olympic National Forest Plan covers a multitude of issues that will b~

affecteo by the planning ana use of the Olympic National Forest over th~ next

150 years. Due to the nature of the Forest's resources, and the management

focus of the U.S. Forest Service, the majority of the analytical attention has

been devoted to the timber mana9~ment and valuation aspects of planning. other

values, including fisheries, have been discussed at fair length, hut the

specificity of their values, and their interrelations with timb~r in producing

the overall economic and social values of the Forest's outputs, have not always

been addressed at a comparable lev~l of detail or sophistication.

~his review describes key fisheries elements of the Plan and their strengths anc

weaknesses. This discussion is divided into issues of rnethoeology, assumptions,

and aspects of fisheries values that are not adequately addressed in t~e plan.

I. Methodoloqy for Assessing Fisheries values

FORPLAN. This is a IIlinear program" type of model, used by the Forest Service

to analyze choices involving a wide range of resource output types. It

incorporates interrelationships among those outputs, values ass~ed to apply to

the various outputs, and constraints that affect one or another of them.
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F:F?LAN 1S a very sophisticated mo~el, with variants ~f it used by many forests.

!~ 15 capable of produclng "optimal" re~ults fer various p·oblerns posed to it,

a~d the key to its use is reasonable selection of the inpu~s, resource valu~s

and constraints that make it run.

In the context of !isheries of value to the tribes of the Olympic Peninsula,

there are certain key ingredients of an integrated analysis that are not

encowpassed within the FORPLAN model. One in particular is the set of fisheries

enr.ancement activities contemplated by the Plan. Another is the incorporation

of off-Forest fisheries values as benefits in an overall valuation of Forest

resources. Neither is reflected as it actually occurs in the optimization

routine of FORPLAN, and it is unclear how much their inclusion would affect th~

results if they ~ere incorporated directly, rather than treated as discrete

adjustments (see below).

Fish Response Model and Estimation of Maximum Output Potential. The fish

response model is the basis for selecting coefficients used in the Plan to

assess the quantitative tradeoff between sediment loadings and fish production

in the ONF. ( IIA Method for Predicting Fish Response to Seciment Yields ll
, USDA

Forest Service Inter~ountain and Northern Region working draft, 19BO). FORPI~N

explicitly incorporates these tradeoffs, using as assumptions the specific

tradeoffs estimated in the paper. Applying this to the case of the Olympic

National Forest, it determines the maximum fisher.ies output potential by

assuming the elim'ination of all non-natural sediment production and calculating

the impacts.

Since this sediment/fish-response model is the only basis for directly assessing

the tradeoffs between timber and fisheries in the Plan. its basis should be

analyzed carefully. In this review, that analysis has not been possible. It

appears, however, that the paper used is ~ne that calibrated its relationships

on the Idaho batholith. The accuracy of its application to the ONF is thus

highly questionable. Furthermore, the sediment degradation of fisheries

estimated seems small, compared to the coefficients in the Idaho paper.
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~ IMPLAN is a s~cond major Forest Servic~ model used in the ONF Proposed

Plan's economic analyses. This model produces estimates of employment and

inc~e impacts associated with various prescriptions and their sets of resource

outp.Jts. The model is an lIinput/output" type of model designed to capture the

effects throughout the economy produced by various changes in final demand or

proGuction. To do this, it relies on estimates of the interdependencies among

sectors of the economy. With this information, it produces IImultipliers ll that

indicate the increase in the total economy's employment and income impacts

associated with the direct impacts described in the Plan. The total impacts

include indirect and induced economic activity as well.

The USFS model used for this purpose (IMPLAN) is reasonably designed. and has

been reviewed extensively. The main question concerning its use for producing

estimates of social and economic impacts is its completeness.

In terms of completeness, there are two specific issues for the Olympic National

Forest fisheries. First, the Plan treats off-Forest fisheries impacts as changes

in costs rather than as changes in benefits. That is, if an alternative

decreases the fisheries production off-Forest, it is treated as an increased

cost associated with that alternative. IMPLAN, however, relies on the direct

values of the FORPLAN results to produce its econo~y-wide impacts. It is not

clear that the impacts of off-Forest fisheries enhancement or degradation

associated with various alternatives are picked up by the Forest Service's

methodology. If not, the effect would be to understate the costs, in terms of

both commercial and recreational fisheries losses, of high harvest

prescriptions, and to understate the fisheries benefits.

Since the social and economic impact analysis presented in the Draft EIS and

Appendices estimates severe employment losses associated with some of the

alternatives that have high fisheries values (particularly Alternative I), this

sort of bias could change the relative desirability of the alternatives,

although it is not clear to what extent.

Second. IMPLAN is not designed to weigh benefits to the Indian tribes affected
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by t.::e Proposed Plan. It is a "neo-classical" econor.ic IXlc.;l that 1S geared to

the ~uan~ifiable values of the non-Indian economy. As such, it cannot

effectively describe socio-cultural impacts on tribes of its own economic

traceoffs. Further, it does not appear even to acknowledge in its own terms any

valu~ of subsistance fishing by the tribes.

Adj~stmer.t for Enhancement Activities. The Plan includes a specific range of

habi~at enhancement activities on all the river systems of the Forest, in order

to ir.prove the fish survival rates and eventual harvests. The types of

enha~cement improvements offered are geared to rearing habitats. This suggests

that rearing habitat, rather than spawning grounds or escapement, is the

limi~ing factor in fish production, or that all are contributory. There is no

empirical substantiation offered to support this approach.

The gains attributed to this enhancement program (which does not involve a cost

in terms of reduced timber harvest) are roughly 20~ over the current level of

fish production. With small costs entailed for the program, it is reported that

there would be a high Benefit:Cost ratio, and that this program would be very

cost-effective. The 20\ gain in fish production is very sizable, and should be

doc~ented, but has not been.

Aside from the fact that this program is not treated within the same overall

planning model as other impacts, its cursory economic analysis is pUZZling. If

the program does, as suggested, have a high Benefit:Cost ratio, and given that

it is potentially expandable, why is there not an even greater devotion of

resources to this enhancement program?

Treatment of Off-Forest Fisheries Impacts as "Costs". The off-Forest fisheries

impacts of Plan alternatives are reflected in the FORPLAN model, but as costs

rather than resource benefits. This peculiarity has two potentially troublesome

ramifications.~ it makes it more difficult to assess the magnitude of the

direct fisheries benefits associated with each alternative relative to other

resource values, since the direct benefits reported only involve on-Forest

fisheries producti""on.~ it may introduce bias into the approach the Forest

takes to estimating the calculation of employment and income benefits with its

-4-

I~:~~N model, subsequent to the FORPLAN direct impacts (see above).
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I!. ~ssuMptions Concerning Fisheries Values

Value of A WFUD-Anadromous. The Plan assigns a value of S33.DO per WFUD for

recreational anadromous fishing. This value is arrived at through a judgmental

review process described in Appendix B (pp. B-73,74). It is derived from a base

value estimated using the Travel Cost Method (TCM) of valuing non-market goods

associated with Forest management, a method that is acknowledged by the u.s.

Wa~er Resources Council.

To derive specific values with this method, the Plan reports that:

"In-service experts and academic specialists reviewed the activity

values and adjusted initial values to achieve methodological

consistency in applying them to regional conditions." (DEIS

Appendices, p. B-73)

H~ever, it is then reported that "these values were subsequently adjusted

do~~ward" by 37.5\, based on the Plan drafters' contention that TCM estimates

tend to overstate actual values. The S33.00/WFUD figure is the result of this

adJustment.

By ~ay of background, the TCM focuses on travel costs of those engaging in

recreational activities, deriving implicit revealed demand curves on that basis.

As pointed out by Darryll Olsen (in "Hydroelectric Power Development on the

Haoma Hamma River System. Economic and Institutional Factors Affecting The

Indian, Comm~rcial, and Sport Fisheries",FERC No. 3178, February 19B7):

lilt is generally accepted that the TCM provides a conservative

estimate of benefits gained (or the value thereof) by those enjoying

the recreational experience. II

This is directly at odds with the Plan's statements that TCM values; "represent

total willingness to pay ••• and [must be adjusted downward] to make recreational

values more compatible with values used for other resource outputs tl
, and that

TCM values "may be on the high side when applied to average situations,on a

region-wide basis ll •
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EV~~ after the Plan makes this decision, its basis for implementing it is

ar=~trary. It is assumed that there is a market price and cemanc for non-Forest

recreation, and. that to II selltl the additional recreation associated with the

Forest lands,. it would be necessary to lower the price (or, in the USFS

interpretation: value) of that recreational experience. This is not logically

consistent with their method of valuation, and introduces a sizable downward

bias in estimation of fishery values in the Plan.

Value of ~ WFUD-Resident. The same basic approach is taken here. After

enlisting the "in service experts and academic specialists" for selecting a base

value based on the TCM, the Plan discounts the result of that review by 37.5\

again. The result is a value of SlS.OO/WFUD.

The same objections can be raised with respect to this derived value. To

readjust for the arbitrary ad hoc adjustment, it would be possible simply to

increase the two values by 60\ each, to return them to their corresponding

directly estimated values of SS2.80/WFUD for anadromous fishing and S24.00/WFUD

for resident fishing, values which Olsen's commentary suggests are still

conservative, since they are based on the TCM approach.

Another approach is to compare these values with others derived for similar

activity in the Northwest. In Olsen's study, he derives values of $72.09 using

the TCM approach, and ~126.80/WFUD using the alternative Contingent Valuation

Method (CVM), which is also accepted by the U.S. Water Resources Council. These

alternative values represent~ increases of 37\ and 140\, resPectively,

relative to the original unadjusted anadromous fishing value developed for the

Plan, in addition to the logically necessary 60\ increases.

In summary, this review. suggests that there could be considerable understatement

of the non-commercial fisheries values, based on the points discussed here.

Co~ercial Fish Value. The Plan assumes that there will be a constant value of

$1.05/lb for commercially harvested fish produced on-Forest or off-Forest as a

result of the management prescriptons of the Plan. One basic question
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co~=;rning the co~mercial fishery output value is ~hether ~: a~ply reflects th~

fu~l rang€ of comnercial values. This is discussed from tr:.: consistency

sta~=point belo~. A second question concerns the value of ~he subsistence

fis~ery to the tribes ~ho have Treaty rights to certain harvest shares and

mai~tenance of runs. This is also discussed below.

Cha~ce in Values Over Time. There are different assumptions for the rate of

gro~~h in unit values of timber versus other resource outputs over time. Timber

val~:s are assumed to increase in real value (i.e., inflation-adjusted value) at

1\ ~r year over the planning period. Other values, including fishery values,

are assumed to remain constant in real terms -- or in other words to increase at

the same rate as general inflation.

This combination of assumptions places a high premium on tinber output values in

the economic comparisons made by the Forest Service's planning models. To gain

some perspective, the differences in relative values, starting now, at ten-year

intervals would be the following:

~ Timber Fisheries

Present 1.00 1.00

1997 1.10 1.00

2007 1.22 1.00

2017 1.35 1.00

2027 1.49 1.00

2037 1.64 1.00

This combination of assumptions clearly accentuates the relative values of

ti~r outputs over time. A possible rationale for increasing real timber

values (although not presented in the Plan) is that there will be increasing

relative scarcity of timber-growing land as the population increases. If that

is the basis for the Forest Service's assumption, however, it would apply

equally to fisheries, as illustrated by the Plan's discussion of the "supply"

and "demand" for fisheries resources presented on pages 111-78 through 111-82 of

the Draft E1S on the Proposed Plan. The increased population pressure on a

fis~eries system with physically defined limitations suggests that there would

-8-

be s~milar increases in the real value of th~s resc~rce.

ThE effect of this Plan assumption is to further bias val~es for any alterr.=tivE

in ~avor of timber production relative to ether values.
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III. Aspects of Fish~!ies Values Not Adequately Addressed

Fish Values Beyond Dockside. The ~lan uses ex-vessel prices of salmon as the

valuation unit for assessing the economic benefits from commercial fishing.

Obviously, this is not a complete measure of the economic value attributable to

the fishery. The appropriate questions concerning this approach, however, are

(1) whether timber and other sources of value have been treated comparably, and

(2) whether there is any bias imparted to the Plan's economic results as a

result of this treatment.

On the first question, timber values are adjusted by logging costs within the

FORPLAN model, so that the net value that enters into the PNV analyses are

stumpage values. These are comparable to the ex-vessel values of fish, which

covers the first requirement for comparability.

On the second question, the total value to the economy of a type of economic

activity depends on the pattern of its interrelationships with other sectors of

the economy. This is one of the aspects of the IMPLAN model described above.

Depending on the accuracy of the IMPLAN pa,rameters, this criterion may also be

met.

Differentiation Among Anadromous Fish Values. The values per pound for various

species of salmon differ considerably, which poses a question as to the validity

of the Sl.05/1b uniform value used by the USFS in the Plan. A recent study of

the effects of Hamme Hamma hydroelectric development estimated that ex-vessal

prices for Puget Sound salmon ranged from SO.34 to S2.74/1b, depending on the

species. The weighted average, based on puget Sound catches (in 1984 $) was

SO.99, while that from the Hamma Hamma was SO.57 and the Indian Allotment of the

Hamma Hamma catch was $0.61. Based on this limited corroborative evidence, it

appears that the Plan's average ex-vessel price is reasonably accurate.

It is less clear how uniformly it applies to the various rivers affected by the

Olympic National Forest's management. If the management prescriptions were to

imply particularly significant harvest activity in rivers that produce the more
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valuable species, there would be a significant change in th~ value using the

Plan's value approach. Since the Plan does not provid~ any information on the

distribution of the sedimentation losses by river, nor of the commercial salmon

mix by river, it is difficult to tell how accurate the estimates of economic

value and loss presented in the Plan may be.

Subsistence Fishina. Tribal fishing includes a subsistence element in addition

to the commercial and sport fishery elements that are addressed more extensively

in the Plan. This Treaty-granted right involves a different sort of benefit

from those modeled for other fishery elements, and one that does not fit as

easily into the Forest Service models.

It is implicitly assumed that all tribal fisheries benefits are "commercialll and

valued at Sl.05/lb. Yet, to the extent that fish are retained for consumption

by Indian fishermen, that fact alone indicates that there is a higher value than

the available Sl.05 associated with that consumption. It is not clear from the

Plan documents whether such direct consumption values are excluded altogether,

or simply understated by inclusion with the other commercial values. In either

case, there is some degree of underestimation of the fisheries benefits to

Indian fishermen, which biases the Plan's analysis in the direction of selecting

more timber-intensive resource use prescriptions.

Indian Tribes' Role in Recreational Fishery. The recreational fishery is

addressed extensively in the plan, although there are apparent problems with

some of the assumptions underlying its valuation (see above). An aspect of the

recreational fishery not addressed is the role of Indians as market participants

in the recreational fisheries. There are recreational activities such as

fishing services, in which the Peninsula's tribal populations play a part~ there

are also impacts on tribal revenues from licensing for fishing on tribal lands,

whose productivity is affected by the Forest's management. The Plan does

address the issue of off-Forest fisheries benefits (with some potential

shortcomings described above), but not the role of tribal members in the direct

and indirect benefits of off-Forest fisheries.
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QUILEUTE FISHERIES
QuiJeure Indian Tribe

POST OFFICE BOX 187
LA PUSH. WASHINGTON 98350

TELEPHONE 206-374-6163
Extension 226 and 227

protect the tribal right to a fishery. This type of
protection should be applied to all river systems with a
tribal fishery.

6. The promise of fisheries enhancement work continues
throughout the DEIS, without any mention of dedicated funds
for this work. With the current trend of reduced Federal
spending, funding for enhancement work should come from
dedicated funds to increase the probability that this work
will be completed despite budget cuts.

Dear Sir/Mada

Forest Planner
Olympic National Forest
P.O. box 2288
Olympia WA 98507

The Quileute Fisheries Department appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the Management Plan for the Olympic National Forest.
Our comments will be limited to areas related to the fisheries
resource since this resource is basic to the lifestyle, and the
heritage of the Quileute Tribe. General observations on the DEIS
are:

7. No mention of a monitoring program to detect immediate,
and cumulative effects of timber harvest is mentioned, yet
this is required to insure that only minimal habitat damage
occurs from timber harvest activities before it is detected
and corrected.

8. The Soleduck and Calawah river systems are managed for
maximum timber harvest in Alternatives A through D with the
related habitat damage. Despite the changes in timber
harvest in these different management plans the fisheries
effects on the Quileute River system will remain unchanged
since the forest management remains static in this drainage,
although the estimated fisheries production for the National
Forest increases with the decreased timber harvest in
Alternatives C (departure), C (preferred), and D
(departure) . The predicted increased fisheries production
in these Alternatives are achieved despite the probable
decline in fisheries production in the Quillayute River. It
appears that the Quileute Tribe will suffer a decreased
fishery in order to protect the scenic, and recreational
values on the Eastside of the Olympic Peninsula. This
violates the trust responsibility of the Forest Service to
protect the habitat required for Tribal fisheries.

9. The data provided in the DEIS does not support the
extensive timber harvest planned for the Soleduck, and
Calawah Rivers. Page 111-20 states that adjacent non
National Forest lands "have much lower erosion rates and
gentler topography" while on page III-21 the Calawah _River
is listed as a river for which "broad-level mitigatation on
National Forest land may be necessary in the future" due to
its high potential for adverse cumulative effects. These
statements support a reduced cutting in both the Soleduck
and Calawah drainages, yet this is not proposed in any
alternative which provides even a moderate timber harvest
for the forest as a whole. While admitting that mitigation
may be needed, there is no monitoring program, nor is.there
a guarantee that needed mitigation will be accompl~shed.

In addition, should the habitat destruction require
mitigation, the management plan must be altered for a
reduced timber harvest to protect the rema~n~ng haD~tat.

The management plan should not require mitigation for
habitat loss, and the need for mitigation is sufficient

effects
results

used to

1. The methods used for evaluating the fisheries
need to be detailed since adequate review of the
cannot be obtained without knowing the methods
generate the data.

2. The fisheries effects for each river system need to be
analyzed, and detailed in the DEIS since each river system
affects a different population.

3. The m~n~mum management requirements for fisheries
habitat are not detailed to allow proper evaluation of these
requirements. If the forest is to be managed for minimum
habitat requirements, then a review of these criteria are
required.

4. The protection of riparian habitat is mentioned in the
DEIS, but the criteria for riparian protection are not
detailed. These criteria must be available to allow an
outside evaluation.

5. The Forest Service has acknowledged their
responsibility to protect the habitat required for the
tribal fishery with the formation of the "no harvest"
corridor on the South Fork Skokomish and the West Fork
Humptulips Rive~s, yet has not provided this protection for
all systems with a treaty fishery. The protection of one or
two rivers does not protect the fishery resource nor does ~t

1
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2. The admitted habitat degradation from maximum
timber harvest are not reflected in Table II-3a
where the estimated fish and wildlife use in the
year 2030 for Alternative B exceeds ~he e~timat7s
for both Alternatives A and C. Th~s est~mate ~s

not consistent with the admitted additional
habitat degradation and indicates that there may
be some errors in the model used to predict this
data.

3. Table II-3a also contains estimated
anadromous commercial harvest for Alternative A
which exceeds the estimates for all Alternatives
except H and I in the year 2030 and this also
contradicts the known effects of extensive timber
harvest on fisheries habitat. To imply that
fisheries production increases with increased
timber harvest illustrates an error in the model
which must be examined.

1. On r,age II-110 it is stated that a "lower
quality of habitat occurs from Alterna~ive A
(current direction) and from Alternat~ve B
(departure) compared to Alternative C (preferred),
yet the predicted anadromous fish returns from
these Alternatives differ only minimally. The
vast differences in harvest level between the
alternatives and the subsequent degradation in
habitat quality make these estimates hard to
accept.

contradictsDEISthewhereareassomeare16. There
itself:

National Forest for a sustained yield and will only provide
temporary life for a timber industry destined to fail due to
a lack of cooperative sustained yield management, and an
accelerated cutting schedule for economic gains.

14. On page III-77 the statement that "Many coastal
communities and Native American Tribes on the Peninsula rely
somewhat on recreational and commercial fishery revenues" is
misleading and boarders on being entirely false. The Native
American Tribes rely on the fishery resource for a
substantial part of their income while the fish are a major
part of their culture. The importance of the fishery
resource to the Indian Tribes cannot be minimized as is done
in the above statement. In addition, the reliance of the
fishery resource for many coastal communities is near total.

15. In the analysis on page 111-80 the Hoh and Bogachiel
Rivers are combined although they are separate drainages.
In order to properly evaluate the effects of the Management
Plan on the Quileute system, and for the Hoh system, these
two distinct rivers should not be combined in the analysis.11. The Calawah River drainage is nearly totally enclosed

within National Forest, and is acknowledged as being
susceptible to damage from timber management activities.
The river provides substantial wild fish production, yet it
is managed for maximum timber production. Again this is done
without any monitoring program described within the DEIS.

12. The statement on page 111-22 concerning the temperature
data for the South Fork Skokomish River is of questionable
value for predicting the cumulative effects of timber
harvest for the entire Olympic Peninsula. The Skokomish
river is an Eastslope river, and thus receives less solar
heat in the afternoon hours than a Wests lope river due to
the shading of the topography. In addition, while 45
percent of the National Forest land had been cut, no mention
of the age of the cuts was made, nor was the total percent
of the drainage controlled by the National Forest given,
thus comparisons to Westslope rivers in general, and the
Quillayute system specifically are very questionable.

13. Statements are made throughout the DEIS concerning the
increasing demand for Forest Service timber, yet no mention
is made describing any long term planning with private or
State timber managers which would shift the harvest to the
National Forest at this time. Without a longterm commitment
to a sustained yield harvest throughout the Peninsula, the
timber industry is only a temporary industry. If private,
and State lands are not managed for a sustained yield, then
the Forest Service is not responsible for sustaining the
timber industry alone. The volume of land in private, and
State possession is equal to, or greater than that of the
National Forest, and the timber industry depends on all of
these sources. To rely on National Forest timber at an
increased rate due to a reduced supply from other sources is
a departure from historical timber management of the

10. As part of the evaluation for inclusion in the Wild and
Scenic River System, the Soleduck River is listed on page
111-149 as possessing "fish" as an "Outstandingly Remarkable
Value." The National Forest controls approximately fifty
percent of the total anadromous reach of the Soleduck river,
and affects approximately seventy percent of the anadromous
reach, yet the drainage is managed for maximum timber
production with only minimum habitat protection for
fisheries production. The Forest Service should manage the
Soleduck drainage to protect this "Outstandingly Remarkable
Value. 1I

cause to rewrite the management plan on the affected
drainage. Any mitigation expenses should come directly from
timber sales, and should be considered as an expense of
intensive timber management. Timber sales where this
expense eliminates the profitability should be reconsidered.
The public should not have to pay to have the pUblic
resources destroyed in the name of timber management.

3 4



The Olympic National Forest is in a position of affecting a
majority of the andromous reach of the Soleduck, Calawah, and
Sitkum Rivers. These rivers contribute a major portion of the
fisheries production in the Quillayute River, and are destined
for timber production management through most of the proposed
Management Plans. While the Forest Service admits that they
"determine the quality of fish habitat through their management
practices" (page 111-101), they are managing the Quillayute
drainage with only minimum habitat protection for fish
production. The potential habitat degradation from the
cumulative effects of timber harvest on the Soleduck and Calawah
Rivers are admitted, yet steps are not taken in the Management
Plan to prevent this damage.

In summary, the proposed Management Plan as described in the DEIS
appears to place an undo hardship on the Quileute Tribe since
most of the listed alternatives manage the Quillayute River
system for maximum timber harvest. This management will result
in a reduced quality, and quantity of habitat for fisheries
production on the Soleduck, Calawah, and Sitkum Rivers which are
major producers of anadromous salmonids. A management plan which
reduces the fisheries production of the Quillayute River violates
the trust responsibility of the Forest Service to protect the
treaty right of the Native American Tribes. The Management plan
appears to sacrifice the Soleduck District in order to protect
the recreational and scenic uses of the Eastside of the Peninsula
while maintaining the full timber industry. Additional
protection for the Quillayute River system must be implemented in
the final management plan for the Olympic National Forest.

The Quileute Fisheries Department does not endorse any of the
given alternatives. The management plan should allow a sustained
yield harvest of timber to protect timber related jobs, but must
provide more protection for the Quillayute River System than is
currently provided since the Quillayute drainage is managed for
timber production in all alternatives allowing even moderate
timber harvest.

Sincerely,

? .~< ~ ~,~ -:'., )1~" ( ':..~

Mark W. Mobbs
Fishery Biologist

co: Mel Moon
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Dear Forest Supervisor:

Please consider my comments below as a response to the Olympic National Forest Plan.

1. I want the Olympic National Forest to be managed under the following alternative (check one):

o Community Stability Alternative 0 Forest Service Preferred Alternative C BOther

2. The Forest Se":'ice should provide land base needed to meet the timber supply needs
of OlympiC Peninsula communities:
o Ves z: No

3. I think the Forest Se,:,ice should rely more on the Olympic National Park to supply
roadless type recreation. rather than using National forest land for this purpose:
o Ves ., No

4. I [;,00 D DO NOT support seasonal road closures for big game.

5. Recreation and visual land allocations on the east side of the forest should be:

o Increased o Decreased o Kept the same ...-(.!~r,,'! .. ,I:.., j,;,~r ',;.:',.'. ;"I,.r .·"" •. :, ... 1.....

6. I B-DO 0 DO NOT support recommending the Dungeness Gray.Wolf river
system and Duckabush River for inclusion in Wild and Scenic River System.

7. The environmental Impact Statement offers the alternative to terminate the Shelton
Sustained Yield Unit (check one):

o I think it should be terminated. E3-l think it should remain the same.

D I think it needs to be modified. 0 I need more information.

COMMENTS: Please consider writing a personal Jetter or comment below on specifics of
. how~ think the Olympic National Forest should be managed and Why.

tl" ((>"'I"'I''';'~' S+,,~; /,i7 .-:!ITJ ....f,.< ';'~('I'"",, /,., /,..: btl',r-/ .-,'~ f.·J" '.'''/;'. <1".,:Ic;

(il (,'11,·+ :',.,{,' ':,.<,C

tClty. Stu, ~Ol

PUBLIC COMMENT DEADLINE IS MARCH 14, 1987-_ _--.._------._-----_.

Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2266
Olympia. WA 98507

~lIenlion: Forest Planner
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Dear Mr. Stubblefield:

We would hope that your conclusions are correct, but un
forunately the Fish Habitat capability Index is much too
simplified to reflect what would likely occur under any of the
alternatives. The DEIS states that actual fishery outputs could
vary from estimates derived from the model, but given the com-

Mr. Ted Stubblefield
Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Attention: Forest Planner

Letter to Mr. Stubblefield
April 14, 1987
Page Two

plexity of the stream ecosystems, the dynamic nature of fish
populations, and our current level of understanding, this
likelihood is greatly understated. Too little is said about how
little is really known about fish populations on the Olympic Pen
nisula and factors regulating their abundance. statistical con
fidence limits placed around the point estimates provided would
necessarily be large, if such analysis could actually be per
formed which is unlikely.

An assessment of whether an alternative would actually
achieve the stated goal, in this light, becomes exeedingly dif
ficult if not impossible. The final EIS should be more
transparent in this regard. It should also provide in appendix
form the details of the model used and assumptions implicit in
the analyis. Presentation of results of the analysis for a par
ticular watershed would be helpful.

Under the Forest Service's preferred alternative, on-going
habitat enhancement is required to achieve the stated goal of
maintaining or improving existing habitat capability. Benefits
of such projects are assumed; any analysis of real data would
necessarily have been based on projects conducted elsewhere,
likely in oregon, because no such evaluation work has been con
ducted on the Olympic Pennisula. Because of the apparent impor
tance being placed on habitat enhancement to achieve the
fisheries goal of the plan, a well planned and consistent prograr.
should be instituted on the Olympic Forest to monitor and
evaluate results of enhancement projects.

The final forest plan should identify criteria for both
planning and evaluating enhancement projects and whether these
criteria will be measured against data collected on the Forest O!
elsewhere. we recommend strongly that the criteria be measured
against data from the Forest. The monitoring and evaluation
program necessary to do so would also allow potential negative
effects of forestry management on fish stocks of concern to be
assessed, and to implement mitigation measures if neeced.

I should add that the Quinault Nation supports the concept
of habitat enhancement; we believe that natural production can bE
increased with jUdicious placement of structures to increase the
amount of quality fish habitat. All habitat enhancement within
watershed, however, needs to be coordinated between the various
management agencies and included as a part of overall watershed
plans now being formulated by the tribes and State.

Finally, I would like to point out that the Quinault Nation
recognizes the need for timber production on the National Forest
and what it means to the economy of the area. Jobs for Indian
people are being provided by logging and forest management as
well as for non-Indians. We do believe that the two resources,
timber and fish, can be jointly managed. We look forward to
working with you as part of the management process for the Olym-

April 14, 1987

POST OFFICE BOX lS9 = TAHOI.AH, WASHINGTON 98587 = TELEPHONEj2061276·8211

Quinault Indian Nation

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the
draft environmental impact statement evaluating alternatives for
managing the Olympic National Forest. The Quinault Nation has
elected not to take a position favoring any single alternative,
but instead offers some general comments on the DEIS and the fu
ture direction for timber management on the National Forest. I
recognize that our comments are being provided after the due date
but I'm sure you'll find them helpful to your process.

As you know, the Quinault Nation is keenly interested in the
fisheries resources of the region. Quinault people rely on the
salmon and steelhead runs produced in a number of major rivers
draining the Olympic National Forest; the runs have a vital role
to the livelihoods and traditions of Indian people living along
the coast. .

The fishing rights of Quinault people are preserved through
treaty with the united States, requiring federal agencies to
protect fish habitat under their management which can affect
treaty fishing. As such, the U.S. Forest Service has a legal
responsibility to carry out forest management in a manner com
patible with the maintenance of high quality fish habitat.
WhiChever alternative is finally selected must be implemented to
achieve this objective.

The DEIS states that an overall goal of the forest plan is
to maintain and improve fish habitat of species of concern. Your
preferred alternative (Cl appears to achieve this goal, as do
several of the other alternatives (A and E-Il. Summary analysis
is presented in the DEIS, based on a sediment output model and
effects of habitat enhancement projects, to support conclusions
that the goal would be achieved under these alternatives.



Letter to Mr. Stubblefield
April 14, 1987
Page Three

HOH INDIAN TRIBE
He 80, BOX 517

FORKS, WASHINGTON 98:;3'

pic National Forest.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on your DEIS
and proposed plan.

Sincerely,

~ ~~,-t-~
Joe DeLaCruz, President
Quinault Indian Nation

Narch 10, 1987

Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, Washington 98507

Subject: Hoh Tribe Comments on The Current Proposed Olympic National
Forest 10 Year Plan--Forest Service Plan Impacts to
Tribal and Other Fisheries Resources

Dear Forest Supervisor,

During our review the Tribe has concluded that the report is seriously
flawed due to the Forest Service's lack.of prior consultation with the
appropriate entities who have specific vested interest and rights where
water, fisheries and wildlife are expected to be impacted. Sufficient
reference to known acceptable analytical procedures involving fisheries
impacts could not be identified by our staff upon review of this volumnous
report. The seriousness of these flaws is reflected by the inability to
separate impacts so that separate entities with vested interest and rights
could relate your plan directly to those interests.

The Forest Service must identify and resolve problems where their proposals
will result in significant fishery losses for even a single Treaty Tribe.
Below, we have identified more specific aspects of your plans which need to
be addressed or which you need to respond directly to the Hoh and Quileute
Tribes:

1. The Forest Service in its report fails to recognize the separate Treaty
Rights of individual Tribes. The report only recognizes Indian people
in the context of a minority group of some minor proportional economic
concern. Economic benefits derived from Treaty protected fisheries
have only been depicted in your report as part of the total economic
benefits, all of which apparrently, may be subject to alteration under
unilateral Forest Service actions.

Does the Forest Service consider Tribal Indian economic bene·fits
derived from individual Treaty Protected Tribal resources to be
justifiably subject to change under unilateral Forest Service actions?
What does the Forest Service consider its responsibility to individual
Tribal Treaty Rights?

2. The report fails to address habitat productivity impacts on a run by
run, river by river basis. What are the individual impacts? It is
apparrent that the Forest Service proposes protections on the eastside
of the Peninsula while allowing heavier cutting in the Salduc and a net
fish loss there. Significant fish losses in the Sol due of coho stocks
for instance, could result in larger losses of fishing opportunity in
the ocean, both on Quillayute River and other stocks of fish when the
Quillayute River's fish runs limit overall ocean harvest rates. These
losses would significantly impact all Indian and non-Indian" Lrbll
fisheries in addition to the Treaty Indian and sport river fisheries.



3. The Forest Service fish impact analyses are strictly in-house with no
discernable outside peer review. There has been no consultation with
the affected fish management entities to gain agreement of analytical
procedures or accompanying assumptions. Inability to provide
sufficient background on your fisheries analyses for our review and
suggested refinements prior to development of options prevents timely
evaluation and resolution of conflicts with outside entities.

4. The Forest Service falsely implies that it has made an extensive effort
to consult with the Quileute, Hoh Tribe and all other affected Tribes
regarding planning for activities which impact fisheries. They have
had no contact with the Quileute Tribe nor Hoh Tribe at a policy level
regarding any planning aspects of this report.

5. The report's fish impact analysis admittedly only accounts for the
impact of sediment generation from road construction. The tact taken
in order to simplify the planning model that one needs only take the
factor considered to have the highest impact into account is in serious
error. Such a tact suggests that if there are multiple factors one may
be only considering a small proportion of total impact. Steep slope
erosion and mass slope failures are ignored. The report states that
temperature regimes will increase above an optimum range even
approaching or exceeding a level where fish have a directly
attributable temperature related stress. The report fails to address
the larger relative habitat areas affected by cumulative temperature
increases downstream.

The subtle yet significant decrease of fish survival which will occur
when temperature fluctuates above a normal range for specific
populations of fish within the habitat to which they are naturally
adapted was ignored. This aspect of the report implies that the Forest
Service will purposefully ignore temperature impacts which are any less
severe than observable fish mortality events. Fish migration to more
desirable areas increasing population density 19sses there is ignored.

The most critical limiting summer low flow periods when density
dependent losses are greatest coincides with those periods when
increases in the temperature range above optimum also decrease fish
production potentials. The stated views on the Skoko~ish temperature
information are very argumentative since those views fail to
acknowledge benefits of temperature levels maintained below the maximum
survivable, the relative, ha,bitat strata amounts impacted to various
levels or the effect of changed drainage aspects.

6. In a similar manner other impact factors such as large organic debris
are only mentioned in the text as being set to achieve a mininum level.
The Forest Service seems bent on denying the subtle yet signficant
population and survival shifts which occur when habitat is maintained
to a less than optinum quality. Fish populations naturally adapted as
coho are to streams located in pristine forest areas will
understandably have higher overwinter survival rates when the largest
of root wads or stablest of debris jams (with large trees) occurs to
provide good quality and quantities of hiding and cover habitat. Again
managing to achieve mininum decreased levels of quality for all fish
impact factors will cause additive losses of production which must be
addressed in total. A significant proportion of fish populations must
be maintained for strictly conservation purposes. Subtle losses to the
total population will be taken strictly from the remaining surplus
harvestable portion of the population.

7. Where the report admits fish habitat production potential may decrease
dependent upon factors under Forest Service control but not foreseen or
covered specifically by this plan, we have found no provisions to
monitor the production potentials, the factors affecting production
potential, re-evaluate impacts based upon updated information or any
committment of Forest Service action to assure the pre-existing or
proposed production levels.

8. The report's fish impact analyses is suspect because of the major
contradiction that increasing timber harvest and sediment loads are
coupled with decreasing fishery impacts in your options on one hand
while increasing sediment loads were identified as increasing fishery
losses on the other hand.

What fishery potential losses can the Quileute Tribe expect for its summer
coho, fall coho, sUmmer chinook, fall chinook and winter steelhead
fisheries stocks from the Forest Service preferred options? We suspect
they are major and critical to the Quileule Tribe and potentially to ocean
fisheries. Each particular Tribal Government with its Treaty secured
fisheries, fish habitat, and usual and accustomed ar~as encompassing
federal land has been recognized as a co-equal partner to the federal
government in respect to fisheries protection in those particular areas.
The federal government and its agencies also maintain a trust
responsibility to each individual Tribal Treaty Right. Large losses to
Quillayute River fishery stocks may unacceptably impact ocean fishery
levels where the Hoh Tribe maintains its Treaty Rights and it may impede
comprehensive management planning efforts by reducing present incentives to
invest in Hoh River Enhancement. Measures would need to be addressed to
counteract potential impact losses.

Sincerely,

./' //'
~~... ".-:u,./.~
Lisa Asbue, Vice-chairperson
Hoh Indian Tribe

,
cc. Sue Hvalsoe, Tribal Attorney

Mark Mobbs, Quileute Biologist
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March 10, 1987

Forese Supervisor
Olympic ~ational Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, ~ashington 98507

Subject: Hoh Tribe Comments on The Current Proposed Olvmpic National
Forest 10 Year Plan--Forest Service Plan Impa~ts to
Tribal and Other Fisheries Resources

Dear Forest Supervisor,

3. The Forest Service fish impact analyses are strictly in-house ~ith ~o

discernable outside peer review. There has been no consultation with
the affected fish management entities to gain agreement of analytical
procedures or accompanying assucPtions. Inability to provide
sufficient background on your fisheries analyses for our review and
suggested refinements prior to development of options prevents timely
evaluation and resolution of conflicts with outside entities.

The Forest Service must identify and resolve problems where their proposals
will result in ~ignificant fishery losses for even a single Treaty Tribe.
Below, Ye have ld~ntified more specific aspects of your plans which need to
be,addressed or which you need to respond directly to the Hoh and QUileute
Tr~bes:

During our revie~ the Tribe has concluded that the report is seriously
flawed due to the Forest Service's lack of prior consultation Yith the
appropriate entities yho have specific vested interest and rights where
water, fisheries and wildlife are expected to be impacted. Sufficient
reference to kno~~ acceptable analytical procedures involving fisheries
impacts could not be identified by our staff upon review of this voluonous
report. The seriousness of these flaws is reflected by the inability to
separate impacts so that separate entities Yith vested interest and rights
could relate your plan directly to those interests.

1.

2.

The Forest Service "in its report fails to recognize the separate Treaty
Rights of individual Tribes. The report only recognizes Indian people
ln the context of a minority group of some minor proportional economic
concern. Economic benefits derived from Treaty protected fisheries
have only been depicted in your report as part of the total economic
benefits, all of which apparrently. may be subject to alteration under
unilateral Forest Service actions.

Does the Forest Service consider Tribal Indian economic benefits
derived from individual Treaty Protected Tribal resources to be
juStifiably subject to change under unilateral Forest Service actions'
~hat does the Forest Service consider its responsibility to individuai
Tribal Treaty Rights?

The report fails to address habitat productivity impacts On a run by
run, river by river basis. What are the individual impacts? It is
apparrent that the Forest Service proposes protections on the eastside
of the Peninsula while allowing heavier cutting in the Solduc and a net
fish loss there. Significant fish losses in the Sol duc of coho stocks
for instance, could result in larger losses of fishing opportunity in
the ocean. both on QUillayute River and other stocks of fish when the
Quillayute River's fish runs limit overall ocean harvest rates. These
losses would significantly impact all Indian and non-India~·troll
fisheries in addition to the Treaty Indian and sport river fisheries.

4. The Forest Service falsely implies that it has made an extensive effort
to consult with the QUileute, Hoh Tribe and all other affected Tribes
regarding planning for activities which impact fisheries. They have
had no contact with the Quileute Tribe nor Hoh Tribe at a policy level
regarding any planning aspects of this report.

5. The report's fish impact analysis admittedly only accounts for the
impact of sediment generation from road construction. The tact taken
in order to simplify the planning model that one needs only take the
factor considered to have the highest impact into aCCOunt is in serious
error. Such a tact suggests that if there are multiple factors one may
be only considering a small proportion of total impact. Steep slope
erosion and mass slope failures are ignored. The report states that
temperature regimes will increase above an optimum range even
approaching or exceeding a level where fish have a directly
attributable temperature related stress. T~e report fails to address
the larger relative habitat areas affected by cumulative temperature
increases do~nstream.

The subtle yet significant decrease of fish survival which will occur
when temperature fluctuates above a normal range for specific
populations of fish within the habitat to which they are naturally
adapted was ignored. This aspec~ of the report implies that the Forest
Service will purposefUlly ignore tecperature impacts which-are any less
severe than observable fish mortality events. Fish migration to more
desirable areas increasing population density losses there is ignored.

The most critical limiting summer low flow periods when density
dependent losses are greatest coincides with those periods when
increases in the temperature range above optimum also decrease fish
production potentials. The stated views on the Skokomish temperature
information are very argumentative since those views fail to
acknowledge benefits of temperature levels maintained below the maximum
survivable~ the relative habitat strata amounts impacted to various
levels or the effect of changed drainage aspects.



6. In a similar manner other impact factors such as large organic debris
are only mentio~ed in the text as being set to achieve a mininum level.
The Forest Service seems bent On denying the subtle yet signficant
population and survival shifts which occur when habitat is maintained
to a less than optinum quality. Fish populations naturally adapted as
coho are to streams located in pristine forest areas will
understandably have higher overwinter survival rates when the largest
of root wads or stablest of debris jams (with large trees) occurs to
provide good quality and quantities of hiding and cover habitat. Again
managing to achieve mininum decreased levels of quality for all fish
impact factors will cause additive losses of production which must be
addressed in total. A significant proportion of fish populations must
be maintained for strictly conservation purposes. S4btle losses to the
total population will be taken strictly from the remaining surplus
harvestable portion of the population.

7. Where the report admits fish habitat production potential may decrease
dependent upon factors under Forest Service control but not foreseen or
covered specifically by this plan, we have found no provisions to
monitor the production potentials. the factors affecting production
potential, re-evaluate impacts based upon updated information or anv
committment of Forest Service action to assure the pre-existing or •
proposed production levels.

8. The report's fish impact analyses is suspect because of the major
contradiction that increasing timber harvest and sediment loads are
coupled with decreasing fishery impacts in your options on one hand
while increasing sediment loads were identified as increasing fishery
losses on the other hand.

What fishery pOtential losses can the Quileute Tribe expect for its summer
coho, fall coho, summer chinook, fall chinook and winter steelhead
fisheries stocks from the Forest Service preferred options? We suspect
they are major and critical to the Quileute Tribe and potentially to ocean
fisheries. Each particular Tribal Government with its Treaty secured
fisheries, fish habitat, and usual and accustomed areas encompassing
federal land has been recognized as a co-equal partner to the federal
government in respect to fisheries protection in those particular areas.
The federal government and its agencies also·maintain a trust
responsibility to each individual Tribal Treaty Right. Large losses to
Quillayute River fishery stocks may unacceptably impact ocean fishery
levels where the Hoh Tribe maintains its Treaty Rights and it may impede
comprehensive management planning efforts by reducing present incentives to
invest in Hoh River Enhancement. Measures ~ould need to be addressed to
counteract potential impact losses.

Sincerely,

../'. /~

""'"~- .:%./~
Lisa Ashue. Vice-chairperson
Hoh Indian Tribe

cc. Sue Hvalsoe, Tribal Attorney
Mark ~obbs, Quileute Biologist
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DEPARTMENT OF GAME
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March 12, 1987

James F. Torrence, Re9ional Forester
Pacific Northwest Region
USDA Forest Service
Post Dffice Box 3623
portland, Oregon 97206

RE: PROPOSED LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
AND DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT:
Olympic National Forest

Dear Mr. Torrence:

Washington Department of Game staff have reviewed the proposed plan and DEIS;
comments follow.

It is evident that a great deal of work has gone into developing the plan docu
ments. We believe that several areas are very well done and that you should be
commended for them. Particularly helpful are most of the discussions in the
affected environment section of the DEIS. In addition, your monitoring section
is strong, and your explanation of modeling processes is very detailed,
compared to that in the other forest plans we have reviewed. This is far from
an eXhaustive list.

However, we feel that impacts on fish and wildlife would be significantly
higher than projected. Because of this, we cannot support your preferred
al ternative as formul ated, nor do we specify another al ternatlve as optimal.
Instead, the attached comments should be seen as recommended changes to your
preferred management. It is our hope that the detail provided wil. help you
arrive at a final plan that meets our concerns as well as other resource needs.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your proposed plan and for
conSUlting with us each step of the planning process. We would be pleased to
discuss further any of the points we made.

Sincerely,

THE DEPARTMENT OF GAME

~
Oi rec tor

JSW:cv
Enclosures
cc: Agencies

Region



WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF GAME COMMENTS ON OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST PROPOSEO
LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

General

For improved fish and wildlife management, a number of changes should be made.
We have serious reservations about your deer and elk model; its use to
generalize wildlife and wildlife recreation outputs compounds our concerns.
Your sediment/fish model is a good start, but we feel that you should aim for
more detail. Your old growth management appears to ignore the results of
studies of spotted owls in the state of Washington. We also have concerns with
your treatment of big game, wildlife economics, roads, and roadless areas.

There are additions that we believe would strengthen the plan. First of these
is development of standards and guidelines for wetlands, natural forest
openings, caves, cliffs and talus. These are special habitats needing forest
wide protection. Similar specific attention should be given to snags and down
wood requirements. Each management prescription should contain constraints for
numbers and sizes of these components to be retained. Although clearcuts are
generally more cost-effective for timber harvest, we feel that greater
consideration should be given to uneven-aged management methods for achieving
other resource goals. For ease of comparison, we also suggest that your maps
be edited to show the boundaries of wildlife management areas (C1-C4).
Finally, we strongly recommend that you strengthen the language in your
wildlife oriented standards and guidelines.

Modeling mechanics are not always clear. As stated above, we recognize that
you have described model relationships with greater detail than in other forest
plans. However, it would be helpful to show assumptions, coefficients and
functions numerically in the appendix volume. This would allow us to reconcile
differences between what you project as outputs and what we would expect to
occur. Ideally, this expansion would show model mathematics and output tables
for each indicator species across the full planning horizon.

Fish

We support your inclusion of sediment levels in your fish production model, and
appreciate the verbal description (Appendices, pages B-57, B-58) of the way
they enter the calculations. However, we believe that other important factors
should be included as model parameters to extend confidence in output
projections. Existing information on large organic debris, based on Jeff
Cederholm's work in the Clearwater drainage, may be sufficiently detailed to
use for coefficients. Data on other parameters, such as stream temperatures
and pool/riffle ratios, are not currently available. Still, we believe that
they are importan~ enou9h for fish production that information gathecing should
be started to calIbrate their influence. They should be included in future
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modeling efforts. Another improvement would be to disaggregate your sediment
model from drainage to analysis area. This would allow specific problem areas
to be tracked, and appropriate action planned for mitigation of impacts on fish
habitat.

Your assessment of current production levels also appears to be lacking in
detail. We do not disagree with basing this estimate on biological potential
of stream habitats, but the assumptions and mathematics of your calculations
are not shown. Of greater concern is your estimate that unspecified
enhancements could give 20 percent increases in fish production forest-wide.
The uncertainty of attaining such gains is critical, because your preferred
alternative would only meet the goal of maintaining fish populations if
enhancement were successful. Basing management intensity decisions on unproven
mitigation seems particularly unwise.

Big Game

We do not believe that your deer and elk model is sufficiently accurate to give
reliable projections. Road density is a well-researched parameter affecting
habitat carrying capacity for big game, but you do not incorporate it. Brown
et al (1985) summarizes research on the effects of roads on deer and elk use.
At the current forest-wide density of 3.29 mi/sq mi, habitat effectiveness for
elk is about 30 percent. Because this is such a significant factor on big game
production, we strongly urge you to develop a coefficient of reduction per mile
of road constructed, or increase per mile of road closed, for inclusion in your
model.

Another critical factor for deer and elk on the Olympic Peninsula is supply of
old growth on winter range. Old growth serves as survival cover, in that it
provides forage as well as snow interception. You cite Taber and Raedeke
(1980) for derivation of deer and elk density coefficients. They also state
that winter range carrying capacity is dependent on the old growth forest.
They expect periodic winter die-offs to increase in the future if old growth on
winter range is logged.

Output projections for deer and elk show population declines in all
alternatives over 50 years. We are concerned that no alternative meets our
goal of maintaining elk numbers and increasing those of deer. These concerns
are heightened because we believe you have underestimated the adverse effects
of old growth harvest and road building; most alternatives would cause even
grea ter losses than you proj ec t.

In this context, we strongly feel that the big game model should incorporate
parameters for survival cover and road density. Constraints for the latter
should be applied by drainage and elevation. Projections for deer and elk
should be shown for the entire planning horizon, so that the long term effects
of shorter term management intensities can be examined. Allocations of the big
game management prescription should be made so that at least one alternative
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meets Washington Department of Game goal s for deer and elk. Such management
areas should feature a mix of habitat elements, and should be formulated on a
scale appropriate to the species, in sUb-drainage blocks of 3,000-6,000 acres.
They should make increased use of long rotations, delayed reforestation, and
wider spacing during thinnings to meet habitat needs. Old growth should be
maintained on winter range, and large reductions in open road mileage should be
attained, to 2 mi/sq mi forest-wide and 1 mi/sq mi in winter range.

Spo t ted Owl s

Spotted owl is a species of extreme concern to this agency. You use it as an
indicator species, reflecting the health of old growth habitats and ecosystems,
but its continued existence in Washington, and particularly on the Olympic
peninsula, is in doubt. In recent years, we have conducted and participated in
a great deal of research on spotted owls. We have personnel who are among the
most knowledgeable spotted owl Specialists in the scientific community. Based
on agency recommendation, the Game Commission has listed this species as
threatened in Washington. We strongly believe that your proposed management of
old growth would give spotted owls only a low probability of long-term
survival.

We are troubled by the mismatch between management guidelines and study
results. You state that occupied areas will be incorporated into SOHAs, yet
several sites with confirmed presence of spotted owl s are not protected, while
other SOHAs have no record of owl response. Secondly, proposed SOHA size does
not conform to prevail ing spotted Qwl use in Washington. Average terri tory is
4,200 acres, not 1,000 or 2,200 acres. With habitat areas of smaller size,
occupancy rates would likely decrease.

These concerns mirror those we expressed in our response to the Amendment to
the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide - Spotted Owl Guidelines DSEIS. A copy of
that response is attached for your information, and to provide detailed .
recommendations on choosing and managing SOHAs. We would be happy to provide
you with a list of sites having confirmed spotted owl presence. For current
management, we ask you to declare a moratorium on further cutting of spotted
owl old growth forest habitat below an elevation of 3,000 feet on the west side
of the Olympic Peninsula, and 4,000 feet on the east side, until an adequate
final SEIS is adopted and all legal challenges are resolved.

Roads and Roadless Areas

Roads are the most impacting features of forest management. Four acres of
wildlife habitat are directly removed for each mile of road. Increased access
leads to more poaching, harassment, and vehicle/animal accidents. Many species
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of wildlife avoid roads; habitat carrying capacity and wildlife numbers are
reduced. Excessive road densities decrease high quality viewing and hunting
opportunities. In addition, roads are the greatest source of increased
sedimentation of forest streams, which can significantly impact fish
production.

To mitigate these adverse effects on Olympic National Forest, we urge that the
following measures be adopted as standards. New road construction should avoid
key habitats, including riparian zones, wetlands, meadows, and places with
special uses, such as deer and elk travel corridors and calving areas, or
spotted owl habitat areas. These critical features should be screened by
buffers of natural vegetation. When stream crossing is necessary, it should be
done at a right angle, to minimize the area of impact.

We also believe it important to limit open road densities to be compatible with
prevailing wildlife use. As discussed above, the current forest-wide average
is 3.29 mi/sq mi. Road mileage would increase under every alternative. To
mitigate adverse effects, we urge you to minimize new road construction, and to
adopt goals to reduce open road densities to less impacting levels. We feel
that appropriate targets are 2 mi/sq mi generally, and 1 mi/sq mi on big game
winter range. We would be happy to work with you to plan and prioritize
closure areas.

In regard to management of currently roadless areas, the same impacting factors
apply, as does our list of important features to avoid. Because we believe
that eight of the fourteen areas are particularly valuable for wildlife, we
recommend that they remain roadless. These are Quilcene, Jupiter Ridge,
Jefferson Ridge, Lightning Peak, Upper Skokomish, Moonlight Dome, South
Quinault Ridge, and Rugged Ridge.

Economic Value of Fish and Wildlife

We are concerned that your economic efficiency calculations seriou~ly

underestimate the value of fish and wildlife. These are public resources;
enhancements represent real benefi ts and impac ts produce real losses. Both
affect present net value (PNV). Where the resource is enhanced, benefit is
measured by the public's net willingness to pay (WTP) for extra outputs. When
losses occur, or when mitigation is being valued, the proper measure is net
willingness to accept payment (WTA) to do without the resource.

We bel ieve there are several ways that PNV figures are biased away from fish
and wildlife values. First, an arbitrary reduction of 37.5 percent was made
from the numbers derived by Loomis and Sorg for the 1985 RPA documents. We
strongly believe the justification for that reduction, which you give in the
Appendices, page B-73, is not correct. With Travel Cost Method (TCM) , an
implicit demand curve is mathematically derived, and consumer surplus
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detennined. Net, not total, willingness to pay is measured by consumer
surplus. We agree that TCM studies are.highly ~ite-spe:ific: However, the
conjecture that study locations are typ1cally hlgh quallty s1tes should ~e

substantiated and quantified by sensitivity analysis before value reductlons
take pI ace.

In fact, there is more reason to believe that the Loomis and Sorg data
underestimated applicable wildlife values. T~M measures only the use .
component. Other sources of value involve eXlstence of the resource, opt10n to
make future use of it, and opportunity for increased knowledge to lead to new
or enhanced use. For some species and ecosystems, especially those that are
well-recognized or whose existence is threatened, we would expect these
components to add significant value.

Another factor is that no attempt is made to incorporate fish and wildlife
losses as costs in PNV calculations. As stated above, WTA is the proper
measure of value for this purpose. WTA magnitudes are typically higher ~h~n
thosae of WTP. In addition, losses should be measured from current cond1t10ns,
not current direction.

A bias is introduced through attributing a one percent real growth rate in
timber prices, while holding other resource valu:s constaryt o~er ti~e. Taking
into account the relative growth of demand for f1sh and wlldl1fe or1ented .
recreation over the past 10-20 years, and your assessment of future trend~ 1n
the timber and recreation sectors (Appendices, page B-82), we feel that t11TIber
values are unjustly favored by your assumption.

A final concern is with your use of deer and elk model projections to estimate
total wildlife user benefits. As we stated above, we feel that, to be
sufficiently accurate your model should take into account additional habitat
parameters. Moreover: other uses involve different animals, with differing
habitat needs and can be affected by separate quality of opportunity
consideration~. Use of big game numbers ignores these factors. Therefore, we
ask you to make specific evaluations for other big game, small game,
furbearers, waterfowl and nongame.

Proposed Management Plan

Page 11-9 Conclusions (Old, Growth Forest), 1. We strongly disagree that
current m~nagement direction would maintain sufficient old growth to assure' the
survival of viable populations of spotted owl.

Page 11-14, Conclusions (Sediment), 2. It would se:m li~ely t~at, even ~nder

generalized model conditions, at least minor reductlons 1n hab1tat capac1ty
would result from increased sediment.
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Page II-IS, Current 14anagement, pa·ragraph 2. Supply of large organic debris,
pool/riffle ratios, and water temperatures are also factors that should be
taken into account. We believe that data are available on large organic
debris. Collection of infonnation to develop coefficients for the other
factors could begin now for future use in your model.

Page II-16, Conclusions, 1. In your model, increased sediment levels over the
first decade would seem to imply fishery reductions.

Conclusions, 2. We believe that other factors are important enough to merit
mention here, amount of large organic debris, for example.

Page 11-17, Bald and Golden Eagles. Bald eagles are also sensitive to
management of old growth and mature stands in the vicinity of riparian and
shoreline areas. Old growth is also used for roosting, and is more conducive
to nesting than mature forest.

Page 11-18, Northern Spotted awl. Seventeen of the designated SOHAs have
confinned occupancy. Overall more than SO owls have been located on the
National Forest.

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species. Recent observations indicate
some use of the Forest by wintering peregrine falcons.

Page Il-19, Current Management, paragraph 2. It appears that WFUDs apply only
to deer and elk hunting. If so, this seriously underestimates wildlife
oriented recreation on the Forest, which includes a good deal of non
consumptive use as well.

Demand, paragraph I. It seems unreal i stic to assume qual i ty and success
components for fishing recreation, but not for non-consumptive wildlife
recreation.

Page II-20, Conclusions (Wildlife Habitat), I. We disagree that v'iable popu
lations of spotted owl would be maintained under current management direction.

Opportunities for Change in Management Direction, 1. Other techniques for
habitat improvement would be delayed reforestation and wider spacing of
seedlings during replanting. Both would increase forage production.

Page 111-3, Management of Old Growth, Response. We disagree that retention of
old growth under the preferred alternative would be sufficient to assure
survival of viable popul ations of spotted owl.

Page III-6, Response, paragraph 1. It would be helpful to include mileage of
open non-system roads.
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Paragraph 3. We believe that closures should be used to reduce open road
densities to no more than 2 mi/sq mi forest-wide, and no more than 1 mi/sq mi
in critical deer and elk winter range.

Page 111-8, paragraph 5. The conclusion that deer and elk habitat carrying
capacity would not change much under the preferred alternative contradicts
findings by Taber and Raedeke (1980).

Page 111-9, paragraph 1. Depending on the distribution of roads, the remaining
area may not appear to be roadless, and may have significantly reduced habitat
val ue.

Page IV-3, Wildlife Habitat. We suggest you add the goal: manage for recovery
of wildlife populations federally or state listed as endangered or threatened.

Page IV-4, Vegetation. We strongly recommend that you formulate a goal for
retention of snags and down wood.

Page IV-9, Old Growth. We believe that it would be appropriate here to
acknowledge wildlife impacts from reduced old growth acreages. Net effect of
the loss of 40,000 acres would be a decline in old growth dependent species and
lowered carrying capacity on deer and elk winter range.

Soil and Water, paragraph 1. The statement that the amount of soil
displacement and erosion from construction is decreasing is misleading when
compared to the table entry for sediment on page IV-12.

Page IV-1D, Fish and Wildlife Habitat. If carrying capacity for deer and elk
will remain stable, and herd health will improve, why do populations show a
drop of 18~ from 1986 to 2030 in Table IV-I?

Page IV-II, Table IV-I, Wildlife &Fish Use. Are these figures based solely on
deer, elk and fish?

Management lndicator Species. It would be helpful to explain your derivation
of figures for pileated woodpecker and marten.

Page IV-IS, paragraph 1. The reference to an overall reduction in sedimenta
tion seems to contradict the table entry for sediment on page IV-12.

Page IV-16, Table IV-4, footnote 1. It would be helpful to break out fish and
wildlife allocations in this table, for purposes of comparison.

Page IV-20, Table IV-10. The connection between this table and Table IV-12 is
unclear. Are old growth allocations of suitable forest land not included in
these figures or are the allocations to come almost entirely from unsuitable
acreage?
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Page IV-21, Table IV-12. Please add a column to show percentage of forest land
remaining as old growth at the end of each decade.

Page IV-22, Riparian Areas, 1. We believe that Class III streams should also
be protected.

Riparian Areas, 3. We recommend that you specifically include wildlife travel
corridors in the protected habitats.

paragraph 3. On page V-7 you outline riparian area monitoring by project
review. It is not clear what standards will be applied to assure that fish and
wildlife goals of this management prescription are being met. In addition, we
question whether 45.7 percent harvest over the next 50 years is consistent with
maintaining well-distributed, diverse habitats.

Wildlife Habitat. It would be helpful to include targets for snag and down
wood density in this listing.

Page IV-23, paragraph 2. We believe that your projected decline of 18~ in deer
and elk populations represents more than a moderate loss. In addition, based
on Taber and Raedeke (1980), we feel that even these predictions are
optimistic.

Fish Habitat, paragraph 1. This appears to fall short of your forest
management goal on page IV-3 to maintain and improve habitat for ·anadromous
fish.

Page IV-24, paragraph 2. We are concerned with the claim that such increases
can be accomplished through enhancement measures. If this is based on creating
passage for anadromous fish into resident-only reaches, we ask to be consulted
in the planning stages of such projects.

Page IV-33, Table IV-19. Giv~n the current open road density on the Forest of
3.29 mi/sq mi, we feel that your projected changes are too small. We propose a
forest-wide goal of 2 mi/sq mi, with 1 mi/sq mi on critical winter ranges.

Page IV-37, Wildlife and Fish, 8, 9 and 11. We ask that the standard be
changed to "shall" in these guidel ines.

Page IV-39, Timber, 10. Please add that biomass removal shall be subject to
maintenance of sufficient dead and down wood for wildlife needs and soil
productivity.

Water, Soil & Air, 4. We recommend changing "should" to "shall".

Page IV-40, Water, Soil & Air, 7. We suggest that you add: "Where unavoidable,
such adverse impacts shall be mitigated."
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Pages IV-52, IV-53, Wildlife and Fish. We strongly support these guidelines,
however, we ask that you change "should" to "shall" in all of them.

Page IV-53, Wildlife, 4. For projects involVing Hydraulic Project Approval,
pl ease change "shoul d" to "shall".

Timber, 3. We believe you should add that taking snags for fuel wood shall not
be permi tted.

Page IV-55, Wi 1dl i fe and Fi sh, 1. Pl ease change "may" to "shall".

Water, Soil & Air, 1. We feel the stronger standard denoted by "shall" is
appropriate here.

Page IV-59, Wildlife and Fish, 1. This guideline would give a low probability
of spotted owl survival.

Page IV-7I, Management Intensities. We suggest that you repl ace "may" with
II shoul d" •

Page IV-72, Wildlife and Fish. We believe that these guidelines should be more
detailed in relation to elevation restrictions and distribution distances. In
addition, associated foraging habitat requirements for pileated woodpecker
should be discussed.

Timber, 1 and 3. Please add to these guidelines that dead and down wood shall
be maintained.

Timber, 2. Designation of suitable replacement stands should be specified.

Mi neral s and Energy, 1. We suggest changing" shoul d" to "shall".

Page IV-80, Applicable National Forest Area. It would be helpful from an
ecosystem standpoint to allow site-specific widening of the riparian management
area to include hydraulically connected wetlands and other associated features.

Program Element. Because the primary goal of this management area prescription
involves protecting and improving wildlife and fish habitat, we believe that
1anguage in these gui del i nes shoul d be strengthened - i.e., change" shoul d" to
"shall il

•

Page IV-81, Timber, 1. Compatibility is problematic; great care should be
taken in programming harvest.

Page IV-82, Timber, c. We recommend that a 200-foot minimum buffer be used for
clearcuts. In addition, certain Class III streams would also be appropriate
for this harvest restriction.
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Timber, 7. Sensitive soils on slopes over 55 percent would be appropriate
areas to avoid in harvest operations.

Water, Soil & Air. We believe both guidelines ought to use "shall" rather than
"shoul d" •

Minerals and Energy, 2. We strongly urge you to take an active part in
developing appropriate mitigation and conditioning provisions for FERC licenses
and permits.

Page IV-83, Facilities, 2. Please change the wording of this guideline to
state that work shall be done at times suitable to fish life cycles unless an
emergency situation exists. In addition, all work shall conform to timing and
provisions specified by Hydraulic Project Approval from this agency or
Department of Fisheries.

Page IV-83, Facilities, 5 and 5. Stronger guidelines are needed to lessen road
construction and associated impacts in riparian areas. We suggest limiting
crossings to the minimum necessary, and then requiring them to take place at a
right angle to the stream course. Parallel construction within the riparian
area should be prohibited.

Page IV-87, Timber, 2. Natural processes of decay would seem to fit the goal
of a Research Natural Area.

Page A-7, Wildlife Improvement Projects. We question the need for 220 bald
eagle and peregrine falcon nest platforms, and the SUfficiency of 750 snags to
cover problem areas over the next ten years. As a general comment, it would
seem that there is a need to redirect activity after the first year or two, to
add money for structure maintenance and refertil ization of forage seeded areas.
We look forward to future consultation with you under the Sikes Act.

Page A-I3, Soil and Water Management. This is a well-formulated program.

Page C-I,. Monitoring. We compl iment you on your monitoring program. However,
on page C-2, item 7, we suggest that 10-15 years storage of data may be
insufficient to determine trends in fish and wildlife parameters.

Page C-I3, Wildlife Habitat. This monitoring plan is well done. Under
Suggested Methods/Information Sources, D., we suggest you use data from your
annual report to evaluate population trends and compare them with model
projections. By locating a district which is close to annual report levels,
you could factor in forage/cover ratios and road densities to refine your model
assumptions.

Page C-I9, Monitoring Questions, A. It might be more useful to sample sediment
in fish reaches, combining monitoring programs by incorporating other important
parameters for the fish model, such as quantity of large organic debris, and
then comparing to miles of open road, acres clearcut and acres burned.
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Page 11-6, Maintenance of Adequate Habitat for Key Wildlife Species, 2.
Several areas where spotted owls have been located are not specified as SOHAs.

Page 11-22, Utility Corridors. We recommend that you add a provision to use
existing corridors to the maximum possible extent for future needs.

Page 11-67, paragraph 2. As we have pointed out above, recent research in
Washington indicates that management proposed in the Supplemental DEIS signifi
cantly underestimates the habitat needs of spotted owls in this state. The
problem of survival is especially acute for the isolated Olympic Peninsula
sUbpopul ation.

Page 11-72, Table II-I, Fish and Wildlife Habitat, Snag Dependent Animals. It
would be helpful here to show model outputs of numbers and sizes of snags by
alternative. We woul d al so 1ike to see what level of management woul d be
maintained by analysis area for each alternative.

Page 11-80, Table 11-2, Footnote 2. We suggest you add a column to this table,
to show wildlife prescriptions which are not incorporated in other no-cut
management areas.

Footnote 3. Because C4 and F2 prescriptions have different standards and
guidelines governing their management, it would be more accurate to show
applicable acreages, even if there is no difference across alternatives.

Page 11-86, Table lI-3a. It would be helpful to provide more detail on your
model parameters and assumptions, so that anomalous numbers could be verified.
In addition, surveys performed 1978-85 indicate that the Forest can support
only about 50 pair of spotted owls at eXisting levels of habitat. This would
imply that your spotted owl model is incorrect.. .
Page 11-88, 11-89, Table 11-3a. We believe that animal numbers are incorrectly
modeled here, as well.

Page 11-123, Table II-3d, Allowable Sale Quantity. The variation among
alternatives appears not to follow that given in Table 11-3a, page 11-96.

Page 111-17, Water, paragraph 1. It should also be mentioned that high quality
wildlife habitat occurs near water.

Page 111-21, paragraph 2. We believe that reduction in fish numbers
constitutes unacceptable resource damage from stream sedimentation. In this
regard, Cederholm's work relating sediment levels to fish survival would be of
use.

Page 111-22, paragraph 2. We have two concerns with these statements: first,
local anadromous and resident fish populations may be adapted to lower than
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normal stream temperatures; second, openings may cause lethal low temperatures
to occur more frequently.

Paragraph 3. We are not sure whether S.F. Skokomish River is a good model for
low gradient westside streams.

Page 111-24, Historic Trends, paragraph 2. A helpful bit of information to
supplement this paragraph would be a comparison of miles of road closed or
rehabilitated and miles of new road construction over the last five years.

Page 111-25, Water Yield and Runoff Timing, paragraph 4. If peak flows
increase so significantly when 10-12 percent of a watershed is compacted, why
do your standards and guidelines allow 15 percent of an area to be compacted?

Page 111-27, paragraph 1. For completeness, yoU should also discuss winter
stream temperature decreases due to devegetation, and the associated potential
for fish mortality.

Wildlife. We ask that you consult us on any animal control issues.

Page 111-28, paragraph 2. As stated above, we support an expanded road manage
ment program on the Forest. It should be stated that contractors can also
enter road management areas.

Page 111-29, Roads, paragraph 2. The 25 percent figure contradicts the 30
percent cited on the previous page.

Page 111-30, paragraph 1. How many acres of cut and fill slopes are seeded per
year?

Page 11 1-33, Soil Stabil i zation Activi ties, paragraph 2. 1t woul d be hel pful
to describe the magnitude of your erosion control program.

Page 111-37, Recreation. Use of recreational vehicles can also aCfelerate
erosion of roads and trails.

Page 111-40, Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Plants, paragraph 2. You
state that Forest Service policy requires management to prevent state-listed
plants from needing to be federally-listed. Does the same policy apply to
state-listed wildlife species?

Page 111-41, Dead and Down Woody Material. We strongly urge you to describe
the distribution of dead and down wood by size and by seral stage.

Page 111-42, paragraph 3. Your statement that Shelton CSYU is essentially a
mature forest disagrees with age class distributions given in Table 111-6. Is
the difference made up on Simpson Timber Company land?
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Page 111-47, Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Plants. It would be helpful
to describe any historic trends associated with distribution of the three
listed plants.

Noxious Weeds. Another method of importation that may be worth noting is
inadvertent inclusion in seed mixtures used for erosion control and big game
forage production.

Dead and Down Woody Material. Again, it would be helpful to quantify historic
trends of snags and down wood.

Page 111-48, Timber-Trees, table. Perhaps special mention of western red cedar
should be made, given the precipitous decline it has had on the Forest over the
last twenty years.

Page III-51, Dead and Down Woody Material. As above, we strongly urge you to
describe quantity and size of dead and down wood that can be expected in each
seral stage and in each management prescription.

Diversity, paragraph 2. We recommend that you discuss the effects of blowdown
on isolated patches of old growth, in addition to your treatment of recurring
major events.

Page 111-62, paragraph 1. We believe it would be worth adding that over 130
species of wildlife make use of dead and down wood.

Page 111-62, The Role of Special Areas, paragraph 2. Because pika do not occur
on the Forest, we suggest using a different species in this description.

Paragraph 3. Gentle slopes near major streams at low elevations provide year
round hab i ta t.

Page 111-63, Riparian Areas, paragraph 1. We strongly suggest that your
riparian area definition be site-specifically expanded to include associated
wetlands and flood plain zones in excess of 200 feet from the stream.

Wetlands. We understand that Soil Resource Inventory maps include only
wetlands over a certain size. Total wetland acreage on the Forest is likely to
exceed 7300 acres by a significant margin.

Page 111-65, paragraph 3. We disagree with two statements in this paragraph.
First, we believe that increased levels of access and disturbance by people has
lowered the quality of cave habitats for bats. Second, we feel that the sizes
of road gravel and tal us· are often quite different.

Future Trends, paragraph 2. All streams need woody material.

Paragraph 3. Activities adjacent to wetland areas should be planned to avoid
impacts on those habitats.
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Page 111-66, paragraph 1. It is unclear what measures are proposed to
eliminate blowdown of riparian leave strips adjacent to recent clearcuts. We
sugge,t adequately wide strips be left.

Roads. We suggest that roads be placed outside the riparian zone to the maxi
mum extent possible.

What Affects Wetl ands. This section shoul d discuss the negative impacts of
activities on wetland areas, not only the ways wetlands are created.

Page 111-67, What Affects Cliffs, Caves, and Talus? We disagree that
management activities are likely to have little effect on these environmental
components. Talus is often used as road construction material. In addition,
forest roads increase ease of access to these features. Disturbance levels
increase accordingly.

Current Situation. Is there a Forest-wide goal for game and nongame species of
wildlife that goes beyond minimum management requirements? If so, it would be
hel pful to describe it here.

Page 111-69, paragraph 1. It does not appear that all of these unique habitats
will receive special management.

Wildlife Diversity, paragraph 1. Is recreation use value based on all species
or just deer and elk?

Page 111-70, Bald and Golden Eagles, paragraph 2. Historic occurrence data
show at 1east five active nests.

Northern Spotted Owl. Recent surveys have evoked owl response at about 50
separate locations.

Primary Cavity Excavators. As indicator, woodpeckers represent over 100
species of wil dl ife. We bel ieve this shoul d be stated. Al so statistics on
snag densities should be included here.

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species, paragraph 1. Northern spotted
owl is a state-listed threatened species.

Paragraph 2. There have been recent observations of wintering peregrine
falcons on Forest land.

Page 111-71, paragraph 1. We recommend that you obtain more recent data from
your annual report and reevaluate recreation use.

Historic Trends. We feel that this discussion should cover more than deer and
elk. Trends in populations of other animals, particularly indicator species,
are important factors.
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Page 111-72, Future Trends. The primary question left unanswered by this
section is whether wildlife populations will increase or decrease. Growth or
decline of each indicator species should be covered.

Future Trends, paragraph 4. Because we feel that winter range is the limiting
factor for deer populations, and old growth is an important component of winter
range, we disagree that the tradeoff situation exists as you descibe.

What Affects Wildlife? Water should be a factor discussed in this section.
Aquatic and semi-aquatic species are especially affected by water quantity and
qual ity issues.

Page 111-73, Vegetation, paragraph 3. Mammals, reptiles and amphibians also
make use of dead and down material.

Special Areas. It would be helpful to summarize the number of species using
each of these special habitats.

Page 111-75, Roads, paragraph 1. Forest habitat guidelines for Western Wash
ington and Oregon (Brown et al, 1985) show a 50 percent reduction in elk 'use at
a density of 2 mi/sq mi. Current average road density (non-wilderness) on
Olympic National Forest is 3.29 mi/sq mi, with habitat effectiveness reduced to
30 percent of the unroaded value. Fewer animals can be supported by the land
base. As stated above, we strongly urge that road management be used to lower
open road densities to 2 mi/sq mi forest-wide, and 1 mi/sq mi on critical
winter range.

Page 111-76, Plans of Others, paragraph 4. Competition for habitat leads to
wildlife loss, not simply displacement.

Page 111-78, Nongame Fish Species, paragraph 2. Olympic mudminnow also occur
in the Puget Trough region. Records show them in tributaries to Puget Sound
and to Chehal is River.

Page 111-80, Existing Habitat Capabilities, paragraph I. We strongly believe
that fish production models should be based on more than sediment projections.
Parameters for large organic debris may be available through Cederholm's work
on the Clearwater River. In addition, initial collection of pool/riffle
and temperature data could begin, so that your model could be extended in the
future.

Page 111-81, Table 111-16. It is unclear how enhancement figures were quanti
fied for individual drainages.

Page 111-83, paragraph 2. We suggest that you discuss the potential for lethal
low winter temperatures in devegetated areas, and the possibility that local
populations of fish are adapted to the generally lower stream temperature
regimes.
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Page 111-15B, paragraph 4. According to Brown et al (1985), this average road
density reduces habitat effectiveness for elk to 30 percent that of unroaded
forest.

Page 11I-160, Future Trends, paragraph 3. We strongly agree with your
statement on the importance of road closures for mitigating impacts on wildlife
habitat. However, it is not apparent in your standards and guidelines or in
your preferred alternative that the Forest has a road closure goal. We believe
such a goal would be appropriate.

Page 111-178, Wildlife and Fish. Another resource conflict we feel you s~ould
mention here is the vulnerability of snags and down wood to fuel wood cuttlng.

Page IV-4 Table IV-I. It is not clear that the figures given for alternative
C-dep are'accurate. They do not appear to meet the definition of a departure.

Page IV-5, Table IV-2. Commercial thinnings do not appear to be related to
harvest levels. It would be helpful to explain the differences among
alternatives.

Page IV-7, Timber-Volume, paragraph 2. This discussion is somewhat confusing
when taken with Table IV-4. It might be clearer to add commercial thinning ASQ
to Table IV-6 and eliminate Table IV-4.

Page IV~9, Timber-Trees, paragraph 2. We feel that diversity is a more complex
concept than shown here. Within-stand diversity of species and structure is
also quite important. It should be noted in this regard that the old growth
condition is structurally and vegetatively the most diverse of forest age
classes. Because of this, we disagree with your judgment of Alternative I in
paragraph 3 of this section. .

Page IV-II, paragraph 2. As with the previous comment, we disagree with your
view of diversity. We believe that Brown et al (1985) gives a more accurate
description of diversity than you are using here.

Page IV-12, paragraph 1. We understand it is estimated that managed stands of
Douglas fir would take an average of 240-260 years to exhibit old growth
characteristics, and that silver fir would take even longer. Could this
discrepancy indicate an overestimation of future old-growth inventories?

Dead and Down Materi al, paragraph 1. I t would be extremely hel pful for thi s
discussion if you would include a breakdown of amounts of dead and down
material for each zone by seral stage. We understand that such estimates were
made.

Paragraph 2. You might add that proportionally less dead and down material
would be produced under Alternative I.

Paragraph 4. We believe that more specific information is needed to assess
impacts on dead and down wood habitat. Important factors are existing amounts
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of ~his mat:rial ~ percentages removed and remaining under each alternative and
proJected Slze d1fferences by alternative. We recommend that you expand T~ble
IV-B.

p~ge ~V-25, Spec!al Ar:as, paragraph 1. Oisturbance in the course of recrea
t10n 1S another 1mpact1ng factor that should be mentioned.

Pag: IV-26, R!par!an Areas, paragraph 1. Large organic debris is important for
hab1tat creat10n 1n small streams as well as those in classes I and II.

Paragraph 3. We re~ommend that you be more detailed here. Over 290 or 70
percent of the.spec1es present in the Pacific Northwest, make use of'riparian
are~~b' In addlt1on, 16 percent of the mammals, 37 percent of the reptiles and
amp ~ 1ans, and 24 percent of the birds are dependent on riparian habitat forsurvlVal.

Paragraph 4. Breakdowns of harvest along different t 1hel pful here. s ream C asses woul d be

Page IV-28, Wildlife, paragraph 2. Quality of habitat is an equally important
factor which varies by al ternative.

p~ge.IV-29, paragraph 2. Virtually all species of wildlife are used by recrea
tlon1sts. Non-consumptive uses are important.

Page IV-31, Cumul~tive Effects Analysis, paragraph 1. Research indicates that
Sjott:d oWl~ requlre elevations of less than 3000 feet on the westside of the
~ ~P1C p~nlns~la, and 4000 feet on the eastside. Do all 323,000 acres of
sUltable Natlonal Park land meet this criterion?

!ab~e IV-13. This table should be expanded to include 4200 acre SOHAs
lndlcated by research to be necessary in Washington.

Pilea~ed Woodp:cker, paragraph 1. It would be helpful to show how current
carrylng capac1ty was calculated. Another concern we have involves minimum
mana~ement re9uirements, which specify an additional 300-acre block managed to
prov1de forag1ng habitat. This provision does not appear to be discussed here
or el sewhere in your documents.

~a~elIV-32, Table IV-9. It is unclear whether HCls in this table are based on
~ a acres of mature and old growth forest, or on the presence of intact con

t1glulous 300 acre patches. We recommend that current situation be plotted'as we .

Pfge.IV-33, Tabl: IV:I0. As with our previous comment, we feel that you should
c arlfy your derlvatlon of HCls, and show current level for marten.

Primary Cavity Excavators. We ask you to expand this discussion to consider
distribution problems and size differentials.
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Page IV-34, Table IV-14. These figures should be broken down by size category
and seral stage.

Cumulative Effects Analysis. Two other important factors that we ask you to
mention are the burning of snags during site preparation and permitting snag
cutting for firewood.

Page IV-35, paragraph 1. The primary function of old growth on winter range is
that of optimal or survival cover, not thennal cover.

Paragraph 2. We ask that you show those changes in specific drainages.

Figure IV-II. We strongly question the accuracy of these figures. Effects of
road densities must be included in your calculations.

Cumulative Effects Analysis, paragraph 2. Percentage changes in deer and elk
populations by alternative should be discussed.

Page IV-36, Figure IV-12. Even more than with deer, road densities must be
factored into your elk habitat capability calculations.

Page IV-37, Overview, paragraphs 4 and 5. We feel that it is important to
incorporate all critical factors into the modeling process. Cederholm's work
on Clearwater River may provide coefficients for the large organic debris
component. In addition, data collection could start now to calibrate the
contribution of temperature and pool/riffle ratios.

Page IV-38, paragraph 1. We strongly urge that full funding be given for your
fish nabitat monitoring plan. Even better would be its extension to cover
other important parameters such as supply of large organic debris.

Effects of Alternatives on Fisheries, paragraph 3. Your quantification of
habitat enhancement is unclear. It seems unwise to base harvest levels in your
preferred alternative on the success of unspecified projects.

Page IV-39, Table IV-15, Footnote 1. Please describe your derivation of
baseline fish habitat capability.

Page IV-40, Cumulative Effects of Alternatives on Fisheries, paragraph 1. We
ask you to state your assumptions regarding habitat capability for resident
fi sh.

Page IV-4l, Figure IV-13. Under the preferred alternative, existing habitat
capability is surpassed only by application of enhancement projects. However,
allocation of money for enhancement is not certain. Because of this,
Alternative C may fall short of the stated requirement to "maintain or
increase" fish habitat.
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Page IV-43, paragraph 5. We ask you al so to discuss the positive effects of
insects and di seases (e.g., creation of snags and small openings which
contribute to habitat diversity). In addition, alternatives H and I would
provide higher populations of insect eaters, which would help keep insects at
endemic 1evel s.

Page IV_50, Roads, Overview, paragraph 2. Wildlife needs should be included as
an important factor in developing road management strategies.

Page IV-52, Table IV-27. We feel that the volume increases shown for all
alternatives substantiate the need for further road closures in critical
wildlife habitats at appropriate times of year.

Page IV-53, Road Management: Maintenance Levels and Road Closures, paragraph 1.
We understand that maintenance and closure policy also covers protection of
other forest resources, such as wildlife.

Page IV_59, Energy, Overvi ew. For proper perspective, we feel thi s di scussi on
should include the importance of waste material for 130 species of wildlife,
and its role in nutrient recycling and maintaining soil productivity.

Page IV-89, The Relationship Between Short-term Uses and Long-term
Productivity. We strongly urge you to consider more than timber productivity
in this discussion. Wildlife and fish are also important resources with long
term components.

Page IV-gO, Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources. With
proposed management, we believe that survival of spotted owl on the Olympic
Peninsula would be seriously threatened.

Page IV-92, Wildlife Habitat (other than old growth). We strongly disagree
with your negative assessment of Alternative I. By definition, old growth is
not even-aged. In addition, 55 percent of suitable forest land would still be
managed by clear cut under this al ternative. Your statement al so completely
contradicts your model outputs showing higher numbers for all indicator species
except deer with Alternative I.

Appendices

Page A-24, paragraph 1. Old growth always provides habitat for specific animal
and plant communities.

Opportunities, 5. Clear evidence is lacking that all old-growth character
istics can be reproduced through such management efforts.

Page A-27 , Opportuni ties, 2. Thi s appears to be an opportuni ty to mi ti gate
past impacts, not enhance original conditions.
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Fish and Wildlife Habitat, paragraph 3. Additional activities that ought to be
mentioned here are construction, maintenance and management of forest roads.

Page A-28 Opportunities, 6. We suggest changin9 "enhance existing habitat
condition~" to "mitigate impacts of management actions."

opportunities, 8. Where such projects would benefit anadrom?us fish at the
expense of resident fish, we ask to be involved at the plann1ng stage.

opportunities, 9 and 11. The improvemeQt you refer to is only with respect to
Alternative A. Compared to current conditions, even reduced harvest levels are
impactiQg.

Page A-35, Fish and Wildlife Habitat. This indicator relates only to fish
habitat.

Page B-5, Capability Areas, Riparian Character. We recommend expansion of your
riparian area definition to encompass the entire floodplain where it exceeds
200 feet in width.

Page B-21, first full paragraph. We feel stron~lY that your FORP~AN m?de~ing
of big game was inaccurate. The lack of variat10n among alternatlves 1ndlcates
that outputs were driven primarily by forage avail abil ity. Important factors
left out were road densities and supply of optimal cover on winter range. Your
further reliance on deer/elk outputs to represent total wildlife has given
misleading results.

Page B-28, Table B-2, Level 5 - Access. Habitat effect~veness fo~ deer and elk
decreases significantly as road densities increase. Th1S factor 1S an
appropriate addition to Table B-2.

Page B-32, Spotted OWl Habitat Area.(SOHA) prescrip~ion. As stated abov:,.we
believe that these standards and gU1delines would g1ve a very low probab1l1ty
of spotted owl survival.

Page B-33 Mature Forest Habitat Prescription. Pileated woodpecker require an
additionai 300-acre area with snags for foraging.

Page B-55, paragraph 1. We strongly recommend that you include road density
information in your deer and elk model.

Page B-55, paragraph 1. It is unclear ~hether c~rrent averag: reco~st~uction
frequency adequately treats the change 1n emphas1s on commerc1al th1nn1ng.

Sediment paragraph 3. We note that the chosen level of aggregation loses the
ability to tie outputs to analysis areas and to alter management accordingly.

Page B-58 paragraph 2. As with your sediment yield model, information has
been lost'through aggregation to whole drain~ges.
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Page 6-59, paragraph 1. Road density effects should also be used to develop a
coefficient of reduction per mile of road constructed, or of increase per mile
of road closed.

Wildlife-related Recreation, paragraph 1. Changes in deer and elk recreation
use among alternatives should also take into account relative road densities.

Paragraph 2. Small game and nongame species do not use habitat in the same
ways as big game. We would expect independent responses to the various
management strategies, affecting the accuracy of your WFUD calculations.

Old Growth. We understand that your forest ecologist estimates that managed
stands would need 240-260 years to become old growth.

Snags. We suggest that a constraint be added to meet snag goals by analysis
area.

Page 6-63, paragraph 1. Your use of assigned dollars for fish and wildlife
recreation disregards several sources of value; your numbers do not represent
full economic value of these resources.

Page 8-64, Opportunity Costs. Decrease in PNV would provide a measure of
opportunity cost if all costs were included in its formulation. Specifically,
impacts on fish and wildlife resources, valued at net willingness of the public
to accept payment (WTA) for their loss, are proper parts of your economic
efficiency analysis.

Page 6-66, paragraph 3. We strongiy disagree with differential treatment for
timber resource price trends. This introduces a separate bias in your PNV
calculations.

Page 8-73, paragraphs 3 and 4. Travel cost method is used to derive net
willingness to pay figures. We believe that discounting the Loomis and Sorg
figures by 37.5 percent was arbitrary and incorrect.

Page 6-108, paragraph 1. It would be very helpful to show model parameters and
quantitative relationships.

Maintenance of Adequate Habitat for Key Wildlife Species, 1. We recommend that
you add area definitions and constraints to this discussion. In addition, it
is our impression that the 21 established sites are nesting, not wintering,
areas.

Maintenance of Adequate Habitat for Key Wildlife Species, 2 and 3. There are
occupied areas not designated as SOHAs. As stated above, we believe these
guidelines are inadequate for the survival of spotted owl populations.

Maintenance of Adequate Habitat for Key Wildlife Species, 4. With the planned
overlap in indicator species management areas, it is unclear whether minimum
management requirements for distribution distances would be met.
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Page 6-109, paragraph 1. We support your use of dedicated areas for old growth
and mature forest indicator species.

Page 6-114, Table 6-23. We question why figures given in this table do not
match those from Table 6-22.

Page 6-127, Acres Unroaded. It would be helpful if you would analyze the
potential for reducing open road densities to 1-2 mi/sq mi.

Page 6-126, Acres Old Growth. Are there second growth stands that could become
old growth within the time frame of your analysis? If so, existing old growth
acreage may not be the maximum potential level.

Page 6-130, Table 6-26. We feel that your use of deer and elk as a wildlife
optimization tool, and your failure to account for road density effects,
discounts the positive influences on wildlife numbers from retention of old
growth, unroaded acreage, visual quality objectives, etc.

Page 6-141, Constraints Common to All Alternatives. We strongly believe there
should be constraints relating to size and numbers of snags, and road densities
by drainage and elevation.

Page 8-177, Constraint (fourth heading). Do the particular harvest areas
mentioned here require road building, or are helicopter units planned?

Page 6-164, paragraph 2. As stated above, we question the accuracy of this
lack of variation across alternatives.

Page 6-190, Table 6-31. It is unclear whether open road miles entries include
non-system roads. Calculating road densities points out the need for road
management program emphasis in all alternatives.

Page C-7, Special Features. To our knowledge, no spotted owls have been
located in this area. Given that only two percent of the acreage is old growth
or cl imax forest, it is not an ideal SOHA. -

Page C-27, Wildlife. At least two pair of spotted owls use the Mt. Zion area.

Page C-37, Wildlife. One spotted owl response has been elicited in this area.

Page C-39, Wildlife. We believe that road construction and timber harvest
would lead to wildlife impacts in the first decade for all alternatives except
Hand 1.
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Page C-47, Special Features. The 00sewa11ips and Ouckabush corridors provide
the only paths for elk seasonal migration. We consider this area to be very
important for big game, spotted owls, and anadromous and resident fish. We
urge that it remain unroaded.

Page C-68, Current Uses, paragraph 1. Your statement that hunting is limited
in the area is contradicted by the last sentence on this page.

Page C-71, Wil d1 ife. No spotted owl s have been located in thi s area.

Page C-73, Wildlife. Elk are very vulnerable here when snow forces them out of
the roadless area to Lake Cushman. We strongly recommend that all new roads be
closed to public use during winter and spring.

Page C-81, Wildlife. Please note the contradiction between this discussion and
that under Special Features on the previous page.

Fisheries. We suggest that you mention the lake fishery of this area. Some of
the lakes feature excellent food sources which complement this agency's
stocking program.

Page C-84, Wildlife. We feel that it is extremely important to maintain the
continuity of elk movement corridors in this area. Because of previous cuts in
other drainages, these animals heavily use Rule Creek and South Fork Skokomish
River for migration and transition range. We prefer that the area remain
road1ess. To minimize further impacts, we strongly urge that, as a minimum,
Rule Creek be left intact, and a no cut corridor be left along the S. F.
Skokomish River bottom. In addition, no new roads should be open to public
access.

Page C-I08, Table C-18. Under the preferred alternative, it appears that new
road density could be quite high. We ask that this area remain road1ess, and
urge that new roads not be open to public use if harvest does occur.

Page C-117, Table C-20. If roads must be built in the Rugged Ridge area, we
strongly recommend that none be placed within the spotted owl habitat area, and
that open road density be limited to less than 2 mi/sq mi.

Page C-133, Roads, paragraph 3. New roads should avoid the spotted owl habitat
area.

Page C-142, Roads, paragraph 1. New roads should avoid the spotted owl habitat
area. In addition, open road densities should be limited locally to less than
2 mi/sq mi.

Page 0-3, Wildlife and Fish, 2. It is our understanding that Forest Service
policy is that state-listed species shall be treated the same as federa1ly
listed ones, so that eventual federal 1isting can be '(voided.
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Page 0-4, Timber, 1. In b10wdown areas, we recommend the following criteria be
added: reserve at least 2 logs (minimum 20 feet long, 20 inch diameter) per
acre; leave trees in streams, except where they may create an obstacle to fish
passage or increase sedimentation.

Timber, 4. Please modify this guideline to retain snags at Forest policy
level.

Page 0-5, Timber, 10. A sufficient number of snags should be retained for
wildlife and to provide for future soil productivity.

Water, Soil & Air, 4. Ooes use of the word "should" violate the Executive
Order on riparian protection?

Page 0-6, Water, Soil &Air, 5, d. We suggest you specify that appropriate
sizes and amounts of residue be left for wildlife and for future soil
produc ti vi ty •

Water, Soil &Air, 7. Does the Executive Order on protection of floodplains
and wetl ands set a more stringent standard?

Water, Soil &Air, 8. It is our understanding that the NFMA requires
moni tori ng.

Page 0-7, Lands, 3. We believe it would be appropriate to add lands with
special plant or wildlife features to the list of desirable acquisitions.

Page 0-9, Facilities, 8. Please add that road management be consistent with
wil dl ife needs.

Page 0-10, Facil ities, 10. We commend you for including subitems c and d.

Page 0-11, Protection, 6. We fully support this guide1 ine.

Page 0-14, Timber, 3. We ask to be consul ted in such env i ronmental assessment
processes.

Page 0-15 Facilities, 4. Facilities should not be constructed in or adjacent
to wet1 ands, habitat areas for spotted owl, marten or pil eated woodpecker, or
elk movement corridors.

Page 0-18 Facil iti es. P1 ease add: "5. Trail sand campsi tes shall not be
constructed in or adjacent to meadows, wetlands, habitat areas for indicator
species, or elk movement corridors."

Page 0-20, Timber, c. V-3 sites will not grow large enough snags. Additional
management will be needed.

Page 0-21, 0-22, Recreation, 4. Please add: "e. Lack of conflict with
incompatible uses."
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Page 0-23, Facilities. Please add a provision that facilities shall not be
developed in or adjacent to meadows, wetlands, habitat areas for indicator
species, or elk movement corridors.

Page 0-27, Facilities. Please add: "3. All trails and facilities shall not be
constructed in or adjacent to meadows, wetlands, habitat areas for indicator
spec ies, or elk movement corri dors."

Page 0-29, Wildlife and Fish, 3. We suggest using a stronger standard in this
gui del i ne.

Page 0-30, Facilities. Please add a provision that facilities shall not be
constructed in or adjacent to meadows, wetlands, habitat areas for indicator
species, or elk movement corridors.

Protection, 1. We sepport this standard, but feel that it should be extended
to the entire management prescription.

Page 0-32, Water, Soil &Air, 1. It would be appropriate to phase out
livestock use of wilderness areas.

Page 0-33, Facilities. We recommend adding a guideline requiring facilities
placement to avoid important wildlife habitat areas.

Page 0-35, Applicable National Forest Areas. We strongly urge you to specify
that capable areas not be substituted for existing old growth unless none of
the latter occurs within the required distribution distance of spotted owls.

Recreation, 2. Existing roads and trails should be reevaluated in light of
confl icts with spotted owl s.

Wildlife and Fish. We strongly urge you to reformulate these standards in
accordance with recent spotted owl research in Washington. Parameters are
explained in our response to the SEIS (attached), and in the main body of this
letter, above.

Page 0-36, Timber. Please specify retention of snags and down wood in this
guidel ine.

Page 0-37, Applicable National Forest Areas. As with old growth, we urge you
to specify that capable areas not be substituted for existing mature forest
unless none of the latter occurs within the required distribution distance of
the selected indicator species.

Recreation, 1. Existing roads and trails should be reevaluated in light of
confl icts with marten and pil eated woodpecker.
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Page 0-38, Wildlife and Fish, 1. Minimum Management Requirements for pileated
woodpecker also specify an additional 300 acre block for foraging, with special
provisions for snags and down logs. Using pileated woodpecker sites for two
marten must take into account the different dispersal distances for the two
species.

Timber, 1. Harvest should be timed to avoid the breeding season of the
selected indicator species.

Timber, 2. Please specify retention of snags at Minimum Management Requirement
1evel s.

Timber, 3. We ask that you eliminate this guideline.

Timber. Please add a guideline for identification of suitable replacement
stands.

Page 0-43, Wildlife and Fish. Please add a provision to meet or exceed Forest
Policy on snags and down wood management.

Page 0-48, Applicable National Forest Areas. We urge you to expand this area
boundary to include the entire floodpl ain.

Wildlife and Fish. We recommend that standards and guidelines be published for
streams that do not bear fish.

Wildlife and Fish, 1. Please change "with consideration for" to "to allow."

Wildlife and Fish, 2. We consider expansion of anadromous passage into
resident-only stream reaches to be maj or projects, and ask to be involved at
the planning stage of such proposals.

Wildlife and Fish, 3, 4 and 5. We ask you to define corridor widths in these
guidelines, and to specify vegetation types.

Page 0-49, Wildlife and Fish, 6. Please specify meeting optimal habitat needs
in this management area.

Page D-50, Timber, 5, c. Certain Class III streams should also be covered by
this guideline.

Timber, 6. Amounts of windthrow per 1000 feet of stream to be retained for
wildlife and fish should be prescribed in this guideline.

water, Soil & Air, 1. We recommend that you change "should" to "shall" in this
guidel ine.

Page D-51, Facilities. We urge the addition of two guidelines: that no new
roads shall be constructed within 200 feet of a stream except for a necessary
crossing, and that the departments of Game or Fisheries shall be consulted and
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This Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Stateme·t (DSEIS) was reviewed
by agency staff as requested. The following sUlm:ldies our involvement,
conCErns, findings and recommendations. Followin. this SUmTolry are also
in-depth, categorical and specific comments, a~d itemized teChnical
evaluation and analysis.

The spotted owl is a species of wildlife of extreme concern to our agency.
It is a critical 'indicator species" which reflects the environmental
health of old growth forest habitats and ecosyste~s, but its continued
existence is in doubt.

The Department of Game has worked hard for many years to p~event the
extirpation of the spotted owl. We have conducted a large amount of
research, organized cooperative surveys, provided membership on the
Interagency Spotted Owl Subcomp,ittee, and participated in vadous other
committees. We have also provided formal review of national forest plans,
and other land management plans and actions potentially affecting spotted
owls. As a result our agency has a vast amount of expertise and personnel
which include some of the most knowledgeable and experienced spotted owl
specialists within the scientit"ic cOl1l1lunity.

While this DSEIS presents voluminous technical information, elaborate
analysis of population trends, habitat relationships, and various
management alternatives for spotted owls and timber management, we find the
document seriously flawed and inadequate partiCularly in the following
areas:

• I.·

RE: Draft Supplement to the
Environmental Impact Statement
for an ~~e"d~ent to the Pacific
Northwest Re~ional Guide 
Spotted Owl Guidelines

J:i.~
Dear~f

,., '...

November 7, 1986

Andrea Beatty Riniker, Director
Department of Ecology
Mail Stop PY-ll
Olympia, Washington 98584

Hydraulic Project Approval obtained for work within the ordinary high water
mark of any stream.

Facilities, 1. Please specify that crossings be constructed at a right angle
to the stream course.

Page D-54, Wildlife and Fish, 2. We ask you to specify coordination with
Department of Game for animal control issues.

Page D-56, Wildlife and Fish, I, We ask you to specify coordination with
Department of Game for animal control issues.

Page F-8, Wildlife. Bald eagles winter above the fish hatchery.

Page F-11, paragraph 3. Fish are also trucked above the dam to spawn.

Page F-12, Wildlife. Osprey also occur here.

Page F-28, Wildlife. This is also a major bald eagle wintering area, and is
used during nesting season.

Page F-35, Fish and Wildlife, paragraph 6. There are identified elk calving
areas here.

Page F-48, paragraph 1. This area is also valuable for elk calving and
seasonal migration.

Page F-55, Wildlife. Bald eagles regularly winter in this area.

Page F-72, paragraph 6. We consider this a major hunting area.

Page F-87, Fish and Wildlife, paragraph 6. High concentrations of wintering
bald eagles occur here.

Page G-8, Bald Eagle Habitat, paragraph 2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
guidelines, as well as those on page D-40 of this document, prohibit timber
harvest.

Page G-10, paragraph 2. It is unclear how standards and guidelines for the
riparian management area can be met with even age harvest.

Wildlife and Fish, 7 and B. It would be helpful to indicate numbers to be left
per 1000 feet of stream.
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The o.erall emphasis of the document appears to focus on impacts
on tim~er harvesting rather than spotted owls

• ith the exception of alternative L, which is not the preferred
plan, it appears all alternatives are sufficiently limited so
as to eventually result in the extirpation of spotted owls in
Region 6

The viability analysis is based on erroneous biological assump
tions and fails to include current research in Washington

Manipulation or distortions of models and parameters yield
inaccurate conclusions, and

The persistence data, and tables and figures are often misleading,
unclear, and unreliable.

In regard to complying with and meeting the intent of the National Forest
Management Act (36CFR 219.19), which calls for ensuring the continued
existence of spotted owls, we feel this document is inadequate. The
proposed standards and guidelines will not accomplish this. As such, we
recommend that the DSEIS be rewritten with alternatives whiCh will provide
for a via~le population of the northern spotted owl in Region 6.

The emphasis of the Preferred Al~ernative is to provide the minimum number
and size of habitat areas for spotted owls and maximum flexibility for
timber harvest during the planning period. The assumption is that there
will be no impact on spotted owls during the plannin9 period.

The situatior" in fact, is exactly the opposite. The SE!S analysis shows
that if the Preferred Alternative were implemented, the spotted owl
population would decline and many management options would be foreclosed
during the planning period. There would be no reduction in timber volume
available compared to current cut levels.

With a species that is declining and has a low probability of survival
under the preferred management option, we feel it would be most prudent to
reverse this philosophy. The options must be preserved for the spotted owl
- managing at maximu'lls, not minimums - during the planning period. This
will allow time for research and monitoring. Then, if significant new
information becomes available, the options will still exist to adjust
management strategies.

With this in mind, we also request that the U.S. Forest Service declare a
moratorium on any further cutting of spotted owl old growth forest habitat
below 3,008 feet on the west side of the Olympic Peninsula and below 4,000

Andrea Beatty Riniker
Novem~er 7, 1986
Page 3

:eet on. the east side, and an interirr direction for other national f:.rests
1n wa:.hlngton to use 4,200 acres of old growth per each spotted o.~ area
until an adequate final SE1~ is adorte: er,d any legal challenges ha,e been
resolved .

The attached comments are more detailed and specific.

The int~n.t .of thi~ position is to fulfill ·the department's statutory
responSlb111ty to preserve, protect, and perpetuate wildlife" as required
under ReW 77.12.010.

Sincerely,

THE DEPARTMENT OF GAME

/~~
UOirector

JSIi:jt
Attachment
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Letter to Forest Supervisor
March 13, 1987
Page 2

March 13, 1987

Forest Supervisor
Olympic National Forest
P.O. Box 2288
Olympia, WA 98507

Dear Sir:

Attached are the comments of the Stale of Washington on
your Olympic National Forest draft Plan and EIS. The depart
ment of Ecology's comments are in three parts: overall com
ments by Doug Rushton, an addendum by Dick Wallace, and
Shorelines/CZM comments by Terra Prodan. Other comments come
from the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, the
Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation, the Department
of Fisheries, the Department of Natural Resource" the Divi
sion of Emergency Management, and the Department of Community
Development's Local Government Services Division.

Our comments are numerous and detailed, commensurate
with the thorough detailed effort you have made. Since we in
terpret your documents as evidence that your planning effort
is a genuine iterative attempt to move from fact-finding to
conclusion-drawing, we have not drawn conclusions or made
State-of-Washington policy statements at this stage in the
process. Please understand, however, that we do wish to be
part of the conclusion-drawing process when that is appropri
ate. We will examine your final documents closely, par
ticularly with regard to the comments of citizens and local
government. At that time we will articulate our state posi
tion as appropriate. In addition, since Washington contains
all or part of seven National Forests, we reserve the right
to examine the cumulative effects of all the plans. Our con
clusions may lead us to make further comment on individual
plans including the Olympic.

Implementation of several of the alternatives, including
the preferred alternative, would decrease the cut on federal
land and, we believe, increase pressure for accelerated cut
on non-federal land. Environmental impacts could thus be
shifted, vice eliminated. Impacts to other landowners need to
be clearly identified, evaluated and mitigated. There needs
to be thorough coordination with other landowners, including
Trihes, before plans are made final .

...~.

The degree of economic impact on local economies, in
cluding on specific mills, needs to be more finely defined.
Part of our concern may be due to different views which you
and we may have of what constitutes fine-scale analysis. To
us this means specific communities, to you it may mean Coun
ties, or major Forest segments.

We sincerely appreciate what you are doing. Your man
agement plans affect us just as our actions affect you. We
are ready to expend the effort to make sure that your conclu
sions are as mutually beneficial as possible. Please feel
free to contact our individual commentors directly. Of
course, you may contact me at (206) 459-6019 for any coordi
nation issues. Thank you.

Sincerely: ..<""7

/~d~/
T.t. Elwell
Environmental Review

Enclosures

cc: EPA Region X
State Agencies
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1.

A.

B.

C.

D.

GENERAL and ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Comments on the Plan

11-8. There is not mention of managing stands for old
growth timber. Managing stands to maintain some
semblance of long-term sustained yield of old growth
dependent values and products would contribute to
community stability. Certain products cannot be
produced from substitutes, e./1. tight ring, knot-free
veneers. Managing certain stands on an extended
rotation (a rotation of 250 years, for example and
depending on site characteristics) to achieve the
desired results could provide old growth values.

11-9. 485,000 acres are classed as tentatively suited
for timbe~ production; but the timher management plans
include 507,930 acres. Which is the correct acreage?

11-19. It is pointed out that the Roosevelt Elk
population on the Peninsula is declining and that this
decline may be due to timber harvest by various
landowners. The causes for this population decline and
the Forest Service contribution, if any, to it need to
be examined. This should be included in the Information
Needs section on page 11-25.

11-21. The statement is made that the "total" supply of
unroaded lands on the Olympic National Forest is 87,700
acres. The preferred alternative would substantially
reduce this acreage. It is stated that there is some
unquantified demand for unroaded areas on the Forest.
By reducing the acreage available on-Forest for unroaded
area activities, (particularly those like hunting which
cannot be shifted to Olympic National Park), impacts may
be shifted to other landowners or those "demanding"
unroaded areas may be cut off. This potential shifted
impact needs to be examined as do the implications of
unmet demand.

G.

H.

the Plan needs to describe maintenance of these capital
improvements. It does not make sense to make the
investment and then not maintain the trails. One of the
listed goals (page IV-5) is to provide and maintain
capital improvements, including trails.

In the section on Environmental Analysis, categorical
exclusions and public review of project files are
mentioned. It is not clear from this description how
the public and other agencies are going to be made
aware of a project for which they might like to examine
the file. What sort of appeal procedure is there should
someone disagree with the Forest Service findings that a
project may cause It ••• little environmental
change ..• beyond those ... in the Forest Plan"? There
needs to be a process, at the local level (District, not
Forest), where interested individuals could be made
aware of these excluded projects. Posting in public
places and newspaper publication would be two ways to
accomplish this.

The upper South Fork of the Skokomish River (Geographic
Area No.8, page B-9 of the Plan) is designated as
semi-primitive recreation with motorized use permitted
(AlB). The boundary of this management area is roughly
13 miles long. Adjoining land on one of the sides of
this tract is designated as Wilderness, one side abuts
Olympic National Park, and one side adjoins lands
designated for non-motorized primitive/semi-primitive
recreationj approximately three miles on the
downstream side of the area is designated for timber
production emphasis. It appears, based on this map,
activity within this management area will impact the
surrounding I'non-motorized areas't. Is this true? Has it
been evaluated? What would be the likely impacts;
noise, smell? How will these activities
impact recreationists and others in the Park, the Wonder
Mountain Wilderness? Are thete other areas with similar
management prescriptions where adjoining area management
might conflict?

E. 111-3. The planning horizon in the last paragraph is
150 years; elsewhere throughout the document it is 50.
Why the difference?

Comments on the DE IS

F. 111-6. If existing trails are not maintained (paragraph
one) and with 134 miles of new construction proposed,

3

A. S-7. In the description of modification and maximum
modification, examples of these categories of visual
quality objectives (VQOs) would be helpful to visualize
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warrants discussion.

III-ISS. Further additions to the Wilderness System will
be only from the 14 areas identified in Table 111-28
when the Forest Plan is revised. How will these
unroaded areas be managed until the next planning cycle?
Will they be managed so as to not preclude these
currently unroaded areas from designation as Wilderness?
As with The Brothers Wilderness, which has an area
within it that has been harvested, are there additional
areas in similar condition which could be recommended
for Wilderness designation?

IV-58. Roadihg is the only factor used to determine
consequences on unroaded areas. Helicopter logging has
been done on at least the Soleduck District. Realizing
that helicopter logging efficiency is related to volume
and turn distance, some of the currently unroaded areas
could be precluded, by this management, from future
consideration as Wilderness due to timber harvest.
While the timber market in the foreseeable future
suggests that helicopter logging probably will not be
feasible, it is a possibility and the precedent has been
set.

the
and

to help
economic

FORPLAN was designed
(10) team analyze the

B-17, Appendices.
interdisciplinary

IV-IS. There is discussion that alternatives containing
Forest Service harvest flows that counterbalance
reductions from state supplies could be beneficial to
local economies. The implicit assumption is that if
harvest from non-Forest lands is reduced, then, if
necessary, harvest from the National Forest should be
increased to meet the demand. This is a reasonable
approach toward stabilizing economies of
timber-dependent communities. Additionally, though, the
Forest needs to give other resources "equal time". For
example, if recreation demand is not met due to a
reduction or inactivity of the state, then the Forest
should evaluate filling the gap. The most vivid example
of this approach would be that virtually no other
unroaded areas exist off-Forest that could conceivably
become Wilderness. If the Forest Service does not
recommend areas within its jurisdiction for inclusion
into the Wilderness System, it is likely no other
landowner will since no other entity manages significant
tracts of land that could have nearly the potential to
meet projected demand for Wilderness. Other resources
need to be evaluated on a footing equal to that of
timber management.

H.

1.

K.

J.

impacts. Additionally, the acres dedicated to these two
types of management are needed for comparisons. (The
acreages are given for "low level VQOs.)

111-40. Two unusual vegetation associations are
described (Pat's Prairie and along the South Fork of the
Calawah River) and mention is made that there are more.
Has any consideration been given to designating these
areas as research natural areas or of giving them some
other form of special management to protect the unique
attributes?

spraying, timber harvest, road construction, timber
stand improvement activities, among other activities.

111-104. In the discussion of the current situation on
recreational use, the statement is made that 98% of the
use is during the six months from late spring through
early fall. Part of the reason the use is distributed
in this way is because many campgrounds are closed
during the rest of the year. Closing these campgrounds
shifts use to other agencies.

111-119. Private landowners provide additional recre-
ational opportunities. There are many private
campgrounds located around the Olympic Peninsula. Many
of the large timberland owners allow access by
recreationists for fishing, hunting, sight-seeing and
other activities. The interrelationships between these
others and the Forest Service's recreation management

11-133. The demand for Wilderness is expected to
increase 36% over the next 20 years. The opportunity to
meet expected demand for Wilderness in currently
undeveloped non-Wilderness does not presently exist on
the Forest. The opportunity exists, however, to do more
to meet this projected demand (which is probably a low
estimate) than in the preferred alternative. It is much
easier to shift demand for the commodity resources than
for the unroaded resources. The demand for unroaded
areas and Wilderness cannot be met anywhere else or by
any substitute.

III-51. Are any areas going to be managed primarily as
natural old growth? Where will these areas be and what
criteria will be used to select and manage them?

111-117. Forest Service management activities have a
tremendous impact on recreational use and need to be
included in this discussion. Activities which could
eliminate recreational use from an area (and possibly
shift it to other locations) would include roadside

G.

B.

E.

C.

D.

F.
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production trade-offs associated with
management strategies. The key element
all quantitative measurements. How
integrated with qualitative aspects of
needs to be more clearly brought forth.

alternative
described are

these were
the resources

Region's/Forest's/District's part of the overall RPA
target needs to be discussed. While the criteria may be
discussed in detail in the Regional Guide, there needs
to be a least a brief discussion of the allocation pro
cess.

L.

M.

N.

O.

B-20, Appendices. The last paragraph on this page says,
in effect, that when the result yielded by FORPLAN were
not acceptable to the ID team, that they manipulated and
modified alternatives until there was a satisfactory
outcome. To what extent did these modifications affect
the statistical reliability of the model? How was the
reliability tested?

General

The Forest needs to consider land exchanges with the Na
tional Park Service in those cases where a straight-line
boundary does not fit with either agency mandate.
Exchanges that would alter the common boundary to follow
topographic features, such as ridge tops, would be
beneficial to both agencies' management and the public,
as well.

Does the calculation of PNV factor in, in some way, a
massive change in public perceptions, something like the
environmental movement of the late 1960's?

What would be the advantages and disadvantages of trans
ferring or not transferring management of designated
Wildernesses from the Forest Service to the Park

Service?

S. Impacts of management activities adjacent to (but out
side of) a Wilderness on the Wilderness need to be exam
ined and discussed. Subjects to be discussed should
include at least the following: noise impa ts on wilder
ness values, gas and oil drilling under W lderness, and
air quality and visual impacts from prescr bed burning.

P. The Forest needs to examine the possibility and
ramifications of "land-locking" intermingled ownerships.
A scenario could be the designation of an area to be
unro.aded thus possibly precluding an adjacent landowner
from obtaining right of way to cross the Forest to gain
access to their own land.

Q. Cumulative Impacts. While it is true that the Olympic
National Forest is not responsible for off-Forest uses
of water, the cumulative and synergistic impacts of
forest activities with non-Forest activities need to be
examined.

R. A portion of the RPA targets is allocated to each Region
and then to the Forests, and finally down to the Ranger
Districts. The criteria that are used to allocate a

7 8



II. AIR QUALITY

A. The cumulative and synergistic impacts of Forest Service
burning and confinement fire policy needs to be examined
in conjunction with prescribed burning and wildfire
management by the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources, large timberland owners (e.g. Simpson Timber
Company), various Tribes, and others.

B. The Washington State Implementation Plan (Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1977) and the cooperative agreement for
smoke management mentioned by Kelly Coon at the meeting
with the state agencies at the Forest Supervisor's
Office (December 12, 1986) are not included in the list
of documents which may be affected by this Plan.

C. Appendix B-70., Variable Costs to Others
Air quality deterioration (i.e. total suspended
particulate) from prescribed burns could and should be
viewed and evaluated in much the same way as
Forest-generated sediment. Are there other Forest
activities that have off-Forest impacts which should be
evaluated in the same manner?

D. DEIS, page 111-95. The current situation section
describes the Olympic National Forest as being
designated as a Class II air quality area. It is our
understanding that Wilderness areas are to have Class I
air quality. Therefore, the Wilderness areas under
Forest Service management should be managed for Class I
air quality. These areas include the following areas
designated in the Washington State Wilderness Act of
1984:

Buckhorn Wilderness
Colonel Bob Wilderness
Mount Skokomish Wilderness
The Brothers Wilderness
Wonder Mountain Wilderness

9

E.

F.

DEIS, page IV-45. One effect predicted from increased
recreational use is increased incidence of fire. A
greater contributor to air quality degradation is
prescribed fires, whose effects are related to the
number of acres treated by this method. Generally, and
this should be pointed out in the text, higher harvest
levels result in higher acreage to treat by prescribed
burning. To some extent, then, the number of fire
starts from prescribed burns is a function of timber
harvest levels. Therefore, lower harvest levels would
likely result in a reduced number of fire starts from
prescribed burns.

DEIS, page IV-47. The discussion of cumulative effects
on air describe the current status. It needs to discuss
how the process works, who is involved, what problems
have arisen, and how they were handled. It needs to
present enough information to allow one to understand
what is going on. The National Environmental Policy Act
(1508.7) requires examining past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions in a cumulative
effects assessment.

10



III. WATER RESOURCES, FLOWS AND INSTREAM VALUES

A.

Comments on the Plan

1-6. The discussion of anadromous fish should include
Dolly Varden and bull trout. (These two species were
both called Dolly Varden until 1978 when their
differences were recognized) Both species occur in at
least Hood Canal streams; although uncommon, there are
localized areas of abundance. (Skokomish-Dosewallips
Instream Resources Protection Program, Draft document,
Department of Ecology, 1985)

F.

1990's. While there may be local demand (i.e.
speculation) for development of hydropower resources,
the Forest Service should take a broader view and
protect instream values for the public. The Forest can
have an impact on seeing that currently undeveloped
rivers are protected against hydropower development that
would produce unneeded power.

IV-12. Presenting energy potential in BTU's masks where
it originates. If any of this estimate originates from
hydropower development, the location, size, and a
description of the facility needs to be also displayed.
Any other sources of energy with potential for
significant adverse environmental impacts need to be
thoroughly displayed.

111-7. The Department of Ecology is interested in all
instream values, not just recreation and fish.
Additional values requiring consideration and protection
include: wildlife, scenic and aesthetic aspects,
navigation, water quality, and other environmental
values that may not be readily apparent on a
case-by-case examination.

11-14. It is stated that maintaining fish passage is
important because there is a substantial amount of fish
habitat upstream of the Forest in Olympic National Park.
On the Hood Canal side of the Peninsula, the Dosewallips
River is the only river where anadromous fish can enter
Olympic National Park. The Forest needs to be
particularly sensitive to siting hydropower or other
projects which might impinge upon fish passage and other
instream values.

111-9. The Forest Service considers itself to be tbe
logical lead agency for six rivers that have potential
to be included in one of the classifications of tbe
National Wild and Scenic River System (page 11-22). The
Dosewallips, Hamma Hamma, and Soleduck Rivers are not
mentioned in this section. By its management direction,
such as issuing a special use permit for hydropower
projects, the Forest makes the decision to eliminate
certain rivers (or at least certain reaches) from
qualification from certain of the designations within
the System. The Forest needs to clearly and
specifically describe what it intends to do with regard
to all six of the rivers with potential for designation
where it is the logical lead agency.

of
and

quality
rivers

scenic
various

IV-27. The potential impacts on
proposed hydropower projects on
streams needs to be discussed.

IV-40. In part six of the Water, Soil, and Air Program
Element, hydropower proposals shall require an
environmental assessment and coordination with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). In
addition to the FERC, the Forest Service also must
coordinate with appropriate state agencies with permits
-- such as the Department of Ecology which issues water
right certificates, dam safety approval and water
quality certifications (pursuant to the Clean Water
Act), among other permits.

IV-53. The Dosewallips River corridor is listed in the
preferred alternative to be managed under management
prescription A2 providing for pleasing scenic
experience (Alternative C map). The map on page B-5
shows the upper part of the Dosewallips that is on the
Forest to be managed as AlB. Is the area AlB or A2?

IV-23. Fish habitat can be influenced by impassable
barriers, such as a dam on the Dosewallips River, which
would preclude anadromous fish from upper reaches.

IV-30. Conspicuous by their absences are the Hamma Ham
ma, Dosewallips, and Soleduck Rivers. Exactly how these
rivers' corridors will be managed needs to be discussed.

IV-4l. In every other part of the Plan and the DEIS,
hydropower is included in the sections on energy.· In
the standards and guidelines, however, it is discussed
in the section on water, Soil, and Air. The documents
should be consistent throughout.

K.

L.

J.

1.

H.

G.

(NWPPC)
the mid

Northwest Power Planning Council
an energy surplus through at least

IV-7. The
forecasts

B.

E.

C.

D.
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The narrative (page IV-53) does not mention hydropower
and both the narrative and the map should show how
hydropower development and providing for a pleasing
scenic experience are compatible. This should be done
for all the rivers and streams where a proponent is
actively seeking development on the National Forest,
including the Dungeness projects, the Elkhorn project,
and the Hamma Hamma drainage projects.

E.

it does not say which classification.

IV-65. Dams and other water diversions are omitted from
the discussion on structures. There needs to be
discussion on how the various alternatives would be
impacted by hydropower (and how hydropower development
would impact the alternatives) since there are several
"live" hydropowe~ project proposals on National Forest
lands.

A. 111-78. The section on anadromous trout should include
Dolly Varden and bull trout. (Skokomish-Dosewallips
Instream Resources Protection Program Draft Document,
Department of Ecology, 1985)

Jefferson County PUD has in the past considered app"ying
for a water diversion to bring municipal drinking water
to Port Townsend and environs. They have discussed
doing this through the state water reservation program,
"Procedures Relating to the Reservation of Water for
Future Public Water Supply" (Chapter 173-590 WAC). The
current status of their interest is unknown.

IV-69. The first two sentences in the section on energy
have a tone that suggests development is a foregone
conclusion. In addition to satisfactorily completing
the permitting process, development of energy resources
on the Olympic National Forest needs to be examined in a
regional context. The NWPPC has pointed out that
maintaining a surplus of energy is at least as expensive
as having inadequate supplies.

Parks
State

have

Appendices

Appendix F. Consultation with Washington State
and Recreation, which administers the Washington
Scenic River System (Chapter 79.72 HCW), should
been done.

F-46. A description of the current status of the
Elkhorn project is warranted in the section on the
Dosewallips River. Jefferson County PUD has dropped out
of the project and it has apparently been taken over by
Jefferson County PUD's formerly silent partner, Tacoma
City Light. Tacoma bas retained the same consultant who
had worked with Jefferson County PUD, Hosey and
Associates Engineering Consultants out of Bellevue,
Washington.

A.

C.

B.

F.

number 3178), the Elkhorn project (FERC number 6002), as
well as the projects in the Jefferson Creek and
Dungeness River drainages.

111-178. The impacts of the development of hydropower
on the designation status of certain rivers as wild,
scenic or recreational warrants consideration. This
discussion should include the Hamma Hamma project (FERC

111-174. The overall tone of the section on energy
seems to be that additional sources need to be quickly
developed "As the current energy ~urplus shrinks ... fl

(page 111-177). At the medium growth in demand
scenario, the Northwest Power Planning Council projects
surpluses through the mid 1990's. In any discussion on
projected power requirements, it needs to be noted that
forecasts of tbe NWPPC, Bonneville Power, and the
Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference Committee are all
based on very conservative assumptions of critical water
conditions, i.e., the worst consecutive 46 months of
streamflow the region has experienced in recorded
history. The NWPPC 1986 Plan describes an increase of
112 megawatts of hydropower output that could result
from installation of efficiency improvements. Taken in
this context, the need for power from environmentally
expensive sources on the Olympic National Forest is
nonexistent.

Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

C.

B.

D. IV-56. In the discussion on the Dosewallips River, ob
vious by its absence is discussion of the Elkhorn
project (FEHC number 6002). Under which alternative
would it be allowed and under which would it not be
allowed? The opening paragraph says several
alternatives "recommend Congressional designation", but

D. A map showing the location of proposed hydropower
and the power withdrawal site on the Gray Wolf
would be beneficial in evaluating impacts.

General

sites
River
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Projected water needs for various on-Forest and
off-Forest uses need to be thoroughly examined.

Also in the Standards and Guidelines section for Wild,
Scenic, or Recreational Rivers (A4A), the program
element for energy (G) should describe exactly which
designation would allow hydropower or other development
(and the degree, and which would not.

Considering the present and possible future uses of
groundwater In and around the Olympic Forest, the de
scription of groundwater resources is lacking. Informa
tion concerning sources, problems, anticipated uses, and
other, similar, relevant information is needed.

goals of the support
capital investments,
old vault toilets
for leakage? What

sediment (page IV-18) uses
The units of measurement

be the same to facilitate

As stated on this page, one of the
programs is to provide and maintain
such as utility systems. Are
routinely checked and evaluated
procedures are used in checking?

Comments on the Plan

The discussion in the nElS on
cubic yards rather than tons.
through the documents should
comparisons.

11-13. The sediment index is expected to be 196,500
tons per year [over background levels) in the first
decade; and after the first decade, the index is
expected to be around 170,000 tons per year [average
sediment over the first five decades is estimated at
178,000 tons per year). Table S-14 of the nElS [page
S-40) states the average annual road construction for
the first decade will be nine miles, and for the secon&
decade will be 12 miles. Table S-7 [page S-29) states'
that road construction under the preferred alternative
will average nine miles per years over fifty years. It
is not apparent why the sediment index will be higher in
the first decade than the second when 33% more roads ar~

contemplated for the second decade. Additionally, 'it is
not clear, if the amount of new roading is the sam. in
the first decade and in the third through fifth
decades, why the sediment index drops about 15% from
196,500 to 170,000 tons per year. Please explain this
and whether the average new roading in the second decade
will be nine or 12 miles annually. Our concerns are
impacts on water quality.

B.

A.

IV. WATER QUALITY

for
the
the

page
this

were used to make determinations for which
recommend or not recommend for inclusioJ) in
Scenic and Recreational River System? How
data used to recommend some rivers and not

What data
Rivers to
the Wild,
were the
others?

The Geographic Area Maps (Appendix B of the Plan)
the Hamma Hamma River (page B-7) list most of
river's corridor on Forest as being t'A21", but in
section on management prescriptions starting on
IV~35 of the Plan, there is no description of
designation.

Issues, Concerns, and Objectives (lCD's) were initially
identified in 1978. Additional lCD's have occurred
since the Forest "locked Into" those initial lCD's, at
least for this planning tour. Most obvious are
hydropower projects submitted since the development of
the lCD's.

A.

n.

C.

E.

B.

F. The National Forests were established "for the purpose
of securing favorable conditions of water flows, and to
furnish a continuous supply of timber ... n (Organic Act,
1897). This implies that use of the forest should be
focused on water rather than on timber, as currently
reflected in budgets and action plans. Has the Forest
Service considered a major realignment of priorities
more in keeping with the Organic Act under which it was
established?

C. IV-15. Acidity of water bodies, particularly high
elevation lakes needs to be included as an inventory
need. Baseline data and trend information need to be
developed; sources need to be identified [to the extent
feasible) and problem areas identified. Coordination
with other agencies, particula~ly the Department of
Ecology and the Environmental Protection Agency is
important.

D. IV-80. The management prescription for riparian areas
does not give assurance these sensitive areas will be
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E.

A.

B.

c.

adequately protected. The timber program element needs
to describe size, species, spacing and timing
requirements. As written, a stand after harvest could
consist of four, three inch dbh alders. Diversity needs
to be maintained, over time, in size classes, species,
and spacing in order to assure protection of riparian
areas, and the water bodies proper.

In many areas throughout the Plan, residue utilization
is mentioned as increasing due to new machinery and
techniques. Removal of residue may have long term
impacts on soil fertility and water quality. These
impacts, although speculative, need to be examined as
have other potential impacts of management activities.

Comments on the DE IS

111-28 and 29. The discussion about nitrate levels in
small streams and also the potential of fire retardant
entering streams is inadequate for several reasons. The
degree of the problem of nitrate levels in small streams
needs discussion and should include how it gets into
streams, how long it persists, how it leaves, where it
goes, and what can and is being done to minimize its
impacts.

111-65. "Critical need to maintain a future supply of
woody material along stream channels for fish habitat

If this is true, why is it acceptable to have
leave trees in the riparian management zone that are all
one species (e.g. leave trees could also be the
relatively short-lived alder) or species that may not be
as beneficial as a mixture of species?

IV-26. The tree species and size composition (and their
spatial distribution) in the riparian management zone
needs to be discussed. A riparian area could end up in
four inch alders after harvest.

E.

F.

G.

Service needs to examine how its management activities
and those of other entities, such as intermingled
ownerships, combines to cumulatively effect
environmental resources.

A fairly substantial amount of data and information
dealing with water quality and its protection is pre
sented in the DE IS and in the Plan. However, the
following issues should also be discussed:

Existing water quality
Current water quality trends
Water quality monitoring plans
How water quality monitoring plans will be

incorporated into management deci
sions and programs

An explanation of how water quality stan-
dards will be met

Whether or not special conditions will be
implemented where warranted.
Degradation sources

Impacts to lakes and ponds from forest practices and
mining activities are not addressed. Impacts to ground
water quality are not adequately addressed and could re
sult from the use of fertilizers, pesticides, or
herbicides.

Bridges must be located so existing water quality
is not altered. Any non-emergency alteration of water
quality requires a short-term water quality modification
from the Department of Ecology.

D. IV-40. "The cumulative effects of alternatives on
fisheries, as described in this section, consider only
the predicted aggregate effects of Forest Service
management activities .... • In the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), section 1508.7,

CUMulative impact; c~~ul~tive impact is defined as the
impact on the environment which results from the
incremental impact of actions when added to other past,
present, and reasonable foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency (federal or nonfederal) or
undertakes such other actions. This means the Forest
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v. WASTE MANAGEMENT

lead. Has the Forest done any sampling and
of such areas in order to protect personnel,
and natural resources? A discussion of
warranted in the final EIS.

evaluation
the public
this is

A.

B.

0
~.g
O·
~ C.g-
:J
Ql-6J
CBen....
I

rH
Ci5

D.

The documents should address the amounts of and the
methods for handling and disposal of wastes generated by
recreationists (dispersed, campground, special events,
and other), at work sites, work centers, and ranger sta
tions. A litter control plan, discussing problems,
solutions, and future opportunities is needed.

Opportunities for recycling need to be identified,
evaluated and considered for integration into routine
management. Examples of things that could be easily
done include putting "aluminum only" bins near soft
drink dispensers, putting recycling boxes in offices for
collection of paper to be recycled, and recycling of
used oil drained from vehicles and equipment. Recycling
reduces litter, conserves resources, and extends the
life-span of landfills.

We are concerned that former Forest Service dump sites
(and also sites of unauthorized dumping) may contain
potentially dangerous materials, such as empty herbicide
containers. There needs ~o be an identification and
evaluation of these former dump sites to determine if
there are any problems, such as leaching, of hazardous
or other materials from these sites. There is at least
one former dump site south of Bigler Mountain on the
Soleduck District along road 29 about two miles from its
junction with Highway 101 (SW 1/4 of section 34; T30N,
RIIW). This pit contained garbage and debris from
Klahowya Campground, Snider Work Center, and various
forest management activities. This dump and any others
should be evaluated as to hazards to public safety.

Many Forest Service installations and work sites have
storage areas for hazardous materials, such as fuels or
herbicides. Spill containment procedures, equipment,
and personnel need to be discussed. Some installations
may have underground fuel storage tanks that are
extremely old and may have high risk for leaks (e.g.
the fuel storage tank at the Snider Work Center on the
Soleduck Ranger District). Identification and evaluation
of "high risk" underground storage tanks is needed,
especially those with the potential to contaminate soil
or groundwater, particulariy groundwater used for water
supplies. As a corollary to this, over decades of use,

E. Does the Forest have a monitoring and evaluation program
for underground fuel storage?

soil at
amounts

refueling locations
of harmful and toxic
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POSITION STATEMENT ON THE OLYMPIC FOREST PLAN

BY OLYMPIC PENINSULA INDIAN TRIBES

The following text was copied from the original document sent to the Olympic National Forest on November
5, 1981, by Lawrence A. Webster, Suquamish Tribal Chairman.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this statement is to introduce to the Forest Service an issue of importance to all tribes
around the Olympic Peninsula. Its preparation is in anticipation of the draft Olympic Forest Plan. That Plan
will affect the lives and culture of the entire Native American community on the Peninsula for many years.

The issue is the future management of the cultural and religious and treaty reserved resources on the
Olympic National Forest. The tribes wish to work with the Forest Service to identify and evaluate these
resources in order to protect and preserve them.

In order for these rights to be reflected in the Plan, Forest Service personnel must recognize and under
stand them. They must recognize that Indian culture did not end with the signing of the treaties in the
1850's. Current day use derives from historical use and is still vital and important to the tribes. We are
concerned that you respect historical uses and recognize current cultural needs and values.

RELIGIOUS RESOURCES

Central to the Salish world view are the trees known as Western Red Cedar and the fish called salmon.
Our ancestors could not have survived without them. Our ancestors were born onto cedar mats; clothed,
housed, and transported with items made from cedar. When they died they were buried in cedar. They
always respected this plant/person above all others.

Our ancestors were grateful for the cedar's willingness to share itself to help them and thankful to the
creator for providing cedar in such abundance. As their descendants, we have the same respect and
gratitude as our ancestors for this gift. We still use cedar in many of the same ways as our ancestors.

Unfortunately, as a result of our non-Indian neighbors' property oriented economy and misunderstanding
of our ways and beliefs, cedar, particularly old growth, has become rare. It has become more difficult to
obtain access to the remaining old growth cedar which is itself threatened with removal; some provision
must be made for its continued existence to sustain our sacred relationship to it.

Native salmon and steelhead occupy a place as important as cedar in our traditional world view. Salmon,
more than any other creatures, represent the circular nature of the universe as understood by our
ancestors. Salmon not only provided liVing evidence of the validity of these understandings, but also a
dependable and highly valued source of nourishment. However, the economic importance of salmon must
not obscure the religious nature of our relationship to them. This relationship is manifested in what is known
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as the first salmon ceremony, in which the return of the first salmon in the yearly spawning cycle is
celebrated.

Other important resources are medicinal plants, berries, and game animals .- many of which are now very
rare.

Today our young people wish to understand traditional lifestyle as a means of insuring spiritual, cultural,
and even economic security for their children's children. Many have begun to relearn the ancient skills of
our ancestors, such as basketry, carving canoes, traditional medicine, and longhouses. Through this
process they are becoming aware of their relationship to this land and the respect and gratitude which this
relationship demands. Anthropological data combined with the invaluable memories and encouragement
of our elders have enhanced this awareness and also caused us to realize how precarious the survival of
this knowledge is.

As our understanding of our tradition increases, so will our need for access to the resources that this
tradition is based upon. Without access to the sacred cedar and salmon in their natural state, we cannot
carry on the teaching and learning of our ways. When these important gifts disappear, so will our long
hoped for and recently attained rights to religious freedom. It is this that we wish the Forest Service to
understand. We are citizens of this land, with a constitutional right that is being threatened. This right must
be protected, for if it is not, the rights of all citizens of this land --Indian and non-Indian -- are in jeopardy.

TREATY RESOURCES

Aside from their importance to Indians as religious resources, the fish and game and certain flora were
reserved for Indian use by treaty. Beyond their cultural significance, many of these resources are of great
economic import to the tribes. Salmon and steelhead are the mainstay of many tribes' and members' cash
economies. Game supplements cash income by providing subsistance food. Excessive logging can alter
the water quantity and quality of a basin enough to adversely impact fishery resources. Game resources
can also be adversely affected. These impacts must be considered in the development of Forest Service
policy and site-specific management decisions.

Another important resource which is a reserved property right of the tribes is water. The tribes reserved
sufficient water to do two things: 1) support the above mentioned treaty fish and game resources, and 2)
meet the water needs of reservation development. Both of these uses of water may be affected by Forest
Service activities. Land management activities and water resource projects, particularly impoundments,
can affect the quality and quantity of water available for reservation use. The Forest Service must carefully
weigh these impacts before permitting such activities and projects.

TRUST RESPONSIBILITY

All of the foregoing resource-specific concerns are based on the United States' general fiduciary duty to
safeguard the welfare of Indians and their tribal governments. The legal basis for this doctrine, and its
applicability to the Forest Service, is beyond dispute. We state here that we are always ready to help the
Forest Service understand our particular concerns so as to ensure compliance with the law.

Following are some specific measures which we believe would bring about a greater degree of recognition
and compliance with the Forest Service's obligations to us. We also hope they can help develop a more
cooperative relationship in the planning process.
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INDIAN RIGHTS IN THE OLYMPIC FOREST PLAN

There are two major areas of concern which need to be addressed in the Olympic Forest Plan.

First is consideration of renewable resources reserved by treaty. The main concern is for anadromous
fisheries and game. These are the resources most heavily used by the tribes and most heavily impacted
by land management activities.

The Forest Service should use a two-step process regarding fish and game. First, the resources should
be considered in a sound multiple use manner by the interdisciplinary team. Second, the impacts of other
resource use (logging) on fish and game need to be measured against tribal use and reliance. We cannot
overemphasize that our rights are substantive. A measurement of resource "tradeoffs" is not enough; the
decision regarding resource allocation must avoid tradeoffs which diminish treaty rights.

The second major area of concern is religious and cultural; we ask the Forest Service to take the following
steps to ensure that our religious freedom is not infringed upon through its decisions:

1. The Forest Plan should include a schedule for the conduct and completion of a forest wide Indian
cultural resource inventory. We view the purpose and process of the recently published Mt. Baker
Snoqualmie National Forest Inventory as a good starting point. It is not possible for tribes to provide
comprehensive information on actual resources in any manner short of such a study. The informa
tion is privileged and a great deal of trust is needed, requiring control over much of the process by
the tribes.

2. The Forest Plan should provide a method for implementing the findings of the inventory, which will
include the identification and evaluation of cultural/religious uses and areas (current and historic),
the development of management criteria, and a management plan for these resources and areas.

3. The Forest Plan should provide for an interim cultural/religious resource protection program in
ongoing activities. For example, the current processes of cultural resource surveys for lands
scheduled for management activities does not consider the current cultural/religious uses of those
lands. Requests for proposals (RFP) should explicitly include this aspect of resource use, in addition
to archeological evidence.

CONCLUSION

The Olympic Peninsula Tribes have rights to resources under the management control of the Olympic
National Forest. The Olympic Forest Plan must be written to ensure the recognition and protection of these
rights. The tribes wish to cooperate with the Forest Service in the development of such inventory and
conservation measures.
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